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WfW
PREFACEI . The principj objects of this little work;areto.trace i;vJ 

the history of the “ Mohtessori Method "; fa -* , f 
discover ^d explore the main sourceh from whic|i 
its author received her inspiration and'^dance; to r 
show that her wort is definit^ toncatehated with " 
that pf Pereira, Itard, and Seguing to attractih:;' 
attention to the value arid importance of the thought ; 
and achievemenU of these three very remartable , 
pioneers of modem education; to expound: and:, > 
examine from the point ofview of the educational ■ : 

to-day thp prindiples and practice of the

The pages tiiat foUow contain many quotations ' 
from the works of Dr. Montesoii ruid her inspirers. : * 
Several of these are introduced for the purposes, of :^‘5' 
argument; oth^ for exposition and iUustirition. . A 
It is the writer’s hope that their use ^ enable the: ■ : ; 
reader to appreciate more keenl4 than could'any; ■! 
elaborate paraphrase, or interptotatirin the finer - .1 
qualities of the original writings^ 'Tkt hope has ; ^ 
also induced, him to refr^ from translating from , , 
the French several of the Sorter extracts contained 
in the text or given in the footnotes. ;

The writer wishes to acknowledge jgratefully his ft 
indebtedness ; to Messrs^ Hfeinemann for: their , ' 
permission, given with kindly courtesy and good 
wifi, to quote so freely from the works of Dr. 
Montessori which are published by them. ,
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i.'i:I INTRODUCTION

Like all other educational systems and methods, 
that of Dr. Montessori is not wholly original.' 
Indeed, it may be said, and without derogating 
from the value and importance of her ‘‘ Method,” 
that what there is in it that is unquestionably 
origiriy forms but a small part of the 'whole body i ^ 
of herMoctrine and procedure. And this is all to ■: i 

■ the good. The fact that she is no mere innbvatpr i ' j 
whose new ideas sjp unrelated to the thought and 
achievement of her predecessors must strengthen | 
the claims of her work to the serious consideration 1 'I 
of aU who are interested in the progress of educa- ? 
tion. That progress, so intimately associated with 
human advancement in general, can only proceed' 
along the course of development. AU the great ' c 
educational systems of the past embodied some / f 
unchanging truths, and therefore sometog from 
each of them must be found to-day in any system 

' worthy of general adoption. Every principle ... 
underlying the Montessori Method was enunciated >'■ 
by previous educational thinkers Or implied in th* ; ‘ i 
theories. The value of her work is largely due to ;
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B:^,
I; : . the fact that for each of these principles she has 
fc found a more definite interpietation and

direct and enlightened appUcation to school 
practice than we owe to any of her predecessors.

In the pages of John Locke who, like Dr; 
S;: Montessori, was a physician and regarded many of
IJ . the problems of education from .the medical stand- 
B . point, we find three of her fundamental principles 
B stated, while a fourth seems vaguely impUed. The 

three may for hrevlty he referred to as the .principle 
of education through the senses, the principle of 

' .iiw&idaafity, and the principle of/recdom. Locke 
held that all-the materials of thinking must first 

B' c'pnie through the senses: from which.it follows 
that all mental development, all education, must 

If :;. : be dependent on sensation. In the Essay Concern
ing Human Understan£ng he writes: “ Since 

1,; there appear not to he any ideas in the mind before 
the senses hive conveyed aily in, I conceive that 

: ideas in the uhderstandihg are cceval with sensation, 
vf ; which is such an impression or motion made in some 

: part of the body as produces some perception in 
the understanding.”* But although he clearly 
implies that the senses are of the first importance 

£; in, rfucatioh he nowhere suggests mettods or 
if - of sense training, whereas it is with such

trmi^ that Dr.;Montessbri’s ptactii^.b tefly 
iji imiil^ed. The principle of indmdualily is 

* « Book II., rap. i. S3.

i .

INTRODUCTION
'i

held .that boys should be taught by tutorsr^" the 
forming of their mind and inannra%^ a^^-^ 
constant attention and particular appEcation’ to fij 
every single boy.”* He would also .aBowi the : 'I 
individual considerable freedom : " Children have : 
as much a mind to show that they arhfree, that f 
their own good actions come from theinselves,: that fjd 
they are absolute and independ^t, as ^y of the_^'-^1 
proudest of you grown men, think of them as you 
please.”* And his next sentence suggests to one’s 
mind the Montesari prindple of spontanrily: “As 
a consequence of this, they should seldom he put 
about doing even those things you have got » . fS 
inclination in them to, but when they have a mind 
and disposition to it.” Locke also ■ insisted u^n 
the necessity for .rfbsely observing the chfld; and ' fy 
wisely advises that this is best done when the latter 
is free, as in play. But this observation is very fS 
different from, the thorough scientific study of the ' " j 
individual jmpil which is, according to its advocates, i a 
such an important feature of the Montessori af ,si 
system. • f /.fl

Rousseau enunciates as a great principle. thar iff 
education must be based on a study of the child, f 
and in no way have his writings more piofouiidly ; ' jj

;■ 'Ba more

K
■» ThoMghU ccnctrrdnt EiueaH«nt secUoa 70. 

leetioa 73,
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;t, ,; influenced educational theory and practice than by
" ghmg its first impulse, to Child-study. For him 

education must be in accordance with the nature 
of the pupil, who must be closely observed. "I 

if vrish,”hesays. " that some judidous. person would 
: give us a treatise on the art of observing children.” 

fi : ' And for him, as for Dr. Montessori, child life is
'-aat an abstraction, but the life of individual 

;ii- children. For him, m for her, education must 
‘ ever be directly concerned with individuality, with

-the peculiar nature and needs of each pupil. Few 
^ thinkers have given such promin^ce to the prm-

, ciple of freedom. , The first of all goods, he
writes, “-Is not authority but liberty.. The man 
truly free wffls only what he is able to do and does 

V; what pleases him. That is my fundamental maxim. , 
It only needs to apply it to childhood and aU the 
rules of education follow.”* And, although he 
does not perceive its deep biological.significance, 
he also believes in self-education, ^raile is obliged 

i, to " learn of himself,” and in-this way does not
£ adviice out of propdrtion.to his strength. When

;; a'child learns of himself he learns according to his
■ ■ nature, his individuaUty is active, and his freedom

[S : , is preserved. The' dependence of intellectual
r development upon the training of ^e s^ and

• the consequent need for this training aie among

his fundamental conceptioilST'^ order that the' 
child may learn to think he must exerdse his H 
members, his or^, his senses, for th&e are‘f the : 1 
implements of our intelligenee.” nidSytiainirig of y 
the senses involves much more than sim^ making? ' 'g 
use of them ;■ the child must learn to fudge by 
them: he must get all he can out of each of them.
He must measure, reckon, wdgh, but he musi: also , « 
compare. His spontaneity must have play, too. . o: 
He wants to touch and handle everything in his £ 
early years ; and his restiessness and curiosity must 
not be checked. Rousseau has, too, some con
ception of that " prepared environment” Which, 
as we shall see, is one of Dr, Montessori’s chief 
ideas ; ” As soon as- a child Begins to distinguish 
objects, a proper choice should be' made in those 
which are presented to him.”' In afl this we see 
how closely the thojight of Dr. Montessori b related 
to that of Rousseau.

}■

I

But the latter was not a 
practical educator. He failed to demonstrate the 
ypBcabflity of-his principles to the actual educa- ' : 
hon of the chndren_ of the people, evaded afl the £ 
difficulties of teaching technique by imaging a '4 
pupil living and learning under altogether excep
tional circumstances.. If Dr. Montessori had 
devoted years of study to the works of Rousseau, 

shall find she did to those ofiother pioneers. Ias we

.ci:

.. .. ■■ ..............................................................................................................
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INTRODUCTION

is not based pri facts of chfld life ascertained .By I
direct observation and experiment. . The suitabiliiy ^ : S 
of its “ gifts’* and'** occupations” to the ne^ <5 ; ^
the child developing through self-^ctmly was not 
determine'hy .^ct saenffic methods. Explicit 
or unphcit m the work of these three reformers ’’ 
may he found every great principle underlying the ' jil 
system of Dr. Montessori, while included in] her 
elaborate didactifc material are portions of Froebel’s 
"gifts.” But she has interpreted these principles 
In the light of science, and has applied them to! the 
practical education of individual pupfls in strictest 
possible accordance with the obsened facts of the ' i 
nature and needs of childhood. And such inter- ' 
pretation and appBcation are not to he found in the 
work of any of the great reformers who deservedly 
occupy the most prominent places in the history of 
education. To thejiK indeed, she is little, if at all,

■ indehted for inspiration or enlightenment.
And yet the system which bears her liame-is not g 

the product of Dr. Montessori’s unmded genius.
It has a history which, though short, possesses real 
value and interest for students of education. Apart 
from her owq.work, that history is mainly concerned 
with the thought and practical achievement ofibut 
three of her predecessors. She herself, indeed, ' 
seems unaware of the very important pioneer Work 
of one of these forerunners. Ag^.and a^ 
through her writings, as we shall find m a later

INTRODUCTION-

!. it is scarcely possible that she could by the guid
ance thpy gave her have evolved her scfentificaUy

fe iLoSce wrote the first educational work that deals 
primarilf'svjfa the child. Rousseau, who was 

fluenced by the philosophy and to some extent by 
[>; ■ the sensationalist psychology of Locke, -wrote tlie 
|; first books that point out the direct dependence of 
| - educational theory and practice upon the nature of 

the child: iBut neither had any real knowledge 
—above afl, any knowledge based upon direct 
observation and experiment—of children, of child 
life and its needs., Neither in the' writings of tiiese 

Ji; \ two great pioneers nor in the thought and work of 
o' i their many followers could inspiration and guidance 
ir. be derived by one who is, like Dr. Montessori, 

a trained' scientific investigator whom nothing less 
will Satisfy than the foundhig of educational theory 
and technique directly, upon the laws and facts of 
child life as revealed, by exact science.. The 

I' . greatest educational reformers of the nineteenth 
century—Pestalozzi, Herbart, and Froebel—^who 
were foUowers of Rousseau, «d not apply to the 

Ik 0 study of the individual pupU the methods of science. 
I"';: - Nor did they directly found educational systems 

. upon its teachings. Froebel, it is true, did 
& v .formulate a system, and one whose pimciples and 
jj; ! methods have still considerable influence upon the 

work of our infant schools. But the Kindergarten .
is ' ■ ■ . ’ . '

I infl

v:‘

I:'
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'r
i:;; sSnn. Hard (1775-1838) was for many y^s 
) • physidian to the National Institution for the Deaf 
P'. and-Dumb in Paris, and through his experimental 

’ , and educative work in that famous school he made 
.valuable contributions to the science and art of 

To education in general, 
however, he made a more yitaUy important contri- 

.. . butibn through his wondjirful observational and 
E!: experimental treatment of the so-called Savage of ^
|j Aveyron, an unfortunate boy of eleven found Uving \
•. what appeared to he a purely animal existence in '
‘‘f ' the woods near Aveyron. i Believing that civilised 

ratm was the joint product ;of nature md education 
and that without the latter he could never have 
become possessed of distinctively-human character
istics, Itard saw in this wild boy the natural or 
savage being. This creature, he was convinced, 
was potentially a man and only required develop- 

& ; ment by educative means. It was only necessary
to draw forth and develop the child’s latent powera i
to: add to nature the other essential factor which

, , had necessarily been inoperative during a savage 5
' existence. So he began to teach the boy, md 

I'j:; although it transpired in the sequel that hls’onginal 
p-: diagnosis was wrong and that, as we shall see, t^
i(;: poor child was really an idiots the valub and signifi-
[yf cance p£ the; experiments and'.observationa he jnado’

, . INTBODUCmON ■ -
-gr. '-.^7 I■' r "-'f

9 -uiIMTHODUCTIOH

; can scarcely be:exaggi«r^:; The woik.contimj^,y;^^ 
:fbrfour;3teara,Aha;wai^d^ 
detad in two pamphlets which are humah' documentsj f: . 
of absorting interest. c

Dr. Sdguin. (.8tn-i88o) devoted his life and 
great talents to the education of ifiotSf^b^inningp: ; 
his wort in France and contmuing it in-the UmtedfHa 
States. He studi^ medidne unrier Itard for a • 
time and became greatly mterested in'the latter'i 
two pamphlets referred to ahiave. Inspired byihis:,^., 
great teacher, he began to spedaHse m the study ; 
of the causes and cure of idiocy and soon camei trri§i^ 
the conclusion that education, afford^ the!; 
means for the ameUoration of the lot of its unfor- , 
tunate child victims. The result of long study, . . 
scientific observation, and ingrapus exp.^ents-^ 

the formulation of his great system ’of , - 
physiological education. Though this system was •' ,

plete accounts, of his trttii?-w^ih are nch m the .| 
minutest detmls rif procaine. . .,:

III the course of his enquiry into the physiobpcal 
prmdples ,undetiyirig7:edura^,i 
^qu^t^ with,,tlte^:;^ Jaitehr
P«?wa;,(i7is—i78<;0.hW^A!l>aa78e™ 
yeqrs.tq thestudyrmdedu»tionofcxmgerrita|d^^ ^

>•! deaf-mute education.
-:nu.

was

causesK
iSa:!

(Dsa)

i.



-10 , ' i.fntoD0cn0N n| SBili
rf tte fast-^y ad^c teacher 
.^•mutes, ;Tto: was, the ;trae-origii^
Physio^cal Mefaod from which that systm'haii . ' 
deydopedr;■ In fae followmg; pagesKthe idirect 
^ebt?aness of Dr. Montessori to the s^ of SfB 
Sdgum .will become evident. But it must be made" B 
clear at the outsct that the work of the latter,facorS ;:;? 
pmated ail the essentials of that of Perdra in r^ard SS 
alike to its spirit, its principles, and its practice;-V;' 
Sdguin made a thorough examination of his pret - ^ 
decessor s method and embodied the resulte of that ,: 
examination m a valuable work* which he wrote 

1847. ::H;‘
The irork of Pereira, Itard, and Sdguin'waiBBl 

concerned solel/ with the education of abnormail ' 'iH- 
cMdrm,- whom they examintd and obSei^ V.S 
mdiv^y m fae Ught of the best scipficV'S 
knoiriedg^ of tbeir respective periods, jfhey 
sought for fundamental principles, formed : f J 
numerqiK experiments, conceived expedients; and K B 
were above all, practical teachers who bravely' 
faced and solved numerous proBfems o£ •'practice 
that presented the gravest difficulties. As B now „ 
well knom. Dr. Montessori too began heridis-K j ; 
tn^shed career as' an educatoF of . ahn^ril* Bi 
chilfaen. At the outset of her work among these 
children she went to the iniiminating pages of Itmi

IIOTOpUCnON
K[■; mutes. Unlike Itard and Sdguin, Pereira was not ; ,

^ a physician - but he spent several years in acqiiiring ;
a wide knowledge of the physiology of his time. .

; and, as we shall see later, rndde a physiolopcal' 
discovery of the fast importance. His work and 
its amazing practical results made a profound im- 

■ prcsrion on the scientific mind of Seguin and
B inspired and- informed his subsequent educational
' efforts. From Pereira’s investigation he received j

■ valuable suggestions and, actual knowledge con- 
■ ceming the importance of the senses in mental 

, educationi and indeed in general organic develop
ment. Pereira discovered the fundamehtality of 

C. the sense 'of touch, and this bibloffcal truth

u-.- little about Pereira’s work which was in many
; important respects very much in advance of his
S own. Had he possessed full knowledge of this

predecessor’s wonderful experimente and expeffients 
|!.K r histpwn might well have' accomplished still greater !
E things. Dr. Montessori too app^ to'know very 

little about Pereira and nothing about his very 
j! -. remarkable achievements. Considering her long 
jj .and intensive study of Shguin’s,writings, it is 

Strange that she has failed to realise the inspiration 
[, and knowledge he derived from his predecessdr. 
k: /.Nevertheless, the history of. the Montessori 
py: ‘system must take fuli cognisance of the -great wprip ^ As to

I.V.'., .D.; V... ... ^ It: ....... ...................................................- - ■
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M method?^these men were applicable, as they
f AeSes believed, to universal education

L‘: ’ 'Thus it was through the scimtific
, cdmr^tion of idiots and other ddective children that 

the principles of .the Monteiori Metod were 
originally realised and its practice sugges^,_ _

, ryai.-agtys'S.g.'g
' ’■ Sneem^ToTtline aS’lLto^“Ld to reveal Aj 
; sources of Dr. Montesspri’s inspiration are chief 
^ among the modest objecte of this Kttle work.

.-.i:

MONTESSORI AND HER 
INSPIRERS

CHAPTER I

Jacob, Rodriguez Pereira (lyiS—1786): . it? 
(“Premia Instituteur des Sttrds-Mueis eh ' '

Pranbe") ■
Jacob Rodriguez Pereira, the first teacher*pi;fa 
deaf-mutes in France, was not a native ■of thatg'J 
country. He tjps bom on iitt, .lyjrSP

large Portuguese district of the same name;' He- .1 
has been described as a Spanish Jew of Po^^; %::j 
origin. -The tesearches of M; Ernest U Rddii^*^ 
haveishown, however, that.althoughjtteiBinSicE 
famUy Uved for several generations in the Prpvm«^. J 
of ;Traia-Qs-Montes in Portugal,: its; ol^in^:’;|

a;P
ti /

IKi; i■'IIsw:iiiasfeg



P ' 14 MONTESSORl AND HER INSPIRERS
iiiiiaDmwas in Spnin. ' To escape from ; 
■'' the horrors of the fanatical-anti-Jewish activities of
■ the Spanish Inquisition the ancestors of P^eira ^
- ^ mi^ated: to Portugal at a date which has not been

toermiried; It would, seem that in the latter 
; country the acti-vities of the Inquisition, which was 
not established there tiU 1557.

■ : and less efBcieitly organised than in Spam.
! Towards tlie end of the seventeenth century, how-

ever, the campaign of persecution against the Jews 
; was being vigorously ' prosecuted in Tras-Os- 
; Montes, and so in.il^ Abraham Rodriguez 
' ; Pereira, a trader and manufacturer of silk and 

v yayet, father of Jacob Rodriguez, determined to 
j,, . Semipate with his mfe and children to the sparsdy- 

populated and comparatively remote province of 
fEstremadura in Spain. Realizing now that no 
11 professing JerP in dther country codd possibly 

escape for long the agents of the Inquisition, 
Abraham Rodriguez and his wife, Abigail Ribca,

I; decided upon the public adoption of and outward
f. conformity to the Roman Catholic faith. Aceprd-
= ■ ingly he assumed the Christian name of Juan whne 

she took that of L^nor, and they had their children 
baptised. Jacob Rodt^ez received the.baptismal 

S Thames of Francisco, Antonio whibh he sometimes 
used in later life.' How long the family remained

JACOB RODRIGUEZ PEREIRA • '• aj

in Estremadura is not known. We learn, howeyerj ■ .. 
that about i74o,the modier, who had’been a mdovf - - 
since 1735, had returned with her numerous child-:; 
ren to Braganza in Tras-Os-Montes where manyof- . •. 
her own and her husband’s relatives residedl There 
is a-family tradition that she was xondemned as a . 
relapsed heretic by the Holy Office of Braganza 
and ordered to do penance publicly at the gate of 
the cathedral every day for a year. To escape'

finally settled with relatives in 1741..'
Very little is known concerning the early life, UfS- 'i 

Jacob Rodriguez Pereira. Whether living to Spain'’ 
or in Portugal the family did not dweU for loi^ 

particular locaHty. Its members, like many 
other Israelitish families of the Peninsula,'seem to.' • 
have retained their nomadic habits, in which they , 

doubt confirmed by the exigencies of . 
commerce, and Jjie persecuting zeal of the: agents 
of the Holy Office. Thus we do not know how, bt 
where Jacob Rodriguez, received what 'Woidd’: ^; 
appear to be a good education in the Classiia; ^ S i 
Hebrew, Portuguese. Sp^h, French, and theSri: 
matiiematical sciences, for which last he^eai^Ssi 
manifested enthusiasm and remarkable aptitiideit-I? 
It is very probable that he did not fully sh^ the . 
unsettled life of his farndy, In 1734. at the age ■ 
of 19, we find him m Paris-where appmontfy he

i?,

were more.localised

any

were no

. - .<v., c . ..Ji ' . C. jtea-



apparenUy, on the artides on Perata in LaiWa, - 
Dhtidtmme -m^ge yStkcle and U Gnmie 
Encyclo^d^, : j^S'Cbinh^.to: 
the age of i8 ;m pnrsuanossof :hi3: busmeas.’^j r ^ j 
became acquainted-srith aSyoimg wpman'^diad'; 
been dumb from birth. Hia affection for her-led ' .. 
him to devoie him^ from thM'time to thei dis-::' ^

in thdr turn to ;haTC-based their: atatemetrtsron ; v;y^ 
conjecture-and on a phrase which occurred in an , , 
adrfress dthvered by.^Paeira- b^ theiM^^:;^ 
Academy of BeHes-Lettres at Caen; m :t)r^
" Heureusement poilf ;,moi,, Messieuis. : I amitid; et ; ■ i j 
la commuracation d^be persbnne muette:m’^ant; 
suscitu cette idde.” Two facts of great interest \ 
in this connerdoh have, howeva.^b^ ' |
the researches of MM. La Rochelle*and Thtopbile, 
Malvezin.' The first is that, ffie estate of Berimiga • 
upon which Perciia>as born and spent some years . .

r Muioicnpt'in din Bordeaux Ubraiy. Quoted br t« '] 
^ Rochelle, p. 6. / ; . V-.

';>Vt
isj, r «0i»iasb« «M» u> mm™

L in these two French cities.
te?i;;ftTlmJ'earli^:: document found among Perdra's 
; papers by M U RocheHe* was a letter addressed 
E > to iSn hi Paris from Bordeaux in 1734 by M.

: Barbot; a distinguished htterateur and savant who 
i was a friend of Montesquieu; Pe^a had written 
[i. to M. Barbot, who wasVesident of the Gourdes ' 
If^lAidesJand Director of the Academy; of Bordeaux,
25 ’ requesting infonnation conceniig the eHucation of 
!'./ .congemtal deaf-mutes. ThiO letter*whidtSujipUes 
|p#|«f;several works on the subject; IcOqtains 

clear'evidence that the older scholar was nuich |,S;im^:by.theenthusiasm,abiKtyand 
. of young correspondent, whom he had known ^ 

ih-pans# ■ ■
■:; It is of interest to consider what it was that 
. impeUed so young a man & resolve upon the

can

m
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Bit;
the second-fact is of much greater isi^cance. '

- M. -Malvezin ascertained-that phe of Pereira’s own 
sistets was a congmtal deaf-mute. Thus the 

i.^,' future great teacher, of such unfortunate children 
had? daily pr^ented to him during the most inj- 

; : : ;pressionabIe years of his life the-problem of com- 
K muiiicating with and helping one to whom he was 
pf; r rio doubt devotedly attached.

As in the case of thefirst two decades ofPereira’s 
f,. , Ide, very Uttle Ught has hemi shed on the third from 
I, ■ ms to:i744- It ^ ^own that d^ that period
K he traveUed a good deal in the Peninsula and in

France. J?We also know, though vwe have ,no 
■ particulars as to dates, that during .this period, 

k . probably, about 1740, he established in the; house 
L-'= where he lived in the Rue des Augustins in Bordeaux 

the first school in France that was wholly devoted; 
ft to the education of deaf-mutes. He' charged no 
|; ; ; fees : for apart from the satisfaction; to te-derived; • 

. by. his charitable and ^ahi^ n^d from thi 
doing of such gratuito^ work; He dbubUess .fifti 

' that the eaperience: gahidd in this schbol andv&,
I opportunities it affordeThim for bbseryaridn; and 
i-S' : ■ experiment were ample 'reward for his labours.
I.' -Unfortunately noJacts have come dowii; to 

: ; f«ardhi^ the duration of these labours, the nuiflbor 
ISS; i' ’̂^esrf his jmpils. or 
s ments and methods ;df: teaaiing. The decade we
I'"' ■ I ' ‘ '

..-St. .. .V .  -. .i-tV. --

JACOB RODRIOUEZ PEREIRA ip" . "
are now considcrmg was mainly devoted by Pereira ' r 
to the intensi^fe tharetical and pt^c^- s^^r^;? 
his subject, and as in aU probabiUty the work of; 
his Bordeaux school was-intended .by him^as. part ' 
of that study he would naturally %rmn from :
public the ratiire and results of his efforts. During ^ 
these ten jfears which followed the recdpt:rf;the '
letter from M. Barbot referred to above he closely 
studied the works recommended.in that communica- ; | 
tion and such others on the subject as becaihe - .S 
accessible to him, and in this way acquired fa 
knowledge of the efforts of his predecessors in tins : , 
educarional field.' And here it may not be without-:: S 
interest and profit to consider what had been done ; ' 
by some of those who had previously endeavoured; ; , 
hy educational means to alleviate the lot of con-; . i.-t 

'N genital deaf-ihutes. ‘ j: ;'
Among the Ancients the case of the deaf and : f 

dumb was apparently regarded as hopelesm ff 
' Aristotle denied that they possessed intelli^o^.; f ; - 

The Roman Law denied them many of the essmtial 
rights of dtirenshipi As to the possM^ fof 
educating them, the general opinion of the Andeiit 
World is no doubt expressed in the couplet of ; 
Lucretius: '

To instruct the deaf no art could ever reach,.
No care improve them'^ and no msdom teach.

■f-t

>5

V.?-,-

KE

St. Au^line asserted that they, could aCqtdre nq .E.'E:;

• : ...



Wthe Ups and to fefet 
he regahJed it rather, as a mirade thap|M an 

••;; educational achievement.’
Several other cases are mentioned byi later 

mediiVal 'writers/ who are generally sceptical 
’ • ■ because of the seeming impossibiUty of such feats.

It was. not until the. sixteenth, cmtuiy that the 
^ education of the. deaf and dumb came, to be 

' regarded as practicable. Jerome Cardan (1301— 
. 76) of Pavla, an eccentric genius and speculative

phUosopher, who may have had no ildeUnite 
ImOTle^e of the deaf, wrote: "Writing is

........ ,; ' ^mted and speech with 'thought,
but written characters and ideas may be connected 

' without the intervention of sounds" : and ar^'edf,-'
i}
= dictine monastery of San Salvador of Ofia/

in rs78: " I have had for-my' pupils, whb were 
d^^ddumb.frpmjbirth, soiw pf;^ lords and

.....
V,. ^

V >. ...jC r. . . ............
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• notabIepedpIe,whbmJ
write and reckon." One ofjhese p^ple he says . .
" was ordained and held office and emohn^ m 
the' Church, and performed the samce-of fte 
Canonic Hours.”” . Aihong the ian^^vto// 
monastery’ is a document in which he state^t l^ 
deaf-mute pupils "spoke, calculated, pr^ed doud, 
served- Mass,' confessed, knew; Greek, Utm 
Italian, and understood natural pMosophy and
astrology."” i v

Unfortunately he left no acrteunt 
methods by which he obtamed such rem^fe 
results. In 1620 another Sparriard, Juan P^lo: 
Bonet (d. 1629?), wrote a bciok“ owfte teachmg 
of deafunntes. He,be^ by, tea^;Jto^-0 
write the letters of the alphabet and then ^ht the
phonetic value of eachJetter. " THe sehola^J^Ee;^^
Lte,"iadumbbeeauseheisdeaf,andca^otBy ,
any means have his bearing festotrf/-
si^t he can ac^ the><«ed^:lost; ^^:. ^

g;v-
is.\

Sir-

then

. . .

Farrar,uiing,
'"'“pSwiio
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,660 and :i66i, he taught two deal-midM by a 
process of " artifiaal aiti^tiou’* not
^edrby Bon^. He: clamed to liave.fagotto KSg
pupils not only to pronounce words distinctly, but ■ ;■ -
to express their own thoughts either orally or. in ;
writing and to read and understand, what was 
written for them by. others. He in^e no use of 
lip-reading and did not claim that his pupils - ,
stood spoken language., The Spanish Netherlands < 
produced another seventeenth century teacher of i 
congenital deaf-mutes in Franfois Mercure- van - :y 
Helmont (1618—93). a son of Jehn Baptiste. , In « ii 
his book: AlphcAeH Ve,e Naturalis Hebtaioi ■ 
Brevissima Deliheatio, etc. published In. 4667, he 
makes somewhat extravagmt chums in reg^ to . 
the rapidity with which he achieved success ^by 
means of lip-reading and " artificial'aiticrilatibh.” 
Another teacherwho m^ sureas^made^ 
these two methods was Jean Conrad Amman (1669 
-im), a Swia;phy8ician^dent;at^aai^£|;| 
His book, in whit* Jje describes his work and its -, i 
results, and whifcK had a great iiifluence, espedafiy < 
in Germany, on the later teaching of deaf-mutra, '■ , 
was first published in 1693 under the title of Surdus 
loquens, and again in 1700 under that of Dissertafio '
deloquela. .......

Such was the work of the mpst important- of , / 
Pereira’s predecessors. But'it cannot be:^dv^ 
certainty that he knew aD the records and descrip-
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fe.'. Eduction of vdice.”- Heigives, rules for the ' 
production of this “ artificial articulation." Bbnet 

; also made use of gesture and'of a manual alph^. 
.y... In his book he outlined, according to M'. Gerando," 

an inductive meftod of grammatical instruction and 
a pMosophic scheme of education which led from

I Rev. ■William Holder, d.d. (1616—98), George 
1;, Dalgamo -(i636?-87), George Sibscota' (fl.
I , T670), and Rev. John WalUs, d.d. (1616-1703).
I'i Of these the most important was Dr. Wallis, the 
K. - . 'fambtis.'mathematician and Savilian Professor of 
-7 V,' Qeomctry at Oxford. He was the author of 

numerous mathematical and tiiMlogical works, and 
, also of an English Grammar, written in Utin In 

to foreign students, 
gi; Ap^ded; to this Grammar, which was published 
^. , atOxford in 1653, was a treatisi^ or essay on'words,

or the formation of sounds, entitled Ds Eognila.
- In tto freatisehe outlines his methods of teaching 
L thfc deaf and dumb. He made use of miting,
' a manual alphabet and . " logical ihdtic-

tion,. as well as of such cestiues only 
borrow^ from the pupSs tnem^elves.

m
as w ere 

Later, in

lk\Ui.-. . . .. .i. . .. . -- ...... 1 . .1-..;-’^
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-Sons referred to in the foregotog .brief reriew. 
Severd of the books mentioned above were noted 
m the te supplied hhnin 1734 by:M.Barbot.;who 
especiaUy recommended that of Amman and 
pointed out that it cont^M references to the work 

1 of van Hclmont and Wallis. -He apparently con- 
: t^^ to study and tise this book for many years,

'for as late as iyfiche wrote an analysis of it. in 
French, which, he dated, and which was found 
v^his papers by M. La I^chelle;, His into^ 
m' this ;work IS very significmt and is easily 

fei explained. While not underrestimating; the value 
r • to teachers of the de^ and dtnnb of thpse methods 
i- which involved reading and writing, , “ logcal 

induction," lip-reading, manual signs for letters and 
^ ’ syllables, arid gestures, he was far from being 

satiMed with ; them. For years , be: sou^t to 
S ' -discover-a,samtific method—one; that/shoidd be/ 

based dirertly upon, the sden^ which/trdated of 
the potentialities and adaptabiUties of the human 

. :■ orgamsm. In his study along these lines he found 
fiAmman’s book; of great assttocei Its. author 
" ' ' was, as we have noted, a phyd^, and Im method

; of artificial ' articulation , was’/founded :i^h his 
/ fcnciwle^d of the/anaton^ of thd;vdcal b^.

„ , These organs of the deaf and dtmib , child doidd be
[ placed in, the positiori proper for. the:prnduMon of
; any given sound, and thenbybxkmple mid gteture
!V. •; ■ .the teacher could indicate to him bow to, breaflie

v'-.

.V

r
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sb as to produce that sound. Further, by graspn^ -j 
the teacher's thTbaAduiiig theppeea of5rfiSs'^rt 
tion Anunan's pupib'r^ enabled:tp:le^"to^^ 
their sehse touch;the-vibrat!oii3ras3bfea-wiai; fc; 
different sounds, v men by practiM 
proficient in the production of sounds these; were 'I 
associated with their written characters, and h, this ; 
way Md by the help of lip-reading.' they were J 
graduafly enabled to read and write and s^’. •

But even ;thi3 satisfy Pereira. iHe
believed that by i profound study of phyaob^. aid ife : - 
aratomy,: he Muldi discover fpririr^Iesi^ 
upon whi^ tb found a new theorrand-pradidshfi*;:

. deaf-mute education Accordingly, it was to this 
study foat he mainly devoted the third di^e oi f 
his caeer. ’Be have, unfortuirat^ ,
tion as to how or where he pursued his strldies a^ v:; - 
from our slight knowledge of his practical ex^ ' 
mental work in his Borfeainc school. We :

• know, for ^ple, wtether he Wkedrmderibrr^^

wSfSssa i
in r88a shbwithatvhe made::tohsetf:^thdiA^ acquainted-with the anatorny and physiolos®
W- And it mushbeiifeemberdjtl^
Med sciences had made great progress by 1740, _ - 
As early as r 1^3 the brilliant young- ^ ^ anstomi^, Vesliu^ had publishrfto fS ^

'

. >■.f-''

UbU'-'••
■4f.^ '

Vr.
'■r: n

i
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woitf Exercaobo Anatomca de Moiu works of Hennaim Boerhaave (i66S^iJ36)-r ]

; ;-: ied-inM6so to the discovery of the thoradc dilct, Cofwosce^/ret ,Y;ttr<h^:;;Jfori«;S>fc^
£v;.whne-m- i6s3 Rudbeck discovered the lymphatic contained pra^cally all the phydotogical-and;.'
b vessels. I Irf^titir Ma^hi-of Bobgna, Z had anaton^Md^ed^iof;&^ei;y§f^^
ft pteriously demonstrated the existence of the in t?o8 and 1709. From ryoti to 17.19 Moigajpi t
f^-lic^a^. system,- observed by‘the aid of his (i68a—ryyi) published his six series of great ?
t&;'^^<ipfette actud pa^e-of thebl^^ works under the title of Adversam Anntor^a, in V.v
Igl&dl&l^.’—rMapighi:- ^ which he popularised among mediigl vim 0^ ^ i

mintoy tHe glands of, the human body a^d the practice of^ct saentific oblation
f ; sdaory Jiapillae of the skin. In 1677 Hamm, a tion. These works systematmed- and ;eitended.;N
B^|ypij%i;put<hvphysici3h,iSffi3covii^js  ̂ , -the phyriology and anatomy of the period,
SD-TKcseieb-roaghtunderthenoticeoft^Wenhoek, especiaDTi'tKePkhpwledge ffidedid^^^^^

*' who had preriously made minute microscopical fflusttiousVprede^rb in;the:Chmr;bt:?h^^^gpfefl^lO^r^fpl^aesMi^ Pad^*cluah.gA^iMd^
S covered bacteria. leeuwenhoek soon perceived Spigehus. It is worthy of note that! Morgagni , j!

and announced the physiological rile of sperma- dealt qieaaHyiwith.the^
: to;^. The period 1661-1740 has been selected of the.eigbtyTBiX;medical
^i^J>i^t^iall“Ms^^iiii^ori,:;:s^ Mer.(i7o8:^t77{^.^;app^%b«^^5^tog^
^f^:^e?<^^,scdenlffic«aclmt^a^ Practicany.aII.®e5e,w<^^^,ea^^

.'j.-, ., I.'. ... id



peculiar southern emphasis. So said eveiy one

Ltt“t.DidS^t!' &^;s5^ ^

the salons:oh thh Rue Monsigny^;:'Mlle.>l^^ 
the iast surviving pupn of Pereire, vrfim sheicimeSfi 
from Orleans to visit fhe thm unlm^ grahclsb^|^^ 
of her beloved teacher. .Yes,^
■that voice which Buffbn heard in jts ah^ torus dfci^ 
youth. Unforbuia^y we were too yoimg and j 
ignorant to pay due'attention to this wonder f md't'j 
our reminiscence of it are bare ofJthe ij^cularaSi*^ 
which could make them valuable. , , i

Letras y arte pma enseSar a habli'los :mudM. &^^ 
Madridr r6ao.’.^Second, of another syllaMc,., 
manual of forty-odd signs of his tjwn;irrveritipi^ 
Third, the natural resomces of: dgiresaotf 
by pantomime., As soon as Perdre was understood -

[r ' aS MONTESSOM AND HER INSPIRERS

de'VOme, a work which Pereira quoted during
i. ‘ his controversy with Emaud in rjea. And in ryo^ 
L , '. appeared Valsaiva’s work on the ,,4feB<o»»y and 
h Diseases of the Ear.
i -■ But even if Pereira’s iong study of his subiect 
I had included ah the works referred to in the above 
r . summary they would not have revealed to him the 

, secret he sought. They supplied him with funda- 
l; - menld principle and facts, but it was only by the 
['/. exefdse of original thought, by making, indeed, a 
I physiological discovery on his own account, that
j. '.; he was enabled:to,W a definite scientific-basis 
f.- for his method. We carmot do better than here 
p • quote fir extenso Siguin’s remarkable paragraphs"

deding with this discovery and sonre of its Ss : 
piSffrSmceiyMorgaghii-Poerhaave; 
l^a^ughVphysiWogy to,its true place/^ to say, 
E?!tS^^i^“f;a>l'°*ey 'nedical sciences, it had himn 
V’considered and used ^ a reliable element of pro- 

pessmvanous branches of anthropology. Among 
I the special labours founded upon ; its recent :dis- 

, coveries, none had been more conspicuous than 
' those of Jacob Rodriguez Perpire,“ who taught 
'■•congenital deaf-mutes "to'speak; coimnunicating

-
..........^.. /:......



JACOB RODRIGUEZ PEREIRA , 'JI
the.enscBaie3HieatthebottcB..andto,i»t'; 
point they may^ supply:;oBe^other:^^[i^^:gg 
Hisioiy 0/ JWoh/ istv^BonO ■ v :;V’' 'iw?

This, then, was Pereira’s great .phy^gfcal:; ,; 
discovery—the discovery-of the ftmdamenta^ of i'. 
the sense of touch, and of its wonderful 
or developmental potentiahties. espe^y 
to thp perception, mtcrprcUbon, and te:^ctoit 
of voral vibrations And if we can fuUy 
date the bnth of this fun^enlahly.'aiid, rf 
existence of such potentiahties we sh^:iMt;su^i^^ 
Sdguinandothersoftheei^erationofenthuaasts -
even when they teU us that Pereira’s deaf-mute . 
pupils-acauired his accenf gascori. • ^ 
the charges brought.^^^byjalf&^)im|^ 
hU opponents was that he cpin^cat^.fo^j;J 
accenttbhispupils.“ Inthis^nnexion-tteWk5^% 
ing strikii^ senfencis of Miss Helen Kdler’s^aie ’-i 
valuable as evidence: ’■ By placm^^rnyrli^^i^
another’s throatand ^eek I e.^by the:;chaig«a3
the voice., I knovrwhenitisloworlugh, dear.or j 
muffled, sad or-^eeiy. The thin, quav^ J 
sensation of an old voice differs m my touch ftra J 
the sensation of a young voice. A soulh^’s 
drawl is quite unlike the: Yankee twangjMSpmig^ 
times the floiy and ebb of a yoice i, so «c^§^

is By Emaad. PM» U Rochtll., i>i. P. aa4-' ‘ ' ’
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h by his pupils with the help of these temporary 
!,-• means of communication, he commenced to'teach 
I , them to sp^ the speech proper, derived from the 
, consciousness of the reciprocd nature of language. 
i''This consdousness could only be given to the deaf 
1, ' by a physiological discovery. Pereire analysed the 

speech into two elements: the sound, and the 
f , vibration which produces it: the first which the 
i: ear alone can appredate, the second that any flesh ' 
1; vibrating itself may be taught to perceive.

- .concaved that ordhiaiy men hear the sound, with- 
; out, most of the time, noticing the vibrations; but 
j'," ,that the deaf, who. caiinot hear the sound, may 
f'. nevertheless be made the recipients of vibrations.

, Hence, a given vibration producing-* only a'^vdi 
u sound, the deaf taught to percehie the vibrarion,

. .TO without reproducing likewise the
f,, 'corresponding sound of language. It is thuk that 
fesSe'I>f^^;“ade: his /pupils hear :;lhrough ; the 
i skin, and utter exactly what they so heard. By 
^aawaiscoy®^ Pereiredemdnstrated to the physiblo- 
pKia%3'.'of :|i3 day,- that all, senses are mbdiiications 
^ of the tact, aU touch of some sort, 
j. Buffon, takenby s^rise at the sight the d^-

:»■ J '..a .
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KeHer, writes: : " .

.i;Ksr£Si55"kE=
history, hearing-arid sight 

55*«Sr?'^ tions of the senseof touch, and,
.. as the parent of these senses, it has many capacities 

which, m normal people have been appropriated- bvPlfa^^^S^esdcapadties^ffil 
g;:?^fe ^ :f«^tion of the deaMlind jErom

experience of the
' outCT world, combined with a languagi^ which is

race, the Jwich-
•- ■ can know the sun, the sea, and the

s^gsjssa^i^i!
of the master while the latter prpdu(sed a ;^cular;v 
sound. Nor was this all. The teacher also made ; ;i 
use of the pupa’s sight, i The deaf-mute’s pSWers i
of ocular observation are also than^ose i
of normal persons, and Pereira made hjs pupOs i
mo^ closelj-observe the positioni.and 
of the throat, jaws, tongue, teeth and lips during the r -': V 
process of sound production. Each pupil was then T; ^Vs- 
taught to place his own vocal organs m the sarrie .^ ;,? 
position as that of the master’s for ahy given 
sound, to make the same movements, and to srf iip ; 
the samevtetions, these to b^ p^ed-by^ 
his sensitive fingers. , Jomed to all this was cartM :: , 
training in correct brea^, the pupfi here learning 
by sight and touch the proper portions and move
ments. Thusithe pu^ was enabled to produce ■ ' 
sounds himself, and (t^was easy to indicate to him -; -! 
by gesture whether or not he enunciated correctly. '. 
When a sound was correctly prodimed its re^tition 
was .continued unta ha toe processes Solved ' ' ' ' 
became automatic.

But Pereira’S; principles and practice involved 
verymuchmoiBthanthishrief ontline.susBeats: and 
we must how proceed to consider his-whole’methda insome det^.*^ Every new pupfl introduced to to' ,

was

I
Even wiffiout special training the deaf-mute^s 

,, , ^nse of touch is pecufiarly acute. With intelligent 
; ,-^g «“P*e and. discriminative efficiency

CM be neatly increasedls Thus, byVthe exer- 
; cise of his . great personal skffl, patience, and 

• perseverance, and by prolonged practice, ;P^a
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of that in use anlbng the physicians and satg^ , ’ 
of his o™ time. sSuin." who was a dcstiiguisbed - ' v 
physician, writing in 1847, PO“ted out-that the 
ciassification of deafness geneiany adopted by the 
medical profession even at that date was inferior 
to Pereira’s.

Deaf-mutes were arranged by Pereira in three 
classes, the first class contained aB those'who 
were

[•- '34 MONTESSORI HER INSPIRERS
i-V':, , was at once subjected to a thorough examination , 
'if - which was always conducted, as he says m his 

Observations^^ "aveo une tres-grande exactitude.” 
f The first object of this examination was to deter- „> 
fv • mine beyond doubt whether deaf-mutism was the' 
j ■ real and sole cause of the pupil’s condition, Here\
! he had to ascertain whether or not there were
j-i indications of idiocy or imbecility or of any other
f form or degree of mental deficiency. - If there 
F were any such indications he declined, as a 
K specialist, to undertake the education of the child.
|i His next care was to ascertain whether the physical 

causes of the pupil’s deaf-mutism were such: as 
could be removed or lessened by surgical or inedical 
treatment. He searched minutely for any malfor- 

f : mation or defec^of the ear and vo<m1 organs. 
When he was certam that the pupil was deaf, and 
was mute only; because he was deaf, Pereira next 

; proceeded to determine to what class and degree •'
'! of deafness the particular case was to be assiCTed-

His elateificationi while it might be regarded as 
, - crude by the aurist of ttrday, was much in advsmce

absolutely incapable of healing. This tobd ' 
deafness he ascribed to some irremovable-obstruc-' : f 
tion or paralysis of the auditory nerve.” Cases of 
this kind are very uncommon, so much so ^t5 f 
Emaud refused to believe that any wme Imowp.f f j 
Every alleged case that the latter observed gave 
some indications that certain noises could bb heafdf ' f 
Pereira, however, maintains that such indications 
are'deceptive. The subject does not hear: be 
but indicates that he perceives in some way the f ;; 
sounds under consideration. “ There, are,” be 
writes, ” a thousand occasions on which, without. > ^ 
the help of sight, theSfe deaf persons peredyei imt =' 
only the discharge of a cannon, the passage of a 
carriage, the strSing of a drum, but tire clo!^ of‘ 
a door, the faU of a chair, the playing of a chbtdi; '

24 Obstrvatians:
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on a loud mstnunent j even the voice of a p^n 
tones, if thqr touch' the 

r - speaker or only the chair on which he is seated: 
and aU this because these sounds produce in every
thing that touches us externally—perhaps even in 
the tendinous part of the rhanhfagm and in the air 

fg- , ; enclosed in all the cavities of die body—tremblings 
of.shocks which are. we may say, for the deaf 
a kifld of start or tremor much less powerful, but 
alinostiof the same , kind, as that which we 
e^erience when a carriage passes rapidly under 
an archway near us.”“ He goes on to point out 

p- : that'congenital deaf-mdtes, often at an early age, 
f' . learn and use such words as Papa and Marrfo, but .

latCT forget or cease to employ them. His’ ex- 
f ■:. potion of this phenomenon is most inter^

I and suggestive. It is that in early ^infancy the 
child IS for long periods in close bodily:contact with

i. - its mothm and that naturaUy it watches her interitly.
1Thus it learns by sight the positions and inoverhents

of the speech organs; and perceives tough touch 
K , the vibrations that produce such frequently: tised 

.words. Then later, when not so often or for so
j, long nursed by the mother, and when its eyes are 
pS ■ ^f4^!>?;toesights:offe

He^ds that It IS probable that m this way normal 
^ - chadren are also aided in their acquisition of speech 

nr. .

Jtll
by the senses of sight and touch, and that such . ’ 
acquisition would require a much lon^ ^o3' if ; «• 
they always le^ed by. the V^one.

Pereira’s second class included " rdl those who, 
independently of the sen^tiori rif hiysiioke;: -5'(above), have the organ of heatoig; accessible to i'i 
diSererit kinds of nois^, and are ca>ble of know
ing and comparing in certam cases the degree^! , i 
force and .some other quahties of these noises ; Imt 
cannot hear or understand the sound of the voice|.”
The deafness in these cases he attrihuted to soine 
impediment or clog or some kind bf niaifo^tioh '' M 
of the inriermost cavities of the ear—the vtotibule, 
semi-circular canab; and the codto. ' ' ; ;

His third class compris^ an those who not only 
can hear noisra more on less'loudi but can also dis- -ft 
tinguish some vowels ani are .abIeto app^te |he’ , 
difference between them. Thia pmfial dbafiiiMS-^ ’̂ ^ 
he considered due to an accumulation of mattdf in > 
the middle ear, to a relaxing of the i^^c 
membrrae, or to‘some,.obstruction of the auitoiy 
canal. Many cases in this class could be cured or 
improved by medical or surgical means. In this 
class Pereira also recognised several degrees of 
deafness which.for purposes of illustration he Com-;- ft-# 
pared wito the different powers of vision ciprienced 
by a nonnal person while looking through a vary- . ic: 
ing -number of layers of gauze. By careful 
experiment in his Bordeaux schpor and'clacwhere

■S
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b 38 MONTESSORI AND HER INSPIBESS

j;.- Pereira satisfied Himself, that pupils of almost: al] 
(V. the degrees in this class could have thmr powers 

of hearing appreciably strengthened by careful 
b. trammg: and for this purpose he derised a number 
h . of exercises^ in the course of which the pupils 
! . practised attending to and distinguishing sounds of 
^ manykinds(incluaingthoseofthevoice),ofvarfou3 
p • de^ees of loudness and pitch, and proceeding from 
(. different distances ^d directions, 
i:: ■ . • exammed the pupd with meticulous ___.
I from the standpoint of .anatomy and physiology. 
! - Pereira m the next place made close inquiries from 
fe ■ : relatives or guardians concerning such mental and 
te ; moral qualities as one so afflicted could be obserWd 
p V i to possess, and as to the gestures and signs which 

he had already learned to use, in communicating 
; ' ^ those with whom he was associated. By 

; means of these gestures and Signs the master then 
imtered into cpmmimicafion with the pupfl, and 
thus addrf as much as possible to the knowledge 

fi>:C afready obtained by his inquiries. If he decided to 
, rad,ert^e the education of the child he confeued. 
f- for a short time only, the use of the latter’s om 

gestures and signs in order that confidence, under- 
K standmg and _ sympathy might be established 
I, between himself and to charge. Afterwards!he 
^ gradually introduced and Uught the signs devisrf

JACOB RODRIGUEZ PEREIRA' 39 ' -

by himself. Before proceeding to consider in-- •‘.^ 
detail Pereira’s manual"alp^and sign system ^ - 
it should be mentioned that for many of the higher 
and finer processes of thought and " les affections 
de I’dme” he made free use of ordinary -
" la mimiquo gd*aIe.’’

His manual alphabet was, as we haveileamedv : 
above froni Sdguin. based.^n that of Bonet whichi! ^ 
however, he had improved and very greatly ex-- 
tended. It was, indeed, much more Siangan 
dphahet; Sdguin calls it ’’im syllabaire da^l- 
logique.” The following description of it is trans- ‘i 
lated from a letter" written by Saboiifeux de ’ 
Font^y, who was one of Pereira’s pupils, and 
who mvented for it the name " DactyfloldgieV :,

It IS a kind of alphabrt in the Spamsh form, 
contained in the fingers of one hand; ft is cbmpo^ . 
of twenty-five signs for written letters, not includ- ;. 
ing the two letters K and W, which are hot u^- : ., 
in the French language, and of signs wHch M.
Pereira has invented with the single view of' 
exactly confonnihg hisrmanual alphahet to the laws 
of French pronunciation and orthography.-Thus , ; 
there are as many vocal sounds,' which; hiimbet■ . ■ 
thirty-three or thirty-four, and as many letter 
liaisons for ordinary writing, which ainohnti.to: : :S 
thirty-two or more (each liaison making one sound), 
as there are signs m the manual alphabet, which ^

a Quotea bj- iM RochtUe, «/. rit pp. (w iid^
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F , for that reason I caU the Dactyllologie, a nme
L: . adopted by M. Pereire. It is tnie there are lettws
t and l&er Basons 'which change their sounds
[' according to th?. words in which they are found:
p "; / ffie liactynologie well expresses all these diff^t
L sounds, whelher of a single letter or of a Baison of
i::,, ' letters: consequenUy it is seen to include,m aB
S: more than eighty signs. In this Dactyllologie the
S;* ■ hand is used'llike a pen to trace in the ar punctua-

tion marksaccents; to indicate capitil and 
I ordinary letters and the usual abbreviations; by 
! the movemmts of the fingers are shown the long, 
la:;, i rfedhim^ ^orf, and very short pauses which are 
I," observed in pronunciation. The Dactyllologie also 

contains signs for nought?, units, tens and 
hundreds of a kind that easBy and quickly express 
large numbers and, the operations of aritiunetic. 
Thus the DactyUologife is as convenient, as prompt, 
as rapid as even pronunciation, and as expirrasive 
as good writihg. Other sigM may a^ded to 

L. the DactyUoIogie to adapt it ',to the n^s of 
I prosody, of singing, of poetry, etc. Qne/^ if 
p. ;i^«,use^anualdRhatetwhmh^^
F' • .the signs for the-vocal sounds and which is veiy 
» converaent for those without learning.” 
c i v The'following extract from Pereira’s own short 
, - account reveals to us his conception of the physio- 
te/iildg^avandipsychpldgicdpri^
, theory and practice of the Dactyllologie: My

dfficultiesof ortfogiiaphyi tdaching it imperceptibly - • 
to the dumb, saves them the disagreeable task.of ■ 
studying it, as weB as the forbidding labonr of 
spelling the, letters in order to leam to reaSP . 
finaBy, it anticipates and prevents ambiguities ; -1 
in the prohundation and in the writmg- of' all j ' 
sorts of/’words. The secret of aB this prmcipaBy ' . 
consists in the fact) that my DactyBologie Has '

proper position and movements of the Tocal'oigans 
for the production of a given sound, and.aecondly, . 
the character or charactetsyequir^vby 
spellingto represent that sound. Not only'does my 
DactyBologie give.to my pupBs facffi^ in pri-. '.'j
nouncin^a]lkin^voI^r4:$t5Si^Ss^

cciaiz.icscrmrs. 
Eassssffise I
__ .... .K.n. .1, Wvc.J
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also the organic posffions and movements neces- , 
sary for the production of the latter, fiy continual. ^ 
practice these four demehte^positions'aMJm^ 
ments, sound, letter, manual sign—wcre'definitelv 
associated into a permanent unity, into that which 
in the scientific language;,^f to-day would be ’ 
described as a grjB^otnring in the nervous system ; 
a “ secondary position ” or an “ ehg^ coin- :*•& 
plex.” In t^ way aU the sounds, letters, 'letter 
groups and liaison of the French language were M 
gradually taughte and the account by ; Sabouremc: 
given above ^ows how CTery det^ require in the 
reading and/hTiting of tliat language wasiprovided 
for in the DactyUologie. ' The latter could; ^ be:(:g|; 
used with ease for conversing in the(^kf the 
various manual signs being determined by touch? 
Saboureux tells® of several conversations between 
Pereii»-«nd lymself which were conducted in this 
way in the dark.

It will be clear from the foregoing account of his'
,. method that Pereira’s work involved not only Ae ? 

specialized study of human physiology ; and "j|?] 
anatotoy, and some'Consideration of the psycho- ‘J 
logical aspects of his theory and practice,' but also,, : 
a profound study of French phonetics. The ‘ I 
significance of tins study and its. results was not ' 
appreciated by his rivals and opponents, the -[j 
majority of whom were mere empiricists. Nor does J

:HEItyipiREK.
V ments necessary for propri pronunciation: and |ll . 
: ■ ' this because by the habits they form each of my 

it signs is immediately associated in the pupU’s mind 
r;-.., ^ with a: particular arrang^ent of the vocal organs 
pHv:dI^^|nd constantly tire same for the same

We have already seen"! how Pereira taught his 
[., pupUs to prod
h-. development of their se
k. and of the powers of t 
; systems to imitate and,
p at vnll any given positioirh and movements of the 

vocal and respiratory or^s. We have now to 
j. 'see the connexion hetwe^ this procedure ^d the 
h use of the complex and ingenious systeni of ipaniial 
k signs describe above. A i soon as he had pMfectly 
p learned a sound' the pupil was taught the drdina^
t ■ written letter which reprisented it. When, after

the necessary practice, I he mental and physical 
I'' associatioiis between the letter and sound were
1 firmly established the co responding manuad sign

' was .taught.' This sig^ as Pereira points out,
[, representedjiot only the

^ normal.” p. -

IKI the skilful use and 
of sight, and touch,® 

nervous and muscular 
practice, to reproduce

■uce soun

•-ti

etter and the sound, but

1

S3 In the letter (^oted xu^ra, p. 39.
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L it appear that it waa apLciated by the many 
‘Sli;l&li^m,iafter strict :exatmn^om^;t^
, reported most favourably t jmu Wme^^^d ite 
1-' r . results. ■ a^ih and La Rochelle,- however,' m tetp^elabdSimates o: the sdentific ^e of 
:i the work of fe c^lkhre nutamcien, attach due 

■ impbi^ce to lus " bonne th&rie de I’arliculation 
B'- - de la langue frangaise.” It must be added that 
I his knowledge>^d use of pionetics were not limited
t.r- to the practical requheme its for the teaching! Of
[, French to deaf and dumb pupils, but were b^rf

on a sound scientific stuc y of tte Object. We 
k have already noted his s u^y of the!^^. rad
:' respiratory organs; rad.to this he early a^ed an
|#i!: ;i: hiv^^oh pf tbe phohetc pnneipfessat^^^ 
[■ in the several languages rith which he was well 
:,T • acquainted. His advrated UnOTflefe: of: to 

. subject is clearly shown in the excdlent Me 
if ;: ‘treato,“ containing only s iven smaU pages wKch 
i."' he wrote in 177a for B .ugamviHe, to 

* traveller. The latter had; lubmittrf to'Per^ for 
examination a vocal ^"Of the Iragiito of 

TaMB; wKch he had com Sed, at to^^e-toe 
V inBoducing to him a nati e of that islandlwhta 

he 'had induced to acermpany him to Pto. 
,~v- Pereira’s scientific observe ions on to vocabulary

and oni;the;ariiSiMra;d^|®d^ti^y^^

-

FiiodamentaBy,/Es problem, though pre^tmg . 
^^ddiBbnrfginve difficulties, was that whidt J 
all educatorstove to endeavour to iolve. Three. - 
great faittors have, always;! to -be;: cohsideredlS^&f; 
Firstly, that " immature, undeveloped bong,” to " ’;
educrad,has:tohe:studi^. ;;T^wete^;th^ 
we must acquire att po^le imjwlea^icimcetm^j;:^^^^^^ 
him-an;tlmt ph:^id6gy,!psyaibh®^^ 
othe. sciences have to teach us. Secondly.,we-'.' 
have to decide upon what we desire to to^know, ?, 
to wiB,!tovfeel. fo ;bei:;radvmu3t;^^^ 
complex .for-fundamental laws, rad; facts.'-/And^fc: 
thirdly, we must give due attention to the educaBve 
process, to to interactions and relaBonsIups wey.-1 
wish to inifiate or encourage between the firk and ' .1 
second factors. Jt!is not si^kted.aia!perora%i 
viewed his-pmbto in this b^ way. His view 

necessary narrbwBd by the pecuto ifficuldes 
and tos of his special task. But he did as we ^ ,

that of individual powers ahaaneeds.i#H^^^^ 
the greatest attainable knowledge of the pot«^ _ i 

« Fro* £»rt# to UenUuni, p 43. - T, ’ '
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mreading, rnitoig md peaking he devo^J^to
at&ition to their “gl>“
ed&tion.;-^He>prpei^:sl(«ly;j^^
andT7ithaiii^p^9e^^pg^^^P»g;^j;J

' the known ta the-uBknpvmiffroi^^
comnlex; feni the eoniiae to the :abs^v5,;fh^ 

which he-trnnnphed over the nma^ ; 
difficulties he encountered in the '
familiarising Ms pupils with 
inteUectual and moral id^ approaches tlm tnarr
vellous. .

Sabouremt, from one of whose lettos,ire have-,-..;
quoted ahbve, «««” *0

ted by-such ideas, a difficulty- 
nature k tebuter et >e fes;;
arranging a curriculum for thore; who ;to<^*^,^4

example, the matl!:dl^cal,^d physicahsaen^SsSfl

wm^ms.
mONtess'ori and RSR iNSPibRS

\ balihes, tendencies, ^d a. aptabHibes of congenita 
[;, deaf-mutes in general anS if each of his own pupils
f in particular. As to the Second factor natur^y

for him the great desidiratum was the pupd s 
acquisition of language, th iiigh he never Ibst aight 
of the ultimate e^d of his work as^the uitellectua!, 
moial, social and msthetii development of :tee 
whom he taught. We hive seen how he sou^t 

' for the fundamental laws and facts of language 
feijif^^ibased his teachmg on the prinoplra ;of 
pSa^ii^cs;: TMy, he devoted years to the stady 
r ' of special educative: processes and their ways and 

;ahd he: d^-exj^ents and forinid^ 
t- aprocedure which enabled him to achieve the most 
r. remarkable results. ]
ii Pereira's pupils were drawn from ah: ffie .social 
i' dasses, and "earfy in his teaching career.he decided 
I. . that the range of the education he provided should 
r, ■ as far as possible be determined by the probable 
[■ future needs of each pupil jn the rank of life to 
tes^^chhe belonged. Accordiriglyforffipseofthe 
t' poorer classes he arranged a short- .TOUrseJ^o 
pglii^bn^vWhich- eh^ them to:^^^ 
pIsvSfffi^yvwMr^thdr:;Jfeflows -for.;all||e^nfial

sen'



f' case ofSaboureux. who assiduously continued his ’ ^Ld that after they had acqinred the means of 
I stu4K for many years after leai^ Perm’s care. conimumcating mth normal people the W im,- '
| , In this way he learned Latin, Italian and Hehrew. portant factor in their progress was- constant ;
• Inaletter” written in 1770, when Saboureux was practice in the use of such means. He found tha :3

, thirt^two years old, M. Bjoemstaehl; a Swedish Lch.free intercphrse tnth 0De;anbtb«tt^^
f- professor, gives ^ account of a risit paid to him retard their prbgress, as in suchdrcumstances very - 3
; by “ Mdtonnant Saboureux de Fontenay.” He little inteUectual effort was required and they were j

latter,was about to commence the always inclined,to r^ acclushr^ on the Ordiha^3iy
: study of Arabic and other eastern languages •'pour resources "de la mimique gihd^/’ ' j

connaltre la mdtaphysique des langues primitives.” Such, in broad outline, wdn Permats educa- j
Pereira paid particulaf attention to the social tional prindples and practice. - We may,noWitiOT*{- ’ «

• aspects of the education of these pupils. He was to consider a few of his more notable indmdnd-
/ acquainted with a number of. famffies who were achievements. The first of his successes to attract ]

interested in his work and in the progress of his puhUc attention was obtained in 1774 at U : ,
^ pupUs. The latter accompanied him on his visits Rochelle, whither he had gone in the cr^^rf his ..

to these families and he induced them to enter business. There he heard of a Jewish boy of
. fireely into communication with the members of the 13, named Aaron Beaumarin, who was a congt^-

V'. household. He ;also encouraged them , to pay deaf-mute,-and who had apparently received no ’ • j
visits unaccompamcd and to iningle freely :^th formal education, of gny kind. ' Bei^ mterested J,

V niimal people outside the school. There wme in him, he taught him, m about a hundred lessons, j
.almost daily many visitois.to the school vrith v^hom to know and tonameby cert^.s^,.the majon^ ■; j
the pupils were also afforded op^rtunities of com- the letters, consonants ^d vowi^.^and even.to ^ s

;. municafing.; The master did not encoiirage them articulate sev^d woi^ and com^n phr^.rA^ •. , -
‘v- 1 to communicate freduentlv with ohp ahhfh#»r must -be added that-the^Wessons.:.wiTOrdai2y':7 ,v.-s?
' absolutely forbade^ieif doing so by mea^ of interrupted by the demands of the manual-laboun .

J ‘ 1
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['■■ imposed upon this child who had been set to leam
t ’ the trade of a tailor. Great was the surprise
&;• throughout the town at the news that a Spaniard 
t;’ had a secret for th^eachingpf-congenital deaf- 
r mutes to speak. 'A day was. fixed for the proof 
t., ■ of this fact by a public test, and a meeting for those 
f; who were interested was arranged at the Jesuits' 
fc- institution, in the hydrography room ....
F ^ M. Dupaty (a member of the La RocheDe

v present) declares that in this
j; , public test, and in others which were repeated 
iC : different places, young Aaron

Beaumarih, deaf and dumb from birth, and.well- 
“"'y pronounced the following 

k } words : Chofeatt, madame, vassseau, Qve votdes- 
: oous? but also others quite new to him which were 
su^ested at random.”®

,, ^ present at this meeting one M. d’Azy
h. d’Etevigny, a wealthy citizen of La Rochelle who 
I held high social and official rank in the town. He 

had a congenital deaf-mute son, .then about ifi 
ti- years'old, and was therefore keenly interested in 
r the'proceedings. His son had undergone a Upedal 
\j -. course of instruction extending over a period bf toi 
j - yearsiut had never learned to pronouncp a syllable,

• and could communicate with others only by __
!•■; of signs. A year later he was entrust^ to^‘ereira
|. under whom he made rapid progress. In a very
I . » L» Rochelle, cf, ell., pp. so end 31.

specially convent to recOTe them. A list jras 
submitted to 'lhe mitefing containing fifty word^ 
which young d’Azy d'Efavighy: hadvleained: td^ m 
bounce. The b^ was examined Ay i ^ 

_^her3, who found that he could pronounce - 
.^quite distincUy, with pauses ^between the syllables. : ■ 

such'words as ipie, cfeemiss, chajieau, and that he 
gave clear evidence of his undemtand^
Questions and suggestions by intellig^y re^lpH- i- ttl 
ing -with Old or non. An official certificate to ^’>*5 
effect was presented to Pereira. It was ^ this | 
meeting that he. delivered the address to which : ^ 
reference was made on an earUer page." Jn 
Pereira and d’Etawgny were presented to the; ^ 
Royal Acadeihy of Sciences, which appointed^ a J 
committee of three to inquire into'the attainments > ‘ v; 
of the pupil and to examine the contents '- of : a v ;,5 
memoir submitted by the teacher. The thrtovOT :;;;| 
distingui^cd commissioners were BuSopi «ui^or:Of .:.;.s 

• Histoire NatureUe. ope of the most famous unto
of his time; Anfobe Ferrein, the cdelirat^;S|; 
anatomist and professor of surgery in the tloll^ s-fj? 
de France; i^d d’Ortous d/hlairan. a fcu^' ' 
physician and mathematician, who had himidf.:. C 
taught a deaf-mute with some success ^Amman-s ' 
method. These scientists most carefully exam^ . v;

means

ii« Sufra, p. 17.
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■ the pupa and the memoir, and thdr de^ed report 

ftS5;v^??^abuntot evidence ot the sotm^ess ;of 
Pereira's and the eaceUence of his pradice,

S;>. a3>wen;as of his ^eat personal skiU as a tea'^er. 
“ We ,have verified by eaperiment," til^y state,
^_ t^t this young deaf-mute reads and pronounces 
^ctly aUimds of French expressions; that he 

, gives very sensible replies, both verbal and written,
. to familiar questions put to him either in writing 

fe;,-: or by signs;, that he understands and promptly 
i , does that which is proposed to him by iheans of
f, > wntmg or by the manual alphabet which his master '
|g;j. , that he repeats several prayers by heart;
j- that he gives to nouns the gender, case and number 
i which belong to them. • He knows and correctly 

raploys the; pronouns in common use,, and con- 
f. jugates verbs, whether the consecutive order be 

• proposed or whether the ctder of moods, tenses, 
persons and numbers be reversed; he has to 

K V vew^de,.however, the irregular and Uttle known 
p conjugations. He has an understanding, pro^r- 
ji tional to the rest of his knowledge, of particip^, 
fe : ,'adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions, and he 
j-,-, .observes, m the construction of Uif phrase and in 
I - Sfelling, several ru!ea_ with sufflfflfent .exactness.

One even secs with surprise that he: often corrects
fte wntten errors one makejs in spelling or syntax; 

1,. notwithstanding the ^erent pronunciation
1- given to each letter aud ible he nevertheless

between a piayer a^^a
We find that the progress-which M. , d’^■ 
d’ Etavigny has rhade -ih ihidi; a short .timejSyayr: Ki 
suffideSlyiproves the..exceninch- of theV^ ij.ip 
which M .;:Pereire fotows in his: instiuctiori,':iand . 
demonstrates the singular character of his-ability -. 
in practising;jt; that there is every reason to hope . • - 
that by this-means congenital; deaf-mutesii^.^ ^S’r 
only ptonounce and read all kinds of words 3d 
understand the fuU meaning of those which desig- 
nate visiblei things, blit can even acijmrepal^c^^ 
and general Heas which the^ now ladt, ;...
become sociable, capable of reasoning and; attfe; ;;i.‘£ 
in the same mahner as those who have-tort 
hearing by accident after attaimng the age of \ 
r^ . . We think also ZtM.P^*s;
manual alphabet, for which he employs only; one • ,
hand, will become,.if he makes it pubfic, as greatly 
convenient for his pupib and for.thqto.whjoideair^' fg 
to hold intercourse jrith them as it is exta^. 
simple and rapid, afi^iomsdiuently;easy to;^ 
and use.”* The'publication:of this report by. the -; 
Mercure de FiaJ. the 'des SM and =
the Jouhal de Verdun attracted puhKc attentii^., ; 
and there was widespread interest in Perdra-atH .. 

e quoted by La pochdl.,.^. or, pp.5f«nef«, ' . j

I
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mouchee-vous< leves^mts, emtrasses-nm..alle^-,, - 
and s'everal others. . . .

ment shows that M. Pereire has a sm^r t^mt -J 
for teaoU.ig;the.»hga^^e^>^d,^^2jgi 
speak and read;,arid^tJthern^o4:h?;i^W?^^ 
^ eiceilent, :<Md^?!t6^e
senses not commonly making so much progress m ; , ^ 
such a short timc^--^Weh^^hoWypreA^|^ 
the later achievements of Saboureur and,the oj 
astonitog prdjgress he;made/,,

Marie Magddeine Marois, who was m^.^ ■-!

much to enhance hCT:^ctels;repa^^«J^gj^ 
Saboureux/she ttew OTBide^e^de
method,, more ape^ a 
accorded to M. Laulent de Blois m i8a8,^wl^ ■' 
she was^abput eightyyears eld;. Ortvth^c^^jJjj 
their prolong, eonvm^on waa‘;mit^;orfrt?|« 
One imjmrtant question and her reply help to reveal .,

•'-J
*iii

pS4 MOtr^OW AND HER INSEIREES
r";>''his:wotk.' Louis XV himself w:^ interested and 
pllr^i^^jmte^; toite^^ :tp-^
' foriierofwhomhemadea^tofSdoUrhes. Later 
;---'he,granted him a royal pension of 800 livres per 

annum. It is worthy of note, too, that le due de 
i, Oiaulues, who,had presented him to the King,. 
feg^nc^.,the,,idea. of establishing a chair, .for 

Perdra in the Cpllhge de France so that he might 
trmn teachers m the theory and practice of his 

r^'.- method. Unfortunately this project came to naught.
,It was le due de/ChaulL who intoduced to 

■,1 Perara his most famous pupil, Sabo’ureux de 
tf Fontimay, to whom we have already referred and

hy . inquired ^to. the attainments of d’Etavi^y, In 
r " the Murse of thdr report the commissibner^ kid : 

“We have exalted, by order of the ,Acadmy,

|i -SSlVifclShffi'St' 'T'
' He-^eady pronounces dearly; and distincUy: all

reate,d. the Lord s Prayer to the Academy and 
pronounced the names of sev^ral,^hlng3 which were

,!
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I;
^ iread.ch<nr. etc., he;Bhc,*<a.you:the

I-
If! ;:r: ;B!:?<^^; Answer: He prt^^.:;^ various
■" ' r^^l’ ?*“’ L Well,

tp-mqnW it would be 
&e, that he expected it would-be, that he hoped 
oJ° « ' ““ word Aopc. So 4ith

K Pow be«i said to show that
Pereira s contribution to the science arid -art of 

‘ education w^ of cqnsiderable importance; Sdguin
- declares thaV^die Mowing conplusions.mjSe

• « "ieach one in par- 
bcuiar can be submitted to physiolo^cal training

iSii».£xS“
<- and. That one sense may be substituted for 
: ■ another as a means of compr^ension and of infd-
C lectual culture.

• p. f. ^ «C, ParJj, 1831!

JACOB RODRIGUEZ PERSraA -: : v, , ,
3rd. That the physiological exercise ofa sense;: : S ,; 

corroborates the action as w^ as Terifies-the' 
acquisition of another. '""S—'i.

4th. That our mosf-^stract ideas are comi. 
parisons and generalisafions by the'mind rfitot' : g 
we l^ j^ceh^ throu^ our senses.; ’ ^

5th. Ihat educatmg tfie modes of perception 13 'ijj 
to prepio jabulumM the ntirid-pioper. .1 :

6th. That sensations are intellectual furic&ris i; : 
performed through external apparatus as rnudi' as;: 
reasomng, imagination, etc., toough more inte^ t: si 
organs.”®

These are, of course, Sdguin’s own conclusions, ; 
formulated eighty-six years after the death'^; 
Pereira: and he does not appear to suggest thtty- iS: 
the latter was himseif : aware of these imphcationB ' 
of his work. Perdra did; indeed, realise theg^; S^ 
possibilities of sense-training as such andobvioodj-;:-:; # 
ap^daMma^ofaepsychoIopcaleSretsof^. . 
trammg; hut there is no conclusive evidence that 
he understood the direct connexion between sense: 
training and menta^evelopment. He did‘riot; & 
know that sense traiiraig is, as Professor Ckilverwefl :;* 
points out,® simply brain training. And, what 
regarded as the substitution of touch and'mglitfor ' : S 
hearing was simply -the development of the latent - ■ J 
potentialities of the two foiirier aem^t tiiia also: 

iU Trtalmtnt hr at PkrMcpcat 
Pnitc/rrM oiti pMtKw, 19181 pp.ji—sg. - -

a
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[■ ' ■ preted, are of great value to the student of educa- 
tion, They-ie both instructive and suggestive, 

r.-' Aid through his greht influence on Sdgmn, who in 
fv , his turn so profoundly uifluenced Dr, Monte^n, 
t: , present day educational thought and actiinty are 

Mebted to him for much that is of real .value.
\ Educatorsoflo^dayaredevotogincreasbgato-
P!i ytiotftB ttiie #^ of their subject,

of sen^tr^g. ind to the^tady 
r of the individual pupfl. They are interested m 
I'*’ - the question of hahit formation and in the mter- 

-relahW of educational activities. Upon aU: these 
[■' the work of Pereira sheds much light. In at least
I;. one other important particular he anticipate.
i‘ twentieth century .ideas andipractice. Tp^toy we 
r- . insist' that the teacher rhiist so direct the pupils’ 
RS”' pii^uits as to keep then! in touch with felt iteeis;'' 
t that " if we desire our/chn^ to gtow; rational,
r ' i.e. to see the relations of ciuse and efferi rndafly
P*' life, then we shall always fe seeking to. base
f • schblars’activities on thein* direct motives which
^ lie vrithin thdr grasp.® 'Pereira’s practice was m 

complete accord with this view. The of^ 
fe V heeds of'life, the attractions'of environment; ^^e 

good and pleasant things thhy might obtant^these |
r- e Pn.f«5orJ, I. Findlay: rl

„oo.—...

learn and practise the arts ofspS^g-anJre^^.^ 
and writing. . , ' '

But not only along that road of progress which ' 
has led to the MontesSori Method have the ;
of Perdra’s work come down to us. Some of them . . 
have comediy tinother^and,verydi^hv^ 
through the work and influence of Jacques 
Rousseau. S^in says: When- Praeire was , 
implidtly solving all these problems by his dt^it; 
stration on the deaf mutes of the identity of all our 
senses, he was in communication mth Jean Jaig^ . 
Rousseau, both Uving near each other in the-Rue. ‘ 
de la Platribre, which has since received the name, .. 1 
of one of them. Perdre had his school of ten' ti, , l.- J 
fifteen deaf-mutes there, and Rousseau was in the , 
habit of coming in, in a friendly,, ndghbburly./,- 
raanner. It would be presumptuous to suppose' 
what transpired behveeri these two men, so mudt ' : 
unlike ttidrContdiiporaries. RoussduirojshyjibftSCs; 
so extremdy eccen^iRerdre sp-rnb^ijIg^:;^ 
intensdy individual i'^ittsmcerempnotiiei^Im^ 
atmosphere of mcreduKty; both;intentiUpon,flja^JV»a 
favourite subject, dvilization in its sur^ form; j 
education. But in looking^(w^.at:thm hl^,5,g|

ideas of Jean Jacques m the memoirs oa tiwr^to-, Vr;:- 
lipn of the sp^ tbreongeni^

were

our

Sc»tcl, lyu. p. 301.-
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It is ve.5 strange that the name and reniikaUe - 
achievements of Pereira were allowed to sink.'mto , :S?1 
obUvion. Sdguin, writing in 1847, says, in a J 
passage which would be maned by translation;. “ U V ,, 
y a aujourd’ hui cent ^ que Perare aJinoiiW ! ■ 1;^ 
en France le prodige de sourds de ' nais^ce; " ’ 
auxquelsaavaitapprishiparIerjque;Bu£Eon;i^c; 
claimait, devant I’Acaddmie royak des Sciences, 
Pereire I’hoinme unique, I’homme ndcessaiie de cet ' i 
art inconnu; que la Soadtd.royale de Londres 
ouvrait ses rarigs h Pereite, dont le horn veilait ,1 
d’Stre inscritdans I’Histoire natureUe; et le nom deK < ^ 
Perejre ,est oublid, et sa mdthode est perdue l’’“ ^ 
Three main reasons may be suggested in eaplana- 
tion of these facts. In the first place his method. ' 
which had for its end the teaching of articulate 
speech, demanded from everyone who practised it 
the greatest patience, perseverance and porsohal - 'J; 
power as a tdicher; while the method used and- .V;: 
Lvocated by his greatest rival, the Abbd de TEpde, | 
and others, whidi was based on gesture and manual j 

■ signs, and had for its highest end the teaching of -..j 
written Imiguage, presented no very great diffi- - 1 
culties to its practitioners. . The influence of the 
powerful AbbSi iwho held that the education^pf^;?!^ 
deaf-mutes was; a. great Christian duty, won .- 
popularity and official recognition for his own ,v 
method, and his school was elevated to thft.%uty

M /. X. Pnmi, etc., p. 5. <

in the collection of the French Academy. How- 
1,' ' ever, no one can doubt the reciprocal influence two 
J such master spirits must hav^ exercised upon each 

other. The bodk of Smile )s full of experiments 
upon the physiological teaching which could only 

:, have originated in the school for deaf-mutes; so 
identical are the theofies of the book with the 
practices of Pereire.”®! Although this last sentence 
13 obviously a somewhat exaggerated statement, 
there can he no doubt as to Rousseau's indebted- 

, ness to Pereira for many of his physiological ideas.
As affording some evidence of this Dr. William 

,, Boyd directs attention to the following passage 
h '' from the section of Smile which deab rrith the 
. framing of touch: "As touch when trained takes 

the place of sight, why should it not to some extent 
take the place of hearing, seeing that sounds set 
up vibrations in sonorous bodies, which are appre- 

. ciable by touch? By placing the hand on the body 
, of a violoncello, one can distinguish without the 

help of eye or ear, merely by the way in which the , 
wood vibrates and trembles, whether the sound 

, given out is sharp or flat, and whether it is drawn 
from the treble string or the bass. If only our 
touch were trained to note these differences. I do 
not doubt but that in time, we might become so 

V i, ■ sensitive as to hear a whole tune with our fingers!”®

.iSaSswS.-® ' ‘
ala.,.

p. i3. Quoted-from

.11 I,.'" *
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' Of the. National Institution for the Deaf and Dumb.
In the second place Pereira rvas a fordgner and 

;> ' a jew, facts of ^hich the patriotic supporters of ther AL/toobfunadvantage!^ It was o?^sugg«ted 
,1 -' that as a foreigner he was teaching his pupils to
pp^dunce:the Frmich,ligua^^ whAe^asa Jew 

. he coiild not and-would not teach, the Jehrisd.ui-

-V

1;r II

Jean Marc G^parb Itabd (177S—*838), ■ '
Jean Marc Gaspard Itard was bora aiM'spent' i 
L first:se^n y^.pf
Oraison in'old;Ptpvenie,a p^ce^A ja^Vp 
inclhdedih,thedepirtinent,ofBa8S^P«^^5?^ 
one cbnSdemtte*gr^U^ottbie^^^ 
ani sutge6h.^mose=disangin^-cait^^^
well into the nineteen* centum-one m
and surprised at the "^4-^ -s:rsLrr;,s^i"^^s >
Tlus uhcleiiviliq
educaa6n^seht’lum-*;;the loMi
recmved'the ’eaditt^liart,'Mi ,wfat
heenta: sound- secq^aiydi^cm; 
senttoMari^^ td»ii*.hisist^ 
cdnauct^Ii3r:f^f^tHto«||0^^

of indmduahtyrSe tea^ of the «rawul*r.

I- faith. And finaUy, Pereira, carrying on his woA 
’ under the jealous watchfulnes3-of his;rivals,.deter- 

; .. rnined to keep secret from his contemporaries his 
'■■ cssantial principles and practice. In doing so. he 

-V . was not in any way running counter to the, spirit 
i' and custom of his time.r ' a

r\'B

ii
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r"'4 '
s; ^ and the provision made for scientific studies, 
fc', * philosophy md history, as well as for the traditional 
P rhetorical training'in Latin and .Greek. Thus
[;■ young Itard, although his school career apparently

■ ended at the age of i6, enjoyed many educati^al 
P advantages, and as very probably bis speJaal 

aptitudes and tastes .^efe recognised and fostered 
K by the Oratorians, he no doubt laid in the Marseilles 
I ; scbool the foundation^ for his subsequent Scientifio 

, • and pbaosophical studies. On tbe completion of
j his school ^ucation he returned to Riez where he
fc; remained for two years with his uncle, " qui se 
bp— ifft utt Utre de son ministire pour diriger I’iducaihn 
i;- de son neueu.">- His father had destined him for 
pS , a business career and had made arrangements for 
j his entering one of the greatest banks in Marseffles, 
y es^rant que le spectacle d’une grande fortune 

b P, agirait plus efficacement que ses paroles sur la tfite
j d’un jeune homme.” But the exigencies of the
I . OTdal national situation effectuaUy prevented the 
y realization of aU such hopes. In’ 1793 Revolu- 
S; bonary and RepubUcan France^ found arrayed 
g ■ against her almost the full fighthig force of England 

and the rest of Europe: and in the following year 
b ; the Nadonal Convention-issued a peremptory caU 

to the colours which especially affected aU male 
p subjects from eighteen to twenty-five years of age.

JEAN MARC GASPASD ITAKD 6^ -

the Toulon mifitary hospital, which had been • 
temporarily transferred to Soliers, was a ;dtizen -s 
of Riez and a friend of Canon Itard's. Tahim; ii: 
the Canon introduced his nephew with an urgent 
request that he would employ the latter “ dans le 
sendee de santd.’ ’ The request was granted and ! y 
Jean Marc Gaspard, who had never previously set - y 
foot in a hospital or opened a book on medicine or 
surgery,, entered upon his life’s vocafion ^ a 
surgeon of the third class. He immediatdy 
entered upon his professional duties and study with' 
remarkable enthusiasm and assiduity. At that 
time the famous military surgeon, Larrey, delivered 
a course of pubUc lectures in Toulon on anatomy ; I 
and surgery, and Itard attended the course as an 
eager and diligent student. In 1796 L^y 
returned to Paris whither he was foUowed by Itard 
who enroUed as one of his regular pupils at thi A
Val-de-Grdce. Soojk afterwards he competed ;
successfully for a position as second-class surgeon ' ;
at the Val-de-Grdce ; but on being ordered to take y
a post elsewhere he resigned, as he was amdous Sh
to remain in Paris because of the numeruus ^vant- ■ -
ages it offered for professional study, observation y*;
and practice.

a

I

i;
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we briefly referred in the previous ,chapter, i .Oiie ;: i 
day ati' inmate of: the ^Jnstitation'met. wifi an; j;' i?-' 
accident which required ^ surgeon’s attention, and 
Itard was called in. It was felt by the govenung 
body that the National Institutiori should have its 
own medical officer, and on the advice of &e 
Director, Abbd Sicard, Itard was appointed. Dr 
Montessori is thus mistaken when she states that 
he was connected with “the institute for deaf-mutes 
founded in Paris by Pereira.”* The fact is, as we 
have seen in our first phapter, that Pereira himself 
did not found any institution: “ L’dcole Peteire 
s'ouvrit, en efiet, le 15 aoflt 187s, dans unemaison, 
de I'avenue de Vffliers” ;* and was founded by a .v 
society under the presidency of M. Fdlnc Hdment.
And it was not established^m^thir^s^yean. v g; 
after Itard's death. The helplessness of the 
fortunate inmates of the Institution app^ 
powerfully tot Itard, and with characteristic'
enthuriasm, and thoroughness he applied Ins ,talfmta • 
to the study of deaf-mutism in the hope of discover- - 
ing means of curing it^r at least of minimi^ « 
effects. Weshallreturnlafertoabriefi^dera-- 
tion of his work in this field. At pre^t-we must ■ 
turn our attention to his wonderful worit in con: ,
nexion with the education of the wild boy .of the , ; ' 
woods, “ The Savage of Aveyron.”

tr .: ; Atsthat period there were in Paris two leading
1. - schools of medical thought, opposed to each other 

. :hot only as to theory and prtctice but also as to the 
j methods and aims of medidal education and train-
5- ' ing. Of these two schools Corvisart and Pinel

were: the acknowledged chiefs. Corvisart advo
cated the direct clinical an:. observational study of 

■ diseases arid general bodi y ills with the-simple 
purpose of discovering aid applying the most 

f effective means of curing
; I interested in the philosophcal aspects of his sub- 

: ,ject,'and for his students' reading prescribed only 
the works of distingtrish^ j ractitioners like Syden- 

, ham andrStoU. Pinel on the other hand, was a 
t • philosojihical physician who devoted much attention 
I to theories, perceived that ftere was a real science 
f-y-! i of medicine and.surgery,
[-'• ’ held that medicine was a hr
^. arid advocated the study
r nature of diseases as well

them. He was not

i;'

tondemned empindsm, 
anch of natural history, 
>f the causes and rqal 

^ as their syinptoms and
_ effects. -On quitting the Val-de-Grdce Itard, with 

scientific and philosophic mind, naturally 
t; ■ ■ enrolled himself among the students of Pinel, and
Ilf contiimed to pursue his-advanced studies raider the 

, guiiMce and inspiration of that distinguished 
teacher.

•He wS then living in the Faubourg St. Jacques 
in the immediate vicinity of the National Institution 

: for the Deaf and Dumb, to the founding of which

i
III[t'i-
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credit” was Bonaterre, Professor of National 
History in the Central School of the Department of 
Aveyron, who had very closely Observed and 
studied the wild Boy, and who in hU Notice 
Hisiorique sur le Sauvage de VAveyron, piilishedf 
in 1799, described him as unused to our food, 
selecting his aliments by sniell, lying fiat on the 
ground and immersing his chin in the water to ‘ 
drink, tearing all sorts of garments and constantly ;' 
endeavouring to escape, wafidng often on afi fours, 
fighting with his teeth, pving very few marks of 
inteUigence, having no articulate language and even 
appearing devoid of the natural faculty of speech, I;, 
but Jdnd, complmsant, and pleased at recdroig 
caresses. 'Professor Bonaterre adds that ” a 
phenomenon like this would furnish to philosophy 
and natural history important notions on the 
original constitution of man, and upon the dCTelop- 
ment of.his primitive faculties; provided toat the 
state of imbecility we have noticed in this'child 
does not offer an.obstacle to his instruction.'''

At length a clergyman who had won some dis- _ 
tinction as a patron of'science and Uterature, and , i-’ 

' who hoped that enlightened study of tlus boy might , 
shed new light on the mental and moral sdence rf 

obtained permission to have him brought to 
Paris at the end of rypp. Here he attracted a / ■
great deal of attention, not only from merabOT of g

, , , ..tf.,. ... ,«
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Towards the close of the year 1798 three sports
men who were in the woods of Caune, in Aveyron, 
in Southern France, came suddenly upon a naked 
boy. In the manner of a wild creature he fied 
precipitately at their approach. They gave chase 
arid eventually succeeded in capturing him as he 
was climbing a tree to evade their pursuit. The 

g' sportsmen took thdn.strange captive to a neigh
bouring village whS'e’ they entrusted him to the 
care of an elderly matron. Within a week, how
ever; he escaped to the woods and hills, and during 
that very rigorous winter lived in the open, clad 
only in a tattered shirt. At night he apparently 

, _ retired to some solitary, place, but during the day 
often approached a village. At last one day of 
his own accord he sought shelter in a house in a 

gg; village of the Canton of St. Semin, and here he 
p. , . was de^ed and cared for during some days. He 
p: was then taken to the hospital of St. Afrique
I ’ whence he was soon removed to Rodez where he
IP was kept for several months. " During his abode 

in these places he appeared to be always equally 
wap impatient of restraint, and capricious in his 
temper, .cgntinu^ly" endeavouring to get away, 
affording materials for-the most interesting obser
vations, which were collected by a person of the 
utmost credit,”' This “ person of the utmost

K

i'.''
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In a very short time the poptito curiosity concern- ; ; 
ing the savage rahsided, but he long remained 
object of great interest, and evra a subject of 
troversy,'among the learned, ^e Governors of 
the National Institution for the Deaf and Dumb 
decided to keep him there, and Abbd Sica^d, the . ^ 
Director, endeavoured to educate himf The , : - 
learned Abbd, however, soon abandon^ his • 
attempts, and it would seem that the boy was ; 
merely given food and shelter until at last he was 
handed over to the care of Dr. Itard, and the 
great educational drama began.

From his distinguished teacher. Professor Pinel, 
one of the foremost medical authorities in France ' - 
—espedaUy on idiocy and other mental defects— - 
Itard received no encouragement in the great task 

. he had undertaker). In a report which he prepared i 
for the Academy of Sbiences, Pinel, notwithstand
ing some unimportant reservations due to his 
characteristic attitude of phHosophic doubt, ex
pressed the opimon that the boy was an incurable 
idiot, utterly incapable of profiting by education.
Pinel’s report does not appear to be obtainable 
now, but the fonowirtglrrief r&umd of its contents 
is given by Itard, himself: “ Beginning mth an 
account of the sensorial functions of the, young 
savage. Citizen Pinel represented to us his senses 
as in such a state of inertia that tiiis unfortunate 
youth was found, according to his report, very

i
l4tned societies and 
also from ordinary citizens, 
but unreasonable expectations, ” says Itard, " _

f; formed by the people of Paris respecting the 
Savage of the Aveyron before he arrived. Many 
curious people anticipated great pleasure in behold- 
ii^ what would be his astonishment at the sight of 
all the fine things in the capital. On the other 
hand, many persons eminent for their

of science generally, but 
The most brilliant .

were
an

conr

f::

av-,.: . - supenor
- ^ that OUT organs are less

flexible and imitation more difficult in proportion 
e® “ ”1“ “ removed firom society and the period of 
F !•“. '.'^anay. thought that the education of this 
I mdivi^ual would be the business of only a few 

months, and that they.should very soon hear him 
make the most striking observations concerning his 

fe, . past manner of life,”' Most of those who saw 
b : him, however, after the most superficial 
If tiomor-casual iAservation abandoned all hope of 

civihzmg him. For aU they saw was a "disgusting, 
slovenly hoy, afiected with spasmodic and frequently 
with convulsive, motions, continually balancing 
Welf like some of the animals in the menagerie, 
bitmg and scratching those who contradicted him,

1 e^res^ no l*d of affection for those who 
attended upon him; and, in short, indifferent to 

I everybody and paying no regard to anything."'

if
■i

examina-

f:-
I 1
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inferior to some of our domestic animals, 
eyes were without steadin ss, without expression, 
wandering from one objfct to another without 
fixing upon anything; so ittle instructed irt other 

irienced in the sense of

His

respects, and so little expi 
touch, that he was unahle to distinguish between 
an object in relief and a jainting; the organ of 
hearing was alike insensibh to the loudest 
and to the most charming music ; that of the voice 
was. still more imperfect, 
and uniform sound: his ser 
cultivated that he seemed o be equally indifferent 
to the odour of the finest p irfuraes and to the most 
fetid exhalations; finally, the sense of feeling was 
limited to those mechanical functions which arose 
from the dread of objects wl ich might be in his way. 
Proceeding to the state of :he intellectual faculties 
of this child, the author of (he report exhibited him 
to us as incapable of attentic n (unless as it respected 
the objects of his wants), ind consequently of all 
the operations of the mind which depended on it; 
destitute of memory, of ju Igment, even of a dis
position to imitation; 
ideas, even those which re I 
wants, that he could not op 
chair to obtain food which n 
of his hand; in short, desti 
communication, attaching 
intention to the gestures anS motions of his body,

noises

uttering only a guttral 
se of smell was so little

so bounded were his 
ated to his immediate 
jn a door, nor get on a 
as put out of the reach 
:ute of every means of 
leither expression nor

an(

t; ■
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passing with rapidity, and without any apparent s 
motive, from a state of profound melancholy th J,'
bursts of the most immoderate laughter; insensible 
to every species of moral affection, his disoerhment 
was never excited but by the stimulus of gluttony;

I his pleasure an agreeable sensatioh of the organ of 
taste, his intelligence a susceptibility of producing
incoherentideas.cohnectedwithhisphysicalwantsi '
in a'.word, his whole existence was a life purely 
am‘mal.'’“ Hard, while acknowledging theijustness 
of Pinel’s observations and the truthfulness of the 
dark picture he presented, remained qmte un- ' 
daunted by the magnitude pf his self-imposed task,

' maintained that the boy was not an incurable idiot, 
and at once proceeded to study bis| subj'ect 
scientifically and to prepare a scheme of education.

First of all he turned his mind to a conaderation 
of the philosophical aspects of the problems pre
sented by the history and the physical and mental ji 

. condition of his unique pupil. " I conceived some 
hopes,” he says, " which were grounded on the 

. two-fold consideration of the cause and the fossi- j 
iiffty o/'caring this ^parent idiotism. I could not 
proceed without stamping an instant to dwell upon 
these two considerations. . . . If it was pro
posed to resolve the following metaphysical 
problem, viz., ' to determine what would be the 
degree of understanding and the nature of :the ideas

5 I

‘ ■ ?V, ■
PUdLiC Ur.t:.'rK'.i

B Itard : op. cit., pp. 31 aod 39.
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, of a youth who; deprived from his infancy of ail 
if education, should have lived entirely separated 

from individual* of his species’; I am strangely 
j; deceived or the solution of the problem would give 

to this individual an understanding connected only 
with a small number of his wants, and deprived, by 

j' his insulated condition, of all those simple and 
I complex ideas which we receive from education,
"5; and which are combined in our minds in so many
S'- different ways by means only of our knowledge of 

signs. Weill the moral picture of this youth 
il’; would be that of the Savage of the Aveyron, and 
I the solution of the problem would give the measure 
t- and cause of his intellectual state.”’

But although he was himself convinced that the 
boy> pitiable conditioii was entirely due to his 
having lived for years a wild and wanderitig life 
in the woodkand being thus completely isolated 

\ from all the formal and informal educative influence 
of society, Itard fully realised the necessity of con
vincing the many men of science and others who 

•f'l were interested' in his undertaking that the poor
■' child had led that strange existence from his early
:? V infarioy. For there were sceptics who asserted 
;V that-the so-called savage was merely a poor silly 
it. child whom his disgusted and cruel parents had but 

recently abandoned in the outskirts of the Caune 
woods. As supporting his. own theory Itod 

9 Ibii: pp. 34 and 35.

JEAN MARC GASPARD ITARD . , 75 ; , ^
.pointed out the fonowing facts: All the boy’s iftf 

habits bore the stamp of a wandering and soEtaiy 3 
. He displayed an unconquerable aversion 
m society and its customs, from its jdothes, 

furniture, apartments, and modes of cookipg food. J 
His indifference towards the objects of jcivilised ‘ 
pleasures and- factitious wants was complete.
Again and again he manifrated an imppsioned 
desire for the freedom of the fields, and made so ' f" 
many attempts at escape that a constant watch or 
practical imprisonment Became necessary.! When 
wearing stockings and shoes his movements were 
remarkably awkward and slow, and he at ^'times 
found it impossible to conform to the fiormal grave 
and measured mode of, walking. If allowjed free- g 
dom, however, he displayed extraordinary ^tness g 
of movement and showed a constant tendency to 
set off at a trot or a gallop. He had an obstinate 
habit of smeUing at every^ing which canje in his 
way, even at b^'ra which the normal person found 
quite inodorous. His mastication was most jcurious, 
being always accompHshed by the hasty action of 
the cutting teeth. From this Itard argued, on the 
analogy of other anjprals, that his food had been 
chiefly vegetable; chiefly, because there was some 
evidence suggesting that lie may have ppyed on 
small animals. ”A dead canary-bird was one day 
given him, and in an instant he 3tripped_ off its 
feathers, great qnd small, torp it open with Ijis nails,

■-■.J-y:?;- '-vV •••• z,'
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march of scientific studies, the mania tor explana- ; 
tion, the uncertainty of hypothesis, the exclusive-, 
ness of abstract thinking,' that observation was set: 
at naught, and these precious facts wereilost to ,, 
the natural history of man. All that had been left 
by contemporary writers is reduced to some insig
nificant details, the most striking and most general' 
result of which is that these individuals were not 
susceptible to any very marked improvement;

. doubtless because it was sought to apply to their 
education, without regard to the different condition 
of their organs; the ordinary system of social 
instruction.’Itard was thus compelled to rely 
upon his own educational theory and practice.

His statement of aims, in which are revealed his 
educational principles, he embodied in the following 
five main propositions : “

smelt it, and threw it away.”“ There were twenty-/
; three scars all over his body, some being scratched 

and some resembling the bites of . 
animals. One very large and deep scar on the 
throat suggested the use of a sharp instrument, and 
pointed to the fact that those who abandoned him 
had attempted to murder him, had ^ssibly left him 
for dead. When first caugiit he lived on acorns, 
potatoes and raw chestnuts, always eating the 
husks and skins. . Finally, five years before his 

;: . capture he had been seen n the woods, entirely
f: ; naked, and flying at the app each of men ; and this
. ‘ flight suggests that even then he had become

: : habituated to a wild life. Thus for probably seven
; . ■ of his eleven or twelve years he had led his savage

sylvan existence, and during that long period had 
: / completely forgotten all th4 

E, : first four or five years of his life. ' '
In his consideration of methods and means for 

i the education of this singular being Itard could 
obtain no guidance from eit rer medical or educa
tional precedent. He knew t le particulars recorded 
by Linnaeus and Bonaterre concerning ten well- 
authenticated cases of both male and female human 
beings who had been found leading the lives of wild 

V creatures. But none of these cases had been 
scientifically observed and studied. “Such was,” 
he writes, “ in those remo e times the ddective

i:;

S'.'.;
'llhe had learnt in the

1. To attach him to social life by rendering it 
more pleasant to him than that which he was then

. leading, and, above all, by making it ■ closely 
analogous to the mode of existence that he was 
about to quit.

2. To awaken the nervous sensibility by the 
most energetic stimfllants, and sometimes by lively 
affections of the mind.

.3

I'K-

Itard : of. eit., pp. and 34. Also his Prtmitr 
Raffort sur It Sauvagt dt VAvtyron: Burtaux du Protris 
Midical rtfrintj Paris, 1804; p. la.

19 Itard : of, cit., p. 38. 12 Ibid.
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3. To extend the sphere of his ideas, by giving 
him new wants, and by increasing the numbCT of 
his relations to the objects i

4. To lead him to the 
•i; jecting him to the necessity of imitation.
I' S' To exercise frequently the most simple 
[■■; operations of' the mind upon the objects of his 
f r physical wants, and then to direct the application

' of them to objects of instruction.
For the attaining of his first object Itard mainly 

I relied upon simple, humane, kind treatment. He 
avoided all direct interference with the boy’s habits, 

I and, within very wide limits', allowed him to indulge 
[ i in whatever activities his instincts or his organic 
It" I needs or the environment demanded or suggested. 
I’ ! The authorities of the Institute confided him to the 

special attention and care of Madame Gudrjn who 
brought to her most exacting task a motherly 
patience and tenderness and the intelligence of an 

[:; enlightened' teacher. " So far from directly 
L opposing his hahits, she knew in some measure how 
I? to comply with them, and thus to answer the object
ij proposed in our first general head." The boy’s
" habits and activities were in the main concerned 

with only four dominant circumstancesXsleeping, 
/eating, doing nothing,--and running about in the 

: fields, or performing, when this last form of activity 
Was impossible, strange convulsive and balancing 

/ movements. Itard felt that only by indulging him

JEAN MARC GASPARt) ITARD W '

within reason in conn^on vnth these four seta of
hahits, tendencies andjactivities rould his pupfi be 
made happy. He was greatly affected by natural 
phenomena, which produced in him emotions^of 
joy, sorrow, melancholy, attracted for the tune hts 
whole attention, and appeared to induce conto- 
plation. We feel that the quotation of the follqw- ^. 
ing passages in extenso is justified not only by thor ; 
value and interest for the student of the natural 
history of man, for the psychologist and the 
educator, but also because of the evidence they 
contain of Itard’s enthusiasm, patient observation 
and earnest endeavour.

"If at any time a boisterous wind arose ;ff the 7;/
sun, concealed behind a cloud, suddenly burst 
forth, brUliantly illuminating the surromd^ 
atmosphere, he expressed an almost convulse joy 
by thundering peals of laughter, durmg which aU 
his turnings, backward and forward, resented 
very much a kind of leap he wished to take to throw

. . Onemorning i

I
K;' .’-V

inding biin. 
of speech by sub*

•V'f;:

himself out of the window, 
after a heavy fall of snow, as soon as he awaked he 
uttered a cry of joy, leaped from his bed, ran to 
the window, then Jo the door, going backwards 
and forwards from one to the other with the greatest 
impatience, and at length escaped half-dressed into ^ 
the garden. ’There he exhibited the utmost 
emotions of pleasure; he ran, rolled himself in Ae 

and taking it up by handfuls devoured it with .snow,
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an incredible, avidity. . . . When the severity
■ of the weather drove every other person out of the 

garden he delighted in t^ing a great many turns 
about it: after which he used to seat himself on the 
edge of the pond basin. 1 have often stopped for 
whole hours together, and with unspeakable 
pleasure, to examine bim in this situation; to 
observe how all his convulsive motions and that 
continual balancing of his whole body diminished 
and hy degrees subsided, to give place to 
tranquil attitude; and how insensibly his face, 
insignificant or distorted as it might be, took the 
well-defined attitude of sorrow, or melancholy 

; reverie, in proportion as his eyes were steadily fixed 
on the surface of the water, and when he threw into 
it from time to time some remains of withered 
leaves. When, on a moonlight night, the rhys of 
that luminary penetrated into his room he sddom 
failed to wake out of his sleep and to place himself 

t r before the window. There he remained during a 
part of the night, standing motionless, his neck 

i . extended, his eyes fixed towards the country 
illuminated by the moon, and carried away in a 
sort of contemplative ecstasy, the silence of which 

interrupted only lyr deep-drawn inspirations, 
after considerable intervals, and which were always 
accompanied with a feeble and plaintive sound.

.13 Hard: of. cit., pp. 41 and 4a. French refrint, p'. 15.

t: Itard felt that it would be futile and lacking in <■ 
kindness and consideration to oppose or even to . .. 
restrain uiduly the habits described nt thrae. 
extracts. He adopted, on the contrary, ttejilan , 
of general and reasonable compliance with thein, 
always seeking through them to estabUsh simple ' i; 
but definite intercourse between the pupil and his ; , 
new environment. Very slowly, by almost imper-

achieved.
■4

ceptible gradafions, some progress was 
The boy slept at more regular times and for shorter 
periods: his gluttony and his rough and ravenous 
mode of eating at frequent intervals graduaUy gave s 
place to moderation in quantity, regulmty of meal 
times, and gentleness of manners: his convulsive ... 
motions and uncouth balancing movements were ; f 
gradually abandoned, while his power c. .. 
ordinating actiritjes increased: and as that power 
developed, his marked idleness was replaced by a 

normal alteration of activity and rest. Thus 
was Itard's wise and humane procedure justified.
Even the slow progress of his pupil greaUyemmur-
aged his belief that he could now render ses ;

. joumdes plus profitables i son instruction.” It .
must be carefully noted that in his detailed account - 
of the boy’s eduHStion Itard does not Aserve a 
chronological order. The portion of his Report : j
which recounts his own educative efforts IS arranged
in five sections, each secfion.describing the ways 
and means used in endeavounng to achieve one of :

a more

‘■i
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e^^ents that were approximately contem- lackihg. He-included sight because the snuff . ’
■' R™rt the produced no tears. , Indeed, it was not until his
I* refSn' P™’®' P™"de cross- education had continued for several months that he
‘J.: indulged in te^, despite an his obvious troubles ■
* a t bis efforts to achieve his second object—to and-trials. His ear seemed the most insen^le of ■
- sfc^n?" sensibility by the most vigorous aU his organs and senses. As Professor Pinel had g

^ thT^a D by lively affection^ of stated, it was insensible alike of the loudest and the ,<■;
^ of oiro • prolonged and patient use most hannonious sounds of dvilization. Two
'' considerable pistol shots were fired close to his,head: the firrt
P- aMv^ow sensibility was remark- produced some slight embtion, but at the second
I ^ r;, ■ on the wet he merely turned his head with apparent indif- , .

fPOSe*! fte hours to wind and ference. And yet the crac^ of a walnut, of
!' did his sic-** hupiidify which fruit he was very fond, immediately attracted
I’ sensib!li^ H,°“^?°^*°“'’ "'“^“t no apparent his-attention. Itard deals mote fufiy with flie sense
I hoS^^Sm seemed indifferent to^eat of hearing in his fourth section, in which he tdates

hk h ®''® '■0 frequently seijd in ') how he endeavoured to teach his pupfi to sp^.
-■ ^d ^0” gtnte / , ' To overcome this insensibility several expedients

ticula^vT*^^^f ^‘*‘0“- ^0 was^par-- ' weteused. The pleasant effects of warmth proved . ^
^ f r r,S.“- often founO. ' ve^ potent for this purpose. The boy was pro- , >J
y wat,^ out of the bbaing vid^ with comfo&le clothing, a warm room, and
P' we^s^tieT“^Tacosybed. He-firas kept in a hot bath for two or ' 
I "f- "“‘od specimens three hours every day, whfie water of the s^- -.r.
P fin^fud n sbin was of very temperature as the bath was ^uently dashedton
P lar<re ouan«te*®f“^®V ^® ’"““'*“oed-;to teke his head. This strenuous treatprat was not fol-• ’
r ge quantities of snuff, but it produced in him not lowed by the usual debiUtation, a feet which some-

S'

k
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; what disappointea Itard who believed that a loss 
of muscular force would be attended by a gain in 
sensibility. Gradually, howf ver, the pupil grew to 

)V dike warmth and to dislike cold. He began to 
notice variations in the temperature of the bath 
water. Before getting in he would test its warmth 
with his hand, and if not satisfied would refuse to 
enter it. Soon also he be 
y^ue and use of clothes.

JEAN MARC GASPARD ITARD 85

■y-

endeavouring to persuade him to make u^ of fte ',; 
bath when it was only moderately; TOim dur^ 
repeated and urgent entreaties threw him into 
violent passion. In this temper, percdving ftat 
his governess was not at all; convinced, by &e 
frequent trials which he had himself made vrith his 
fingers, of the coldness of the water, he turned back 
towards her in a precipitate manner, seized hra 
hand and plunged it with his own into the bath.
On another occasion when Itard endeavoured, to 
make him touch a Leyden jar by getting him into a 

from which there was no escape except by 
it, he very dexterously

a

:an to appreciate the 
He was left in the cold, 

but with clothes placed neajr him, and in a few 
days had found out how to put them on. Later 

I his growing mipreciation of t le comfort of clothes
•. and bed led to improvet personal hy^ene,
,, especiaUy at night. The appUcation of dry
j frictions to the spinal vertebrae and titfflation of the
, Jumbarregions were next tried. The latter activity
f; undoubtedly stimulated sensibility, but it had to be 
; • ^andoned trough fear of pi ysiological compUca-
;; tions connected with possible iremature puberiy.
= When attention was directed to the excitement 

of his mental affections if was soon realised that only 
too—anger and joy—were available. At distant 
intervals his anger was provoked in order to rouse 
his mental powers. “T solnetimes remarked,” 
says Itard, ‘ ‘ that at the moment of his most violent 
mdignation his understanding seemed to acquire a . 
temporary enlargement which suggested to him . 

g: some mgenious expedient for freeing himself from
t; . . disagreeable embarrassment.

comer
seizing fbe jar to remove
twisted the doctor’s wrist so that the latter received 
the shock. It was very easy to give him joy. A

ray reflected by a mirror on the ceiling, the , 
dropping of water on his finger tips while he was. 
in the bath, the sight of a wooden portlier, con
taining a little milk, floating in the bath and moved 
along by the oscillations of the water—all these led 
to shouts of joy and the clapping of his hands.

After three months his sensibility had greatly ;
increased in three of the organs of sense. ^e | .
derived marked pleasure, through his developing 

of touch, from passing his hand over the 
doctor’s velvet palftaloons; and learned to judge 

. by touch whether or not his potatoes were suffi
ciently-cooked. He had learned to light a candle ,

H Hard ; nf. at., p. p- Frmh rtfrinl, p. 19, ;
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mth a piece of paper, and the marked increase in 
his sensibility was shown by the care he took to 
avoid buming his fingers. When at this stage he 

made to push or carry heavy or hard objects 
he would often hurriedly withdraw his hands and 
carefully examine his finger tips, afterwards placing 
them in the opening of his waistcoat—a favourite 
gesture. His sense of smell had also greatly im
proved during this period. Snuff now became 
effective and he sneezed readily; Itard records 
his horror at his first sneeze: the poor boy was so 
agitated that he threw himself on his hed in terror. 
It was evidently an altogether new ex'perience for 

ihim. His taste, too, and his appreciation of 
damtiness had developed considerably. We have 
seen how savagely and .disgustingly he used to eat: 
but after three or four months he would throw away 
the contents of his plate if he noticed any dust or 

\ dirt upon it. He would still break walnuts under 
VJpot. but would take pains afterwards to clean them 

in the most delicate manner.
Another sign of his progress was that he began 

to contract very violent.colds. A remarkable fact, 
however, was that these colds did not in' —- 
affect his eyes or ears. From this the docto'r 
argued that they required further education, as 
their sensibility had not,been increased. His con
cluding remarks concerning this fact are wortliy of 
note: " The sijnultaneous improvement qf three

senses that was produced in consequence of the 
stimularits applied to the skin, at the same timethat , '■ * 
these two last remained stationary, is an important 
fact and deserves particular attention from physi- ' 
ologists. It seems to prove, what from other 
sources appeared not improbable, that the sen^ of ■ 
touch, of smell and of taste are merely different 
modifications of the organ of the skin; while those 
of the ear and the eye, being less exposed to 
external impressions, and enveloped with a cover
ing much imore complicated, are subject to other 
laws of amelioration and ought on that account to 
be considered as constituting a class perfectly 
distinct. The reader will perceive that here 
Itard had failed to realise the fundamentality of the 
sense of touch. In this connexion his knowledge 
and physiological insight fell very far short of those i 
of Pereira, of-whose work he was apparently, and 
very unfortunately, almost completely ignorant.
S^guin, as we have seen,“ showed that by his dis
covery Pereira “ demonstrated to the physiologists 
of his day that all the senses are modifications of 
the tact, dll touch of some sort.” We have aiso 
seen” that Miss Anna Sullivan, Helen Kellet’s 
teacher, pointed ouj. that “ psychologically, and 
as a matter of biological history, hearing and sight 
are only specializations of the sense of itouch.”

59 and 6o. ^
p. 30.
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difficulties in his 
pi endeavours to attain his third object—to extend
P the sphere of the boy’s ideas, by giving him new
fg wants, and by increasing the number of his relations
'3; to the objects surrounding him. Toys of many

sorts were presented to him, and tedious hours were 
p , spent on efforts to teach him how to use them. All
p : such efforts, however, only made him fretful and
|i ■ impatient; and at the first favourable opportunity 

he would conceal or destroy the toys. On one such 
|.v;: ' - occasion he burned a set of nine pins, taking very
|k ofivious delight in the process. Considerable
Ip success attended the use of one simple device. A
[' number of little silver goblets were inverted and
jV' • placed in irregular order on the table, and a cbest- 
! nut was placed under one of them. With the
f, exception of this one the goblets were raised in 
pS turn : and the boy was then invited to look for the 

nut. He always chose the right goblet at,once. 
Itard concluded from this that his pupil was exer- 

L cising attention and memory and showing simple 
F.' reasoning power. A still mote satisfactory re^t 
p' l was obtained when the exercise was made more 
?'f difficult. The goblets were arranged irregularly as 

before with a nut under one of them: then the 
order was slowly changed while the boy watched! 
Again he was able to locate the nut. Next-a nut 

Ffe. and two'other objects were • placed under a goblet,
I?, - and although he then had three goblets tp attend

ing that so far the instmct of gluttony had .been 7: -Vs 
the great,incentive to attenffoii, Itard Ldetemmed ; 77^^ 
to continue the expernnent while relying oti amuse- 
menttoprovidethe incentive. He now placed only 
inedible objects under the goblets, and was greatly' ,7?!
gratified to find that the results were ‘ nearly as >.V;
satisfactory” as before. The pupfi’s powers of ' V "7 
attention and of judgihent were undoubtedly 
developing. But fafitire attended«U attempto to 
cultivate in him the' tastes proper-to his age, :and 
he could not be induced to indulge in cMdish 7; 

• games or to make use of any kind of plaything; . ' • '
It was next sought to create in him new w^ts; 

by developing the finer pleasures of the palate;
Great difficulties here presented therasdyes, how
ever, for he displayed a strong aversion from v 
sweetmeats and the most tender and delicate 77 
viands. Stimulating foods were used to try to 
overcome the palate dulness produced by the gross 
fare of his wild life, but without success: and even; 
when obviously suffering froinh^Md th^he ; 7 
refus^ the &er foods and all kinds of strong 
liquor. It appeared clear that no «ew tastocould; ;
be produced, and Itard dedded to try theleffectof ; ^
developing existing tastes by the aid of pleasant and ■ : 
attractive accom^ying drcumstahces. Here he 7 

rewarded by very satisfactory rortfts. ; His 77 
IDSD 0 Hr
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.. n^thod was to take the boy to dine with him some- 
what formally in the city, and his account of this 

entertaining and instntctive: 
The first time that he was at such a feast he 

expressed transports of joy which rose almost to 
frenzy No doubt he thodght he should not sup
as well as he had dined, or he did not scruple 
to carry away in the evenSig, on his leaving tte 
house, a plate of lentils which he had stolen from 
the kitchen. I felt great satisfaction at the result 
of this first excursion. I had found out a pleasure 

n™; I, •'nd only to reppt it a certain number 
. of times m rtder to conlvert it into a want;
.'l this IS what I. actually effected.”'" And other

pleasures led;tp wants. He could not be kept

him. So It had to be arrai ged that he shoujd go 
, : . m a carnage; and this nlode of taking the air

proved to be a real want-prqducinfe pleasure: “In
a short tune these days ce^ed to be merely days
of feasting, in which he gavJhimself up to the most

5,: lively joy; they absolutely became real wants, the
depnvation of which wheiJ the interval between 
them was a little, longer th^ usual, rendered him 
Ipw-spinted. restless, and fJetful.”'" In contrast 
to all this, when he was t4en to the country for

■■ '90
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a few days he manifested a keen desire for flight 
to the woods and hills, to which he seemed irresist
ibly drawn. He would rise frequently from the 

• table and rush to the window as if to escape. It 
was thus found necessary to abandon country > 
visits, for which were substituted walks in the 
Observatory Gardens. Gradually he became 
attached to his new activities and began, too, to 
show affection for and dependence on his 
governess : "Once having slipped from her in the 
streets, on seeing her again he burst into a flood 
of tears.” And in themselves these tears wpre 
clear evidences of his progress. He showed 
affection for Itard, also, especially on occasions 
when the latter was not engaged in testing or teach
ing him. There is no doubt that there had arisen 
for the boy a number of new wants that were con
nected with the presence and the help of Madame 
Gudrin and Itard.

V."

0

The attainment of Itard’s fourth and most 
difficult object—to lead him to the use of speech 
through compelling imitation ‘ ‘ par la loi imp^rieuse 

. de la n^cessitd”—was prevented by insurmount
able obstacles. And although he ends with an 
expression of hope tire fourth section of his Report 
he begins it thus : " If I had wished to publish 
only successful results I should have suppressed 
this fourth section of my work, the means which 
T made use of in order to accomplish my object 33
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well as the little advantage I derived from them. 
But my intention is not to give the history of my 

labours, but merely that of the progressive 
developments which appeared in the mind of the 

. Savage of Aveyron; and of course 1 ought not to 
omit anything that can throw light on his moral 

' history.” The great obstacle was the insensibility 
of the ear to the peculiar sounds of his new environ
ment. During his forest life had had gained ” ear- 
impressions” from only a small number of sounds, 
and these such only as were connected with his 
safety and physical needs. There had never then 
been any need lor him to discriminate humap 
articulation. For about a year he seemed to gain 
no impressions whatever from such sounds of 
civilization as were not. directly associated with his 
wants : but for those sounds that were so associated 

f.-' -his ear possessed an exquisite sensibility. If a nut 
f. Were gently and cautiously plucked from a tree, or 

if the key of a door which kept him confined were 
quietly turned, he heard instantly : hut loud shouts 
or even pistol shots were unnoticed. '' Our young 
savage feeling only a small number of wants, was 
Induced to exercise his senses on only a small 

vrnumber of objects.” ■,
At last, however, slight development began, and 

he attended to human’voices, which he seemed to 
associate with danger. When loud voices sounded 
outside his door he ran to it to see if it were se^re,

.S3
He

JEAN marc GASPARD ITARD

and sometimes put his finger on the latch, 
heard the guttural sounds made by the deaf-mute 
children and showed that he knew the direction 
whence they came by hurrying off the opposite , 
way. Then he learned to distinguish the sound of 
Oh, apparently through hearing its frequent 
ejaculation in the course of a discussion conducted 

day in very loud voices. Itard made numerous 
experiments based on his pupil’s ability to dis
tinguish this sound, and also decided to give hun 

of Victor, which, as pronounced m

own

one

the name
French, has the stress on ok. When this name 

loudly pronounced he rarely f^ed to attend to 
it. He next learned the meaning of non when 
used to indicate that he had erred in the perform
ance ol any exercise or task.

Thus far, however, Victor had remained mute, j 
making no attempt to enunciate the one sound he'
„ Jd distinguish. Itard satisfied himself by care
ful examination that the mutism was not due to the 
severe wound in the boy's throat and that there was 
no structural defect in the organs of speech | and 
he concluded that the latter had become “ inapt 
for their functions” simply through desuetude— 
through ” growilll and developing without the 
assistance of any agent that was calculated to call 
them into action.” And although he was “ con- 

. . that it was necessary only to
excite by degrees the action of the by the

was
I

cou

;■ ■

-t

vinced .

■A'
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allurement of objects necessary to his wants,” he 
fully realised that very patient and very long-con
tinued labour would be required to enable his pupil 

. to speak. He noted with hope that the known 
sound oh corresponded with eau, the name for a 
frequently-recurring want: but all his efforts failed 
to induce Victor to sound oh when he wanted water. 
He next tried lait; and suddenly, on the fourth day, 
clearly, but in a rather harsh manner, the boy 

:f , pronounced this word and repeated it again and 
again. Itard was not undijly elated, for he soon
perceived that the word wa^ not used to express a 
want, but only as an exclamation of satisfaction: 
Victor had not yet begun to acquire the true 
of speech as a means of communication. His use 
of lait was subject to numerous misapplications; 
It expressed satisfaction, pleasure, joy, in the posses
sion of anything. “After this first result,” writes 
Itard, “>I have totally renounced the method by 
which I obtained it; waiting for a time when local 
circumstances will permit me to Substitute another 
in Its place, which I think will be more efficacious,
I have abandoned the organ of voi^e to the influence 
of imitation which, although weak, is not, however, 
altogether extinct, a fact which appears from some 
little advancement he has since made spontane- 
ouslyFrom laH he learned two other mono
syllables, la and !i, to'which he seemed to attach 

te Of. cil., p. 1)6.

even less meaning than to the first. I.ater he 
acquired a sort of liquid 1, a sound which proves 
difficult for normal children. The acquisition of 
these later sounds which he very frequently 
repeated, Itard attributes to “une sorte d’intention 

• en faveur du nom de the name of Madame
Guerin's little daughter who w;as then on a visit 
to her mother. From the mother, by spontaneous 
imitation, he next learned to pronounce ok Dieu, • 
the latter word sounding like Due. At last he 
acquired all the vowel sounds and those of d, 1, and 
liquid ]; and this Itard considered sufficient to 
demonstrate the possibility of developing his powers 
of speech.

Progress towards the acquisition of speech con
tinued with exceeding slowness, being retarded, as 
Itard notes, "by the facility which our young- 
savage shows in expressing in other ways Aan by 
speech the small number of his wants." If, for 
example, he wished to go for a walk he would move 
impatiently backward and forward from wmdow to 
door, would lay before his governess all the neces
sary articles for her outdoor toilet, would urge her 
to dress, even trying to assist her, would hurry down 
stairs first and take hold of the latch. When he 

• broke the cup in ^ich he used to receive milk from 
the keeper at the Observatory Gardens he chose 

When, the doctor

1.

use

i'

V'
*tor himself a wooden vessel. ------ .
disordered his own hair and directed Victor’s atten-

isviii!*?'.
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jg iion to it the latter fetched him a comb. It was 
comparatively easy to communicate with him by 
the " language of action” ; and no preliminary 
lessons in the use of any signs or gestures was 
necessary for his understanding of what 
required. The foUowing passage suggests how 
wide and useful was the range of appUcability of his 
“ language of action” ; “ He is no less expressive 
in the manner of exhibiting the affections of his 
mind, and especially impatience and ennui. A 
great number of the curious know how. with 

g i natural frankness than poUteiJess, he dismissed Uiem 
3 : when fatigued with the len^h of their visits: he 

^presents to each of them, and yet without 
g , countenance of contempt, their cane, gloves and 

hat, pushes them gehtly towards the door which 
^ • afterwards he violently shuts upon them.”” Not- 
g withstanding Victor’s very si ;nder linguistic attain

ments at the time this sectiin of the Report 
fg tmtfen, Ifard concludes it with an expression of 
g his belief that " des besoim plus multiplife” will
0. make the boy feel the nectssity for speech and
^ , compel its acquisition. •
I . For the attainment of his fifth and last object— 
p to exercise frequently the mm t simple operations of 

the mind upon the objects o 1 his phydcal wants.
i?: -, and then to direct the apjilicalion of them to objects 
I'. of instruction---the means 6mf loyed by the educator 

a Of. eft., pp. 103 and 104. ,
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consisted essentially in interposing between the boy : . , 
and his wants obstacles that were continuaUy . .. 
increasing: and changing and which he could . ^
overcome without the constant exercise of his 
attention, memory and judgment, and all tho-func- .

His sense of heanng had

97 .

awas
tions of his senses.
remained so deficient in sensibility that Itard 
decided to make use of the methods employed by 
Abbe Sicard in the education of deahnutes. He . g 
made drawings on a blackboard of scissors, a key, g 
and a hammer, and then sought to form assodations 
in the pupfi’s mind between the drawings and the 
real objects. When he thought this assodation 
had been formed he made a finger drawing of an 
object and showed the pupfi that he requited him ^ 
to fetch it. He met with failure here, however, 3 ¥ 
for Victor brought aU .the objects us^ in the rg 

Attempts were then made to direct his 
attention to the objects separately. Here 
could be made of one of his wants—a want for 
order, espedally of pictures or other things on the 
walls : whenever these were disordered he would g 
rearrange them correctly, even getting out of bed 
to do so. The objects used were hung on the wall 
beneath their draWfegs, and left for some time.
They were then taken down and given to the boy, 
who at once replaced them correctly. When, 
however, the order of the dramngs was altered the ; 3 
objects were replaced, without regard for the ;;

more

a

exercises.
usewas

••1

K;.gI
I;

^.’’■5■ 1a*.. . . ..j, ,? ii..f L
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alteration, in their original jositions, a fact which 
showed that the pupil was n )t using his judgment, 
but merely remembered the order of the objects. 
He was not reosoniMg about relationships.

Hard then determined to prevent the undue 
employment of mere memory, and concluded that 

, best means of reaching this end was so to 
increase the number of objects and drawings, and 

H the frequency and complexity of the re-arrange-
: ments, that Victor could not by the aid of memory

alone replace the things in any given order. Thus 
would arise a need for the exercise of judgment and 

y reasoning: "the understanding must have recourse 
to a comparison of the design with the thing.” The 

• ■ results of this experiment were very satisfactory, 
fi The boy would look closely at the objects in turn, 

and choose one, and then seek for the correspond- 
: ing drawing beneath which to place it.' The

doctor’s high hopes, based upon this considerable 
success, had to give place to disappointment, how
ever, when he ascertained after earnest effort that 
his pupil could not possibly take, the next step 
required by the Sicard method. This step 
sisted in placing behind the drawing of the object 
the letters forming its name, associating definitely 
the object, design and. name, removing the design 

ft and allowing the word to recent the olqect. 
Poor Victor did not possess theaVerage deaf-mute

■child’s powers of attention and observation or 
quickness in appreciating the inter-relations of • 
vfiible things. So Sicard’s method had to be 
abandoned and another invented.' ■

’This new method may be briefly descried as 
follows: Itard obtained a board two feet square 
'and pasted upon it three pieces of paper of very 
distinct outline and of very decided colours—a red 
circle, a black square, and a blue triangle. He 
also cut three pieces of pasteboard corresponding 
in size, shape, and colour to the figures on the 
board. The three pasteboard pieces were then 
hung over the paper figures by nails through holes 
in their centres, and were there left for some days. 
When at last they were taken down and given to 
Victor he was able to replace them correctly. He 
was also successful when the board was inverted, 
thus altering theorderof thefigures. In this exercise 
he was guided by both form and colour. The latter 
was eliminated as a guide at the next step, when 
the same three forms were used and all pieces were 
of the same colour. Once again the pieces were 
correctly replaced, as was also the case when they 
were all of the same shape but of different colours. 
Additional forms and colours were next introduced, 
while the difficulty of the exercise was still further 
enhanced by placing close together forms or colours 
that did not widely differ from one another. Very

•scon-
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storey'window looking down on a rough pavement; : ?*
approached the patient with every appearance of 
anger, saied him roughly and held him put cd^e 
window, face downwards, for some seconds. - Whm 
released he was trembling, was exceedingly pale 
and covered vrith cold sweat; But he was cured I 
He was at once made to gather up the scattered : 
materials and proceed with his lesson. Thereafter 
there were no wild outbursts, his fatigue md un
willingness being henceforth expressed by a kmd of 
bored impatience, plaintive murmuring or tears. 
Rougher outline drawings of objects and mwe 
amorphous patches of colour were now used m fte ,, 
exerdses, and after a time n^ difficulties actually ; - 
became sources of amusement for the pupilj

The next forward step was one of very great 
importance. The twenty-four letters of tte, 
alphabet were printed on cards about two mdira 
square which were then inserted in a board pi suCh 
a manner as to he easily re-arranged. Another 
set of letters of the same size was made m metal 
and placed in the slots on top of the cardboard set.

all the metal letters

JEAN MARC GASEARD ITARD■ lOO MONTESSORI AND HER INSPIRERS

g^ij^y aU difficulties were increased and the 
boy’s powers of attending, observing, comparing,

: judging and reasoning slowly developed,
f, Unfortunately, however, there came a day when
tfe his patience and docility became exhausted, and he 

indulged in violent outbursts of fury if his teacher 
insisted upon the continuance of a difficult exercise. 
It^ decidedthatitwasbetternottotrytoappease 
him, but to overcome his wild rage by an unyield- 

•X ing insistence on the performance of his allotted 
tasks.

./::X

I

When, therefore, he angrily threw the 
iX : pieces on the floor and flung himself on his bed in 

a^oxysm of fury, the doctor, having allowed him 
to rest a few minutes, would sternly insist upon' his 

RX ; Xgatheringiip the pieces and continuing the exercise. 
;■ But this perseverance on the part of the teacher 

Usted only a few days, for the pupH’s paroxysms 
|V: beeme more frequent and more violent, culminat-
K; •angth in convulsions like those of epilepsy.

Itard determined to cure this form of epilepsy by 
I. some treatment that would produce a feeling of 

horror or extreme fear. Remembering an occasion 
when Victor displ^ed great terror on approaching 

jj:' the edge of a high parapet at tfe Observatory, he 
I’X resolved to use for his purpose tfe obvious cause of
P.. that terror. And so when the boy next relapsed
[ ' into a paroxysm of rage,'" taking advantage of the 
I moment when the functions of the senses were not 
k' as yet suspended,” he sudd^y opened a fourth

X

■ The pupfl’s task was to remove _
and then to replace them correctly. This he^ id 
at once with the gr^test ease; but Itard perc^ 
that he had found a way of domg it wWch id not 
involve any troublesome exercise of c<%ipan3on or

m.
.‘..I'.'X .......-. J, ...vl , .. . , > .......... .i z,. f j. J... t ..I ■
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boy arranged the letters in inverted order, and not 
until he had been shown and had corrected his 
errors was he allowed to drink. After fiver or she : 
lessons he always arranged these letters correctly, f 
and very soon it became clear that he saw a relation ■' 
between the correct arrangement and one of ^1B / ,
wants. Eight days after the first trial he quite; ^ 
spontaneously provided himself with the four letters 
before setting out on his dmly visit to the Obser
vatory. Arrived there, and before he had received 
his usual ^ of milk, he arranged them on a table 
to spell LAIT. And by this spontaneous act he 
convinced his teacher that he had arrived at the 
great epoch and had made a beginning, albeit a 
very small beginning, in the use of language as a 
means of expressing his wants.

At this point Itard ends the detailed portion of 
his first account of the wild boy’s education. And 
content to rely for future development upon experi
ments and exercises similar to those which had 
achieved so much, upon time which works such 
wonders for childhood, and upon the advent of the 
pubertal crisis with its great mental and moral 
possibilities, he writes as follows: “in the mean- 

■ time we have a right to conclude from our observa
tions, especially fwm those which have been 
recorded in these two last sections, that the child 
known under the name of the Savage of Aveyron 
is endowed with the free exercise of ah his senses.

IK
i: - . and then replaced them by commencing with the 
ft When, however,, the pile coDapsed he suc-

, ceeded in re-arranjpng the letters correctly. Later 
he arranged them in four equal piles, stiU observing 
alphabetic order. The doctor did not know 
whether this procedure was the result of reasoning.

, It was routine, but it required invention and did 
honour to his inteUigence. Afterwards the board 
was given him with the letters in disorder; but his .
powers of attention, comparison and judgment___
into play and he always succeeded in restoring the 
order, even triumphing over the difficulties caused 
by the resemblance between C and G and between 
E and E. But Itard

'■ftcame

ft;.
was keenly desirous of in- 

duc^g him to us.e the letters as a means of express
ing his wants: *' Far from imagining that I was so 

" near^ this grand epoch .of his education,- it was a 
spint of cunosity rather than a hope of success
which ^ggested to me the Mowing experiment.

' V .: - He^arranged LAIT on a board, and in the morning, 
while Victor was impatiently waiting for his 
Madame, actmg as previiusly instructed, ap- 

; proached the board, looked carefully at the letter!
Md_then handed the doctor a bowl of milk which 

’ he pretended was for his own use. Later he went to 
Victor and gave him duplioa es of the four letters; 
then pointing to the word hit with one hand he 
held out the bowl of milk liith the other,

B Premier geffert, etc., p. 46, '

milk,

The

.ft.
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Finally, dthough the experiments and observa

tions recorded in this first report extended over a 
period of only nine months, Itard submits that we ■ 
may deduce from them the following five important 
inferences relative to the education of man and to 
his philosophical and natural history.

I. That man in a pure state of nature is inferior 
to many of the lower animals.

3. That the mental and moral superiority which 
has been said to be nattiral to man is merely the 
result of civilisation, which raises him above other 
animals hy a great and powerful stimulus: this 
stimulus is the predominant sensibility of his species, 
the essential property from which flow the faculties 
of imitation and that continual propensity which 
forces him to seek in new wants new sensations.

3. That his imitative power, adapted for the 
education of all his organs ^d especially for the 
acquisition of speech, though ve^ strong and active 
during the early years of life, is rapidly enfeebled 
by the progress of age, by isolation, and by all r 
other causes which deaden the nervous sensibility:

. whence it follows that the power of articulating 
sounds—the most wonderful and useful result of 
imitation—can be •Acquired after the period of 
childhood only by the surmounting of idmost in
numerable obstacles.

4. That alike for the most isolated savage and 
the most highly civilised being there is a constant

(D5^

that he gives continual protfs of attention, reflec
tion, memory ; that he is able to compare, discern 

f , .and judge; and apply,, in sh 
his understanding to the o 
nected with his instruction.

^ that these happy changes 1

srt, all the faculties of 
rjects which are con- 
It is proper to remark 
lave been produced in 

the short space of nine mo iths, and in a subject 
y - who was supposed to he i icapable of attention; 

hence we are authorised ii concluding that his 
education is possible, if it is not absolutely demon
strated already by these earw instances of success, 
independently of those that r e may in future expect 

..from time.”“ And contrasting his condition at 
the end of nine months with that during the first 
months of his residence in Paris, the doctor adds : 
" Those who have not observeS' him at that period 
and who see him at the prekent instant would per
ceive in him only a child tllat is nearly like other 
children, except that he does not speak; they could 
not be duly sensible of the important distance which 

. e^ts between this being and the Savage of 
4 Aveyron just after he had| been introduced into 

society, a distance in appearancp trifling, but in 
fact immense when we properly reflect upon it and 
calculate through what a series of new reasons and 
acquired ideas he must have gone in order to have 
arrived at these last results.”®^

•• ■ n'l

23 AnHistoiiedl Account, etc., pp. 139 and 140,

*»•
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proportion between ideas and -wants; and that the 
con^ually increasing multiplicity of wants among 
civilis^ men must be regarded as a grand means 
for maintaining the progressive development of the 
human mind: “ so that we may be allowed to lay it 
down as a general proposition that all the causes, 
whether accidental, local or political, which tend to 
augment or diminish the number of our wants con
tribute of necessity to extend or to contract the 
sphere of our knowledge and the domains of 
science, the fine arts, and social industry.”

S- That in the light of physiological knowledge 
the progress of education can be, and ought to be, 
guided by medical science, which of ali the natural 
sciences can co-operate most effectually in the 
advancement of mankind, through its appreciation 
of the organic and intellectual peculiarities of each 
individual and its use of that means to determine 
what education is likely to do for him and what 
society may expect from his future development.

JEAN MARC GASPARD ITARD IP7

'-r-V

SS:" some period during this long intervalj probably in ■ ^ 
1802, he would appear to have reacH^'the ODn- ' 
elusion that Victor was afflicted with ifflocy, and 
that consequently his original diagnosis was wrong.
He never openly acknowledged his error; but in his 
MSmoire sur le muiisme produxt par hi Usion des 
fonciions inteUectuelles, published more than thirty 
years later, he writes a warning against accepting 
as signs of perfectibility " some acts of a purely 
local intelligence,’* and among such signs instances 
those manifested by a child in connexion with his 
essential wants. Then he adds : " It is because 
I was once deceived that I make this observa- 
tion.”“ And Bousquet remarks upon-^: A 
touching and naive avowal, inspired, peAaps, by 
the recollection of the Savage of Aveyron I Per
haps, we say, for
confidences in this matter; too modest or too 
severe towards himself he liked not to recall the 
beginning of his career.

His second Report described an altered educa
tional scheme which was, as S^guin pointed out,*' 

fitted for an idiot than for a savage. Founded 
upon physiology, it made careful and detmled pro
vision for

■i
-V' we have not received his

* * * more

For five years Itard remained silent concerning 
the educational progress of his pupil. At last in 
j8o6, in response to a request by the Minister of 
the Interior, he wrote-his second Report which 
completes the story of his great endeavour. At

I. The devetef ment of the senses;
2S ffibliotAique d'Educalion SficiaU Refrint o1 Itard^s 

vjoris, 1894: p. IIS.
Ibid, p. xviii.

27 Idiocy, p. 18,

if
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can now see what was Itard’s {undamental error in y 
his earEer educational scheme. Of the: biological ; 
trinity—organism, environment, function—he: took 
the organism for granted, assumed that its ending 
menf in regard to polentiaUty, adaptability and 
tendency was not deficient, and that it could there- ; 
fore play its part in that dynayiic inter-relationship 
with the environment which is termed function.
Thus his chief concern was for the careful selection 
and use of environmental means and influen^. , 
When, however, he reaEsed the idio^ of his unfor
tunate pupil and arranged accordingly his new 
scheme of education, he gave serious attention to 
both organism and function.

At the time he began his educational work he . .tl 
beEeved with Fine! and other leading medical 
authorities that an idiot could not be cured or 
educated, and had he thought then that his savage , :5 
was an idiot he would not have undertaken his great 
task. Fortunately, however, for Dr. Montessoii 
and for educational thinkers in general the discovery 
of the boy’s idiocy did not come about until his ; 
educabUity had been demonstrated to the sat^c- 
tion of his teacher,,-who was thus encouraged to 
continue his labours.

His clear reaEzation of the needs of the case as ,, 
correctly diagnosed it is shorA by the fact

• II. The development of the intellectual
p faculties;

, in. The development of the effective func- 
K tions.
p"When the first phEosophical programme of
Is; Hard had partly succeeded against what was savage 
g. : in his pupE,” says Sdguin, " he corlceived after 
i*,: Pereire and Rousseau, the physiological terms of

his second one, which adapted: themselves exactly 
.to the functional incapacities of the idiocy of his 
pupB, so admirably described by Pinel; so that, 
nolens volens, the great teacher began to treat the 
idiot in the savage.”'® Down to rSba Itard, as 

’ we have seen, beEeved that his pupfl’s condition 
was solely due to his having led a savage existence 
in a state of nature, and that the only difference 
between him and, the normal chEd of the

i ■’1

I same age
J. was that the latter had been developed ,by the 
iy educativ^agencies and influences of cmlization. So 
?’ his main object had been to adapt the organism to 
p V a civflized environment, chiefly through the media 

of its wants, ;and bring to bear upon it the develop- 
ing force of these agencies and influences. That 

gg ' object was mainly phEosophical. From the stand-

I

he now

■M,

c,,., ■ -I , ... ..... .‘:i
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and by using the same means the boy had to pro- : 
duce the sound he heard. First of aU he learned 
to distinguish the sounds of a drum and a dock-teli 
and later others which were progressively less ; 
disparate. The teacher hoped that hy thus pro
ceeding, on the analogy of his previous successful 
work, from very wide to very narrow differences 
it would ultimately become possible for the boy to 
distinguish between vocal sounds. Thus he 
gradually learned to differentiate and reproduce the 
strokes of a drumstick on any part of the drum, 
or on the clock bell or on a sonorous fire shovel.
A wind instrument, as being more analogota 
to the human voice, was next used in the experi
ments; and at last the voice itself was used.
By the same wise method of proceeding from 
wide to narrow differences Itard at length suc
ceeded in, first of all, enabling the pupil to 
appreciate even the low tones of his voice; and n^ a 
to appreciate all the vowel sounds. In these voice 
exercises the teacher could not insist upon repro
duction, hut only on attention, listening. T^e 
pupil was taught to extend a finger when and whde 
he heard; and he so enjoyed these lessons that he 
would bring the bandage to the doctor as a si^ 
that he wished to eSsume them.

When the ■vowel sounds were percdved the next 
step was to compare tjtem so that they might be 
distinguished from one another. Extending the

that he definitely based hs further work on the 
g; ; training and;deye!opmento the senses. “ To the 

works of .Locke and Condillac," he wrote, " we 
I owe : our appreciation of the powerful influence 

which the independent and simultaneous action of 
oiir senses has upon the for nation and development 
of our ideas. The misuse; ?hich has been made of 
this _discoverjr destroys neither its truth nor its 
possible practical applications in a system of 
medical education. It was in accordance with 
these principles that, when I had accomplished the 

f chief ohjects which I had proposed for myself at 
S beginning and which I expounded in my first
^ work, T devoted my attention to exercise and 

develop separately younj Victor’s organs of 
. sehse.”“'. , , “

Itard erroneously believed that the sense of hear- 
ii^ was the most important of all from the point of 

V , and he'began
accordingly by endeavOurinfe to stimulate and train 
that sense. In order to isolate the ear, and 
especially to remove the i umerous constant dis
tractions appealing to the f Kble mind through the

: sense of sight, he banddged the pUpH’s eyes. His
I- • object was not only to raak: the boy hear but also 

to make him listen. He began with very loud 
1 sounds which differed,jridily from one another:

1

L
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f, ■ thumb was made to represent.A, the index finger
ii, O and so on. After great trouble, O was’first
I . isolated, then A; but the. others remained confused
cl : a And now a serious new difficulty
[ arose. The joy of the pupil rose to wild outbursts, 
I. the vowel sounds were confused, all the fingers were 
C ; often extmided at once, and the lessons had to be 
t abandoned temporarily. In the hope of counter- 

acting these outbursts of laughter Itard removed 
[: the bandage, but no ear exercises were then possible
i owing to the distractions thus aUowed to operate, 
i Punishment by striking the knuckles was then tried;

but this begat fear and the poor boy’s confusion 
f:’ became worse confounded. . Itard at last decided 

. : to:cease-his attempts to develop further the 
of he^g, but.not before he had enabled Victor 

i'.. . to distinguish several monosyllables and to differen- 
1 • tiate precisely the intonarions of reproach, anger, 

sadrie^ contempt, friendship, even when' the 
fcvv <3q)ressipn of .such emotions was unaccompanied by
i:, any change of countenance.

More saddened than discouraged ^
I' ' success,.Itard turned his attention tofthe sense of 
r- “‘“'i “P°" language.

His earher exercises had enabled the pupil to dis- 
1 tinguish the letters of the alphabet, and in a com-
| , ■ paraUvely short time he_ was able to arr^e them 
rto form simple words—the mpnosyllables-mentioned 
U above. A few months after he had leamed-to form

' >.
the word lait, and to use it as a means of cxpres!^ 
a want, he was able to read by sight and to wnte, 
passably a few worift,, some td whiiffi differ^ biit^ i L 
little from one another in form. -He could not, 
however, pronounce these words and did not under
stand their meaning. His reading was done in the .;, 
foUowing manner. AU the trorda he kiKw:were: i 
writteii on each of two boards, but in very differat'' 
order. The: teacher hdd one board mid the pupa .;: 
the other. The former points to a word on to 
own board and the latter found the duplicate m its; :: A 
difierent position on to and pointed it out. -If a ; 
mistake were made the yords were carefuBjr j 
examined-letter by letter until the boy himseK was 
able to make the correction. Very soon he could 
understand he had erred by mteipreting|.the 
teacher’s disapproving glance and could substitute 
the coaect word quickly and without assistancev ’

Itard next turned to the education of the sense ’ ; 
of touch, the fundamen^ imture of which, as we ; 
have already seen, he faded to reahse. : Had:;he: 
begunwith the trtoing of this ample and elemental 
“ parent of the senses” instead of with two of its 
”^r offspring,” the highly comptohe^^ ,.,i 
sight, much greato success would undoubtedly

awarded ha-'efiorts. Had he known-of ■ 
Pereira’s work, or attended carefufly to the teaifr . '
ing of Bufion and Condfllac, of whichitodid,!^^ ;, ^ 
he could have accomplished much greater tlm®i

’-5
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with* Md for this poor little pupil. We have shown 
abovf(pp, 83 and 84) that the sensibility of the boy’s 

)(: skin had been greatly increased by the use of warm
baths and that he had developed a keen apprecia- 

S tion of differences of temperature. The teacher 
' determined to make use of this fact for the first 

y, step in the further training of touch. He placed 
v in a vase a number of chestnuts, some hot and some 

cold. One of the boy’s hands was also placed in 
L; the yaser the oUier resting 011 his knee. In the 

latter a cold uut was placed, md it was indicated 
toyhim that he must produce! R similar one from 
the vase. The exercise was repeated with hot 

> nuts, and his choice from the vase was always 
correct. The next step was to try to teach him to 

i V distinguish/orm and stse.by touch.' At first he 
i was quite unable to distinguish between a chestnut 

and an acorn, and it was clear that careful training 
yy was here necessary. Again Itard resorted to his 

method of proceeding from wide to narrow dif- 
; ’ ferences; and when after great trouble and long 
J practice with various objects he at length returned 

to the chestnut and acom he found to his great 
“ satisfaction that Victor could differentiate them 

s j from each,pther. Further exercise enabled him to 
I; distinguish, by touch alone, the letter B from fl.

. C from G, 7 from etc: Beyond this little 
could be done to improve the touch. Theexercises 

rf had, however, greatly improved his powers of

V,-:
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attention, and always while he stru^led to distin- > 
guish form and size b/the aid of this sense alone a, 

calm and meditative expression suffused 
his countenance—a peat fact from which Itard 
should have learned much more than he did.This 
section of.his second Report he summarises thus:
“ Although far from sharing the opinion of Buffon 
and Condillac on the important role they assi^to 

senie, I do not regard as wasted the attentim I 
gave to touch, nor without interest the observations 
with which its development furnished me.”®

No further training was required for the boy’s 
sense of smell, which was so extremely acute that 3 
when on one occasion he was lost in the streets, 
and was not found till night had fallen, he was able 
to recognise his governess when, but not before, he ,;

allowed to smell her hands and aims. As .
regards taste it was only necessary to ‘ pervert ’ it 
in favour of civilised food and drink. He-grew in 
time to like wine but refused all stronger liquors, 
while always his favourite drink was water.

Thus very slowly were the senses trained and 
. developed, and with &e exception of those devoted 

to the improvement of hearing, Itard felt that ha 
labours had been repSid. TTie boy became able to 
make by touch such! distinctions as those between 
a round and a flat object, by sight to differentiate , 
colours, and by taste to discriminate between sweet ' ■

senous,

(!

this
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and tart liquids. As things and their qualities
5 , A were thus taught their names were written, read,
6 and asOTciated with them. The learning of the full 
r ^meaning of these words, however, formed part of 
•§ his mtellectual development, to the consideration of

which we must now turn.
fi Itard was fuUy aware of the intimate connexion 

between the physical and mental elements in 
“ Their development,” he says, " is simultaneous 
and their influence reciprocalj” But although he 
clearly realised that all the exercises considered 
above tended to encourage the development of his 

,, . pupil^s mind he also appreciated the need for more 
specific mental trammg. He knew that Vietor did 

?■; : not use his little vocabulary tb express his needs; 
that he used the words at suth times only as the 
objects of bis desires were brilught to his notice— 
when, for example, food and driidt were before ,him. 
When his meal time was purposely delayed, or 

i;! ■ wheh his cup was taken froii him before he had
drunk haU his milk, he made n i effort to express his 
needs by.using his words, ev n when he was very 
oMously hungry or thirsty.' was clear that great 

; ■ efforts must be made to teach him the immediate 
S; relations between names and things, to establish 

for him a sort of identity betveen them. For him 
the. word taii might mean m Ik, his desire for it,

. or Ae vessel containing it. Simplicity was tb be 
the guiding principle in these as in form^ exercises.

JEAN MARC GASPARD ITARD ; ; /'A

A key, a pen, a knife and a box were arranged oh 
cards oh which their names were written. Various 
exercises were then used to establish the relatioi ; V 
ship between thing and name. At first the boy : 
could not fetch an object unless he could see fte 
name all the time. If made to lose sight of .this i
he would fetch anything available. After long ' 
practice, however, he could go to another room to 
fetch an object. He seemed to realise his own f 
inability to remember name and object and 
spontaneously hurried to fetch the latter. As Ins 
powers grew he went mote slowly, and at last could ^ 
stop on his way to look out at a window and yet 
fetch the thing named. If he did forget en route 
he would return to look again at the name: and 
always when he brought an object of his own accord 
compared it with its name. After some mbnths of 
such practice he became very proficient and vardy A 
made mistakes. But one day Itard decided upon a j 
new experiment. He locked the door of the^room : 
from which the objects were always fetched, at the A;,; 
same time arranging similar ob ects in the room 
where the lessons took place. Poor Victor hope- i 
lessly failed to see that these latter were similar and i? 

ponded to thg, names used. The teadier : S 
in deep (iespair. “ Unfortunate," jhe ; 

exclaimed, " since my trouble is wasted and your. 
efforts fruitless, betie yourself agam to yoiw ;! y 
forests and acijuire once piore the tgste for youp %

E

man.
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i' ^ °'' ^ yo®f new needs render you
dependent on society,; pay the penalty of being 
useless and go to die at Bicfitre of misery and 
sorrow.”^ The pupil, too, was greatly affected, as

- -
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the mantel shelf a circular giazed picture frame and’' 
used it instead. The doctor had sho™ him, on y’-’J. 
one occasion, how to use a pendl case to hold a 
piece of chalk that was too short, When he next 
r^uired the case, and it was not there, he impro- > 
vised one by using a rusty cooking utensil. Nor 
was this last an isolated instance: " il se groupait J 
avec une foule d’autres.” And before this grow- i 
ing power of understanding thmgs by their use his 
merely routine habits and merely automatic per
formance of tasks\gradually .disappeared. The 
number of things and their names also gradually 
increased and were correctly and definitely asso
ciated together. The^e was at first great difficulty 
in teaching him to, distinguish parts and wholes, as 
finger, hand, arm.,' Itard began with a whole that 

kiiown—a .book, 
separate leaves, taught leaf and its name in the 
usual way, and then remade the book. He also 
adopted the expedient of carefully touching parts 
while only va^ely indicating wholes. It 
became evident that both the distinction and inter
relation between parts and wholes were clearly 
appreciated. ►

Attention was next directed to the teaching of 
qualities and the ^jectives denoting them, 
beginning being made with size or extension. Two 
books differing greatly in size were first used. The 
words grand and petit were written on cards wjiicb,

■ was shown by his heaving fbest, closed eyelids and 
® streaming tears!
V?: Itard’s despair was short-lived, however. He
I saw that the fault was his own in that he had made 

the boy always associate the names with objects in 
certain room, and had thus helped to hinder the 

possible formation of general notions. About this 
J time also he made, without prhaps appreciating 

its full significance, a most important discovery, 
namely, the great part played in education by. "the 
factor of use.” His pupil should have learned 

y about objects though their use or function. The 
application of this principle' led to more rapid 
progress. _ Thus by endeavouring (o cut bread 

i;? witharazor, and finding that instrument ill-suited to 
the work, he learned to distinguish it from a knife. 
Indeed, his confusing them was a clear indication 

■i of progress. He had not learned the word razor 
y and refused to indicate k«i/eJor any other word as 

the name of that object; Through education in 
S' the use of things he passed Ito invention or spon- 
I taneous adaptation. Thus when he wanted a plate 

; for his lentils and none was available he took from

He tore the book intowas

•-K
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laid on the corresponding books and left for 
i'i’; some time. When they were removed and given 

to Victor he was able to replace them corre'ttly. 
Some time afterwards a large and a small nail were 
examined, and when required he correctly placed 
them by the two cards. Later similar methods 

applied in the case of colour, weight, resist
ance, and so on.

Verbs were next taught by the simple process of 
performing certain actions with a familiar object, 
and writing on a blackboard the name of the object 
and beside it the verbs concerned : for example clef 
had written beside it toucher, feter, ramasser, 
baiser, replacer, and other verbs denoting actions 
the boy had seen performed with the key. Later 
the nouns and verbs were written on the board and 
he was required to perform the actions. He gave 
clear proof of his mental progress when the actions 
indicated by the given verbs were Impossible in 
connexion with the particular objects named. _ For 
when directed to tear a stone, he broke it with a 

he let it fall; thus substitut-

were

were

> ,
ir'

•rV

hammer, to cut a cup 
ing more suitable actions while keepuj^fcurly close 
to the general meaning of the verbs supplied. But 
he could also make the action possible by changing 
the object: when invited to eat a brush he per- 

, formed the action—on a piece of bread.
During all these grammatical exercises writing 

being taught. At first the pupil cpuld POt use

I
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a piece of chalk and could not imitate. To teach , 
him to imitate Itard had recourse to his usuai' i'ii 
method of large-scale operations. The boy was i: 
made to imitate arm and leg moVements fi^, then W 
hand, and finally finger movements. He was neat: ^ i 
placed in the writing position, a long tinted stick i 

properly placed in his hand, and he had to ■ 
imitate the teacher’s movements. Whenrchalk I 
wnting was again tried he careMy imitated, and ;; 
process was slow bu< sure from simple lines to 3 
letters. In time he passed far beyond mere imita- S 
tion, and three grand stages in his advance afe 3 
noteworthy. At the end of the first stage he could -3 
copy aU the words he khew; at the end of the *: i* 
second he could write them aU from memory ; arSd : : i 
at the end of the third he <puld write these words ? 
to express his needs and ask for the means of satis- . 
fying them. At this period, too, he understood 
what others wrote within the limits of his vocahtilary 3 
and would obey written directions. ;

Notwithstanding all this remarkable progress 
Itard remained dissatisfied: for Victor could not .y 
speak. Having fafled to develop sufBdehtly the jy 

. sensibility of the ear, the teacher determined to. 
teach speech by tra^g the eye to obsenre the S 
positions and movements of the vocal organs: during 33 
the processes of enunciation. For over a year he £ 
laboured with this object in view, but notwahstand- 
ing his almost incredible patience and perseverance"y yW

iDaW ■ :...
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^ it was aH in vain, and he was njost reluctanUy com- 

peUed to abandon his pnpU to l is incurable; mutism.
I^i ' ^ he known and ^ed Seira's methods he 

might have accomplished, m part at Irast, a task
beyond his unaided knowledge and skdl.

For the development of the 1 afiective faculties 
Itard again relied upon the bdy’s increasing needs 
and his growing interest in thd uses and properties 
of things. During the early months of his educa
tion the wUd boy was like a c^d in the first days
of He, who is unable to show any interest m persons
or any appreciation of their carei kindn^s, or 

. caresses. His first apparent manifestations of 
affection for Madame Gudrin, especially after a 
period of separation from her, were found to be 
reaUy due to his associating her presence with the 

1 satisfaction of his heeds„ Bilt as the number and 
5- ; variety of these needs steadily! increased so did the 
I and variety of his conneidons and associa-

, tiohs with the two persons who always satisfied 
li- them. And thus gradually, Madame and Hard

became for him definitely distinguished from the 
I environmental complex and intimately associated 
I)',- with all good things. Slowly and steadily the good 
I- woman’s motherly love and constant care overcame 
I the torpor of his - afiective faculties” and he 
fe : became obviously attached to her. He soon began ^ 

■ to give expression to Sinotions of sorrow, regret, 
pleasure, delight and joy. He wept over his

JEAN MARC GASPARD ITARD ' 123 "

failure in his exercises, clapped his hands or titter^ 
strange sharp cries at the sucdess of Kttle pereonal 
achievements. Especially would he rejoiimH^rii 
idunionMe ce qui plait h ce qui est litile,” as in - 
laymg the table or sawing wood., Pity and synT- vg 
pathy, however, he seemed unable to feel, mid ; | 
Itard thought he always remained selfish. An ; 
experiment proved that he had acquired a sense of - 
justice. If unsuccessful in his exercises he never i-
resented imprisonment: but on the occasion of this i 
experiment his work had been good; and when, 
neve^eless, the teacher attempted to imprison 
him m a closet he straggled violently and bit his 
gaoler’s hand. And though injured thus Ithrd 
rejoiced in his pupil’s progress.

The great hopes with which the''doctor had (g 
looked forward to the advent of the-pubertal crisis 
were doomed to disappointment. The crisis was 
very pronounced but it gave rise to no natural or’ ! 
moral expansion. The gentle boy was transformed ' 
into a wildly passionate youth who alternated i 
between fits of melanchoiy and anxiety and mad 5
outbursts of rage in which he bit and scratched ' 
Madame and tore off his clothes. His temper ’ 
became most uncertain and uncontrollable ; and ill! 
efforts to reform Wlh proving unsuccessful,'the 
directors of the institution, in their concern’ for the 
safety of their little deaf and dumb charges, dedded ' 
that he must be sent away. Madame Gudrin todc; V

I’
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him away and tenderly cared for him till his death 
in i8a8. Thus ended one of the most remarkable 
of recorded educational achievements.

5: although ftard took no further part in the education
: of idiots his work had demonstrated their educability

; ’ and led to great reforms in their care and treat- 
; ment.

JEAN MARC GASPARD ITARD - 125

cbstot dock bell. Whpn their perception; was S 
exercised in comparing 

and differenhatmg tones and in acquiring a sense- 
0 the fecbon ot sound. A drum md alute were Vl 
also used, and finally he arranged some effective »
exercises m musical rhythm.

By these means he enabled aU these cluldrea to ; ^ 
hear the human voice clearly, and began the task i 
of tMchmg them h^p^, making use of both sight 
and hearing. But he had not the spedal knowledge V
and wonderful personal skUl of Pereira; his pupjs 
were under his Instruction for only an hour daily; 
and’ they had, moreover, acquired ineradicaUe 
habits of expressing themselves by manual signs. i 
By amazing patience and persistence, however, he I 
succeeded m enabling them to pronounce all the ; 
elementary sounds of spoken language. Between ^ 
this stage and that of intelUgent speech there was a® 
a long aiid difficult road to travel, and it took him L' 
years to achieve a fair measure of success. Three 
memoirs which he wrote on his system and its 
results seem to have been lost.

And

»
Through the numerous experiments and expe

dients employed in the development and instruction 
of Victor, Itard had acquired greatly increased 
knowledge and considerable teaching skill, and for 
these he found another application in devising and 

K carrying out a method of physiological education 
for deaf-mutes. From his examination of the 
inmates of the institution he concluded that there 

very few absolutely deaf children and that 
about two-fifths of those under his eare could hear 

;V the tone of his voice. Pe believed that in these 
latter cases the sensibility of the ear could be so 

iL? improved by his method of physiological education 
5 that the power to hear would become the most

; f potent means of acquiring the power to speak. In
i 1805 he began a series of experiments with six of 
f: bis young patients, employing means closely akin
r to ffiose he used in Victor’s ease. While blind- 

: folded the children had to listen to, and to indicate
by signs when they Heard, sounds that were

w graffiially decreased in loudness and pitch, and

were

>-■

But a report^
upon these documents by the Royal Academy of i j 
Medicine is extant,-Snd bears testimony to the value -I 
of his methods and of the work he accomplished.
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with neJ data, the tewledge of be
ea^dy, useful to all persons enga^in the' 
education of youth. ”«

In to realisation of the great educational tfile of' .. 
the child's organic needs-those that are mental . 
and moral, social andmsthetic, aswell as those that . 
are physical: in his idea of creating new needs and 
of making them permanent and operative for further 
development: in.hls employment of the factor of ■ 

or-function as an educational:meane^ in his - : ■ 
encouragement and utilisation of the feeble siwni'^S; 
taneity of his pupil, and of pleasure, interfat,'aiid;vis| 
imitation: in his method of proceeding,frofa large 
to smaH in objects and movements, and from wide . 
to narrowrlifferences: in aU these Itard antidpat^-;#; 
the prindples and practipe of twentieth; centmy SJx 
education. Passages abound in our present-day 
works on education which emphasise the funda-,;y;|i 
mental importance of Ids ideas and . meUiods; *^^^^ 
Thus, for example. Professor Bagley w^: 4gl 
“ The synthesis of chaotic elements into meani^- 'iio; 
fill units is made possible by the fact that certain -, 
of these elements stand in a definite relation to some • 
need of theorgpnis*. Thismeed is represent^ 
a pleasant or impleasant affective colouring

i - ■'% ..j.

rati

j-,.Itadvocated th
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le use of. Itard’s methods as a 
[' ‘ pemanent part of the institution's scheme of ^ca-

tioh,' a recommendation which was at once adopted 
by the administrators of the famous school.

[:' Sdguin in his filial estimate of Itard’s work says : 
? " He was the first to educate an idiol mth a phflo-
i'. sophical object and by philosophical means. If he
■ did not conceive a philosophical method of educa-

■ , tioW he expressed and realized the first views on
this subject, generalising on his savage idiot the 
sensed experiments made by Pereire on the touch 

|.;sof deaf mutes; and specialising on the same forlorn 
pupa the theories enunciated by Rousseau for the 

k,. education of mankind. In this double process 
I; consists the completeness of his labours; alters

i-
i' - object ... we do not know of anyone who 
I- would not gladly exchange’aU subsequent titlfa for 
f-fi the, authorship of the two pamphlets on the 
!' ' Savage of the Aveyron.' Even at present, we

' quitwiUi regret his few unrivalled pages . . . . 
r-, And M. Dacier, Permanent Secretary of the French 
t Academy, in a letter to tiie Minister of the Interior 
f , in 1806, writes: “ The memoir of M. Itard con- 
b;,; tains also the exposition of a series of singular and 
S' interesting phenomena, and of fiiie and; judicious \
h ^ D ® pp.^32 and aj.- Fi* nQte op Pereira.an^

observations

use

»»n
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factor in all our

5 -;jk

n
; The factor of use is the ^ 
i experience with objects and processe of the outer 
r, world.”” Itard, was, too, though unconsciously, 
|i. a pioneer of progres
fc biological conception of education: for when the 
p: whole of his work is scrutmisT

it is seen that he studied Hi

the preent-daytow

CHAPTER IIIwith due attention 
grrat educational 

if : . problem from the three standpoints of biology—
t; organism, environment, function.

Edouard Sequin (i8ia—80).

Having proved through the progres of the Savage 
of Aveyron that idiocy was not,' as the medical 
world had too veadily assumed, the negation of ^ 
educability, Itard, as we have seen, took no further 
direct

35 T^e Educative Process, 1033 P- 73-

part in the education of its unfortunate 
victims. Indirectly, however, he conferred upon 
them benefits very much greater than his personal f
labours could have brought them by inspiring his f
brilliant pupil, Edouard Sdguin and suggesting to *
him that he should specialise in the study of their 
malady and of its amelioration by educative 
processes. Sdguin, the "Apostle of the Idiots" 
and the greatest of all their teachers, was bom on ; 
January 20th, 1812, at Clamecy in La Nibvre, one ■■ i :
of the central Departments of France. He_ f f
belonged to a family of good social standing, and ■ fs 
of long and honourable association with the medical, ' i,;
profession in which many of its members had , G 
achieved distinction. He received Ins early gen^ 
education at the secondary school of Auxerre in ,, 
the neighbouring Department of Yonne, and later f K

S:»■
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ll, . education he followed the family tradition and began 
B , to study of medicine and surgery. He was 
I; fortunate in having as his teachers first Itard and 
:{ 'later Esquirol, two of the most distinguished 

; French medical men of the time. Both were pro
foundly interested in the problems of psychology 
Md mental pathology, to the study of which they 

i! , had devoted many years. To the peculiar problems 
® of idiocy, however, Esquirol, distinguished

, B alienist, had not specially directed his attention, 
^ arid to the end of his life he apparently remained 
fi! sceptical in regard to the possibility of curing or 
I educating idiots.

At the suggestion of Itard, as we have seen, 
_ Sdguin undertook the thorough investigation of the 

nature and causes of idiocy and of scientific 
g methods of remedying it. Mr. Holman writes : 
I-; “ He had the good fortune to'be able to observe
I-- the work of Itard in his efforts to educate the
ph Savage of AveyrOn. He says that Itard was ' an
pB inimitable teacher,’ ‘ ihy illustrious master,’ and

‘ my guide in the art of educatiiig idiots’ and speaks 
te wahnly. of ' the esteem and admiration which was 

due to him for the work for' which he prepared and 
inspired me’.”‘ Mr. Holman has here fallen into a

EDOUARD SEGUIN 131 •

The statemmt in:the first ^trace ' S 
. of our__quotation ^ot po^Iy-be 1^, to 

Itard had concluded to efforts to.etocate the. 
Savage of Ayeyrbn some years before Sdguin was 
bom. 'We have not been able'to ascertain the : ; 
year in which Victor was removed from Itaid’s care; 
hut there is evidence that the great experiment 
had ended before the writing of to second,Report 
in r8o6-very probably hf r8o^. It hegaTin 
tSoo, and Bousquet, who was intimately acqutoted: fi
with Itard and his work, spoke of its having lasted 
“not Iras than four years.’’* Again,gltard B^
believed that the boy was about twelve years oldb; B;?! 
when he first saw him; and so in 1805 he would ' 
have reached the age of seventeen, an age bbyond ;- ; Bi- 
which the advent of the acute pubertal crisis, which 
terminated the ertperiment, was not likely to have 
been delayed. And further, the Savage of Aveyron . 
died on 4th November, t8a8, before Sdguin was 
seventeen, and most probably before he had 
seriously begun to medical stupes.

On the completion of to professional course he 
brought to to special study of idiocy such en- : -l 
thusiasm and abiKty that early in to twentyrsixth^;; 
year he had practicalfy established the foundationa, ■ b; 
of his great ^stem of physiologic^ educationi; He: 
had perceived clearly and had' appreciated the ; 
significance of the fmidammtd physfological fact^; .

senous error.

-t;
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i‘ ■' that the brain is not an independent organ existing 
R" in-splendid isolation, but is an essential part of the 
[:' nervous ^stem. He had'also apprecUted the 
I . significance of the great biolo^cai fact that the 
, 'human being—body and mind and all their 
I;; stituent parts—is an organic unity. Further, he
1-; realised that the grand function of education is to
t;,- complement the ordinary organic development of

And as in his opimon the 
called idiocy waS very largely the effect of several

partiaUy and often completely cured by 
^ tifically conceived and meticulously arranged- and
■„ appKed education of the muscular, sensorial and

nervous systems.
In *837 he began the systematic education of 

M i^ot boy, and the success of his efforts may be 
ju^ed from the following testimonial written by 
two of the greatest medical authorities of the time. 
" We the undersigned have pleasure in testifying 
that M. Edouard Seguin, bora at Clamecy (Nibine), 

i:' has b^iuij with the greatest success, the education 
of a child almost dumb arid apparently an idiot—by 
reason of tbe small development of his inteUectual 
and moral faculties. In .eighteen months M. 
S^i>^ Has taught his, pupU to make use of his 
senses, to take care of Kmself, to speak; to •ante.

* ’ rcpfton, etp, This education has been done by

EDOUARD SEQUIN ' Igi

M. Sd^, aft^ the method of the late Dr. Itarf,. . 
from whom he has recerved mspiration. :Irom the . Sij 
character of his mind, and the extent of his . . 
knowledge, M. Edouard Sdgum is c^ble of /;;'
giving to this system of education aU /d^le ....
extension. Signed: Esquirol and Guersant 
(Senior). Paris. the i8th of August. i839/'> ; It / ^ 
will be noticed that the sagadous and carrful 
Esquirol,” as Sdguin calls him, does not commit .. 
himself fiirther than by the admission that the boy 
was apparently an idiot: but such he undoubtedly 
was.

con-

•- '.y;
!itii

caus

In 1839 he opened his school for idiots in Paris 
—the first of its kind. Mr. Holman is again in 
error when he says that " in this school and in his . ' 
previous work” he was “ from the first advised by 
Itard,"' for the latter died in 1838. The remark v: sj 
is only true in regard to " his prerious work.” He 
had, however, the benefit of Esquirol’s advice. Arid 
previously, it would appear, the latter had per- ; 
sonally co-operated with him, for in 1838 was ; >® 
published Risumi of what we have done during: . S'-
Fourteen Months, by Esquirol and Sdguin. His/ s/l
work in this school was remarkably successful, and. 
soon attracted,the attention ofFrench arid fordgn, 
educationists and philanthropists who visited it in :f| 
large numbers. His methods were approved by

a scien-

iv

I
k; ,■/:I

< Mr. Holman: eit., pp. 27 and aS.
< Hid, p. 38.
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aU who saw them and in a few years schools, for 
iidiots, organised on his plansiiweie ^bhshcd m 

: En^and and several continehtal countries. The 
took official cognisance of

, ‘

EDOUARD SEGUIN - I3S .

movements they prfonn have greater accuracy ^ 
and precision. Furtherv;the idiots have Jeam 
subordinate;the action of die organs to :that of the
mind, of which they themselves would n^ think."
By the methods of teichhig which are perali^ his 
own. ^d^fwffieh^etail^ould be opt^ • v 
here, he has initiated his pupils into a knoad^e of ; J 
letters, of reading, of writing, of drawings andito ' ' li
the first notions of arithmetic and grameliy. Z: 
Through the comparison of the difierrat 'qualities ■ ^ 
of bodies he has familiarised them with the abstract 
ideas of fonn, colour, density, wdght, etc, ... 
and with ideas of relation of a h^her order, and 
those which are toe highest that the int^ence is 
able to acquire, e.g. ideas of order, autoori^, ‘ ■
obedience, and duty. Also by appl^g his pupils 
to labours of body and mind, he has render^,than ‘ S 
more robust and more mse. He has cansed a 
happy change in their secret and fatol ^ts.Vand : 
probably hewill cause them, in time, to forget toem, ' 
for, having only a certain amount of-eno^, toe: ' 
more a person is given to work toe more it relieves 
him of bad thoughts. M. Seguin has thus opened' : 
up a new career of beneficence. , He has pven to ' . 
hygiene, meffidne and'moral philosophy ah earamffe 
most worthy to be fajftmed."' "

I 1
■■

toe Hospital for Incurables in order that his 
^ methods might be authoritatively tested. Commis
si'-' siohein conducted twO careM investigations in 1842 

and reported most favourably upon his Work and its 
results. This report so impressed-the General 
Council of HospiUds that arrangements were made 

p; for the work to contoiue, Sdguinls next series of
I. lessons bong given at the Hospital for toe Aged

I
: '-In i844 he published a ^-page pamphlet on 

The Theory and Practice o/fftc Edncaiion of Idiots.

; and Education of Idiots. be latter, which was a 
cohtrih'iition to toe Anmdes d'Hygibne Publique et 

' dti-mdeaiie Ugate, was considered by a Com- 
„ . . misaqn of toe Royal Acaderi^ of Sciences, consist-
P ing of MM, Setres, Flourens, and Paiiset, which, 

having noticed the great obstacles to be encountered 
in toe education of idjots, re >orted as follows: "M. 
Sdguin has in peat part sni iounted these ext^e 

gh , difficulties. A varied gymilastics has given to toe 
i:-'-. muscles of his pupils greater and more equal 
|i.- strength. Helped hy-bett^r exercised senses toe
! 
gi'-t;

m
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existing theqriesr meUiods and practices. = only to 
find them all defective in that they were not ; 
based upon and could not conform to & heeds cd ^ ' i- 
the organism. They were all incomplete and 
failed to make due allowance for the psychblopcal 
and physiological abnormalities to be foimd ^in 
human beings. Thus the conviction was forced . 
upon him that before he could hope for even the ^

of the idiot from his bondage—it would be neces
sary forhim to institute an original inqmry into the .. 
data and first principles of education. And the : :,Si 
result of that inquiry was the discovery of his ^ f 
Physiological Method, to the detailed considerationg j:; 
of which we sh^ proceed when we have arncluded 
our brief account of this great educator’s life.

During the ten laborious years he had assiduously ; 
devoted to his work before the pubUcation of the j 
book referred to above Sdguin had recdved little 
or no financial support from the French ^vent-v : g 
ment or any other source. Dr. L. P. Brockett of 
Brooklyn, in the oration he delivered on the occa
sion of the funeral of Seguin. whom he had in
timately known and greatly esteemed, smd: As ^ 
his experiments wet<entirely newi he was obliged 
to support himself and his pupls by the practice ’ 
of his profession and by Uterary work. He was. 
in fact, for many years the art critie of one of the. ' 

mra) ■ ■

. ... .. , .. ' • -.'i

v hii great work entitled
, v Traitement Moral, Hygikne e : Education des Idiots, 

et des autres enfants arridrid ou retardds dans tear
m
f' ddaeloppement,agitdsdemouvements involuntaires, 
l0:: dBites, inuets non-sourds, bigues, etc. This 
||”V book, which was crowned bj tlie Academy, firmly 
S . • established its author’s reput; tion and soon became a
igiy used as the stodard text-book in every

country in which medical men and others were 
interested in the important subject of which it 

so brilliantly. He pOints-put in his preface 
e doctrines enunciated uNtoe book were 

based on observations madq during ten years of 
specialised labours. And while fully acknowledg- 
uigj his great indebtedness to Itard and Esquirol,

§ he shows that he really had to find within himself
’■ the resources necessary, for! the formulation and

development of his scientific system. He modestly 
expresses the belief that his work contAs entirely 

,,, new ideas, not alone on idiocy, but on education,
fe. : But'above all does he insist that his system of
jj;, physiological education is not one intended
[• primarily for Idiots and other defective children, but 
K. . is a system scientifically formulated with a view to 

, supplying all the developmental needs of the normal 
chUd. Con^ced, as we iknow, -by his earliest 

te i : i mvestigations thatthe only hope of t^ing tire idiot 
i - towards normality lay in the application of suitable ,
L' educative means, he turned to the examination ofL

i>;., „ ...

I
■i'C'-;.'
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1.. prinapal journals in Paris, and at the time he wrote 
some articles, fuD of -rigour and passion, on political 
and econonuc questions.” In time, however, his 
ability won recognition, and Dr. Brackett informs 

' us that " he soon joined a group of the most
r, brilliant Uterarymeo in Paris. Among these were
! included Ledru RoHin, Pierre Leromr,Iouis Blanc,
r Michel Chevalier, Jean Reynaud, and'Victor 
f - Hugo. Of this circle of brothers, all of whom, 

some years later, adiieved positions of distinction, 
f, Edouard Sdgiiih was the youngest but not, despite 
i his modesty, the least brilliant. Ah had accepted 

the teaching of Saint-Simon and; his successors, 
r Pire Enfantin and Olinde Rodrigues, in philosophy 
i»4:;>l;ahd*6litical economy and had a profound conric- 

tion' in the near approach of a RepubUc founded 
6n the principle of ‘the greatest good of the 

4 dealest number.’ . .' 4 The greater part of
the payments which he received for literary work,

, ' -during the period from 1839—1849, were deyoted 
;■ directly or indirectly to his: unfortunate and

j abandoned clients, the idiot cluldren.”*
Like large numbers: of other brilKant young 

K;', Frenchmen of the third and fourth decades of the 
f', ' nineteenth century,- Sdgiiin was profoundly im- 
K pressed by the reUpous, poUtical, and so^
[r thought of Saint-Simon; and it was from that 
p :-- . - system of thought that he derived the moral ihspira- 
? « Quoted by Mr. Holmon, oy. ril.-; pp. 35 and 3d.

’̂ .f ..-j.. . . X . -

...... .... SIM
before his /death, that Saint-Simon first criiddy ' 
crystallised out from the aiMrphoustho^htof.the - 
last quarterrcentury of his life the complex; system 1 ■; 
of religious and phflosophical socialism which was 
later develop^ by his disciples—Ehfantin, 'BaBi^’:; 
Rodrigues and others-into a sys^;; flf:.: l#r! 
mystical, half-practical, political and socid ;etlucs^^.
As an ethical system it was nornUtiye in riatu^; ig 
and imposed upon its sincere adherents the: 
of endeavouring to r^enerate and elevate him^: ;;^ 
and to do good to,, all mankind, but esp^y to 
" the class which is at once the mosbnumerous and;: 
the most poor." Its fqimder had adopted ‘‘ Love 

another”.as his gyand fundamental priria^e;’ : :^ 
and his disdples were impelled to manifest thor love 
for others by enga^ in practical schemes :of iiv&'
ameliorationandtraecharityjandsbyoimgS^, - 
the ardent disciple, heard.the caU of the evangel and, ; 
became the "Apostle of the Idiots.” : In his 
mport^ bor* Im wrto of “ The Chr^Ec^j^® 
(Samt-Simonism), strrvmg for a. social apphcatum 
of the principles of the Gospel for the most T^id; ®M 
elevation of the lowest and ^rest by all mrans 
and institutions; mostly by free education. :4fhe SJp 
idea of Itard being cCfiger^ only to this last school,' ,.

nursediniVinitexperienceditsnaturalgrowth'- 
and transformation, becoming from individual, ..,.

j MfeiipUAllD MeguiKS'
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social; from proportionate to the relief of special 
'- cases, commentate with the wants of many idiots; 

and from adapted to this class of sufferers — 
petent to do the training of mankind.

I. undeniable feet that that school, and nobody out of 
[■'; it, has produced among many works of eminence, 
[■’ .the only didactic treatises on idiocy, and the last
K of th^ closed in the following words : ‘ If it were
I possible that in endeavouring to solve the simple
!• question of the education of idiote we^had found
h terms precise enough, that it were only necessary

• to generalise them to obtain a formula applicable to
Kr: "universal education; then,

bur humble sphere have rendeted some little service 
but we would besides have prepared the elements 

0 ' '. for a method of physiological education for mankind.
;,V| Kdtog would remain but to write it.’' These
1 lines stand, an unheeded appeal to write a work
I on physiological education^ . . . ' This
te l apparent deadlock in the marth of the idea finds its
j-;- explanation in the fact thk the school which

developed the idea of physiological training was 
vanquished."®

It was impossible for one So deeply interested as 
p : I Sdguin was in poUtidd and social questions to

EDOUARD SEGUIN 141 >

remain inactive during . the stirring revolutionary ; ■ 
days of 1848. H e became a member of a Com
mission appointed to prepare and issue a poster 
manifesto, calling upon the French jseople to rally 
to the support of the provisional Government of l 
the new Republic, to declare openly and solemnly ;; ; 
their aHegance thereto, and to prepare to def^ h ’ 
ag^t its enemies. ' Louis Napoleon, who was ,. 
elected Prince-President of the new Refeiblic; had i i 
in the years preceding, its establishment en^ed : 
in various int^es and enterprises ainung'at the . 
overthrow of the royal regime; arid among those . J-'i 
who had actively associated with , him in . these 'te 
schemes was Edouard Sdguin. In 1850, how
ever, the latter learned that Prince Louis, who was 
doubtless even then considering other scheriies that 
should prepare the way for his enthronement as ; ;? 
" Hereditary Emperor of the French,” was , ;;’i 
secretly hostile to the friends and companions of 
his youth, and persecuted them. Knowmg this: 
and beh'eving that there was little hone of enfoying '.g 
future freedom of thought and action in France; ' 
he emigrated with his wife and voung son to the , 
United States where during prerious visits he had 
made many friends and where his book and his : ' 
work were wen knoWfi. '

Already a beginning had been made in the 
States in the establishing of schools for idiots: and 
other mentally defidenf children, the founding'of - '

com- 
It is an

t only would we in
•-ZV
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V the eifension and improvemeit of the good work 
- '..'so-diar ti hie heart. Ho visited the various 
r.r- institutions, consulted with t le medical: directors 
te5;ai^5J^iiitdvised;-::ihstru^ inspired; the

act^-htedf, asJ3ir«tor 
fe5'M;theVPennsyIvanm School for: His work

- was often inLnuted by visits to Europe which
'WerenecessitatedV the ill-h^th of his^ewho

> , suffered from an incurable [Ssease. He twice 
Hlf^jEilid^ 1873 and lr877-^d IPetDrs,

ijiisssSi,£=5as:
r.
, 'consideration of all educators: “In England fe3|e|i^;:^^not:s«m .in::^^:;^cieiit>mip;^
^ t J J IdldCf, etc , |> H

giji '

7^

ance-to^ttliifeTSa^i^:^^
:sra4‘i“i.'ir,7SS£':.',
and.H wefaro ise;t]fet' taste ;in^theiniithCTfinjiK j -:v;a 
through it^ be (imied to the concep'tion-rf ■ ]
combmhons of ^ to form a whole, beside,

srsmmswrn^msj
physical .;aptitudes;;'epipnpt^^?toR'tli^
dexterity. ./They- (the:t^e^.dp^n^^s^|fcg 
understand that bodfly :ev61ution?^a)ad,Ma^ 
raSonal :eTOhrti6tt^hlch'^es :pre^mceij^^^ 
systeniatic movements of the body—at first con-, 
centrated in the hand-over drawing, of ,drawrog*- 5 
ov«wnt^,andofwntingoverreading;thatisto., 1 
say, an order%hich is almost the reverse to what 
actuafiy obtains, unless, as in the majority of' ^ 
instances, there is ho order at ah, either praefisia > '
orsuspec^i”®

During-his long errile he mamt^ed^k^^obfrfelte 
spohdence.with:the:dhectors of European rnstitu- , 
tions for the trairnng of idiots.: He becarne wfielyiS^^ 
known and grratlySHormuredvthrptighdu^fEmO^ 
and Arherlra, ahd was a to membership of , 
many learned societies. He took a l^een mterist 
in the:,ttan3acti6ns%of:.tl^^l^ 
enriched them by^is. own contributions;-..wU ’̂,|

1) Quoted by Mr, Holmw, V/ p 4,,

^
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. ' of the most interesting and important of these 
E';. ■ tributions was the paper h'e read before the British 

Association at Cork on " The Psycho-Physiological 
: Education of an Idiot Hand.” The news of his
;;' death in October, 1880, was received with sincere
f ; regret by thousands of European and American
r; scholars and pione^s of educational and general

■ social reform.
- ^ It was in America in 1866 that he pubUshed in 
^ English his most important work—Idtdcy: and Its 
7 Treatment by the Physiological Method. Though 
[ . the fact is not suggested by the title, this is really 
. ■ a great work on the theory and methods of educa

tion, containing his brilliant examination and 
j... ex^sition of its data and fundamental principles 
t ““ “5 illumuiating suggestions in regard

1. practice. Together with much fresh matei
bOTk contains . --------- ---

^ ^urationd in his earlier works, and thus supplies
I, to the student of education a complete account of

the author’s views and methods.
. Sdguin, as we have seen, appreciated the 

significance of the one great fact, so often ignored

1

) essence r.and in order that he may be devdopcd > 
by education into the highest type of raan he must : : 
be first the best poSe an^. By this;tie; v 
means that all the physical.and functional; ppyiers v-;;
of the child’s muscular, Smisorial, arid tnervoiis 
systems . m^ be toelop^ to _ th* ^higl^ ; 7 
efficiency, for only by such effiaency can. the ;? 
greatest .posable educational development of ^fhe ' 
mind be achieved. The brain, the organ of imnd, ; * 
is a part of the nervous system, and through this. : 
system alone can the mind of the pupil be readied. :7 
And in its turn the nervous system can be reached 7
only through the muscles and senses.; so that the 
education of the chfld must begin with the; training 
and development of his . muscular and sens^ 
powers. In tliis we find Sdguin in accord with the ; ; :~ 
best twentieth century thought. Thus Profeior 7; 
Home writes: ' ^All appeals to the mind, educational % 
and otherwise, must be made through the agency C j 
of the nervous system. The senses.oh the one ’7 
hand and the muscles on the other are the two first V 'ii- 
gateways through which educational influence must 
proceed. The educator who would climb up into : i' 
the mind by some other way U unaware of-the 
nature of the child with whom he has to The
training of the senses and the doing of things 
that require deficit^ of muscular adjustment'—- 
the two beginnings of physical education, ;arid qi^;7 77 
a sound physical education can support 'a sound .v. if

possible, he submitted in person. One
con-

to its
much fresh material the 

practically all that was esseijitially

,, dominantly ah. animal though always a man in
t-2

laiStki*!- ’a- » 'Ll. ^ ti-, ii —
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strengthened'! peciiliariSes to be watched; ecOT- 
tricities .to be guarded against; propensihes ne<^g " 
a genid object; mental aptness, or org^c.fifei^ 
requiring specific openmgs; This muchi at le^, : ; ■ 
and more if possible, will secure the sanctity of, ; 
true originaUty agmnst the idolent sameness of that 
most considerable part of education, the general 
traiinng. . . s -J;

The general trmning embraces the muscular, 
imitative, nervous, and reflejdve functions, sus-i . -i: 
ceptible of being called into play at any moment, /f' 
All that pertains to movement, as locomotion and 
special motions; prehension, manipulation, and 
palpation,.by dint of strength or exqi^ ddicaqt; 
imitation and communication from mind to mmd, 
tiuough languages, signs, and symbols; all tlmt is 
to be treated thoroughly. Then, from imitation is 
derived drawing; from drawing, writing; from writ
ing, reading; which implies the most extended use . ' r 
of the voice .in speaking, music, &c. The senses 
are trained not only each one to be perfect in itself: 
but . . . so that if the use of any one be lost, ;
another may feel and perceive for it. . .
But. instead of this, the present use of our soisra 
is nearly empirical. . . . Let our; riat^ ''
senses be developed as far as possible and we are,.

the limitS^of their capacity. Then the 
mstruments of artificial senses are to be brought , 
in requisition; the handling of; the compass,-the •, ,j

mental educa&n.'’“ We sKaniet Sdguin himself 
tl state, his general principles in the folibwing notable 

: passes :
education is the 

r ensemble of the means o£ developing Hannoniously 
r . and effectively, the.moral, intenectual, and physical
fe, ;; rapainties; as^f^ in man and mankind. To 
f .. lie physiological, education must at first follow the 
r, .peat natural-law of action and repose which' is life - 
I itself. To adapt this law to the whole training, 
p; : each function in its turn is called to actmty and to 

■ rest; the activity of one favouring the repose of the 
PCV otber.; the improvement of one reacting on the 
k improvement of an others : contrast being not only 
' an-instrument of relaxation but of comprehension
r also. r-T-rv!?
p V Butdiefore entering farther into the generalities 

of the trmning the individuafity of the chfldren is 
L to be secured: for respect of individuality id the 
I first test of the fitness of a teacher. At first' sight 
f, all chUdren look much alike; at the second thmr 

• countless differences appear like insurmountable 
■. obstacles; but better viewed, these diffmences 
fep;:^lye themselves:into groups easily understood.
I and .not unmanageable. ' We find congenital or 

acquired anomalies of function which, need to be 
I suppressed, or to:be given a better employment;
^ deficiencies to be supplied; feebleness to

U T/u f Aili>tofky of S4uceUcn, .909, ppl «, ,3,

e-
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t prism, the most philosophical of them, the micros- 
ISJ cope,i and others must be Imade famfliar to all

EDOUARD SECUIN '
■it'-'-a;

■«
■ According to this trinitarian hypothesis, we shall 
l ave to educate the actirity', the intelligence, :the ^ 
will, three functions of the unit‘man, not three; ; 
entities antagonistie one to the other. We shall 
have to educate: them, not with a serial olqect in ;g 
view (favourite theory of A. Coiite), but with a

of their unity in the one beiiig. Ac^ty, g

:(
(

k children who shall learn how to see nature through
r itself, instead of through tw :nty-sfac letters of the

alphabet ( and shall cease to 1 jam by rote, by trust, 
by faith instead of by knowini 

" This method, object of 3ie present exposition, 
consists in the adaptation of the principles of 

& phyaology through physiological means and instm- 
ments, fo the dCTelopmeijt of the dynamic,

*• perceptive, reflective and sp< ntaneous functions of

r, ., method, to be really physiological, must
tv, adapt itself in principles as well as in its means and 
p i: instriunents, to the healthy development and usage 
I , of the functions, particularly of those of the life of 

, relation : the apposition to b: true must leave no
I • gap, ^er no discrepancy, Man being a unit is

artificially analysed for study s sake, into his three 
P , prominmt vital expressioh^, activity, inteUigence 
I- and will. We consider.the (diet as a man infirm 
5;, . in the expressions of his trinitjr; and we understand 

■ the method of trying idioti or mankind as the 
, philosophical agency by whkh the unity of 

hood can be reacheiT as far^ ' "
; : . day, through the trinary anal

i _
thf,',...*-: „ , ................... .... , ... . 4,

si sense
besides its unconscious and organic functions^ divides v 
into contractability and sensibility, with their , 
specific tendencies; Intelligence branches into 
many sub-functions, arid Will into its pruteail 
expressions, from love to hatted.

The predominence of any of these functions 
constitutes a disease; their perversion leads to ;g 
insanity; their notable deficiency at birth ionstitutea , | 
idiocy, afterwards imbecility, later dementia. _

Physiological education, including hygienic and . 3 
moral training, restores the harmony of thrae ;S 
functions in the young, as far as prabticaUei 
separating them abstractedly, to restore them 
practically in their unity.

This is the psycho-physiological principle of the 
method.”” _ '13

“ These alternate reactions of the pe^ptions 
on spontaneity, of the wiU on reflective agendia, 
is the modus operaudi of the physiolopcal process 
of education for idiots, for chUdren, for mankind.
They take place iirthe terminal loops or plexuses . n

I

man-
as practicable in our 
ysis.

• «tc., p. 357. 14 fdhey, etc., pp. sB and 59.
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F- ganglia; in the intellectual ganglia or hen%heres;.
I Through the conductore of motion and sensation.l 
j; the central and generalizing organ receives the!
! ;( external impulse, and transmits its orders to each \

, approtus of action. This double current forms a 
^ function^ circlmivhich cannot be interrupted with- V 

out being destroyed. . . . Whether images
p’ are sent from acute senses to an encephalon which 
f; cannot registo, cotiipare or classify them, or
j;', whether centrifugal , aspirations cannot be realized
f i- by dead or dead-like apparatus of transmission and 
li contact; in both cases, opposite as they are, the 
I' result is the same isolation and incapacitation.

at large for mankind, what 
^ idiots and their congeners; let

- perceptions be sunk in a central organ unprepared 
to generalise and fecundate them; or let the 

i! , - gmeralizing agent be sent, through its spontaneous
impulses to external organs unprepared for___

; ment or for the correct perception of feelings, and 
the result will be at least a lowering of human 
capacity. . ' . . This cannot be too much

■; insisted upon, that whatever development be given 
to the sensorial faculties, the reflective, and 

y 3],d. ^ntaneous must:^re^ a corresponding 
' culfee, and TO

. EDOUAfib SEfiblM 151 , j
The great permanent problem of education he '] 

conceives to be this: " Given an individual or'a 1 
people-;-no matter i?hich—how to develop all 
poten^des in such.a* manner that the funcdon? ' ■ 
acquire their maximum activity, celerity, extension; 
and precision.f-cerebral fin^dons; muscular func- 
dons; sensori^ funcdons; ^ organs of thought, 
of movement, of sensadoh^ functions of body and ;' 
soul; handwork, int'eihgehcm and morality-ncduca- 
donshould include them aUv"“ ^ ^

Upon the foundation truth that the pupil is an ' 
organic unity the pages of S^guin are insiatent, 
emphatic, repetitive; and it is with this theme that 
some of his finest passages are concerned. And 
although “ for study’s sake” we have to examine 
the unity analytically, arid although the edgendes ' 
of our edi^tiond practice require that we shall, 
direct special attention to this or that constituent pi 
part or function, yet we must never fprget the 
harmonious oneness of the " afl-souledinstrurneht,’’ , 

pupil. He himself uses in the first place the 
trinary analysis into body, mind, soul, variously / ■ 
expressed as physical, mental, mot^, as bodily; 
inteUectual, moral, or and .chiefly, as activity, 
intelligence,' will. He prefers the fifat-terra in this 
last group becauseJie realises that from tKe edu^;. :i

move-
our

pi
Trtdttmtnt Morale Hygihu tt Eiutaiion 

etc., p. 3.4a.^ u Mfocr; etc., pp. 63 end
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sense functions always require education to render . .-: 
than more r^^, more-immediately acthre, and ! 
more precise. And so, avoiding to gravei;iba3ic: ?;vi;| em,r;^dguinVphysiolpgical^thpd:^uires;U^^^^ 
eductor tqbegm with the thorough scientific ^ 
deuned.tra^.and development of the power'of -1 
mus(^mov^ent.-to proceed then to the simi^ , i
thoroughltranihig of the senses, and finally to direct '

L his sj»cial attention to intellectual and moral' 'K3 
education.

I: tional point of view no activity can be simply bodily 
:: / or psychical, but must always be psycho-physio- 
:v logieal.-
- The psycho-physiological processes comprised 

in his conception of activity have to be considered 
p ; as forming two great correlative groups—rile 
|. muscular and the sensorial. In other words,
Si ; activity has two correlative aspects—motiBy, or 
f.~. ■ tile oi'^c potentiality of movement, including all 

/ those acts, motions, habits, functions, tendencies 
enable the child to give 

I:!; expression to his organic impulses and to establish 
i- ■ ndatiohs with his surroundings ; and sensibility, or

which is exercised
P; through the sense organs placed at the surface of 
t the body, and upon which is immediately dependent 
I*- i all ^ssibiUty of mter-relation with the world and, 

therefore, of educational development. Sdguin 
' condemns the ordinary educational theory and 

practice of his time because in their concentration 
upon the development of the mind—which they 

p'j seemed to regard as being more or less isolated—
I?,] they neglected the training of motility and sensi- 

bijity, which were thus left to such chance develop
ment as followed from their general exercise. And 

:,.j, . : this was a serious error; for even in normal children 
V. who may appear perfect in this respect the functions 

' dependent upon muscular movement are never Eb 
regular' and efficient as thdy should be; whfle their i:

(-■

THE EDUCATION OF MOTILITY.

'■ Let it be. one of our first duties to correct the .. 
automatic motions, and supply the defidehcies of 
the muscular apparatus; otherwise how could we : 
expect to ripen a crop of intellectual,faddtidi ori 
a field obstructed by disordered functions;”" :Ahd ; ;#| 
in doii^ so we must ever consider the'indMdiiliiy 1 
of the pupa, his peculiar>dowmenf iahdVspeMv 
needs. Nowhere is'the ob'servance of this prfcdple 
more necessary than in the very first stage of -our' ' cf 
educational efforts. •“ Training and education S 
begin where previous functions and acqmrements . i 
ceased., The beginning of the treatment of reach - " 
cluld is where his natural progress stqpd-stai; so -3 

. many chUdren, so many beginmngs. ; ^ Sddev^r '' 
function or capacity the start varies as mudr.”b i -

sir

Ml/'':
f-'J;

i
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connexion S^guin enundates too important pifa-i ’ 
ciples; first, that toe neg^ive\nnISbiIitv^ue to- 
the " negative win,” toe “ silentproteM ' I wfll

’■—must he Dansformed by education into toe ' ? 
positively wified immobility which is the true starti; ’ ^
ing-point for aU deUberate, consdous activi^hn'd 
second, that in endeavouring to overdome by educa-- 
tion the various abnormalities of movement we must ■ U 
not " look at the inefficiency of a single part, but 
consider the incapacity of the whole motor 
function.”

At first, then, the grand object is to secure this 
complete wiUed immobility; the chiid is to be taught 
to lie, sit, stand, of his own free wiffi When 
achieved this inimobiKty is to precede and. succeed 
every exercise. Attention can next be directed to ' 
the large movements of walking. If the pupil is so 
passive and inert that he makes no effort to move, 
the teacher must employ means to act on his limbs 
almost in the way that spontaneous impulses wtiuid 
act. Thus toe legs may be made to bend by the 
use of a " baby-jumper.” If the feet do not move ^ 
forward as in walking they are made to encounter 
a springboard, which insists on simulated walk^ 
movements as " an intdligent, indefatigable ground - S 

. would do.” Kneading toe musdes, hand&g toe " 
jomts, moving witMhe floor of a tread-miD ' '
such d^ces me afio employed, ahff the use of ; :
each IS followed by rest. But after all this the pupd

P But although in the case of i^ots the indhadual
fc : abnormalities and defects are numerous and varied,

Vte can nev^eless classify thm, from the point 
of view of motihty, mto certam large groups. First 
of all there is the group, happUy exceedingly small, 

: in which there is complete loss of the power of 
1; voluntary movements, including locomotion; in 

such cases the only movements are the involimtary 
; contractions of organic ffie. The trouble here 
- should not hastily be attfibuted to paralysis, but 

rather to desuetude of mdtivity. Secondly, there 
, are the cases of relative immovability, partial loss 

• of the power of movement, "the result of inertia. ” 
II This is shown by the chiH remaining on the spot
L' and in the attitude he is p aced, or by the impossi-
te bili^ of his hands taking Hold of anything, or even 
pr, . taking food to his mouth. This relative immov-
i '■ ability is “ toe first expression we meet with of the

radical elements of idiocy, the negative will . . . 
made nearly indomitable ly the silent protean, ‘ I 
will not’ of the negative ^l.”“ There fe a third 
large group of cases of anomalous movements— 
automatic, 'mechanical, or spasmodic—which are 
mostly seated in the wrist and fingers, and which 
may or may not be accompanied by the negative 
will in regard to toe larger movements. Until these

,............anomdo^ movements are overcome no progress b
rii . possible mtoe education of motility. And in thb

not'

Ik

I,
il; •; ■
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may not walk or even staid erect; anofcCT 
ingenious expedient is employed. The is
ito«a on two blocks,or steps as narrow as 1m feet, 
bhd he is even ahorfed to fall, though mjuiy is car^ 
fully prevented. Soon hejwUl sham and , 
inuscles to save himself from fallmg, and thM he 
stdnds and his stren^ is. fathered. But he is 

; ^ousihedoes not know exactly why. nor vAat to
,... do, nor what not to do.” Then other blocks me
S' placed in frontof him, and when helped a httle with
f. the hand, or even a finger he tries to escape from
te his great uncertainty by stepping froin one to w-
te f ' btlmr, :stiU anxious and crying-but walhng. But
te;: ^irtenhecanwalkhedoessowithacunousswmg-
|! . in^ of the body which is due to the mcapaaty of 
i. his aims arid hands^as instruments of eq^bnm.
mi . These are gradually trained in a manner descnb^ 

later, and the pupU has acquired walk and eq^- 
brium. There remains, however, another senous 

fe : ‘ obstacle in the peculiar lateral swinging character
istic ^f. the idiot, his “betraying incapacity 

I- Improvement both.in the leg action and m the 
f-,’ equiUbrium ate necessary to counteract this defect;

and for this two kinds of exercises are arranged, the

I
EDOUARD SEGUIN; '

rungs* and for the anns ^b-befis, Swedish,clubs. - 
and various means for T^toducing arm extensions 
and balancing. The apparatus and the mode of - 
using it for the other' kind of exercise: are' best : 
described in Sdguin's own qumt vray i “'The 
second is composed of the aggregation on'a srnaB, 
space, like a i^m or a piece of shaded turf, of all 
the planes, horizontal, inclined in the four directions, ; 
abruptly cut, rough, stony, sUppety, narrow,; eto.. 
which could present themsdves as ordinaiyiimpedi- , 
ments to re^ progression. The chfld must^ . 
through these difficdties mth or ivithout dumb
bells. steadily commanded, or urged by the excite- ' 
ment of music.”" Again footprints or forms are .J 
arranged on a floor at irregular intervals; pointing 
in different directions, and taking unexpect^ turn- 
ings: and along these the pupil has to tread his 
course, placing his feet etactly on the: forms.
“ The act of directi^ each foot on each form is' 
one of the best exercises for limbs which Have pre
viously escaped all control; but what a superior 
exercise it is for the head above, which has never .i 
suspected its regulating power: to walk ainohg so 
many difficulties is to think.”" Many sinujar sj 
exercises are practised, all presenting both physical ; ? 
and intellectual problems to the child. When by '.^0, 
his individual efforWTie has become proficient hi r

i:-
* use his
15:; ■

' .--Vj'

______ _
F first to deal with legs and arms, and the. second 

to harmonise the complete functions, The 
i ■■ apparatus for the first kind will include for the legs

a

t various grades of _st^s, ' and a ladder fixed
horizontaUy so that the pupfi can walk between the

... ... . . . ,
. ........n . . > .a. , J,. ,..i.
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I'-' themheisanowedtorepeat^eminthe^ulating
fe w ; company of others. Here aided by music and by 
f exarSpJaU forget fear, dry their tears, enjoy their-
i'tumblesj and perform “ charming Uttle braveries.
K And we must note—" These children could not
I move of late, and to-day they are in their first weU- 

earned perspiration-Kdo not let them catch cold, 
particularly in the moral sense. There remains 

- ‘ to induce him to exercise his new powers spontane
ously, hat this means the rise and development of 
the ^' synergic wifi,” the source of all voluntary 

• activity and is a question of moral training to be 
discussed later. • /

; : Sdgpin proceeds next to give an accoimt oi his
r> i;: • ptmoSes and methods in the education of the idiot s 
t, ' But although in the course of his ordered
fir ;; exposition of his prindples md practice this account 

fofiows that of the trmning in standing, walking, 
balancing and general ■bodily'control, we are not to 
assume that this training was completed, or nearly 
so, before the education of the hand began. The ' 

ir ‘ latter was, in fact, begun quite early. Dr. Wm.
13r Boyd in hiy interesting chapter on Sdguin says;

“After steadiness of foot has been acquired and 
the body has at last got a firm base, it is time for 
the training of the hand tc begin.”“ But Sdguin • 
himself says, when writing M the manual incapacity

22 Ibid23 From Loebo to MonUttoii, 1917; pp. iQi and joa.

w
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of the,idiot: '• Considering the gravity of this "i

standing. on the feet ihust not be a causelto delay , r 
the improvement of the hands, since we see babies 
seize with their contracted fingers before they can ; ';3 
use their feet to stand.”" He attached the rr 
greatest importance to the scientific education of v3‘ 
the hand; for its efficient functiomng leads to , the 
lughest physical, intellectual, and moral develop- 3 ; 3 
ment, while "its incapacity puts a barrier beti^ ^ 
the idiot and everything to be acquired.’ The 
hand is the best servant of man; the best instru- ; 3 
ment of work; the best translator of thoughts; the .3; 
most skilful hand is yet, in respect to certain realiza- 33 
tions,las it were idiotic; our own hand shrivels 33 
before we suspect the thousands of ideas which it ;i 5 
might reaUze. ... It alters the surrounding 'g 
bodies into likenesses of some ideal, which must 33;J 
preexist in the mind; it consequently transmutes ggg 
what is a mode of thinking into a mode of being.”" Vg 
The developed hand has two great powers which /g 
are not always distinguished—the power of pre- rgg 
bending and that of handling. Pr^ension is the v 3.; 
complex action of seizing, holding, and letting go: "

>59 :

sir
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aii^;_persons, fedmgs-and so on. Everything 
;gM;ip3li^easinSa(:na^ .

nature: thus a glass, an ax4 a pen,: a;spade,-are veiy ^erentlyhandl^. tlL powL of the 
. , haid IS the aggressive po ler" oyer substandM 

■ ^ to be worked “ The hani displace jmd coin- 
i^^|obj5^br|r^e^on:it.a^^^^ .

^ im in^rf ladder; his feet ar > arranged on a round 
and. his hands on another. If he does not grasp 

pfinaintainjhiSv^t on,;; and, the teacherj 
W^*^:*’* f;B&-gyninagti4.bat, 

f, ^regulates the fall. He is re faced and allowed to 
: fprrhisioro.co^rt

[.

liSi
inn^’'sjdo^^d''i.   _ _  

K“J?s;£irp^-'sj''ar^TsSireS ■

. above. . Ifjie does not grasp lie .ia^a^;>- •. 
before^

sion is
fm T^riewp_______ ,___________ _
less instiiictive Jiurposes, the aid of pleas^ lOng

thdr round.

looi. Bythisands^^iSSS ‘

* ’--n insffsofineJy, for reposed to pcevit,.-
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Ught and quick work. To prevent, such resuIU 
the ladder exercises are alternated with those 
devised for the balancing pole. The stHness 
caused by the former can also be cotmtera^;^ ; 
several brisk exercises which are described later:in .g; 
connexion with training in imitation. , Attentjott;g gl 
must always be given to the three modes of prehen- ,^5 
Sion—seizing, keeping hold, and letting go. ' Thus; --g 
for years is the hand tr^edj but not alwa^ by 
means of special apparatus; the comrnonfh^ of . f 
daily life have even greater educational value whm jg 
the hand can use them. Gradually the power 'of .gg:, 
merely formal prehension is developed into that of g u 
easy and intelligent handUng. with its iminense: ..M 
range of capacity: and the second main object of 
the education of the hand is achieved.

The hand is now ready for the training and ■ J‘ 
development of its “ aggressive power,” its power 
to work. Here again immense obstacles have to 
be surmounted; for the band is still clumsy and 
weak, and its poor owner does not yet posset the . g;: 
power of making the co^irdinated movemmti;, gg 
necessary for the accomplishment of even a simple /g 
definite task. The mind presents to the hand .tie g K 
problem that demands solution: there .is no wf : 
to persist in such efforts as are begun undtt the -gj; 
influence of the teacher’s will: and even whm, .g; 
later on, the chaf can wffl to woA there ran^ K 
the difficulty that his synergy .U easily exh8ust<^, ; <%

AND HE! INSPIRERS
5?

and'usage" : the function mu t be inteUectualized. 
I- “For this practical considerition, as soon as a 
' function begins to be accom ilished mechanically
^ we set it in action for purpos 3 and objects more
!. , and more intellectual, ti^g 11 leave no gap in the
fr. series of progress till Uie fuiction is thoroughly
[ . elevated to the rank of a ca lacity.”'' So when

the child has concluded his 1 idder exercise he is 
k notiieft to look dolefully at his smarting hands, 
r' They are extended horizoi tally and such a
f 1 pleasantly cool object as an aj pie or a large crystal
fT ball is placed in each: and p; rtly to prevent them
k fall^g and partly to retain tl eir grateful coobiess

on the burning surfaces, the fingers are spontane
ously contracted, and circuit, equal, and ivilled 
prehension takes place. Tl us while force gave 

■ the; first consciousness df ■ thi prehending power,
i . please confirms it, and the organ is ready for 

pg, .: unexpected perceptions; the 1 and is, so to steals, 
j. being prepared “to think and to foresee for 

.itself.”,
g,!; Care must be taken not to i ontinue too long the 
r! strenuous ladder exercises abi^e described as they 

arejapt to have detrimenfal ef :ects upon the unde- 
veloped physique. Shqulde s may be raised or 

S'' rounded, joints stiffened, and lands made unfit for
,*':v

tj fiioef, etc., p. 79. -
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'V . A beginning is made with the Jimplest and lightest 

tasks, and great nse is made of imitation and 
> , repetition. “The giri who begins to wipe the 

. dishra, the boy who picks up the stones in the fieid,
: ate above all helping to save ihemselves from the 

‘i-: horrors of idiocy.” Gradually the use of tools and 
t; impiements is introduced, slow y the aggressive or 
f: working power is developed, :nd at last the third
I' object of hand trmnmg, whici
[ of all the training in motility, is 
5(. ..higher objects, concerned w 
\ moral'devdopment, have beer
f. realisation throughout the exercises.
I Sdguih's special apparatus and devices, both 
i ' remedial and educative, are imrthy of the most 
[;■ careful study. Seripus physic; 1 malformations and 

infirmities which would great y retard, or even 
i; prevent, educational progress, kad to be remedied.

■ One very ingenious and effective instrument of 
amelioration is the back-board, the equaliser.

i-: This is a board ten inches wide and long enough 
S' , to be inclined ladder-wise against a wall. It is

EDOUARD SEQUIN - 'itiS

several purposes: it allows repose, the calming.of . .. 5 
emotions, andiopportunity to appredate the:ntwd:s:.' 
exercise, the distance; from the floor, and; the 
appearances of things as seen ftom above.; Before 
the descent in measured mode is cominencrf .tile fig

mali^, and every part that can share in the diar t-;. 
tribution of pressure and tension is arrang^ so thatgg 
it can best do so. By the judicious use of this; ; 
apparatus difierences in shoulder formation andg.; 
length of limbs, spinal deviation and other serious ' fij 
deformities gradually disappear.- ;

Another valuable contrivance is a swing made to; 
act against a- springboard, the latter aUowing of ; ■ 
adjustment to suit chUdren of varying sUes. g
a rope and pulley arrangement the cMd can supply ? g 
his own motive ^wer either by command or sponr , 
taneously. In contrast to the ordm^;;SV^;fifi;i 
which lulls the child and depresses his iiery<te:;g 
system, this swing impels to activity, to he^thyfip 
and controlling contractions, stien^ens arms, 
neck, spme and legs, and destroys ;abnormal ,: 
sensibiUtyinfootorband, Above aU it encrmragesfi;g; 
and affords opporturuties for the exercise of 
spontaneity,

Sdguin found dumb-bells of great semcq iin ; ;; 
many of his exdfSses, He, used them phyao^ 
logically , to regulate equilibrium when trying tg ,

is the main object 
thus achieved. Its 
!th intellectual and 

in slow process of

fitted with rounds ten inches apart which project 
from either side: "it looks.like a centipede.” The 

- child hes with his back' to the inclined board, 
j reaches his hands up and grasps a pair of rounds, 

, places his feet on the lowest pair, and then by using 
i feet, legs, arms and hands draws himself up to the 
pi ': top, where he is alloweda rest. This pause-serves
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secure positive immobility, and when carrying out 
his exercises in standing, walking, jumping, going 

;■ up and down stairs, and so on; to develop the 
shorter or weaker arm or side; to reduce irregular 

'V to-regular movements, and abnormal to normal 
gestures. They were also of great value in teach
ing prehension, appreciation of weight, and

■ ohediehce to commands; while by requiring the 
• alternation of muscular contraction and relaxation 

■■ their use helped to develop notions of time and
f'• reality. To Sdguin it was very; obvious that his
L dumb-bell exercises, which wire never employed
K;: jCme^ to give momentum to dutomatic balancing, 
f. were important aids to intellectual as well as to
r physical development. Both iron and wooden bells
■ were used, and care was takeji to avoid stiffening
■ the. feeble fingers through Ido prolonged use of
f; these instruments. Swedish dluhs were also used

both for the sake of variety ^d because of-their 
inore shorvy appearance: and f'libcmilaBce de bien 

- - ne mat pas.”
Another most valuable piece of apparatus was 

the balandng-pole, a round stick of hickory from 
three-and-a-half to four feet loiig, made springy by 

5fixing a wooden baH at each end. It was thrown 
backward and forward between teacher and pupil 
from gradually greater distances and with pro
gressively increasing Torce and rapidity. “ 
majority of the idiot pupils offisred almost i

able resistance when this exercise was first;ente^ : Si 
upon. But Sdguin insisted, and to preventive V- ’ - 
child’s running away he was mounted on steps hear ; ' .5 
a wan. An assistant stood behind hi&to^a^ ■ ’ = 
his hands for receivmg and throwing the pole, the ' v, 
help given being graduaUy lessened until Ve aiAd -. S 
was able to do both himseff. The careful sciratific ' Ji 

of this apparatus slowly but surely devdbiied^ 3 
the power of co-ordinated movement, strei^ened ; j:: 
muscles, blunted hyper-sensitiveneas of p^m and . :j' 
fingers, and helped to train touch and sight.

For the training of hands and fingers for smafier V i
ipulation: S;

'-•1

use

and more delicate movement and 
SCguin arranged numerous devices and expedients. , ■'{ 
" It seems,” he says, “ that the smaller the organi V §- 
the more complex are its funcrions; at least the 
many ways of using the extremities of the hands, ‘i 
which are so complex in prehending, handlmg, iV. 
modif^g everythii^, justify this remark, and ; 
explain why more time, more care, more instru- {f 
ments, more ingenuities have to be spent during ' 
many years, with the sole#bject of giving sKB to 3 
the fingers.”® He found Ve use of liridui very 
effective for strengthening Ve phalanges and im- • 
proving Ve power of grasping. Blocks shaped like V Vi 
dominoes .and of definite dimensions were used tor V 
superposing and combining in many ways, and 
helped to develop firmness and precision' of

a lilDcy, Mc.. f.Jn.
The

msuper-
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handling. The same purpo 
i';.^;..' . :nafl-board which was.pierced with holes into which 
jS' the child fixed nails, afterwar( s removing thein and 
S / ! repeating the exercise. 0th ir ingenious exercises 

whose great educative value is very obvious were 
arranged to provide for the adjustment of 

.: ■ geometrical figures to slots of the same dimensions; 
the collection with the finger! from a smooth table 
of articles requiring delicate i oanipulation, such as 
beads, pins, coins, wafers, smffi patterns and pieces 
of thin pasteboard; the wiiding up of cords of 
varying thickness and the pull ng of ropes: pressure 

.pn some mechanism that co rid produce pleasant 
n " - sounds or sights ; biittonin; and unbuttoning,
.. - lacing and unlacing,' thrading beads, and 
<s.: numerous other occupation!. All these were

ttulyiphysiologca! in their perfect adaptation to 
some.deficient function of tie hand,” and were 
^ finjers for dealing with

ly all shapes and with all kinds c f aggressive activity, 
h, ' “ But, after all, the be* gyr mastics of the hands 
f are drawn from the things he d, handled, modified 
[ ■ in the daily h-abits of common life ; we said it at the 

■beginning, we repeat it at o ir conclusion” : and 
r.\ greater favourites than the r hove apparatus were 
K; , the spade, the wheelbarrow, he watering-pot, the

wooden horsei^the ; lammer/and the ball. 
AU of them, however, whethe - specially devised by 

; an mgeruous mind or chosei from the things in

. EDOUAMJ SEGUIN . ,169

among men and children, are only . 
of the means to the great end. Ofinfirntely 

^eater importmce are the scientific principles that. 
determine then selection’ and ‘ application’:
” But in such matters,” says Sdguin, “ the means 
and instruments are more easily remembered than ' . 
the phflosbphy of thdr application •; whilst; that i
philosophy is the very thing which is above ail not W 
to be forgotten.”® ■ ' fi $

So far in the education of motility the child has , . 
remain^ either passive—while teacher or appamiis ■ ■ ^ 
compelled him to move; or semi-active—respotidiiig' : : Si 
to the persistent pressure of person or device, andy ii-;.; 
doing only what he must do. From this stage to;:/ij 
that of spontaneous activity is a good step md can ' ’ ■ ' 
only be taken by the help of an agency contoedVyis 
by nature, an agency which is “neither; entirely 
passive nor entirely active; its initiation is passive, ; Si 
its performance is active; its, modes are prescnbedj 
its execution voluntary; and its performarice adnnts; v Viri 
ofiprotracted reflex siwntaneity-—we have desoilksi; vs ' 
the power of imitation 
resulting from reflex spontaneity, of repeating after' > 
others acts that we should not or could not have . 
done of ourselves.”” Fortunately idiots can be - 
induced to exercise this power which can proiddd^ ' ' 
motives for innumerable activities. Imitation;;

!e;;Wa3 served by his common;_use 
some

j-i. . the ipower;

(on)

, ■ V- ................................ - i .-J-i,.!
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Scroriiig to S^guin, is of two kinds—personal and 
objective; the former when it affects the person 

1-. only, as in moving an arm or a leg; the latter
fr whoi it more particularly affects an external object,
[as in placing a book in a given position. By the 
[-■ judicious use of personal imitation, never too early 
|4; begun or too much practised or extended too far 
pi , iniits physiolbgical applications, rapidity and pre- 

dsion of bodily movement are acquired just as 
r gymnastics give stamina and' strength; A begin-
; ning is made with the largest movements,, those
K . involrag the whole body, as sitting, standing,
r kneeling. Movemente involving the larger limbs
te'. or Ijodily parts follow, head, arm and leg motions

being imitated. Later still the child has to imitate 
I movements of fingers, lips, tongue and eyelids.
I The total and partial, the large and small raove-
r ments are gradually interrelated into organic

motUity, and the whole being learns to respond to 
numerous and varied stimuli. Care must be taken 
to avoid mere automatism the pupil iriust be 

pi tauned to give ready response to any sudden and 
|fr un^pected call for activity.! In this yray mental 

develop
B shown by the permanent look of intelligence which 
fe- illumines the countenance. 1

...

and general attendant, circumstances. But when 
some imiUtive facility has been acquired the room . 
of silence is forsaken and future lessons are gnren 
in a larger and brighter room under the contagious 
influence of group imitation. For tra^ in ' 
objective imitation the rationale is the sameiM that 
discussed above. In this case there is an'almbst ^ ‘ 
unlimited variety of activities from which to'choose 
for exercises in the correct and immediate repro
duction of movements affecting the relations : or , 
sensible properties of objects. In the; group H'fi 
work the pupils who have reached the same educa- j'i; 
tional st^e are carefully arranged so that the4 4' 
spedal aim of each lesson may be most easily ' 
achieved: sometimes open drill formation serves •, 
best, sometimes a single straight row or a crescent :;;f.

EDOUARD SEQUIN

;4'
4?

arrangement. If new movements are to be fcm^t, 
all the pupils must have a clear view of the tqacher: 4
but if the chief aim of the lesson is to lendCT tnore ' iri 
accurate and ready the performance of some. 4? 
famfliar motions they must be aflowed the advantage 4; 
of a double stimulus by observing the teacher and 
one another, the more expert among them being 

--------

iSv

is furthered, a fact which is soon

placed in coi^icuous positions. '44'
Sdguin gives tlje following specimen group/" S 

lesson to iflustrate more clearly his method rf - 
developing inotility. The group consisted^tff.a ;I*;

' ^

Rj ■ i jin order that personal imitation may be initiated 
IP ; there must be a concentrated operation of attention 

between the teacher and the raividual child. The'

♦ P. ..... ,.4 t.., .'P , ^ ^ .f.
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i*' dozen ehadren: " The first attitude is upright 

immobility; trithout saying a word, we dictate with 
.7 gestiura the'following attitudes: feet closed, feet 

open; forwrard the left foot, feet again closed. 
Raise the right knee, raise the left; a firm slap of 
the right hand upon it, and motionless, 
manoeuvres, of the left limbs; then eyes shut, and 
open. The two indices crossing each other; for
ward the right foot; arms crossed; down on the 

; knees, up again with extended hands, first attitude 
—rest in immobility. Next we dictate more 
special positions. Face right, face left, hands 
raised, one foot forwSfd, left hand out, both hands

•m';
performed entirely throi^h imitatioh,- lender.'inove- ; 
ments more facile md accurate, improve-the ■

. functioning of sight and k an parts of%;lx>d^ 
extend the r^ge of the perceptiohs; deydop the ; .7» 
understanding, place the hody::and aH its jiartsTn; \- Ij 
suhordinatipn to the wiD, and, Jnost important of ■: 4; 
aU, educate the dead hand to do living work.: The 

• rapid and continuous account of the abotre typici 'I 
lesson,'which
advancement of the idiot children,' must; not make 
us forget the long, difficultj often dishrarteiJng .14 
work with individuals before this group s^e 'was ^ “
reaehed. And after reaching it the teadter had; ; 
to return agmn and again to the individual v?dtk. ; t . 
But his reward comes when after months of patient 
effort he sees with joy his idiot pupils not ,oriy; 
imitating successfully such physiological exerdses 
as are described above, but applying thdr new 
powers to the habits of life, and trying to eat; drea, 
stand as he does. Further, they imitate him in his fi® 
helpful exercises and render assistance to ^ their 
weaker and more backward fellows. And at last; |- 
he sees them doing by the influence of habit what “ ';S 
normal children do only under compulsion.

EDOUAED SEGUIN '■

Some

to suggest the. conaderableseems

1
I- out, close the fists, open them, shut them again,
^ extend indices, abut them, shut them. Down with
iC the right thumb, up with the left, both flat on the 

' closed hands. Little fingers extended, indices 
also, abut the four, shut them all. All the fingers 
apart, all close together, indiees apart from the 
other fingers, little ones the same; all open, all 
shut. .Majors of both hands crossed aturight 
angles, all the fingers of both hands cn cAetiatt*-de- 

V /ifse, all shut in that attitude, separate them 
I : : briskly. And many more combinations easier to 
s V, fiiid than to describe, closing by three cheers and 
i|‘ , three claps of the hands, for the pupils are now 

warmed, bright, tired, but not exhausted; final 
immobility.”” These and nlany similar exercises,

u mtcy. ac., p. SI. _

ii:
W*

7^

THE EDUCATION OF SKNSIBIUTV.
The development of motflity has all along been; 7# 

considerably retarded by defective sensibility.- The :; 
retardation would have been much more seriw vlj;

V-

... - 'A
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with a certain set of activities. The actiaUyb a ■ 
unit, hnd the group of eye, ear, and tiaud sensar , 
tions^ome inextricably bound up with Ae act^ 
and perhaps come to be symbolic of it; the rem- 
statement of one of the sensations sendng to 
up the iinage of the others as it sets up the activity 
for which it stands. The unity in the reference 
of the sensations comes in on the side of the art.
Later, when the object is known as an objert, the 
sensations are easfly transferred to it, or, rather, 
the objert seen is recognised as the one toui^ed 
or seen, because it bas been the basU of a preinoM , 
single activity. . . . If it were not for the
connecting activity, there would be absolutely no : 
ground on which the senses could be brought g 
together in their reference and thus become more " j 
thin mere undefined modifications of the gen^ ; vt 
tonus of consciousness.”® Sdguin remii^ us 4at r, 
in the tr^g of aU functions, but more parbcida^ 
those of the senses, we must always reco^se ^ ;
great basic principle, upon which ^ otcc^ is 
^pendent, that “each function of the hfe of ^
relation is virtuaUy, can and must 1» n^e J
effectively, identical with its facul^ i m otha 
words, that each function is psyd^physiobec^ ; f j 
This principle rules in the case of idiots as m 
of normal man and all animals. He compIaiM j 
that in the artifioid trmning of the schools ^

; , iy4 MONTESSORI AND HER INSPIRERS

’ were It'not that many of de .exercises specially 
fj: devised for the traimng of the muscular sydem were

as means of training 
! touch and dght. When, howeyer, the abnormalities 
I; of the muscular system had been rectified, those
I - of the senses, then the grea est obstacles in the
k way of progress, had to be corrected by exercises 
j,-' specifically designed for that purpose.
L-, clear to the reader that albough Sdguin

emphatically Insistent upon tl e fact that the pupil 
b; is an organism which must loth by spontaneous
il- and educationally induced activity be inter-related 
I? mth its environmen throu'h functioning, he 
t'.- realised that there is, so to ^ak, a hierarchy of

1 functions, and that we must 1 egin with the educa-
j,' tion of those that are most funiaraental. He began
; with ttpse more immediately

muscular system in the belief 
r paring the way for the more 
s of the senses. Here agam hi 
t with those of muchlater thinkks. Thus Professor 
f ’ Irving King writes; " The iifferentiation of the
I specUd'forms of sense experie ice from the primary
[ general consaousness takes p ace as a function of

? ■ - the) child’s increasing demani s for fuller activity.
on the sensory

» side because they hive first oc

EDOUARD:

It will be
was

*

dependent upon the 
hat he was thus pre- 
efficient functioning 
views are ra accord

nirred, or been made 
necessary,bn the active side. iThe infant repeatedly 

} . finds, the same complexes of lensations connected

....
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t coDeges of his time the educa ion of the senses and
/' that of the intellect were not inly unconnected but

rendered effectively antagonis ic.
! , FoUomng Pereira, Sdguin r igarded touch as the 
[ one great sense of. which all 
f modifications, and with it he i 

' tev^opment of sensibility.
"being concentrated and inteflectualized in the 

j;. ; han*,” it is to the development of the tactile 
toisibUity of the hands that afi our efforts must 

directed. At the but et we must ascertain 
to which of four great cause the defective sensi
bility of the idiot hand is due It may be due to 
s^ ahnpi^ity .in the peripheral termini of the 
nervM, which are the seat of touch, so that the 
funcfion of the sense is affected at its origin; to 

s®“soriaI ganglia which are the seat 
of the feeling of touch, or perception; to impeifec- 

K . tipns of the centripetal nerves connecting these two 
pi: ™ to iieficiency in theicerebral hemisph
j with consequent lack of comprehension, wiU and
p mtellectual synergy. In any particular case more
I ftan one of these causes may, of course, be 
, operative: and aU our ameUArative and educative 
1; exercises must be devised ai d practised to meet 
j individual needs. The defects due to the fourth 
' may affect any or all of the

■^;:8ensesi may be left for later considerate^

- ) '
t' '
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Sometimes the peripheric termini are over- 
excitable or morbidly exquisite, and our exercises 
must be . such as will cover them wWi stronger 
epithelium. This can best be done by exerosct ir, 
involving much fiiction, such as carrying hricis, 
turning cpame-handled cra^, n5ing a sp^^ md 3 
sawing wood. . This work , will also devdop the , "r J 
very desirable suppleness of the phalanges. On 
the other hand, the nerve termini are dull and .. 
insensitive. In this case the objects of cont^ j : , _ 
roust not be rough but substanHal so as to ajqiOal ‘ ^ 
for the full useof contractibility. The hand, must ■ ^ 
be given practice in effecting contact with bo^es, 
of various degrees of polish and resistance. ^ 
as velvet and a marble slab. Titillatmg the hmid^. , J 
with feathers, " as if it were for fun,” is alOT a 5 
valuable practice. The hands should be; plunged; « 
alternately into cold and warm liquids and into bags , ^
filled mi eider-down, shells, peas, flour, smaU -. 
shot, and other substances of varying Mftness and' 
elasticity. And by the help of touch alonq, the 
use of sight being prevented, the child must learn ; i;4 
to distinguish the contents of these various bagsi 4 4K 

If the centripetal nerves are dilatory in function
ing their action can be improved by the use of bbie i 
light and elastic balancing-pole. This is throiro;; ,, 
into the hands of the pupil, who has to throw it ; - 
back to the teacjjsr, the game being a:fast;tof':'S; 
The vibrations of the pole send their undulatoiyf-'H

......_____ J..xj_________________

I
the others were but 
egan his training and 
Sensations of touch

ft

m: .eres
3
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h' shocks through the hands to the organism just as 
the how sends them through the strings to the 

k:,;, fiddle: and.they must be felt; the centripetal 
® “?ves cannol escape their efiorts. The result can
: . be judged by the change in the child’s actirity;

for at first he throws back th4 pole reluctantly, but 
soon the rapidity and vigour of his return increase. 

I; The greater the rapidity and vigour the more
g . efficacious is the exercise.

Should the defects of sensibility of touch remain 
K after reasonabiy long use of aU these exercises,
|K while no integumentary anomaly is noticeable, it

may be ^sumed that the trouble is due to 
■ imperfbction of the sensorial ganglia.

[ - cases the sensibility is more duil than slow, 
r.-, rule, The training of the Hand should be con
i'; • tinned by daily exercise, and recourse should be
k , had to the resources of hygiene and medicine in 
Is ■, order that the generai constitution may be brought 

to the most heaithy state possible. The sensorial 
fc : ganglia can not, however, be held accountable for 
f abnonnal sensibiUty if aU the sensorial functions fah 
jv to transmit their impressioi
1 ' hemispheres. In ail sudi bad c rses the hemispheres 
' thcmseives must be deficient.

Taste and smell,may be rtgarded “ almost as 
. appendages to the touch,” so nearly are they akin 

to it. The training of these two senses is of 
siderable importance, not oily on moral and

Training in the normal use of food md petfiuMs ; ' - 
produces both immediate and permanent on
idiots. E-ridences of the former are found'in their' 
increased sensitiveness to and anxiety to ayoidj^t - 
is dirty arid unpleasant, and in thar appfeaabpn 
of and desire for what is clean and pleasant; .Thus 
the training of taste and smeh enables the feeble 
mind to compare and fadgS sensorial ta^es and 
distastes at a stage in educational development too 
early for the general exercise of such mental.oper^ 
tions. Gluttony is also counteracted and there is :^v 
a gradual growth of deUcacy in ah matt^rrelating , 
to food. In this way the educator obtains per- - 
manent effects which always determine the general : 
and frequently the individual future tendmoes of 
his pupils. “ Educated in the enjoyment of clean
liness, good food, sweet air, their general todenqr 
is to shrink with horror at the contacts of the 
streets, chance, and beggarly life which is tiie lot of 
...„iy uneducated idiots and imbeefles, and to deter- ■ ; 
mine their aspirations towards better anf higher ; . 
walks of life. That special culture opens their 
laboring avocations in the way of someihedtl^i. ,7;^ 
honest employment of their small abilities, by ,1 
which they become'gardeners. florists, md farm 
boys, instead of slaves of competitive labowvin^; . 7^

EDOUARD , SEGinN' -7
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upon this we are to concentrate our attention. The -r
functions of audition, according to Sdguin, are
hearing, listening, selecting and repelling sounds.
The training in the last two which are acqmrcd by 
experience in special circnmstancra, and- i
operative only when the mind is deepfy. engaged .V ^ 
otherwise, really forms part of the intelleqh^;^d . 
moral education to be considered later. Sunple 
hearing functions without the aid of attention ; 
auditing when the organ is kept int^ectually 
attentive; and listening when the organ is kept m 
functional actiwty by the wiU because the soim^ds 
or their meanings are difficult to understand. Eor , ;
the sake of simpUcity of treatment these three m^ , 
he reduced to two—the passive function of simple . r. 
hearing and the active function inclu,^ auditing 
and listening, the distinction betv^een the latter too, 
though important, being only inddental. From . 
passive hearing to active audition and intent i 
listening many intermediate stages have to(be ^ ^ 
passed; and many otherwise normal people dp wot - ^' 
pass them at aU. The idiot chfld must be eriabled ^ 
to reach the highest stage he can, and in general 
this is high enough for his ordinary intellectual 
purposes.

The sounds with which we are concerned in the
education of this sense are of three kind^jtpto.- ;:..
which are connec^pd with wants;, mtiac, which is 
associated with the motive powers ; and speech, ■

Eainfectious factories.’ » It is clear that the 
t' time and effort devoted to er lerimenls and exercises 

for Hie .training of these two senses are not wasted, 
r Followmg Itard, Sdguin relie 1 upon wide differences

E-' and sbfting contrasts rathei than upon similarities 
'v' injtastes and smells. Gra lually the spontaneity
I of the pupils became freely o perative and they used
' \ to convey to

within their reach that were 
tastes or odours.
; ’In his trying of the se 
made free use of the know 
from his close study of Pereii 

. iiirect personal instruction 
student under Itard. In idi 

^ wise normal children, the unction of audition is 
’ ; ■ incapacitated by numerous and varied anomalies.
' Arnoiy the causes of total < eafness, which is rare,

, a^^ whic 1 is common in varying
R ; degrees, are .paralysis, cho ea, dyspnoea, unsym-

: .metrical arrangement of the maxillary bones or of 
the teeth, malformation of larynx, palate and 

;f. ' tongue, and, of course, de

3
■’’W

If. nouth or nose things 
possessed of pleasant s*.

i -'v

Si: ise of hearing Sdguin 
edge he had acquired 
a’s methods and of the 
^e had received as a 
its, as indeed in other-

S’

m
f4-- ects in the organs of 
I’H audition. Such causes must be removed if 

pb^ble by medical and sur peal means before the 
^bcation of the sense of he; ring is begun. Here, 

gl : ; however, we are concerned mih intellectual deaf
ness due to idiocy or othej' mental defects, and

1^;;

IV'V *' liincr- 'Ic., p. n»j. _
Ki.;.!,’
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?,; which is related to the intelUect. The sounds oi 
Sdguiji to the hieroglyphics 

o£ phenomena, and ftey me 
the noises: one noise means 

' , ' : means the rushing of winds
or the frying in the pan which excites the child’s 

I. .appetite. He directs attent on to Itard’s wild boy 
who did not hear the report < £ a pistol held near his 

( head because it could meai nothing to him, but 
heard the fall of a nut beca ise it meant so much 
to him. . An apparently d af idiot will hear the 
potiring of water from one i essel to another when 
he is thirsty, and will turn lis head and 
drink. ' ‘ What a field to anjaken the attention and 

h: make the organ ready and
^ the best methods to employ b 

of ltard and based like th 
? r through organic and acquirk needs and through 
S , tile factor of use. The reco piition and differentia

tion of noises are best taight to individuals in 
isolation and silence, 

g;; . Music, however, produce: its best effects when
, employed with groups of ihildren, although for 

some specific purposes individual attention is 
. required. Even when music has no special mean- 

- . : ing for idiots it can yet brii g to bear upon them
. - most varied, powerful, anc enduring influences

which make for their devel jpment. Its varied 
?; vibrations excite impulses md arouse profound

lORI AND tM( ER INSPIRERS

work; causes in the immovable cWld a tremulous., 
stress of all the fibres which is eas’dy convertible 
into incipiracy of activity; similarly prepares the. ' ; 
nervous system ; wonderfully awakens, quicketis and 
supports thought; dispels anger, wearinras, melan- : 
choly; disposes to gentle feelings; and is above all 
a great moral sedative. For all these reasons it > 
should play a very large part in the daily life and. ' 
education of all idiot children. But in order that' 
it may have these most valuable physiolo^cal 
effects, music for idiots must be specially selected 
or composed with a view to their peculiar wants,

It should be, r

' in the thing producing 
muring water, another 
ir the sawing of wood

m

I'

for ago

tastes, and general circumstances. 
characterised by striking contrasU, with h^ : ; 
pauses following lively measures. The morning 
tunes should be vivacious to correspond with the, [U 
pupils’ natural dispositions at that time, but should 
be judiciously modified to suit the bright or dull 
state of the atmosphere, heat, snow, thunder, rain, 
or any condition having emotional effects. Later ; 
tunes should be such as will lead by a pleasard . J.i 
transition " to the point of slight reflective exdte- 
ment” required for study. Other tunes will act as Js 
a sedative to muscular exertion and allow of cqncen- 

ydration of attention. Those used IqtCT still be 
' gay and lively, releasing the mind from the bonds 

of effort and dispetSmg the children happily to pUy-

sensiblel” Clearly 
ere are similar to thosei'--- •
:m upon development

i

■ ■y-:
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-' sound in.piulonged tones t4 favour the slow ^d 
I steady enunciation of vowels

'•’^ ’-^^^of ^e "pS5r 
■ .whichidio^hkebest,thoughts 

to impressive tunes.
. “-The first teachings of music are not the 

i; • product of any profound sys em, but the r^t of

£ '£L%-=2,!r.i£Sr„'r^s
;;diis|^fciOT;'^; ju^^ againsrthe

lipigiisisis”^
!C ^are-contrasts used to favour the percepHon of 
, musical sounds, ^d aU-this takes place during 
r -. group teachmg so that there is also present the

^ „ wiU t^ve mdividual attenUon m elation, even m

»0«A«.sK0tn»

ears wSl heki^themi-: Silrp^;a<m^,t)»i:g^j;te; 
tried:Oci^ohally:td‘st^^:aiv®Ktp^M^

3Ss;«trj',S£^s j
■■^diftig" and;&ng. “:Dhe.:iauaifingj|isi|d 
devdoped;By;giving^cphtinnity;toJto^to^a^;eg:| 
they were discoveries; the other, listemng,*o_ ^ 
created by breakihg the cohtinmty of the tone J 
its most interesting accent-point where m.la^i^‘giif ;| 
we place^toe intettogatioh:tnaAt;te:mife^^M 
of the duMearing yet; and listening, aS.if:|^^^^:^^

In adition to' producing invduable'jpij^ 
physiological, mord, and msthetic effects .^e b ;.,-j 
one of the chief agendeki^ihe^aiing;^^^ 
for by its aid the tude, inSfecte;raniMtf^*»^gS 
screens of; the idiot-Min wtehj^how^i?^ 
recognbe the rudifarafa of ; S^ch-^^^ 
and'transformed into true vowel sounds. , Before • i
cominehdhg the mdte dirert rmd-Sp^te^^
of speee^spfacace;^-Pereifar^djI^^:g|^ 

■befoWthepupdbeingcarefunyexammedwdh ^

ahdt^les;.; Tti^ 
utisdcandrec^tive

SSSSlSif!
hey are hot inc^erent

' ti ' vir.
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involved in si^e^H r and s«ondly, to enable him ' >]
to perform himself the necessary, movements of the .' j 
vo^ orgmis. "After this. aU the organs of -/] 
speech, the lips, tongue, etc., are moved freely I 
in all directions and in every manner; and once, as 
if by chance, in the middle of the mute, mrrmcat 1 
exercises, the lips being well closed, we part thenr J
by thrusting out an errussion of voice which prpi : : ; :j 
nounces Afh or Po.”“ The same method is used . ,1 
for syllables’formed of other vowels and consonants. . 
Difficulties in articulating certmn combinations of J 
consonants and vowels are generally overcome by :,sj 
exercises in vocal music, '' the irresistible propulsor 
of the voice.” Progress must be madeibyeasy' ;! 
transitions, by'small gradations of difficulty; frorn 
the emission of simple to that of double or . com.- ...j 
pound syllables, We must always foDow‘nature's -j 
own plan, and adapt our teaching to her arrange- ' - 
raent and formation of the vocal organs. Between ; j 
the mechanical articulation of speech ; and, its -.j 
intelligent use there b a long and difficult road to 
travel: but in time the jatient teacher win have bis : ‘ 
great reward in the pupil’s spontaneous exprespoh 4 
of his wants in speech.

Most of the exercises referred to in the fpn> 
going pages have K^d more or less influence on the ,

S< Idiocy, etc., p, io$.

; EDOUARD- SEGUlti : : /;

a view to discovenng any physical, or patholo^ 
defects and to removing the]n if possible. The 

' ' .next point of importance, upon which Pereira was 
especiaUy insistent, is the establishment of good- 
will, sympathy and understar ding between teacher 
and pupil. Thirdly, all undu^ interference with the 
spontanei^ of the pupd'mus be.avoided: speech 
must not be prematurely for red from him. Very 

\ \probabIy he will not reveal What he has learned 
/ ^anta some time has elapsed The result of to 
[r. mdividual exercises may be 'expressed durmg the 

process of group exercises, though not in evidoice 
^ in his ^riods of isolation, arid vice versa.

H-p^Ofteri too what faHs to find emression during either 
p y individual or group exerdses will flow spontaneously 
tf from his lips"'after some azy looking on. and 
[S ' ■ accidental hearing: we sow at d nature fecundates."
' Imitation is the great mean) employed to teach 

; sprech: and Sdguin regardec it as in two orders— 
i- musical, imitation, already (onsidered, and that 

|i;: ■which is intended to teach the correct positions and
[ movements of the vocal orgata for the pronuncia- 
'V tion-of vowels and censor ants.. Imitating the 

teacher, as is usual in the nonung and evening 
exercises, the pupil applies lis hand to his face,

.... rhoving his fingers around aid inside the mouth;
while the motions of the fa ;e in articulation are 
correlated with those of haul and fingers. This V 
careful mimicry has a. doul ile object: first, to

, ..... . .. ..v.
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^ing of sight; but for no sense is specific and 
. - sustained education more ne. essary than for this. 
' And this education is ail the m .re important because 

sight and its many and vared abnormalities are 
more closely related than otter senses and their 
defects to the intellect and its disorders. The first 

S 1 impart to the eye the power
s|; of or concentration : the pupil must be induced 

to use hk sight. Here we cafe rely to .some extent 
P . upouiis needs and upon the factor of use. The 

things he needs and uses dafiy are placed in new 
;; and more distant positions sc that he has to look 

for them instead of finding tiem by the sense of 
touch. Many valuable ex irclses can also be 

;>' ..“fORed in the silent .dark r lom chiefly used for 
S Hofo numerous educative light-
\^ing effects can be produced; intermittent rays, 

geometrical figures outlined in light, silhouettes, 
f mall fireworks and large fc leidoscopic displays. 

gV The best of all means, howeve ■, of fixing the idiot’s 
ps: : CTght, of penetrating his " gia isy or tarnished,eye” 
g IS tte steady,- intense, persevering look of the 

teacher. .Alone, witK the puj il away from all dis- 
. tracHonsSthe teacher, places lim in a position of 

immobility, and closely facing him gazes intently 
^ intobis eyes. The child end avours to avoid the 

stare, screams,' closes his eyes and throvfs his body 
fe: ; in all directions. The teacher remains
^ calm and prepared and as soo; i as the eyes re-open

the steady gaze is repeated. Days, weeks, even -J 
months, may elapse before success is achieved: ' 
but as soon as the pupH’s look is held be :has;;«s1 
acquired a new power wWch be uses in taking -] 
cognizance of objects and phenomena. , - At first ; / lij 
he uses the other senses to aid his a^t; hilt: it 
gradually gains power by use and at len^ requires ' f 53 
no such aid. If the case is unusually refractoty the -.'j 
direct individual exercises must be altema^ with ‘ ^
" long standings among groups of working cMd-. -T 
ren” whose many activities attract the wandering 
attention of the idiot and at last make him look at 
them : and this may not take place for years.’,’®
When it does take-place and the sight functions, 
however feebly, the training in appreciating .such ;;3 
properties of bodies as colour, form, combinations 'si 
of forms, dimensions and distances, is commenced. : ; s 

Colours are taught in the dark room, wUch has , 
stained window panes, or elsewhere by means of ; | 
such things as cards, ribbons, balls, and marbles,; 
which are of similar pr contrasting colours and 
which can be arranged in pairs, so that their ' 
similarity and dissimilarity can be constantly 

■ observed and tested. Balls that fit ^tocups of the ;s| 
same hues and other interesting devices for match- i / j; 
ing colours may be used. As these exercises are . S 
designed to teach colour only, great care rnnst be: ; ^ 
taken to avoid m^ing prominent, and therefore

EDOVARD SEGUIN :16
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■ . ^tocting. any other property of the objects used:
be very simple.

When the power of recognisit® and dffierentiating 
coli^ hM been acquired it should be applied to 
clothing, flowers, fruits, and other things of dafly 

P-- use Md enjoyment, “ care bling taken to present
• mostly what is neat to the sigit and pleasant to the

. Me teaching of form is bas :d upon the principle 
that our appreciation of aU stapes has its founda- 

, ^ ^ ‘‘““j" of o f4 types to which we
ifot comparisoj and contrast. The 

sunplest ofthese are circles, squares, and triangles, 
Md, whde they should be tiught as types, the 
shapes of common objects bas :d upon them should 
be em^y studied by comiLison and contrast,

. specially the latter. Sobd|fonns must also be 
dishnguished by contrast from those that are 
painted. By the use of objei^tive imitation in the 
jmrtaposiUon and superppsiton of blocks like 

lit :- :doininoes various interesting Ld instructive 'com- 
.bmations of forms can be amnged by the pupils. 
Teacher and child sit at oppc site sides of a sS

■ table, each having a pile of I locks near his right 
jAnd. The former places a 4cfc in various posi-

I tions relative to the table anti himself '
S not directs, the child to do the same. Two, three, 
I- four or more blocks are placed in relaUve positions 
> by both, but only one block at a lime is dealt with.>

f EDOUARD SEGUIN 19!MONTESSOfel AND Ml R iNsPlRERS

In this way the exercise of simple imitation b^mesi :y ;s 
more’and more intellectual,, requiring at last con- ,, 
siderable powers of atteiiding and combining. Later - 
the teacher arranges combinations of two or more ' 
blocks all at once, and these the pupilhas to imitate ; 
all at once. liter stiU the’teacher-arrari^^,;;;;; 
a combination of a few blocks while the pi^ . 
watches him. The blocks are then removed, and 
the child is required to imitate the arrangeanentffomt 
memory. It is obvious that in these exercises there 
is considerable tension, and in order to reUeve it; . , 
each lesson should dose with the building, by nieans ;, :^ 
of objective imitation, of walls, towers, and other • 
structures on a large scale. Groups of children 
work eagerly at the erection of these-fabrics, the 
sudden collapse of which always causes happy 
exdtement. -.

Dimensions of bodies are appreciated by measure- ‘ 3 
ment which may be made by the eye, by tire hand, 7 
or by spedal instruments. As the training of sight . 
is the great object now all measurementa are made . 
by the eye. The following is a short accoiult'of a ’ 
typical lesson: “ Next to a stick one metre long - 
and divided on each surface into ten decimetres,

,we put another nine decimetres long and equally ;;;’3 
marked,^ another eight, another seven, tiU the 
smallest, which is only one decimetre in length.
After commencing'the comparison with two sticks, _ 
the longest and the shortest, we soon mix themfallijj^:

i-
f................ J.......... ^
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make level or curved surfaces in sand by u^ ^ ; Sg; 
hand, a spade, a spoon or a roller.: The pkme for 
dravring or wridiig may be studied by objectiye 
imitation: the teacher marks with wafers the 
centre, comers, and other prominent par^ of-a 
given surface and gets the child, to do likewise on 
another; or better still, the child’s fingers are made *•' 
to touch the edges, comers, and surface of a given 4 
plane such as a slate. When the power of appre- 
dating the various properties of objects of vision g 
and of the plane has been sufficiently developed a y 
beginning can-, be made with drawing, carving, and 
the other arts by which the hand." alters the sur
rounding bodies into likenesses of some ideal" and tj;-; 
“ transmutes a mode of thinking into a mode of' 'J 
being." g.

Drawing is begun on a slate. A pencil is cor-' 4 
rectly placed in the idiot’s hand, and taking another ■ j 
the teacher slowly and distinctly draws a well- g; 
marked line from the top to the bottom of the state.
This the pupil also does, but “with many peculi
arities of weakness and deviatirin.” He has 
virtually acquired the capadty of drawing a line, 
but lacks the necessary synergy or correlated

The effort to draw the line is ; ^

V together on the floor or on a table, we caU for them 
-. smallest up, orfrom the longest down, and

the child must choose them, guided- by his sight 
. alone, and range them in order according to their

Sf- ' P“P'’® became more
■?, skafal at this exercise than Sdguin himself I Simple 
g,. pr^minary training is also necessary to give notions 
- , ^stance Md to enable the child to appreciate 
; - spaces Things of the sanie '.kind, books, lor 

ex^le, are placed at different distances apart, 
S and first by objective imitation and later by com- 

the pupa is required to do the same. For 
. - the measurement of distances in a room, from point 
-• to pomt,^from person to person or things, the chad 

IS placed as it were at the centre of a circle for 
Mch set of distances, the nearly equi-distant objects 
being on the cbcumference. As soon as difierences 

-- mffie lengths of radu, so to speak, are appreciated 
m ^e room, ffie same method|is used in the open 
g^^We the pupil to judge and compare greater

i; . Of aa the properties perceivable by sight those of

F A WWge of pl^e surface is, however,
" m that great pains

should be taken to impart it to i hese pupAs. Much
can be done towards this end ^

'■ 'i'-.rj

m
so nervous power, 

followed by very obrdous fatigue even in the c^e S': 
of robust idiots who can lift heavy weights or work 
all day in the fields.' This lack of correlated nervous 

■gy is not peculiar to idiots. Sdguinrdates the .

.........-- ........ -...V
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plied in card or wood. In this eaercis^ere ^ 
four stages: at firet the pattern i^place^ oi^ the v ^
paper ; next it is placed in front of the pupd; at the , ,
Ahd stage of progress it is simply^shown to the - 
pupa a^withdrawn; finally the cMd^ts from .1
memory whatever form is ordered. ^.XhOTjs np
end,” says S^guin, “ to these exmcB^ m draw
ing, which prepare the’head as w^as the handfor .
the realization of ideal types. When we colder

. that among men there is not one in a thousand who ; w 
use his hands to represent eorrectiy a me^g --y^

. we are astonished that the lessons of suh;;
stantial drawing taught to'the idiots have not yet 
been carried into the public schools, where they 
could fiU up the tedious intervals of book-fea^g. . 
How many young women and men wodd l&e to 
exchange the knowledge of the height of toe 
highest peaks on earth or moon agamst.toe skill - S 
of cutting in paper, or modeBing m wax,,toq raw vr 
ideas which daily die unshaped in their for j
want of power of realization by thmr hands. From : ;
these exercises the idiot not only gmns toe P<>wer 
of expressing ideas of form by his hands, but also 
acquires toe nervous’power and control of the hand 
wUch are essential for success in drawing and^ v^
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case of a very intelligent colo ired blacksmith whose 
tot efforts at learning to read were attended by 
signs of fatigue; " the swea: ran off his face as ff 
he were working over his an ul.” The idiot hand 
must now be submitted to a s< ries of exercises which 
ivill correlate its numerous am “delicately blended”

I , muscles arid nerves : the weak nervous action must 
g; be supported by firmer muscul ir action in prehension

or in grasping than is possibli: in hoiding a drawing 
pencB. Other arts allied to hawing afford oppor- 

such exercises. Modelling in soft 
Isealing-wax, clay, putty and other plastic sub
stances, is of great value at fi

S
•'S

can

rst: the pupils mould 
g, the typical forms referred ti above and imitate 

common objects. Whittling ioft wood with a knife 
;■ comes next. At first toe wood is so marked that 

the mere careful whittling iroduces some weU- 
’' known form. Soon the cluld can dispense with the 
s»;r marks and can copy a'pattim. Later he can 
i;; • whittle forms to order without patterns. Following 

. this come exercises with chisfl, hatchet and’saw; 
f . whUe the hammer is used to hive in a number of 
I' . nails that outline known figu es or patterns. A 

return is then tnade to exerci as requiring greater 
■ delicacy of manipulation; pat eras are outlined by 

pins on paper, or with needles] and coloured thread 
on white muslin. And ” the 
our favourite instruriients '’ : 
papers forms are cut inJmitalion of patterns sup-

M

i-

scissors are among 
from rags or news-

. B Iditcr, etc., p. HI.
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- draws-a definite line in a dLfinite position and is 

by ‘he latter. 0th ;r lines are added and 
vanous combinations arran|ed, all of which 
slowly and carefully copied. The exercises pro- 
.T*?® perpendicular, ho izontal, and parallel 

*' ^ ; obUque lines are taugh^ by drawing triangles.
in Imes and figures must 

fv be developed. Curved lines are similarly taught, 
and.then practice is given ir drawing figures that 

li nombme straight and curved lines. It is easy to 
see how sunply writing can 1 e evolved from these

■■ The letters are drawn and imitated just
: Wfc and straight lines,
j... When he has written a group of them he is shown
■■

S nnnies. Other groups are similarly taught, .and 
S' eveiy^ care that mgenuity can suggest is taken to 

■ vary the order of the letters and to prevent their 
recogmtion, being dependent upon position or 
arrangement. Sdguin says that normal children

SsfST""-
' ri, P'™®7.»‘>ject of these writing exercises is 

tho ^gher trammg of sight, and they are not to be 
f j aa_directly preparing for the teaching of

rMdmg For the latter purpose Sdguin adopted 
the method of Jacotot, which had been introduced 
mto the New York State Asylum for Idiots by the 

....... Director, Dr. Wabur, ^ So he taught words as

EDOUARD AEQOIN "
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wholes, the chfld being led to percdve that each 
word has a form, a name, and a meamtg. • Such 
words as bread, apple, book, printed on cards are ' ' 
placed before him. and their forms and namM care-: 
fully taught. They are pointed out and he reads ■ 
them, read to him and he points them out, while 
again and again their order is changed. The 
things themselves are then introduced and placed- y 
beside the corresponding cards, after the method .v 
of Itard. By several tests and exerdks the 3 
associations between the things and their written 
or oral names are permanently estabUshed. In the 
application of these tests and exercises Sdguin 
observed three periods or stages : “ 1st. We say : j
■ bread,’ he must show the bread and oppose tb it 
its written name. and. We show him a piece of 3 
bread, he must say ‘ bread,’ and pul the word 
bread on the piece. 3rd. We show him the written - ; 
name, he must show us the piece and gjve the 
name.”* Other things and names are taught 
similarly, and progress though very slow is marked.
This intensive work is done with the pupil indi- '■ 
vidpally: it requires great concentration of the 
idiot’s feeble poweraj and all distractions must be ’ 
avoided. As soon, however, as he has made 
sufBcient progress to be helped rather than dis- "J; 
traded by the presence of other children doing the ;i.' 
same work the stimulus of group teaching is eril- 'S

f: arei
•■-tt

^3;

ijf.:

'■'i10 Idiocy, etc., p. 137.
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in awakening and developmg the intenectual powers.
Many of them have been as efectiveior;^t purr , v. 
pose as if .they had been spedlically designed to 
Let the requiremente of mental education. It . 
thus foUows Lt eomparatively Uttle remains to be 
achieved. Through the more facfle and more ^ 
accurate-functioning of his senses the pupa has ,g
amassed a considerable quantity of varied materials i?; 
upon,which he may now be made to «e^ his , 
thought. He has acquired notions of bodies and 
their properties-dorm. size, combinationj^ odour, 
savour, hardness, softness, weight, plashaty, and^ 
so on; as well as simple notions of relation-^- : 
tance, arrangement, direction, and othas.: It ' 
remains to extend as far as possible his knowMge 
and appredation of relations, mcludmg *e more

. complL to educate and exercise his intellect in
the formation of tdeos, and to cultivate the memqiy: ; J 
and the imagination. Notions must be combined I ^ 
and developed to form ideas. The notion and'the 
idea are respectively " the mdpiency and the con- ; ;; 
elusion of the operation of a single function; the * 
function of reflecting all we can of the world into 
our microcosm.” The'child has a Boiibrt of f knife 
when he can distinguish it from other objects, or 
of an equilateral triangle when he can correctly copy ;
it; he has an idea of the knife when he can connect ;
it with its uses in work or at meals j he has an idea ; S;
of the equilateral tgangle if he knows that its three : :

EDOUARD SSGUIN '

ployed. Cards containing written words are 
passed from hand to hand, for example, each child 
as he receives one pronouncing the word aloud, 

. voice and sight and hand movements being stimu- 
’ latedf This is a rapid exercise and is greatly 

enjoyed by the pupils. It is worthy of emphasis 
r:. that in all his teaching Sdguin insists upon this 

alternation of individual and group work. He thus 
sums up the progress through the teaching of 
Iruiguage to the more direct and specific intellectual 
education: "Cries have been converted by music 
into voices; articulation was derived from personal 

ii;: , iinitation concentrated in the organs of speech by 
r mimiciy; speech was treated as a combination of 

" enforced by wants; writing
p was deduced from objective imitation; reading was
L the result of the combination of both speech and
fe Writ™g: letters are taught only as a study of contrast 

and analogy between their shapes or between their 
sounds; reading begins by words, each word 
having a shape or configuration, a name, and a 

g. merming: hence solidarity is established between 
writing rea,&g,speakmg, and soon unders^ding; 

p ; so that the leammg 'of one of them carries with it 
I- the knowledge of an.”«
ft; ■ ' '

ft--

■;

INTELLECTUAL EDUCATION.
Every exercise so far'employed by Sdguin has 

had, of course, either a direct or indirect influence
"*'• V ^ n liiccf, ac., v! ,2!,.
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sides are equal. Through ideas he forms a great 
'f; : number and variety of relations and associations, 

; especially through the ideas acquired during his 
reading and general language lessons. The sub

s' Ject matter of his early reading lessons is concerned 
I. . with persons, .things, and such feelings as are 
£' readily appreciable by his feeble mind, and all are
yf .identified with their names. Knowledge grows
J through experience in identifying things and names,
f. But neither the notion nor the knowledge thus 

acquired satisfies even the lowest idiot for long. He 
‘ is not content with merely distinguishing the shape 

£ of a body; he touches it or licks it to ascertain 
some of its other qualities. This lesson must not 
be lost on the teacher who should proceed as soon 
as possible to teach appreciation of properties and 
qualities systematically. Attention will first be 

• , directed to those perceived in previous sense-traming
^ exercises, but they are not to be studied longer 

if; J than is necessary to fashion the pupil's analytical 
.power.

Beyond this stage the grand means for achieving 
further intellectual and mot il progress is the true 
object-lesson, or “ qualification lesson,” as Sdguin 

Cf prefers to call it, which ‘ ‘ derives its most important 
advantages from its degree of idealization.” It 

; must not he confined to mere material qualities but 
; must elevate the mind by h ;lping the formation of 

ideas and the development of ideals. He points
V
if:;-;; ..-

a:
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out the vast difference between the cMd who has 
merely been taught to remember the pats and *; 
elementsnf a vegetable and the one who is taught 
to grow it ; and between one who has. been taught 
to grow it for himself and another who has learned ? 
to produce it for the good of those more destitute 
than himself.

The majority of idiots have great difficulty in 
appreciating number, though some poss^ very 
remarkable mathematical ability, and are wonder
fully skilled m the mechanical arrangement of vf 
figures and in making calculations. The'^ter i; 
number, however, cannot count three. iAt first 
Sdguin Uught numeration with objects and their '

. qualities more than with figures: fractions in par
ticular were taught by means of objects. Figures 
were used later when the power of calculating had 
been developed.

Conmirently with his educatioii, through names, 
qualifies, and number the child must acquire dis- . 
tinct ideas of the meaning of actions and relations. ■: {:
This involves his learrang the parts of speech, and ‘ ‘
we begin with verbs, which denote actions by which 
men and things are constantly being connected and 
disconnected. In teaching verbs, as in nearly ail his ' - ?
object-lesson work, SdguinfqUpwed the methodshf : Vi' 
Itard: the chfld who did not understand a verb was 

■ made to.perform the action it denoted, and this was 
associated witli the gord. Thus his own name and v ' 

(Mm
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higher meaning to the knowledge, ideas, and ideals 
graduaHy acquired, and to relate these pupils to 
sodely by enabling them to take their placM among 
its humble but useful and amenable members. And 
so to relate them to society—to enable them to : ; 
escape from the shackles of economic dependence— ; i; 
is one great aim of their educator. Whatever " 
further formal education they may be capable of 
receiving can be imparted to them by the teachers 
of ordinary schools.

It very frequently happens that the memory of 
the idiot is limited to some special capadty such 
as musical imitation, counting, or mechanics. Such 
special memory is of very little value for general ; i 
education or for the needs of life; so no effort must >: 
be spared to widen and strengthen it hy exerdses 
that relate it to daily work and experience. To 
this end a great deal has already been done by the 
majority of the lessons described in this chapter; '•
hut special attention must now he given to traiiung 1S 
the mind to remember for practical purposes. To 
this end the pupil must first of all be made to remem- ‘
ber the essential facts of bodily hygiene and' j 
conduct, including cleanliness of person, dothing : 
and habit; correct standing and walking, dressing ? : 
and eating. Later on effort must be made to ^e 
him permanent ideas in regard to the value of time, 
money, food, fuel, light, clothing, home, work, and r, 
their relations to Ibe'duties, comfort, happiness or ■ { ?,

s:
g:; . ; the word oppie were written ob'the blackboard . 
g , distance apart; Between the two such verbs as 
<; take, roll, raise were written and he was taught to
g do as they directed. Later on this exercise was

made more complex in grouj teaching when one 
pupil, in his turn, wrote verbs and the others per
formed the actions. These esspns in action and 
relation are considerably extended and increased in 

)V: value through the teaching of prepositions by the
same methods. They can also be taught by 

sp pictures such as those in Sailer’s Pratique de la 
■ Langue Framboise which show birds in

some

ff
■k

1 mnay
positions in relation to a cage. Adjectives have 
already been taught during the study of qualities; 

if and as participles and adverbs resemble adjectives 
in function^they can be taught in the same manner. 
The Mbstitution of pronouns for nouns is com
paratively easy. “ Interjections are taught 
practically by transferring to the blackboard those 
which come out naturally fronj the chest."

When an this has been

i
acc jmplished and when,

M a consequence, the functioi s have been eleyated 
. “ to the intellectual excellencies of faculties ” it

pnl^ remains for the teacher of idiots to finish the ^ 
education of faculties themseves as if they were 

l& v, simple functions. And he does this by further
p; developing and turning to practical account the two

: most general “ faculties"—memory and imagina
tion—which do so much to give permanence and

Is
I-

s3#
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MONTESS5RI ANE EDOUARD SEGUmi:6;:: mi^, of himself and others. 1 In all this instinct, 
If p: pleasure, and a natural desire for comfort, for the 
S ofotdfer, and for the recurrence of what
H::; pleases and helps, have acted as powerful incentives 
f to the retaining and combining jof recollections con- 

cemed with the commonplace'things and relation- 
pi fWp? of daily life. As soon as his developing 

mtefligence permits the pupil must be enabled to 
acquire lasting moral, social, and aesthetic impres- 

* ■- V of kindness, justice, and beauty : ‘ 'At this
;• point memory looks so different from what it is in 

inost animals, dr in men unfortoate enough to be 
S op >0 natural idiocy, or in artificial imbecility

by ignorance and egotism; it is so elevated and so 
much of a generalizer; it is so potent to reproduce

..... images, even of,the abstract, rfith the vividness of
creation, that its name is henc iforth imagination." 

f Memory connects the past and the future in the 
.p present of the individuai and f; cilitates the regula-
!' ■ tion and development of his hi ;hest as well as his

lowest activities: imagination, however, connects 
f him mth the whole race and wi h all time. Cpm-
V, ■, mencing as early as possible ar d, as in the case of

-i::nent to the wholes And ;colours to forms, and 
through the education of his imagination even the p 
pooridirff chfidmayslowly beledtowardsthehig ;̂ J 
levels of thought and endeavour reached by his : ^a
race.

MORAL EDUCATION.

Every exercise and expedient so far considered 
has had more or less obvious influence in the moral 
education of the idiot child. Moral education, < 
according to Sdguin, is ultimately based upon 
physical education, and is achieved through the 
harmonious development of all organic potentialities ' ;4 
by which the child is related to his world. . Morality .J;
embraces all the relations of an individual with him- Tj
self and with his fellows, and it is to be acquired 
gradually by actually living out these relations on- 
right Hne^- But such living-out can only be done 
by ope whose mind is being educated; and the only 
way uTwhich this can be done is through the educa
tion of the muscular, sensorial, and nervous systems. ) 
Thus tile moment we begin our education^ work vi 
with the idiot and bring our mU to bear upon him, ■ ‘ 
we begin to prepare him for the ultimate acquisition ; 
of morality. And Sdguin says that to give a 
detailed account of his methods and means of moral -i 
trmning would simply involve the re-writing of his . JS 
book from a differetft standpoint. Nevertheless, ,.

K sions, as

s-

Vo

jt!' memory, as low as necessary, the educator must 
use every effort to cultivate the formation and 
OTression of images. Pictures, recitations, dia- 

r. logues, and animated narrati-es will be of the 
greatest value here by addii g forms to facts,

P fiiltcy, tic., p, 137,
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it is necessary for the sake of completeness and 

,jf flarity of exposition to examuK briefly the principles 
U underlying the moral educatior of the idiot.

“ The influences destined 15 give moral impulse 
K' to the very life of the idiot (ome upon hnn from 
,5. , prearranged circumstances, fr im prepared associa- 
S tion mth his fellows, and, ab< 

the superior will which plans s 
treatment.”" Among those 
cipline of "things as they are, ” 

f‘;Aj and physical cqntrol in the school.
: teacher and fellow-pupils also plays a part. Physical

conection is useless ^d sever ty is merely cruelty.
. Mb punishment of any kind sho ild be inflicted unless 

,, it is clear thbt the child knew

Si
One great guiding principle is that it is 

easier to repress than to compel actions’. Our
first orders.’those which must be obeyed or we fan,
must relate to that " which can be made to be,” 
and should, according to the above principle, 
prohibitions.: Much in the way of desirable repres
sion can be accomplished by the eye of the teacher, 
and by his firm, strong, pleasant, insinuating, and A:, 
dominating coironess. '

Mere passive obedience to authority, pasave 
submission to a superior will or to thp influence of A 
time, place, and circumstance, must not satisfy the 
educator. The passivity must give way to moral 
activity: the control of the child’s moral life must ' 
pass from other wills to his own; it must be a self
regulating life, whose spring is within his aroused ; 
and developed conscience. His educator must A
aim at enabling him ultimately to enjoy freedom of A
will, liberty of action, moral spontaneity. And the j
fbndencies inherent in and the activities begotten 3
by this spontaneity will be preponderantly social if 
his education has been successful. Sdguin is very 
insistent upon the vital necessity of educating the 
idiot chUd into a social being in the truest sense. ;A
Every eflort must be made to avoid developing him J;;: 
into a mere egotUt of respectable habits. As^n | 
as his inteUectual progress permits he U taught to 
help others as he is helped himself: and one of the i;- 
great teacher’s ddef rewards was the joy he ; ,

ness.

be : ; i

ve all, directly from 
nd directs the whole 
nfluences is the dis- 
of the order, routine. 

Imitation of

, , be/ore he committed
it that the act in question w!s wrong. Similarly 

I„ v , no rewards should be given ur less the pupil under
stands their meaning. Cares: es, too, which have 

fj- great influences for good or evil, must be very 
judiciously used. When-ab(ut to exercise his 
authority, to impose his will, to exact obedience, 
the teacher must take care tl at'time, place,, and 
general surrounding are far Durable: obedience 
must be easily, possible for t le pupil and easily 
enforceable ^ the teacher. There must not be 
aroused any/’’ fatal antagonis ns” or unnecessary 

A' conflicts of wills. Coercion Will occasionally be
_ reqtoed and should be emplosjed with kindly firm-
> « Idiocy, Me., p. 145.

i:
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They live and enjoy living ifl ''appyjsso^‘i™ 

with oL another and with those who^edurate^ ■ 
careior them. Sports and games •:
are arranged in which they take active part m
groups as large ai possible.. T*'.®y
^th numerous toys in great variety. -Jl
bring given to those that are easdy renewed whw , 5 
destroyed; and many of these playthmgs are to be 
enjoyed in common. In regard to ganara^and toys 
Sdguin wisely says; “ We would avoid, 1 as much , j 
as possible, toys used individually for chndrm 
addSed to londiness, and try to give, a soc^ ; 
character to those which are generally nmde to 
amuse a single chfld; the more num^us the 
players, the more lively and sociri b the game; 
we can never teach too many'childr^, nor ^ ^
often, with toys. They may be taught m school 
many things utterly useless for their improvemrat, ,,

rebXfitStis'’'Se“ orchildL mus™eW j
both.”“ He goes on to pohit out that m school, 
at meals, in the field or the plajp^ th^uc^ 
has numerous opportunities 0^ placing thm ^^ .^ 
relations which shall create theff ^e,of_n^rf‘ 
association, their sociabifity. and their familydike 
affinities.” Wlym the pupil has progressed -3

agency for socialising these : nd, indeed, all pupils 
IS love. To develop thrii sense of affection,” 

“ were developed their senses of sight, 
,of heanng, and othejs, does n it demand new instru
ments, or new teaiffiers, but the extension of the 

action upon their feeliigs. To make the 
child feel that he is: loved, an|d to make him 
to love m his turn, is the end

i

same
eager

^ . jOf our teaching as it
has beenjts beginning. li we have loved our 
ppils, they felt it; and communicated the same 
f^g to each other; if thsy have been loved, 
they are lovmg in all the degrees of human po 
confo^Ie with their limjted synergy. -We 

should like to say bow this is to be accomplished;
, . but who can tell ? . . ; n its march it begins 

: witli ffie rrmst profound feelin, s of pity and chiity 
for the unfortunate; it contin les through compul- 

mpulsing. or inciting coJunands; a work 
‘*0” png in object;

nuttmgly coaxmg. tae isolated child into society; it 
IS throughout a woik of devotion . . 
our pupib science, literature, education, medicine,

■ philosophy, ^ch may do som^ing; but love aldne 
= can truly socialise them; those 
: are thrir true rescues.”"

i » /ihcy, ttc., pp. in and 171,

|4 ;., ;
.. .. .11 . .. -r. ................. ,
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wer

is'
S:

ever
unre-

. For

alone who love them

45 Jdioeyj etc,, pp. and 170..
■r' ‘S'
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' !

.»” '.:

and o£ the importance in this_ _and,o&er • 5
of imitation, play; and the factor of use , his 
irU ’o! l social and spin^ as^^^ and 
mearang of education; and finally, .because ne 
Sa^ among the chief ends of education the 
Lvating of^e pupU to those levds of progt^
whereon he can exercise ^d enjoy fre^rf ^ . ^
liberty of physical, mental, and moral acUinty, and 
purpo^sefufspontaneity. His conception of ^oa- 
?ion was essLtially biological m that he st^^^da 
problems and possibilities by stud^ng ed^
Organism, environment, and function. Her^

■ ESssffi:
continuous path, beginning where the funcbon 
awakes to the perception of simple

of the Clin, beginning at the p^phencext^ •

of the nerves, ending in the hemispheres. And .

« Idiecy, etc., rffil-

sufficiently every effort is made to relate him to the 
••• world through the sights and wonders of,
p. dvilisation. He is taught to enter freely into the 

life oiT normal people, and is taken to church, to 
I; theafe, to museums, to meetings and shows, thus

i'C arousing in him " a desire of mingling with yonder
S -world” and that ” 

itself one of the
pregnant curiosity which is of 

mainsprings tjf life.” By these 
means, slowly but surely, the thdd is taken “ out 

iS; of himself,” and his moral tHought and conduct 
j become socialised. And this Socialised morality is 
i: . the ultimate end of Sdguin’s physiological educa- 
iiiV tion. 1

I::
K. -

It is worthy of note that amorlg the most powerful 
ig: incentives to moral activity afid " incitations to 
g: spontaneity” he gives chief pace to the pupil’s
■ organic and acquired needs, hiS desires, tastes and 

affections. And Sdguin’s thought and work are in 
f dose accord with the best educational theory and 
Sy. practice of to-day not only because of his insight 
ly. into the profound biological ind developmental 
:y.. signiEcance of these needs and if the instincts and 
" ; mpHves,associated with them; but also because of 

his reverence for and const nt endeavour to 
Si ' individuality or " true originality ” ; hb
£ : meSculous study of the peculiar sidowment of each 

pupU and his opposition to !' Viilent sameness” in 
r general education; his realisation of the influence 
Ijg of environment, of the need for idaptation thereto.

the tactile organs

ii

I'

n.., I .. . . „
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again: “ We looked at the rather immovable, or 
ungovernable mass caUed a i idiot with the faith 

K^i.^ tot wh^the appearance iisplayed nothing but 
J ill-organised matte, there was nothing but iU- 

circumstahced animus. In ; nswer to that convic
tion, when we educated the i mscles, contractibility 

: ; responded to our bidding with a spark from volition;
V.; we exercised severally the senses, but an impression 
;j:' . could not be made on their woi Id-be material nature, 
I without the impression takinj its rank among the
' accumulated idealities; we we e enlarging the chest

and new voices came out fro n it, expressing . 
ideas and feelings; we streng hened the hand, and 

fe; it became the realiser of ideal-

ER IttSPIRERS

CHAPTER IV.

Maria Montessori (1870— )• >.

THE Montessori Method" is now so^

suffice to consider in broad outlme its history, 
mental conceptions, didarfc -

the consummation of Italian mdepentoce^d^
Emtanutr. ““^Steddllc,-^

S

new

:reations and labour; 
■„ we .started imitation as a passive exercise, and it 

soon gave rise to aU sorts of ipontaneous actions; 
we caused p^ and pleasure t > be felt through the 

r '.' skin or the palate, and the idle t, in answer, tried to 
pl^e by the exhibition of his lew moral quaUties: 
m fact, we could not touch a fibre of his, without 

back the vibratioi of his all-souledr,;: mstrument.”®

ii

know

fl MJ, p. 143.
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314 MONTES^ORI AND l^ER INSPIRERS

■ much thought e^ek before 
v' rtromanhood.

MARIA .MONTESSORI SIS '

my colleagues in that I felt that mental deficiency ' 
presented chiefly a pedagogical, rather th^ m^y 
a medical, problem.”* '

Part of her duty consisted in frequently visiting o;; 
the insane asylums of the city to study the patients 
and select from among them suitable subjects for ; 
the clinic. During these visits she became interested ; L'i 
in the idiot children whom she found at the asylums, 
for at that time all such children were housed along 
with the insane. Interest led to inquiry and she ;V
soon “ became conversant with the special method ..
of education devised for these unhappy little one/by 
Edward Sdguin."* The latter's work confirmed '■5 
her belief that the amelioration of the sad lot of the i!

s le reached the age of 
She played a notable part in the

^ geatmovementfortheemaniipationofwomenfrom
the thraldom of prejudice a id convention and for 
the. extension of ; their spleres of interest and 

: actm^. In defiance of one very strong prejudice
- ■ ..““I ‘T,® a student in the medical

school of the University of Rome, and was the first 
“> Italy to take the degree of Doctor of

Upon the completion of her medical 
w^ ap^intcd assbtant doclor of the Psychiatric 
Cluuc of the University. But while devoting her- 
s^. assiduously to the various duties of this post 
sh^^advisions of a greater wArk awaiting her. The 

IV , thyroid-gland and the various abnor-i-
gv; malihes due to its defects was then developing, and 

as a co^equence the attentikn of many physicians 
was bemg directed to defective children Dr.

, Montesson had early begun to specialise in child-
; • ren s diseases, more particul; rly those of a mental
■ nature; and she soon percei ed that for the cure
. of the fatter education couH offer more potent 

m^s ftan medicine. “ Th i fact that pedagogy 
must jom with medicine in th( treatment of disease 
was," she ^tes, " the prai tical outcome of the 
thoughtpf the time.; And because of this tendency 
fte method of treating-disease by gymnastick 
became wideljr popular. I, hkwever, differed {Apn)

JV..

Is:

!■:

course she

idiot child must be achieved by educational rather; j; 
than by medical means. To this belief she gave j 
public expression at the Pedagogical Congress at V-: 
Turin in 1898. " I believe," she says," that I
touched a chord already vibrant, because the idea, 
making its way among the physicians and elemen? .Jj 
tary teachers, spread in a fla^h as presenting a : -i: 
question of lively interest to the school.”* As a 
result of this address on “ Moral Education” the 
Minister of Education requested her to give a V 
course of lectures to the teachers of Rome on the . 
education of the feeble-minded child. From this
lecture course there soon developed the State

1 TMt MonUwri Mtikoit p. 31,
5 Ibid, p. 3a. V

.-k::
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;:V Orthophrenic .School of whilh she was in charge 

for more than two years durinlg 1898 to igoo. To 
>■ -. this institution were transfenW such pupils of the . 
JV public elementary schools as Were considered hope- 

' lessly deficient. Later through the assistance of a 
g. : Philanthropic ass<^tion it found possible to 

add to these all the idiot children from the insane 
y j ; asylums of the city. During the two years she 
V directed this school Dr. Montessori not only took 

the; chief part in the training of special teachers in 
■ . the observation and education of the defective

pupils, but was also engaged many hours daily in 
1, ■ teaching the children herself. Nor did she rely 
I y entirely upon her own knowledge and experience.

She visited during this period both London and Paris 
gy for the purpose of studying in a practical way the

y ■ best methods in use in these cities for the education
g- :- of,the mentally deficient.

devoted almost all her schoil hours to the actual 
g . teaching of her pupils, being present from eight in 

the morning till seven in the 
, From the beginning of het practical teaching at 

\ the Orthophrerac School Di. Montessori felt that 
the methods she employed, which were, as we shall 
see, m^y those of Sdguih had nothing in them 

g to limit their application ti the development of 
y- idiots, ^he felt, indeed, tlat the principles upon 

which they were based we e more rational than 
- ^ thosh Underlying the usual p ractice pf the ordinary

schools—" so much more so, indeed, that through ' g 
their means an inferior mentality would be able to ; g 
grow and develop. This feefing, so deep as to tie , ; '' 
in the nature of an intuition, became my controlling VJ), 
idea after I had left the school for deficients, and, v.
Uttle by little. I became convinced that similar -yy
methods applied to normal children would develop 
or set free their personality in a maryeDous arid ; y 
surprising way.”* 
study of S^guin’s work revealed to hertbather great 
inspirer had himself realised not only the posabHity 
butthegreatdesirability of applyinghisprindplesand 

• methods in the education of tire normal child. Dr. 
Montessori was also influenced in this direetion by 
the works of famous Italian anthropologists and 
chiefly by those of Giuseppe Sergi. Following the 
methods of Lombroso, who applied the principles 
of anthropology to the study of criminology, and of 
De Giovanm, who employed them in the practice of 
medicine, ^rgi sought to foimd upon theiri a 
scientificXducation. “To-day in the social 
world/" says Sergi. “ an imperative need riiakes 
itself- felt—the reconstruction of educational 
methods; and he who fights for this cause, fights ' j: 
for human regeneration.” In his pedagogical writ- 
ings collected in a voliune under the title of 
Edncasione ed Instrazione (Pensleri),* he gives 

■ a rSsumi of the lectures in which he encouraged

S-’!'

Her later and more thorough

on her return she

evenmg.

. ■V'T

<PS7»
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this new movement, and 
the way to this desired )

': methodical study of the one
on miderthe guidance of pe

ajp-;!.

Her,” genuine and thorough study” of tem^ ‘ '

w^," .she ^ys, " the to attem^ a m;^^cai 
education of tiie sense of hearmg. He made these ■ 
experiments in the institute for deaf-muto.

on, having in charge for eight years the idiot 
boy known as ' the wild boy of Avej^iii’, he : j 
extended to the treatment of all the s^es those J 
educational methods wHch had already given Mch sj] 
excellent results in the treatment of ther sense of ;S:i 
hearing. A student of Pinel, Itard wai the first ^ ;:■a 
educator to practise the oiaereation of the pupil m . - j 
the way in which the sick are observed in the :-;j 
hospitals, especially those suffering from diseases s 
of the nervous system."* In our clmpter, on 
Pereira we have seen that the education of de- ‘ft 
fectives has a very much earlier origin tlum that ' -j 
assigned to it in the above passage. And mi bur ., --ft 

'introductory chapter we have seen that Dr. '•] 
Montessori does not show in her writings any direct . t ■] 
knowledge of Pereira’s work, and is coi^uently ;

ware of his practice of scientifically bbserving j 
and examining his deaf-mute pupils, and of his ■ 
pioneer work in the education of the senses. She | 
is wrong too in assuming that Itard's work with f '' j

a lili, pp. 33 PllfM.

lays that he believes 
egeneration lies in a 
to be educated, carried 
lagogical anthropolo^
,6

■ her own and Sdguin’s views as to the value of the 
methodtin th; education of normal 

children. Dr. Montessori at andoned for a time her 
personal teaching of defect 

!their teachers and; devoted 
E, bbservation, experunent an

“ did she enter upon what sh
thorou^ study” of remed al pedagogy, but also 

i regiteed as a student of pi ilosophy at the Univer- 
1 sity bf Rome in order that ihe might undertake an
“' advmced study of normal i ducation and its funda-

“At this time,” she writes, 
aiversity as a student of 
: course in experimental 
ecently been established

'M
•; '

Later
yes and the training of 
her energies to further 
1 thought. Not only 
! calls ” a genuine andR:

■ ■ mental pririciples.
" I was registered at the U 
philosophy, and followed <h 

fE; psychology, which had only
in Italian universities, namt ly, at Turin, Rome and 
Naples. At the same tim t I made researches in 

| , • Pe^ogicAnthropoIpgy in the elementary schools.
una

ft:
i'lu' <

s .--a
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Very shortly after her graduation she hadhe^ . > 

the close study of Sdguin’s great workj^a; 
Trmteme»t Moral. Hygik«e et Educ^ d4^ .\ 
Idiots, published in French in 1846. For a longX»i 
time, however, she was unable to obtain a copy of^ ' ^ 
his later work, Iddocy: and its Treatment by fke : J; 
Physiological Method, published in English in :j 
America in 1866. This great book was unknown v 
to or forgotten by those of her acquaintance who 
ought to have been thoroughly conversant with its 
contents, and the consequences were deplorable.
She made a vain quest for it, going, as she says; ; i,' 
from house to house of nearly all the' E^lish - 
physicians who were known to be specially intetrated ; 1 
in deficient children, or who'were superintendents 
of special schools. The fact that this book was rin- 
known in England although it had been published in 
the English language, made her think that Sdguin’s 
system had never been understood. In fact although 
Sdguin was constantly quoted in all the publicationa 
dealing with institutions for deficients, the educa
tional applications described, were, she found, quite 
different from the appUcations of Edgum^s system. 
Almost everywhere the methods employed in the 
education of deficients were more or less'similar "to 
those in use in ordinary schools. German ediicatora,; ^ 
she found, maintained as a principle the use of .the 
same methods fortlefective and nonnal pupils. She 
spent some time at Bicdtre, and even there, where ' :,

• deaf-mutes prepared the wr y for his education of 
a the wild boy. The fact i i, as we have already 
[i ' noted, that while endeavour ng to train this boy’s 

sense of Hearing he made 0 iservations and experi- 
“ • ments that were of great value in his subsequent 
^ education of the deaf. Th j wild boy’s education
[■ too did not continue for elf ht, but only for about

four years. " The pedago pc writings of Itard,” 
l-v she,adds, “are most irteresting and minute 

descriptions of educational < fforts and experiences, 
)-day must admit that 
■St attempts at experi- 
shall find evidence later

g

I:
T and anyone reading them t 

they were practically the fi 
mental psychology.’” We 
that she was profoundly imp essed as well as guided 
and helped by Itard’s inspir ng pamphlets.

On the connexion betwee i Sdguln and Itard she 
writes: “ But the merit (f having completed a 
genuine educational system for deficient children 
was due to Edward S4guin, irst a teacher and then 
a physician. He took th: experiments of Itard 
As his starting point, api lying these methods, 
modifying and completing t lem during a period of 
ten years’ experience witii ( hUdren taken from the 
insane-raylums and placed ii a little school in Rue 
Pigalle in Paris.

f.-,.

Dr. hf ontessori is unaware of 
the inspiration derived by S iguin from the wonder- 

■fiil work of Pereira.

•MO



the’educafora had the French teat in their hands, 
It «as the didactic apparatais far more than the 
method of the master that was in use. She says 

I, that the teaching there wijs merely mechanical, 
^ ' each teacher following the r 
; ^ . manner. “After this study 
t.., throughout Europe; ’ ’ she wr
|^U=S^ents;,upon:|the, „ M

taught them throughout tw) years.
■ ^'s l^k, and also.d^ved muA hdp fmm
[, the remarkable eapenmenti of Itard.”“ She 
P;S'=pemtah^ and was;deeply im; iressed by the sinritml 
L--' natureofthethoughtahdwok of the former. One 
" day a directress in the IiuUtution for Deficients 

drew'her attention to the th rty-sevenfo'chapter of 
p:. ' the book of EseUel m whch he prophesies the 
I;'.'; , revival of, the dead hope of Israel j and foe words 
[, ■- of the prophet recalled to h a- the spirit and work

I. ' The following passage re’
; of her study of the works ol
f so much to inspire and iuide Iict. “ Hn™g
I.-. • through actual experience justified my faifo.: in 

Sdgum's method, I withdi iw from aet.ve work 
[la . amorig defidmts, and began i more thorough, studytep^wqtitaidjtard^a giiin^OI^fatlid^^
ii!® ,6fSatati<m:: :TdH^:thin^ which rimdfoot;doiie V. before, imdwMch perhaps fl students have been

.; Uty.rit.,p.j6.

MARIA,MONTESSORl... , -
V ■ i i,'--rrj f.-V.-M, t'V.'

wilhng to do,-Itranslated.into Italian and copied .

from- hegmmng tovend, inakmg^^^^fo^^ 
as the old Benedictines used to do before the - 
difhision of printing. I chose to do;this.by;liandv v r f 
in order that I might have time to wdgh’the sense 
of eadi word, and to read, in truth, .the spirit of 
the author. T had just: finished copying the, 600 
pages of Sdguin-s French volume when I rec^ , 
from New a impy of the Eng^ b^k pubh^ 
in 1866. . The old vohnne had ^foimfoalm^’i^ 
the hooks discarded from the private Kbrary-of a. . ^ . 
New York physician. I translated it with the help 
of an English friend. This-volume ad not add 
much in the way of riew: pedagogical'erfo^ents, ;; : -! 
but dealt with the phaosophy of the expe^te - U 
described in the first: volume.- The man^thajdyB'd 
stuaed abnormal dfodren for thirty yearseiforessed 
the idea thatfoe physiological rnethod, which bsa aa 
its base the individual study of the pifoil^^ whufoV,V;; 
forms its educative methods upon the analyfoi'of; 
physidoffcalVand psydiblo^. plifo,^;g^|a 
come'also to be applied to normal chaforen. This.
step, hebfowed,:woad sh(wfoe^ toaprarp^i^^^

be able to refonnjthe school and education. ^

ules in a.merdy litera 
of the metiibdsrin use 
tes, “ I concluded my 
jients of Rome, and 

I followed

i eals the thoroughness 
foe two men who ad

-S! ,'i

........... V ■ ..v. i-.-lu1^1
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aasMARIA MONTESSORlMONTESSORI AND HER INSPIRERS
methods o£ education in use in ordinary schools were 
not' only based upon unscientific principles wMch 
were not in accord with chfid. nature and its devdop- 
- ._^tal needs, but were ajbo applied mthout regard 
to that nature and its needs. It ought hot to have 
been possible to raise the attainments of her iifiot. 
pupils in reading and writing so close to the levd y; 
usually reached by the ordin^ pupn. She found 
herself thinking, she says, that if- some day; the >
spedal education which had developed these idiot ;;
children in such a marvellous fashion, could be 
appHed to the devdopment of normal cluldren, the 
' miracle’ of which her friends talked would no 
longer be possible. The abyss between the inferior 
mentality of the idiot and that of the normal brmn, 
she poinU out, can never be bridged if the noimal 
child has reached his full devdopment. Whfle : j 
everyone was admiring the progress of her idiot 
pupils, she was searching for the reasons which 
could keep the happy, healthy children of the 
common schools on so low a plane that they could 
be equalled in tests of intelligence by her unfor
tunate pupils.

So far Dr. Montessori had not had an opportunity 
of personally applying her methods in the education 
of normal children, and very curiously she had not 
thought of seeking^ch opportunity in the various 
institutions where very young children were cared v 
for. In January, 1907, howbver, her great chance’ ; " '

- • Having through this th( rough mode of study
'. become intimately acquainte i with her forerunners’ 

'Vocational principles and vith the details of their 
and imbued with their 
resumed the teaching

■s
■it:
i :: experiments and expedients,
;■ noble spmt. Dr. Montessor

, of . deficient children and a ranged some original 
if experiments. Of this work, she -writes: “ This is
'' not the place for a report of hese experiments, and
Ig I will only note that at the time I attempted an

original method for the te: ching of reading and 
f* writing, a part of the educa ion of the child which
fcp . was most imperfectly treateil in the works of both 
p; Itard and Sdguin. I sucieeded in teaching a
I; number of the idiots' from the asylums both
ft to^read and to write so -tell that I was able
|} to present them at a public chool for an examina- 

tion together with normal children. ' And they 
ft passed the examination succ iss£ully."“ To those 
ft who saw this result of h r work the 
ft appeared almost miraculous. The teacher herself 
ft , rVlised, however,- that noth ag in the nature of a 
|v , miracle had been achieved: her idiot pupils had 

been able to compete with i ormal children simply 
taught scientifically, 
heir psychic develop- 
;n had, instead, been 

To her the result of that

men

s,

success

-

iS because they had been 
p “ They had been helped .in 

ment, and the normal childr 
f: suffocated, held back.”
ft examination afforded conch sive proof that the

a Of. cit.yt. 3i.

■X:
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o( garments. His organs o£ sense are not com- i.,.; 
pletely developed, as may be seen, for instance, in : s:j 
the weak power of accommodation of the eye. His 
language is primitive and is marked by many 
characteristic defects. The normal infant and the : 
deficient child are alike in their general instability . 
and in their feeble power of fixing their attention. iy 
She points out, further, that Preyer, in his psycho- 
logical study of children, illustrates the parallel 
between pathological linguistic defects and those .' 
of the normal child in the process of developing. '( 
From all this it should follow that methods of educa
tion which made possible the considerable mental , 
development of the idiot ought to aid the develop- . 
ment of the ordinary child, “ and should be so 
adapted as to constitute a hygienic education of the 
entire personality of a normal human bong.”

Towards the end of her brief history of her 
method Dr.. Montessori again expresses her. 
indebtedness to Itard and Sdguin in these terms:
" Here lies the significance of my pedagogical vS 
experiment in the ' Childten’s Houses.' It repr^ 
sents the result of a series of trials made by me, in 
the education of-'young children, with methods 
already used with deficients. My work has not 
been made in any way an application, pure and 
simple, of the methods of Sdguin to young children, 
as anyone who wifi consult the works of the author

came unsought. Signor Eduardo Talamo, the 
;; director of a phUanthropic s< ciety called the Roman 

g' Association for Good Build i^, had conceived the 
novel and happy idea of pror ding in every tenement '
erected and controlled by lis Association a large 
room in which it would )e possible to gather 
together and educate all tl 3 children of the tene
ment who were between tie ages of three and 
seven. The play and work pf these little ones were 
to be supervised by a sperial teacher who would 
reside in the tenement. Dr. Montessori was 

f;i . : invited to organise these " schools within the
house,” and'eagerly undert lok the task. For this 

i>' new kind of school her frie 
suggested the happy name 
The Babies' House, and ur 
was opened in the Via dei 

If . 1907. Others soon follor|red both in the 
E and middle-class areas, and

&
I-

' r
id Signora Olga Lodi, 
of Casa dei Bambini, 

der that name! the first 
Marsi on January 6th, 

poorer
all proved successful.

As justifying the applica ion of her methods to 
the work in these schools. Dr. Montessori found a 

|i . parallel between the deficiei t and the normal child 
If , who is very young : " the child who has not the

has not yet developed 
The latter has not yet 
co-ordinated muscular 

and performs other 
erfect maimer: he has.

&'

f . force to develop and he who 
are in some ways alike." 
developed, the power .of 

. movements, and so walks 
[■ ordinaryacts of life in an imp

: for example, no skill in the fattening and unfastening

Ri-:-

fivf .
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Itard and S^guin, acknowledges once again tiie 
inspiration which she received from them, and 
clearly concatenates her work with theirs.

Her direct personal association with the Childs ' 
ren’s Houses continued for about four years.
During that period she trained the teachers and 
superintended and guided their efforts, wlule con- J 
tinuing her own observational, experimental, and ri: 
teaching work. In the light of her growing, 
experience in the education of normal childra she '
was able to modify and extend the methods :y;
originally based on the study of idiots mid other ' ri 
mentally deficient children. Gradually the knowl-

:!
The World's Work, and the Fortnightly Review 1) 
did much to inform the English-speaking educational ri 
world of the work that .was being done in the 
Children’s Houses at Rome. And when satisfied 
with the approach her system had made towards ;j; 
completion Dr. Montessori published her own II i; 
Metodo della Pedagogia Scientifica ap'pUcato ail' yi 
educazione infantile neUe Case dei Bambini, which 
appeared in English in 191a under the unsatis- rS 
factory title of The Montessori Method. The 
English edition contains two chapters which were 
not included in the original Italian work, and these y 
treat more fully of discipline and obedienc^ and ij;, 
discuss some furthet conclusions and impressions. S

Ef; will readily see. But it is i one the less true that, 
underlying these two years < f trial, there is a basis 
of experiment which goes b ick to the days of the 
French Revolution, and vhich represents the 
earnest work of the lives of lard and Sdguin. As 

I:. for me,-thirty years after the publication of S^guin's 
second book, I took up agai 1 the ideas and, I may 

E; ; even say, the work of Ais gr 
freshness of spirit with which 
ance of the work and idea 

5, For ten years I not only mad 
according to their methods, 
meditation absorbed the woi 
cdnseprated men, who have 
vital proof of their obscure h

Thus my ten years of w( rk may in a sense be 
considered as a summing uj of the forty years of 

J work done by Itard and Stguin. Viewed in this 
light, fifty years of active v ork preceded and pre- 

S; pared for this apparently Irief trial of only two 
;;; years,- and I feel that I

:at man, with the same 
he received the inherit- 

of his master Itard. 
3 practical experiments 
but through reverent 

ks of those noble and 
left to humanity most 
■roism.

ft'
sj::-.

a
am not wrong in saying 

resent the successivethat these experiments rep 
work of three physicians, v ho from Itard to me 
show in a greater or less degi ee the first steps along 
the path of psychiatry.”** hus she pays generous 
tribute to her two great in ipirers. As we ^ave 
seen in our introductory ch pter. Dr. Montessori 
in these passages definitelj groups herself with

Pe: H Of. M., pp. 4s and 46.
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Sinbe 1911, Dr. Mont ssbri has not been 
. V associated personally with th! ChAdren’s Houses or 

) very intimately with the act lal work of any school 
-/' in which her methods are employed. ke has 

made it: very clear that a'gisat deal remains to be 
ii achieved along the lines su ;gested by her work; 

and this being true, it is, as 
“unfortunate . . . th 
institution in which her methi 

if; : personal direction,'The

schools: to guarantee, as far as possible, the v 
integrity of its apjdication; to defend it tem mis- ' 
representations and falsifications." > - :

It is to he sincerely hoped that the Sode^, Dr. 
Montessoii herself, and the increasing body of her 
disciples will not seek the achievement of the third 
object above in a narrow and jealous spirit. If the 
system of educational theory and practice in which '! 
they are all so deeply interested is to become per- f 
manent it must be dlowed to grow and develop lite 
the child to whose unfolding life it is Mught to •; 
relate it so intimately. Especially must they avojd 
the danger of stunting or retarding its growth and 
development by a too rigorous insistence upon the 
continued use of the didactic apparatus as it is to- ; -j 
day. In regard to this last point Dr. Boyd has >:i; 
well said: “They (i.e., “ those who have accepted 
the system as a great new discovery”) see the 
principles becoming effective through the apparatus 
and the apparatus getting its significance from the 
principles, and they regard them in their conjunc- M
tion as an organic whole. But if the history of ■-i
thought makes one thing clearer than another, it is j 
that principles of any kind only become a permanent ' 
factor in the advance of the human spirit by shed
ding the forms in which they first gained recogni- 

■ tion.”“

Dr. Boyd points out, . 
:re is no longer any 
sd is at work under her 
intervening years have 

been devoted to efforts to p omote the adoption of 
te her method in many countri s and to further study 

and experiment with a view 
p education of older children.

given tc
work, in two voliunes, whi

0 its. application to the ^ 
The results of this ' 

the world in a large 
:h was translated into 

English and published in rjiry under the title of 
The Advanced Montessori Method. The first 

,, volume treats of “ Spontane jus Activity in Educa- 
tion,” and the second cf “The Montessori 

KV Elementary Education.” T here has also appeared 
j a practieal treatise entitled Montessori’s Ovm 

I - Handhpok: A Manned for 'eachers and Parents.
I; ■' In this: country the Monteisori Society has been 
l. ' i formed for the foUomng ol jects : “ to help the 
, diffusion of the Montessori dethod by all possible

means; to encourage the fo'indation of Momessori
, Schools either private or in connection with pubfic

From Loete to Montessorij 1917, p. 13^.

Ii
• .v'i

18 From Lockt tf^Uonttstori, 1917, p, 180, •

Sii’ .! I . . ,, „ .. „ ..... ..V , .> , '-j
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The child does not grow because he is 
nourished, hecause he breathes, iecause he is placed 
in conditions of temperature to which he is'adapted, - 
he grows because the potential life within him 
develops, making itself visible, because the fruitful 
germ from which his life has come develops itself v 
according to the biological destiny which was fixed 
for it by heredity. Adoiescence does not come : 
because the child laughs, or dances or does gym- :j' 
nastic exercises, or is well nourished; but because he : 3
has arrived at that partimW physiological state.
Life makes itself manifest-i-fife creates, life gives; 
and is in its turn held within certain limits and bound , 3 
by certain laws which are insuperable. The fixed ; 3 
characteristics of the species do not change—they 3 
can only vary. ■

This concept, so brilliantly set forth by De Vries 
in his Mutation Theory, illustrates also the limits 
of education. We can act on the variations which 
are in relation to the environment, and whose limits 
vary slightly in the species and in the individual, but 
we c^ot act upon the mutations. The mutations “ 
are bound by some mysterious tie to the very font 
of life itself, and their power rises superior to the g 
modifying elements of the environment.””

Now, if the fruitful germ from which the child 
. gets his life develops spontaneously according to

Cj ".'v
JNTEySORI AND HER INSPIRERS332 MO

■dithin.
FUNDAMENTAL C INCEPTIONS.

The most fundamental (f all Dr. Montessori’s 
: . educational conceptions is tl is : That the child is an

organism capable of spo taneous development,
. hatung inherent in him noi only the tendency to
S 3 develop all his potentiaUties but also the power of ■

using.to that end the meins to be found in his 
C ; 3 environment. Her whole body of educational 

doctrine and procedure is fi und^ ultimately upon 
this conception of organ c spontaneity. The 
tradency referred to is a de inite, active, purposive 
"drive” or “urge,” imp. lling the organism to 
engage in such activities is have developmental 

activities ar always either actions 
upon or reactions to the env ronment, which though 

; ' of great importance is, at cording to Dr. Mon- 
3 ; ; but a secondary fac or in the existence and
3 development of the vital j recesses. 

ment," she writes, “is in 
factor in the phenomena ol 
that it can help or hinder, I 

r- 3 The modem theories of evo 
De Vries, consider through 

3; 3 ■: the two biol^ branches,
; this; interior; factor as the

3

I!;

"Environ- 
doubtedty a secondary 
life; it can modify in 

ut it can never' create, 
ution, from Naegeli to 
lut the development of 
animal and vegetable, 
essential force in the 

transformation of the specie! and in the trhnsforma- 
- tion of the individual. The origins of the deuetof- 

menf, both in the species a id in the individual, lie

4

1

§
4■p44 3,
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fixed biological laws, what the {unction ol ^ura- 
:,* ■ ’ tion? Dr. Montessori’s ar^er is in effect that its 

the manifestations of

;i ' -

iER INSPIRERS 33S':/‘||

must amott jrom them the manffestatibns which 
we know will succeed one another. The greatest
triumph of our educational method should always 
be this; to bring about the spontaneous progress of 
the cAad.^'“ And ag^: " So the ^ntaneous '^ 
psychic development of the child confinues in- 31

work of the teacher.”"
Now, implicit in all this is Dr. Montessori’s 

second basic principle—that there must be formu
lated a scientific pedagogy, an exact science of 
childhood. For, in order that the educator may 
help the spontaneous development of the child and 
avoid retarding, marring, misdirecting or suppress- ? 
ing it, he must understand the laws which it has 3 
to obey and the organic needs and impulses with 
which it is intimately associated. Every effort 
must be made to ascertain and systematise aH the 
facts of child life, growth, and development. The 
scientific student of childhood must seek< assistance 
from.hiology,- anthropology, physiology, hygiene, 
and psychology, and utilise also the lore of the : 
physician. But while all these sciences may greatly 
help in educarion by revealing and explaining many 
facts and aspects of child life, the educator must 3; 
remember the essential unity of the child. The

V MARIA MONTESSORI

. ;;3 function is to encourage 
i . spontaneity at their perioc of incipiency and to 

^ facilitate, their fulfilment ir such activities as will
make for " a harmonious innate development.” 
The greatest cate must he taken lest , in tendering 
help we interfere with spo itaneity. Spontaneous 
acts, unless they are useli ss or dangerous, must 
never be suppressed : “ W e cannot know the con
sequence of suffocating a s; 'ontaneous action at the 

33, time when the child is just seginning to be active: 
perhaps we suffocate S/e tself. . . . If any
educational act is to be efiicacious, it will be only 

V 3 that which tends to helf toward the complete 
unfoldbigvof this life. Tfo be thus helpful it is 
necessary, rigorously to ai 
taneous movements and th 

ii©; tasks/'^ Again and agaih throughout the pages 
^ of The Montessori iiethoi we find this doctrine 
' repeated in one form or ! nother. Thus: "By

education must ibe understi od the active help given 
to the normal expansion the life of the child. 
The chad is a body which Igrows, and a soul which 
develops,—these two fo^s, physiological and 

■ psychic, have one eternal fi 
; neither mar nor stifle the Mysterious powers which

lie within these two for ns of growth, but we

oid the arrest of spon- 
5 imposition of arbitrary 1

m
'' '-X

int, life itself. We must

U Tb'd
a m/, P.V30.it 11 87 and 88.

- .............. ■ a;,-;
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the temperature of the human body. Why should 
we do otherwise in studying man ? Why, peculiarly 
in the case of man must he be taken, from hih 
natural surroundings ? Why put hhn'in a laboratory 
and torment him with instruments.? Why eircum- . - 
scribe his existence and submit him to the test of ' A 
a second ? Man, the great buHder of civilisatioU?

Let us do only what we did when studying all ? 
other Uving beings. Let us observe him in his " 
natural state. What do we do, however, when we 
wish to study Uving organisms? We give them 
the best conditions of life. We need to found a 
laboratory for the experimental study of man, which 
will give a group of human beings the best condi- 'j 
tions of existence. . . . Give the beht con-
ditions of life, and then.?—as is done with aU other ■ i 
living organisms leave them free, and see what they 
do; disturbing them not at all, or as; little :as • ^ 
possible, though certainly helping them by every 
means in their development. Thus it is,not enough ' '0 
to give the best Uving conditions but freedom must ^ 
also be given ... the place which is best v ^ 
adapted for real scientific research is undoubtedly S 
the school.”*? /s

According to Dr. Montessori an environment is 
natural to an organism when it provides the best .'S 
possible conditions of life: and the best posaTjlo =;✓ ■ .4

- MONTESSORI AND HfeR INSPIRERS

P)r£: ■ ^ knowledge of greatest direct: ervice is that obtained
by observation of the pupil du ing the hours when he

»': is spontaneously Uving his life. Dr. Montessori does 
; not place ranch reliance upoA the results of experi
mental investigations in psychological laboratories ; 
for during the experiment th: subject finds himself 
in an:tmnatural eiivironment where he is tonnented 
b£ instruments, circumscril ed in his action and 
reaction, and prevented froAi spontaneously mani
festing his psychic needs an I modes of expression. 
Inker introductory lecture 11 her first International 

5 Training Course, held in Rc me in 19*31 ske said; 
“ For the adequate study 0 ^ man we require not a 
method precisely similar to methods formerly used 
by science, but a method an; logons to them. When 

i'; ■ ‘ for instance it is desired to s tady the insects . . .
what does the , scientist do He goes where the 

i'; insects live naturally,, taki; g care not to disturb
I :; them, so as to see exactly aU their doings. What

does the man who would stuly plants do? He goes 
where the plants grow nat irally. , To study the 

, peronospera (a vine blight) the scientist seeks the
£ : affected vines. The bac eriologist tries to place
!■;; L the microbes in their natur4l environment. And in 
j: studying for the purposes
? logical germs which are fo md in man, it is endea-
ii' voured to give the micro! es conditions of life as
S sinular as possible to those of their normal environ

ment ; soups and gelatins : re prepared and kept at

'"fi

)f hygiene those patho-

&
a

■
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' conditions of life are those iJ which the individual ;■./ “g^m finds -all that s necessary for his 
development.” .^And she cla ms that for the chUd 
of modem civilised life the ichool may he made 
such an environment: and ' rhen it is made so it 

vV becomes the ideal laboratory or the scientific study 
■- of childhood.

Implied in the foregoing ; re three other funda- 
""' f o mental’principles of the Moitessori system which 

in turn. They are, first, the 
principle requimg the scientil c determination of the 

' pupH’s environment; second, the biological principle 
V . of liberty: and third, the pinciple that scienfific 

pedagogy must be grounded upon the direct study 
of the indhidual and that ind mduafity, personality, 

;■ must be afiorded M opportunity to reveal its 
di^ and prowdel with all necessary

eloping itself, 
work. The Advanced

••
insect is undoubtedly free when, Peking the nectai : 
which nourishes it, .tis m reahty helping the repro
duction of the plant. There is noUiii^ ;more ; ;:js 
marvellous in nature than the 
between the organs of these two orders,of being i- ig 
destined to such a providential co-operatidn:^

The secret of the freeilevelopment of thePluld i
consists, therefore, in organising for him the means 
necessary for hU internal nourishment, m^: cor
responding to a primitive impulse of the. child, , ,,, 
comparable to that which makes the new bom infant '
capable of sucking milk from the breast, which by . ■ > 
its external form and elaborated sustenance, cor- Vs 
responds perfectly to the requirements of the infant.
It is in the satisfaction of this primitive; impulse; 
this internal hunger that the child’s persOnali^; V'VS 
begins to'-organise itself and reveal its character- ^ 
istics. We must not therefore set ourselves the j 
educational problem of seeking means whereby .to , 
organise the internal personality of the child aiid s ’y 
develop his characteristics; the sole problem is that V ' ’ 
of offering the-chnd the necessary nourishment. It , 
is by this means that the cluld devebps an organised 
and complex activity which, while it responds to a 1 
primitive impulse exercises the .intelligence and ■: 
develops qualities we consider lofty and which we 
sup^sed were foreign to the nature of Ae young - 
child; such as patience and perseverance}mworic; }, .,^ 

• and in the moral order, obedience. ■ gentleness, v;V;s5j

SR INSPIRERS

I

i

. means for organising and dev

liberty to exercise his activiti is, ought to find in his 
. surroundings something'oryi msed in direct relation 
‘ to his mtemal organisation "which is developing 

' ■ itself by natural laws just a i the free insect finds
in the form and quaUties of flowers a direct corre- 

V spondence between form a d susterlance. The
‘ \ , » Pp. 70 Mi 71.

I
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they should be'usrf : that her science o£ education; ' 
fonniilated on the r^ts of direct observation, has - 
determined not only the general organisation rf. the 
school eiiviromnent in regard to spacing, hyf^c P : 
conditions, furniture, decoration, and so;biti;’but 
has also determined the nature, constructicjh, ( . P 
grading, and use of her didactic apparatus. While 
leaving questions of the apparatus for lateridiscus- - v j; 
sion it must be repeated that the scientific deter
mination of the school environment is an essential 
basic principle of the Montessori system. fWithout 
such determination there can be no real laboratory - 
and therefore no direct observation, under natural 
conditions, of the child’s manifestations of spon
taneity. ■ '

Much has been written concerning the Mon
tessori principle of freedom. The majority of P ip 
teachers and students of education appear to regard 
this as the one great fundamental principle by the 
acceptance or rejection of which by the educational: 
world the system must stand or fall. In reality'it 
is not so. As we have seen above the first essential ^ '
basic principle is auto-education, the spontaneous 
developmShf bf the cdiild; the second is that which 
declares absolutely necessary the formulation of a ' 
science of pedagogy based on observation;' and the ■ 
third is that-which demands a natural environment i 
in which spontaneity may manifest itself and in ; 
which its manifestatfons may be observed undetthe',' -'"’

*41 .
JV, - ^ quaKties we are

accustomed; to divide into ^erent categories and 
which, hitherto,' 

illusion that it
we have cherished the 

was our tisk to develop them 
„ gradually by our direct inte position, although in 

practice we have never knowij by what means to do 
so mccessfuUy."

Here the sole problem of 
to its simplest terms: to projdde the chdd with the 

K p ; spontaneous i evelopraent, for aufo-
edwation. These means a e to form part of his 

I';'; specially arranged environme it. And two obvious 
h ■ ■ PO“ts for criticism are alreidy met. First, the 
f;. enTOonment so prepared is not artificial for the 

child of modem society; it is natural in that it con- 
tarns foe best possible condi ions for his physical, 
mental and moral developmei t. Secondly, in such 

f ■ organised envirom lent he is not deprived
P,' ■ f his freedom any more thar is foe wild bee which 
, ■ • finds Its sustenance in the hiihly organised flower.

K. . ^d jdst as the structure ind properties of foe ' 
(. flower correspond with foe b le’s organic structure 

' ^and needs, so must foe means provided for foe 
auto:education of the.child orrespond. as closely 
^ science can determine, wit i his organic constitu- 

. tiqn and developmental neeifo. Dr. Montessori 
I • , fhat her scientific st idy of childhood has
r. enabled her to deciderrifoa tonsiderable approach 

^ to exactitude what these me; ns should be and how

Ir'
...

education is reduced

.'y
. ,. ...i ■ ... t ■ .> ".................i■ •s.. ■ - r*
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viri' : conditions. Now, all thse principles require
■as an essential condilian thall the child shall have 
froEddnp^e^om to act sporjtaneously.and to have 
inter-relations with the prepared environment. 
Unless his activities are fre 
them cannot possibly proct 
for a science of education 
significance of what Dr. Mhntessori calls 
biolopcal concept of liberty in pedagogy.”

,]■ the biological point of vew the concept of 
fi r Uberty in the education cf the child in his 
j earliest years must be unde stood as demanding 

those conditions adapted to the most favourable 
: development ol hh entire uuhviduality. So from
> the physiological side as wefl as from the mental 

side, this incltfdes the free development of the brain. 
;i; The educator must be as ore inspired by a deep 

a', ' ■aorship of Ufe, and must, through this reverence, 
;.'. respect, while he observes with human interest, the 
■>;' development of the child'Iife. 
lC anil ^iillpr wnrt in TOhinh she t

of a spontaneous orgmc development,, if the ' 
tendency to develop his energies (expanMcm vof : 
latent powers), the conquest of the means rmcMMiy^;^ -^^ 
toahannoniousinnatedevelopment,didnotalr^djr rr;;; 
exist. . . . In order that the phenomenon
should come to pass it is necessary Aat the spon
taneous development of the child should, be 
accorded i-evfecf Berty ; that is to say that its 
calm and peaceful expansion should not be disturbed
by the intervention of an untimely and disturbing r ' 
influence j just as the body of the new-born infant , 
should be left in peace to assimilate its noumbment ; , 
and grow properly. In such an attitude ought we : > 
to await the vnracles of the inner life, its expansions : 
and also its unforeseen and surprising ex^osions. . Svv 
. ... But to ensure the psychical i^enom^ of
growth, we must prepare the ‘ environment ’ in a .'ft 
definite manner and from this environment offer the ' fiJiii 
chfld the external means dnectly necessary/fqr hnn.; . ^ 
This is the positive fact whichmy experhnentdias^vg^ 

. rendered concrete. Hitherto the libaty: of: : ^
child has been vaguely discussed, no clearly! defined: i i. * 
limit has been established between Kberty and v 
abandonment. We wae toldr * Uberty has.its . .. 
limits,’‘Uber^ must be properly understood.' But ..

.ussssfgsiagilii

i our observation of 
re trustworthy data 

This is the real 
“ the 

‘From

And m ha later
' andfulla work in which she beats in greater detail 

of many matters incompletely dealt with in ha first 
• hoollhe says : " The cont ibution I have made 

^ to the edubation of young clmdren tends, in fact, 
!' to specify by means of the rev dations due to experi- 
• , ment the form of Uberty in intpmal development; it

would not be possible to concf ive Uberty of develop- 
‘ ihentif, by its very nature the idld were not capable

. «. W# p. 104*
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K' up a new path to all educ .tion. It is therefore 

- necessary that the environm :nt should contain the 
I' .; means of autb-ediicaiion.”“

ER INSPIRERS MARIA MONTSSSOR] 34$

child as a consequence is guilty' of usdess or . 
dangerous acts, they are inunediatdy "suppressed, j 
destroyed."

Oa the moral side there is gradual; definite 
development through the same outlet of spdntanaty ; 
guided and controUed in and by the prepa^ h ? 
environment. Gradually the moral pe^naHty ; 
arises through the constant exercise and consequent 

“ When the child chooses

Pi; ' : In order to understand cliarly Dr. Montessori’s
[■ principle of freedom it is of he first importance to 

grasp the essential fact th t it is only for such 
kj' spontaneous activities as bve direct relationship

^ with her prepared enyironme it that she insists upon
f, • the gran^ of perfect Ubeity. She claims that
P her school environment, the most vitally important
Ki —even dominating—part 0 which is the special
j didactic apparatus, can be si. scientifically prepared

^ in strict accordance with tie nature and needs of
the child that it will be intr nsically attractive and 
satisfying to him, and that o ily on exceedingly rare 

[i-! occasions will he manifest my tendency to enter 
into other than desirable rel itionships with it. To 

^*5; • the ordinary child the real! ■ interesting apparatus 
l' makes an irresistible appea , absorbing attention,
1' inciting to educative activity and thus pleasantly
P : . but effectively preventing iseless and dangerous
[J; conduct. Once the chid comes under the
i,. pleasant, helpful, and allurii g influence of this pre-

- pared environment no questi m as to the advisability 
g;; of allowing him perfect free lom can arise. But if
ig;;; he has not yet come under that influence or if for
|i;; “’y'■®3son it is femporaril r inoperative, and the

growth of the will, 
from among a considerable number of objects tiie 

he prefers, when he moves to go and take it 
from the sideboard, and then replaces it, or consehts 
to give it up to a companion; when he waits until 

of the pieces of the apparatus he wishes to 
use is laid aside by the child who has it in his hand ; 
at the moment; when he persists for a long time and t
with earnest attention in the same exen^, correct- : 
ing the mistakes which the didactic material reveals ^ : 
to him;; when, in the silence-exercise,. he re3trato ;

,7 all his impulses, all his movements and then r&ihg; 
when his name is called, controls these movements . 
carefully to avoid making a noise with his feet or 
knocking against the furniture he performs so manyv 
acts of the ' will.’ It may be said that in him the ; v 
exercise of the wiU is continuousnay' that the ; g 
factor winch really ^fnd persists^ong his .(j 
aptitudes is the will, which is budt up on the mtemal 
fundamental fact of a prolonged attention.”" In i;:

one

one

I: ^ th€ Advancti Uontessori \f0tk0d, Vol. I., pp. 70 aad
73* » Aivanetd^enUtsoH Utikoif Vol. I., p. 170,
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347 '
individuality. Always for her “ the chnd” me^ 
the individual child. The spontaneity; the n«ids, :j 
the observation, the freedom, are alwaysJthoM C^ 
the individual. Child-life, aU its maidfestatibns, ,’ 
conduct, will, attention, intelligence, imagination— 
every topic discussed in her great study-iare con- i i " 
sidered ultimately in their relation to the indmdual. ' I 
“ Now,childdif^" sheasserts, “ isnotanahstxat> ; S 
tion; it is the life of tudmdaol children, Tbexe' 
exists only one real biological manifestation: the 
Biing indkidiud; and toward single individuals, one ;; 
by one observed, education must direct itself.’:’® i? 
So the individual child is allowed to come and go 
freely, to use the apparatus when and how he ? 
chooses, to help others or seek help from them, and ' 
generally to manifest the strong and the weak 
powers of his mind, the traits of his character, and || 
his likes and dislikes.- and all this provided he does . ; 
not exceed the fimif or mar the /orm referied tO;, J'S 
above. While he is thus living his indWdual life;: . ; 
and his personality is asserting and revealing feelf " v' y 
he is being carefully observed by the educator so »; i 
that ^e may ^ed to give wisely on occaaon 
that help which is education as far as she; is con- n; 
cemed. But the education which is alone of vital 
value is auto-education: “ Each one of Uiem per
fects himself through his own powers and ^goes/ yl 
forward guided by that inner force which:,^ ?

" ' 346 MONTES^ORi AND'rfEE lNSPIRERS

r- this conneidon Professor Nui n points out that there • 
can be no” training of the rfl’’ apart from the 

I'. 1 geneid process by which tie sentiments are built
V up, and adds: " Hence Dr Montessori is right in 

I ' m^taining that to tr^ a ch Id’s will we must begin
by leaving him free to work out his own impulses. 
For if he is constantly chec led or constantly acts 

K only ;'on the directions of amither, there can be no
A building up of strong sentim ;nts to be the basis of

effective and well-regulated onduct.’’®
In regard to the social a ipects of freedom her 

general position is stated thus : “ The liberty of the 
cliild should have as its Umit the collective interest.

MARU MPWrESSORI ’

IW:¥

whatever offends or annoy; others or whatever 
I ' tends towards rough or ill-h ed acts. But all the 

; rest,—every manifestation h ving a useful scope—
;... whatever it be, and under wh: tever form it expresses 

|y: dtseif, -inust not only be p rmitted but n^t be 
fe: biseraed, by the teacher.”’’ The carefully pre- 
i.; . pared environment in which t le child is free to enter 
; ■ into numerous and varied fel: tions with his fellows,
I affords ample opportunity, i ncoura^ement, incen-
y five to the building up of soc ai sentiments, 
h.' The fifth fundaihental Moi testori principle is that

which insists upon the vital im portence of tiie pupil’s
Is
ir-' ■■

«» TMf McnttstoH p. 104.
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CTeature, and spent ®AoZe ftoars in dose iratch^ 
for the spontaneous manifestations; of his;;papil,; g) 

especially as they were operative in the; freer 
dom of the garden, during Nature’s more active 
and expressive moments of storm, or when left at 
liberty in his room or. at the Observatory. In &e f ; 
nature of the case, of course, his whole attention 
was devoted to an individual, whom he studied from 
all points of view in a manner most thorough and i? 
detailed. "To this child,” she says, " are due 
the first steps of positive pedagogy.” His fears, jj; 
perplexities, pains, pleasures; his looks, grimaces,

MONTESSORI AND HER INSPIRERS
■ ■ V

1$;; tiii^ishes him as an individual.”® A sixth 
principle—that education must be through the 

K ' senses, can be more conveniently considered in the . 
y, section foUowing.
pS There are many points ir connexion with Dr.
(;• Montessori’s prindples and her own exposition of
i: . ' . them which invite critical consideration. Such 
I;.; criticism, however, to be just and of value, would
r- involve a discussion too full for inclusion within the
t limits of this chapter. Norl would it, indeed, be
fej?;: germane to our purpose herb which is, as we have
f-' indicated, to give in broad Witline an account of
E' her principles and practice with a view to establish-
K ' ' ing tiieir relationship to those of her inspirers. The
& ; n^ chapter will be devoted to criticism.

We have akeady considered her generous 
acknowled^ent of the general inspiration and 

' guidance she received from Itard and Sdguin. In
tile tenth chapter of The Montesson Method 

,% she- devotes several pages to an account of the
”, former’s great achievement in the education of the

Savage of Aveyron, and po: nts out that when he 
came to realise the idiocy of his pupil, " his philo- 

j,; sophical theories gave place to the most admirable, 
tentative, experimental pedagogy.” As she her
self did a century later, Itarif observed and experi- 

. mented, prepared an enviroijment, aUowed aU the, 
freedom that was possible in the case of such a wild

more

, .... - ' 
gestures; his likes and dislikes; his needs, and his 
defects of all kinds were studied with almost 
incredible, patience. “ Here is a sample Of the 
admirably patient work of Itard as observer of the 
spontaneous expressions of his pupil: it can moat 
truly give teachers, -who are to prepare for the 3 
experimental method, an idea of the patience and 
the self-abnegation necessary, in dealing with a 
phenomenon which is to be observed” : and She 
quotes at length Itard’s account of his obsetvatioitt • 
with which we dealt fully in our second chapters jst
She concludes her account of his work in these '
terms; “ In the education of little children Itard’S 
educative drama is repeated: we muM ptepare 
man, who is one among the living creatures and ' " 
therefore belongs to nature, for social life, because 
social life, being his»own peculiar work, must also

■.>-

■1

a
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’ cortespqnd to the manifesklion—of his natural
^ In Itard’s poignant and eloquent
pages she found very clearly implied, often, indeed, 

i. expressed, the great fundamental principles of her
" own educational system.

' It will be clear from the cetailed account in the

—these were among'the great objects he ever ^-'j 
sought to achieve. He endeavoured/always to 
elevate his idiot pupils towards' the high level of the ', 1 
normal child, of whom he;thought as liwng his A 
individual life. spontaneously and freelyi And ,:1 
always he aimed at developing in them the power ■ 
of spontaneously desiring, choosing, and acting; 
at producing in them " the echoing- spontandty ; 
which is the completely free man” ; of restoring to i j 
them, " in spontaneous will, the synergic faculty' 
of the race." We have already quoted a passage® S:] 
in which he expressly states that indhriduali^ must ; 
be secured, and that thq first test of fitness in a 
teacher is respect for the individuality of the pupfl. ^ ‘
A close study of his educational views 'and aims 
makes it abundantly clear that had he had the , 
opportunity of educating normal’cluldren he would, 
like his great follower, have included these three ,a 
principles among the fundamentals of hisssystem. xl 
Dr. Montessori found in his pages expre^ons of 
reverence for the spontaneous manifestations of ;J* 
normal childhood. He strongly conderpnCd their f ij 
suppression, the denial of liberty to the child, 
all oppression, and the setting up of^ " fatal 
antagonisms." He would, indeed, allow greater 
freedom for spontmeous activity than she would..
Thus he writes-r^One of the earliest and most 
fatal antagonisms taught to a child is the forbidding

' a Chapttr ni., p.jBp.

RI AND HER INSPIRERS MARIA-MONTESSORI

prewous chapter of Sdguin’i thought and practice 
that Dr. Montessori must have found during her 

i:.; long and close study of his work both inspiration 
and guidance in regard to her six fundamental 

. principles. It must be remembered, however, that 
all Sdguin's practical educational work was con- 

, cemed With idiots, that he had to begin with " the 
I-; : . rather immovable or ungovernable mass called an 

• idiot, a mass with which it was impossible to 
associate the ideas of spon^eity, freedom, and 

sense in which we have
I

, individuality in the large 
hitherto discussed them.

1;: great ideas animated all hik magnificent woA 1
If:; They, .were, in truth, ideals to the realisation of

which all his best educative iefforts were patiently 
I:; ; f directed, being in . ^ “

years. To render his poor idiot pupils capable of 
^ ; spontaneous manifestations ajid activities, to enable

• them to appreciate and rnake use of their physical,
! mental and moral freedom, and to create, we must
if alrnost say, or. to deUver from its bondage and
i. develop the feeble individual ty of each idiot child

nd yet these three

some case$ sustained for several
- s

n Th* Manttssori Method, p 153.Esx
xfli
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the thin neck of one, the large body^ or the 
diminutive handle of others. *'In practisl^ these 1 
so varied handlings, his mind became saving; and . 
his hands a model of accuracy.”

As to Sdgim’s position in regard to. the two- ^ J 
remaining Mohtessori principles, which insist upon j 
a scientific systeiri and a prepared environment,: 
little need be said. His whole system was soundly ’ 
based on science. And his observation and estperi- ; 
ments had definite reference to each individual ^ 
child. Every pupil was examined with most minute J 
care, and throughout his education his special needs 
received the most delicate observation and attention. 
Science determined every observation, experiment, ^ 
and mode of treatment. Sdguin brought to! his 
work a first-class mind, highly trained in & gmeral ; - i
principles and methods of science, and possessing 
a profound knowledge of the physiology and 
psychology of his time. He had, as we have seen; 
made a long and careful study of Pereira's work, S 
which also had a definite scientific basis, and which, ' 
indeed, revealed to him the marvellous potentialitiM 
of the human organism. As a student under Itard 
and a diligent and eager reader of the latter’s *wo 
educational p^phlets, he was, of course, impiesseid ■ r 
by the value of the detailed scientific study of the i 
individual to be educated. Our study of his •

, methods in the previous chapter has shown how ;; 
elaborately he prepared the environment and how

, of using his hands to ascertaih the qualities of sur- 
rounding objects, of which his sight gives him but 

! an imprfect notion, if it be m t aided by the touch; 
W :. and of breaking many thing 

the proper idea'of^soUdity. 
parents in these matters has tloo often favoured the 

I;- ; growth of the evil spirit. The youngest child,
j • when he begins to totter on lis arched legs, goes
p about, touching, handling, br( aking everything. It
j./ ; is our duty to foster and direct that beautiful

; curiosity, to make it the rej ular channel for the
|.. ac'qubition of correct perceptions and tactile 
p! accuracy! as for breaking, it must be turned into 
t : ■ tho desire of preservation and the power of holding

with the will i nothing is so su iple, as the following 
I' V example trill demonstrate ” : - 
p ; He goes on to relate the stc ry of a very excitable 

^ ^ eighteen jnonths old, ‘ touching, breaking, 
throwing everything he could,” whom he allowed 
to throw away and break tnmatched Bohemian 

i glasses and Shires cups.* T le child was not pre-
K vented from thus acting sponfc neously; his freedom
tp ; was not interfered with; no aiger was turned 'upon 
f' him—" only the composure c nd accent of pity for
.... the child who could willingly^

: tater this baby spontaneously 
of taking care of stfll finer c 

; taught his little fingers how to

a

as well, to acquire 
The imbecility of

incur such a loss.” 
developed the power 
ips and glasses : he 
!mbrace with security

5J fdioey, etc.j p. 143.
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L' 8cientificaUy he adapted it t) the needs of each
F pupil. His Toom of silence : nd darkness, with its
1; many kaleidoscopic and other contrivances, and his
fo i rfdlfi% arranged,floor may hi referred to again as
t'.', illustratmg his realisation of the value of this
% principle. He rders to his Arepared environment
t as being artificial, while Dr. Montessori speaks of
p/ hers as being natural:- but th^ is no difference in
fS;; their points of view. Both advocate the prepara-
p V tion to suit the nature and needs of the child, and
h he. calls his artificial for the literal reason that it is
p = arranged by human agency.

::^.^assSs
significance, and she appears to regard the muscle 
and sense systems as being mutually independent 
in work and development. It is possible that she s 
has understood Sd^’s emphaas on these inter- 4 
relations and influences as having its full significance ; . 
in regard only to “ the imniovable or ungovianable 
mass” of an idiot. She thus states her very narrow 
view of the education of the muscles: “ We must , ;V 
understand by gymnastics and in general by ; j 
muscular education a series of exercises tending to 
aid the normal development of physiological move
ments (such as walking, breathing, speech), to 
protect this development, when the child Aows 
himself backward or abnormal in any way, and to 
encourage in the children those movements which "5 
are useful in achievement of the most ordinary acts j 
of life: such as dressing, undressing, buttoning their i 
clothes and lacing their shoes, carrying such objects r ;; 
as bans, cubes, etc.”" Throughout the chapter g 
she devotes to this subject there is no reference 
to mental or moral effects. She treats in some 
detail of the physical proportions, morphological 
differences, and bodily defects to be considered, 
but nowhere escapes from the physiological level.
She has forgotten or failed to appreciate Sdguin’s 
conception of the unity of the educable organism.

For the physiological development of-the chfld , ^ 
through muscular training she makes use of spedal

wL:.,.V3 - .

MUSCULAR AND SENSE TRAINUIG—

S, , The influence of Sdguin is plainly seen in the 
pi ira^rtance which Dr. Montessori attaches to the
P training of the muscles, as well as in the nature of
f the apparatus and methods she uses for this pur-

pose But ?he apparently faili to appreciate, as he 
so clearly did, the great psychical significance of 

; muscuto development. He realised that, the 
education of the muscles had a definite effect on

р, * -that-of the intellect. He alio perceived clearly
f - the close connexion between the muscular and
b sensorial systems and the ihfluence which the
fe ; educational development of one of them had upon
с, that of,the other. For her, on the other.hand, 

the trammg of the muscles has merely physiological

:iiS1

M Tkt Ucniwori p. 138.
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help him to acquire first of all equilibrium and then • :;:, j 
the muscular co-ordination which is necessary to ' :

apparatus, part^ chosen from Sdgujn’s sets and 
l;;' partly invented by herself. The principle deter- 
|f J mining its selection, invention, and employment is

that it must provide exercises corresponding to 
- those bodily movements which the child needs io 

;; make in order to develop, and must allow him a 
fiK : proper outlet for his individual activities. In this

‘I'him.
Dr. Montessori also makes use of free gymnastics 

for which no apparatus is required. These exercises 
are of two kinds: prescribed, such as marching; 
and free games with balls, hoops, bean bags, or 
kites. In the prescribed class she also includes 
many of Froebel's games which are accompanied 
by songs. The object of the marching is poise only, 
and not rhythm. Dr. Boyd’s short criticism* of ?
this exclusion of rh3rthm may seem to imply that 1
Dr. Montessori always excludes it. She does not, V‘
however; it receives due consideration in her 5
musical exercises, and special marching in which ,- 5; 
the chief object is rhythm is often practised.* Her 
point here is apparently that in marching intended 
for muscular development poise is more important 
than rhythm. Here the march should be accom- . 
panied by the singing of little songs, “ because this 5;
furnishes a. breathmg exercise very helpful in ;i
strengthening the lungs. ” She also uses exercises K
which she calls " respiratory gymnastics.” Their 
purpose is to regulate the respiratory movements,
“ to teach the art of breathing." Allied to them S

connexion she learned much through closely 
j-TV observing the children’s tendencies and habits, 
ifi Thus she noticed that some of the pupils engaged 

in inarching exercises occasionally left the ranks 
!). through fatigue; but instead of resting on the 

ground or available seats they climbed on to a wire 
fence and pulled themselves sideways along the 
wires. They had found a way of enjoying 
siderable movement without throwing their whole 
weight on to their legs, and thus had solved one of 
the observer’s problems. The wire fence, which 

fe; . sl>e;recommends for general use, was adapted for 
mdoor use, wooden bars being substituted for the 

. “ r Among other, pieces of apparatus she
includes Sdguin’s ingenious swing or "trampolino,” 

;■ rubber balls attached to a cord and used in a game 
called ‘‘The Pendulum,” a little wooden spiral 
staircase, a low wooden platfonn, with painted lines, 
used for long jumping, and r|pe ladders. ^ 

involved in the chUd’s use of all these 
contrivances are useful,

■

con-

wires.
■ ::'l

s .c,.nd s«; .
On page aoS she clearly expresses her appreciation the 

educational value of rhythm. A whole chapter of Tm Ai^ 
vattctd MonUtiori Mrthod is devoted to this subject—Chapter •
IV..V0I. y. ^ ‘ , v

The

she claims, because they

K:;: 31
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the mechanism of reflex spinal actions, it may still 
be considered as a fundamental : explaining ;
the phenomena of the more complex i^ous . ;v 
mechanisms. Man, by means of his penph^ : s 
sensory system, gathers various stimuli from his v 
environment, putting himseif thus m direct 
munication with his surroundings. ' The psychic
life develops, therefore, in relation to the ^stra J.
of nerve centres; and human activity, winch is 
eminenfly social activity, manifests itself through 
acts of the individual^manual work, writing, spoken ;v
language, etc.—by means of the psychomotor 
organs.’’” References to the nervous system m 
her writings are few.

In this chapter she affirms very definitely too 
that “Ail education of Uttle children must be 
governed by this principle-to help *e- jmturf
psyclUc and physical devehfmeni ol the cWi ; : ;
and although she does not elaborate the theme it ; f 
is evident that she sees in the trmning of the senses ' ^ 
the best means of inteUectual, moral, and.msthetio 
development. For her the aim of education in 
general U twofold, biological and docial. From thp 
point of view of the first we must help the natural

are exercises to-encourage the formation of correct 
speech habits. In these the correct use of lips, 
tongue and teeth is carefully practised. Every 
dfort b made to secure good irticubtion, the pupils 

i|; : bong tested and helped individually and all 
defects and difficulties being fcarefully noted by the 

f directress.
: The greater part of Dr. N ontessoH’s practice is

| r concerned with the educatioi of the senses, and it 
* is for this special purpose that almost all her didactic 
g material has primarily been selected or invented. 
K; She thus states the object of thb part of her work : 

~ ’The education of the senses has, as its aim, the 
. refinement of the differential perception of stimuli 

jiV by means of repeated exercises.”® A careful
li;: study of her three chapters bn sense training will

fact that she realises that it has Wgher 
[.• aims than thb. Towards the close of the third of 
t'.'. ; thesechaptersshetakesahigherview. Shedeclares
t.; thatfrom the physiological pofflt of vievr, the import- 
l -ance of the education of the ; enses is evident from 

of the scheme of the diagrammatic 
;: arc. which represents the fun :tions of the nervous

system. The external stimulus acts upon the 
i .organ'of seibe. andithe imp ession is transmitted 

centripetal way to he nerve centre; the 
conespondmg motor impulse b ebborated, and is 

; transnutted aloi^ the cenfrifn gal path to the organ

com-

i

I
w i6id, p. 316.
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development of the individ ;aJ, whde from that of 
the second we must prepaie him for his environ
ment. For both these purj oses the training of the 
senses 4 Of the greatest imbortance. Biologically 

=• considered, it must precede all superior intellectual 
development, and it shoulc therefore receive our 
closest attention and he ou chief care during the 
formative period of childhooi —^from three to seven. 
This is the period during which adapted and 
graduated sense stimuli produce their greatest 
.developmental effects. Socially viewed, the train
ing of the senses enables tl e pupil to enter more 
effectively into relations \Wth his environment. 
His perceptive powers will become more exact and 
discriminating in their operations and he will thus 
be more efficient in his life’s work. The child so 
trained will be a better colok or a more skilful 
physician than would otherwise be possible. Critics 
have said that there is necessarily involved in all 
this the idea of formal training. This idea is not 
discussed by Dr. Montessori, but unconsciously she 
supplies an answer to such critics when she assumes 
that the result of sense training is the establishment 
of physiological habits; and these may, without any 
qlifestion'arising as to the possible transfer of sensory 
cajpacity, have influence in most numerous and 
varied relations of life.

The education of the senses is necessarily auto
education. A teacher cannot give a child sensory

ORI AND lER INSFItlERS MARIA MONTESSORI

powers any more than she can give him gymnastic 
agility. This is true, indeed! of all educaffon, but 
is strftingly so in the case of ffie senses. It is tae 
also that much more help can be given in. some 
parts of intellectual education, by a process of clear ■ ! f; 
arrangement or simplification, for example: but for 
his sensory education the child himself must do 
everything. Unless he sees, touches, hears, tastes 
and smells, sense educafion is impossibje for him.
The only work for the teacher here'ts to induce 
the pupil to use the material necessary for his self- 
education, and to observe and record his progress 
or retardation.

A very important point in Dr. Montessori’s 
technique is the isolation of the particular sense 
being educated. In the case of every sense except 
sight the child is blindfolded. Here again she is 
following Itard and Sdguin. She finds that normal 
children greatly enjoy and are deeply interested in ; ; 
the tests and exercises for which they are blind
folded. Freed from the innumerable distractions 
of sight they take part in various exercises of great 
value in the training of the other senses. 'Thus 
after a solemn silence has been secured they have 
to listen for the gentle whisper of their names at 
varying distances. Or they have games in which 
they have to recognise various weights or distinguish 
various materials by touch. In another important 
particular of her te^que she also follows Hard g

&
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ception with .the name. For example, we present . ., 
to the chad two colours, red and blue.' Pr^tmg ' 
thered.wesay^ply, VThisisr^.- andpresent- 
mg the blue, This is blue.’ Then, we lay, the j 
spools upon the table under the eyes of the child. t 
Second Period.—Recognition of the object 
sponding to the name. Wesay to thechiU^ ‘Give.. ^ ? 
me the red,’ and then, ‘Give me the blue.’ Thiri ■ r; 
Period.—^TTie remembering of the name correspond- : i
ing to the object. We ask the chad, showing him 
the object, ’ What is this ?’ and he should respond,
' Red.’ Sdguin insists strongly upon these three 
periods and urges that the colours be left for several 
instants under the eyes of the child. He also 
advises us never to present the colours singly, but 
always two at a time, since the contrast helps the 
chromatic memory."* She says she has proved r? 
that there is no better method of teaching deficients; 
but points out that for normal chfidren there is a 
period preceding those of Sdguin, and that it is then 
that true sense education takes place. This is 
the period in which the child acquires “a fineness 
of differential percepfion. which can be obtained 
only through auio-education." To Itard, " this 
pioneer in pedagogy," as she names hhn, she also 
acknowledges her indebtedness in this matter of 
associating perceptions and language. She quotes ' 
in extenso three sections from his second Report bn

« Mentriinl MtUcd. pp. 178 and 179,
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. T^This iiand Sdguin

ms; . and strong contrasts in the objects or qualities 
presented to the senses. Thus the longest and 
the shortest rods are presented together, or the 

'9-; thinnest and thickest: in colourr, blue and red are 
shown. Gradually the differences are lessened 
unta the most delicately differing' tints or the 
slightest differences in length or thickness can be 
distin^hed. The principle is to proceed from 
few sftnuli strongly contrasting to many stimuli in 

1, gradual dSerentiation, always more fine and im- 
perceptible;

is her use of wide differences

corre-

r In all this work the primary aim is “ sensory 
ft • culture’’: that must come first. But though not 

directly aimed at, knowledge will also come. Both 
concrete and abstract ideas will be acquired through * 
the spontaneous development of the senses. In 
due course win come, too, theldesire and the ability 
to ■ express knowledge and thought in language. 
Here the teacher's function m helper comes into 
play j and the method she is to use is once again 
inspired by Sdguiri. “ However desirable it

I;

3ir ■

may
. be to furnish a sense education as a basis for intel

lectual ideas, it is nevertheless advisable at the same 
time to associate the language with these percep
tions. In this connection I have found excellent 
for use with normal chfidreri the three periods of 

V which the lesson according to Sdguin consists: 
;. First Period,—^The association of the sensory per-

v."
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essential harmonies of nature and life do not appeal: 
the world to him is narrow and barren. Only the ' 
strongest stimuli, which seldom have moral sources S 
or outlets, are perceived by such a man, Thus his , j 
pleasures are necessarily gross'and his moral nature ^ 
remains crude. ,

the education of the Savage of Aveyron, and her 
* concluding comment is : “ Here also Is demon
strated the great educative superiority of scientific 
pedagogy for normal children.”

, /'■ Sensory auto-education "leads to a perfecting
'I ': ( of the child’s psychosensory processes ” and so

achieves intellectual development. Dr. Montessori 
■ heads her short chapter on intellectual education 

with aquotationexpresslng Sdguin’s aim—"To lead 
the child from the education of the senses to ideas. 
And this is one of her own ultimate aims. The 
^eat means is the concentration of attention during 
such'lessons after Sdguin as that briefly outlined 
above and others more advanced. Just as the 
sense to be trained is isolated, and with it the pupil’s 

;: objective attention, so must the " inner attention”
be isolated on occasion by the process of concentra
tion. The way leads frdm sensations to ideas— 
first concrete, then abstract—on to association of 
ideas. " The movement,' or the spontaneous 
psychic activity starts m our case from the educa
tion of the senses and is maintained by the observing 
intelligence.” She claims that moral and aesthetic 
education is closely related to sensory education; 
that as we multiply the sensations and develop the 
capacity of appreciating delicate differences in 
stimuli we refine the sensibility, and increase the 
number’ while elevating the nature of man’s 

I,-' pleasures. To the man with coarse senses th^

B*.'
li-

^ 5

THE TEACHING OF WRITING AND READING.

Though Dr. Montessori expresses no keen appre
ciation of the fact, the finer muscular powers are 
tr^ed and developed during the process of sensory 
education. Thdr development, together with that 
of the senses, facilitates the acquisition of the art of 
writing, which is taught before reading. Writing 
and reading found no place in her original scheme 
for the work of theChildren's Houses. But the sense 
training developed her pupils intellectually in such 
a surprising way that it soon appeared necessary 
to provide some definite conclusion of the exerdses.
A number of the children went to her and “ frankly 
demanded to be taught to read and write**; and 
their parents also requested that she should under- ^ 
take this work. She had, as we have seen above, 
already succeeded in teaching defectives to read 
and write, and found no difficulty in adapting her 
method to the teaching of normal pupils., Mbre- 

her experience with one idiot girl of elevm 
led her to the discovery of a most important >,■;

(MW ■ 5
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principle. This girl, though possessed of normal 
stferi^h and motor power in her hands, could not 
ieafn to sew, or even to dam. She was set to 
practising weaving with the familiar Froebel mats 
in which strips of paper are threaded transversely 
in and out among vertical s^ps. The movements 
requited for this heihg similar to those for darning 
and sewing, hut on a larger scale, practice in them 
prepared for the latter, and when the girl was 
hrought hack to darning it was found that her diffi
culties had vanished. “ I saw,” says Dr. Mon- 
tessori, ” that the necessary movements of the 

J : . - hand in sewing had, been prepared mthout having 
the child sew, and that we should really find the 
way to teach the child hew, before making him 
execute a task. I saw espscially that preparatory 
movements could he carried on, and reduced to a 
mechanism, hy means of repeated exercises not in 
the, work itself but in that which prepares for it. 
Pupils could then come to the real work, able to 
■perform it without evCr having directly 
hands to it before.”® '

cardboard. The childr^ pass their fingers over 
these letters, guided by the roughness, and practise 
the larger movements reqmred in writing. , ; But;it is ' 
also necessary to preparefor the use of pen or pencil, 
which involves a different set of muscular .in6ve.^ -S
ments. This is done by getting the child'to trace % is 
designs of the geometric insets and fiU in the .' 
space by drawing lines with coloured pencils. Prb-;;‘ 
gress in this exercise is rapid, the short and indefinite 
lines soon giving place to longerlines nearly parallel, 
and these in their turn being replaced by quite, j; 
regular strokes. Exercises are next introduced ,4 
which aim at associating the visual and muscular— ; J 
tactile sensations with the sound of letters. Two of 
the sandpaper letters are given to the pupil and he is . 
told their names. He is shown, if necessary, the it!
direction in which to trace them arid is then allowed | 
to pass his index finger over them repeatedly. He 
finds pleasure in domg this with his eyes closed; Hv? 
Lessons based on Sdguin’s three periods then hdp : j 
to associate definitely the sounds of the letters with : 
the sensations of sight, touch and muscles. At the' 
conclusion of such a lesson the child should be able , . Si 
to answer correctly the question, ” What is this?” ’ J 
In teaching the consonants only the sounds are 
given and they are united with vowels at once. It 
is not necessary to teach all the vowels before be^\ 
ning with consonants. In addition tq the cards

' ■ 5

i
a;
1'
ta
js

Ss
■fs set their

Her normal pupils had already had much 
experience in touching the contours of her geometric 
insets and it was easy to extend this to the forms 
of script letters. The leljters were cut in sand
paper, 8 cm. high and ^ cm. broad, and glued on

J'fie Montessori Method, p. 363.
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cont^ng single letters, larger cards are used, each 
cdntaumg several letters grouped according to con
trasted or analogous forms.

By learning each consonant in association with 
vowels the child, has, of course, learned syllables, 
and when he knows a’ few letters of each kind he 
is ready for exercises in the composition, of words. 
He is now provided with a box containing four, 
copies of the alphabet, the letters being of the same 
form and size as those already used, but cut out of 
cardboard and not mounted : they can thus be more 
usefully handled and more easily placed together. 
The box contains a special compartment for the 
four copies of each letter, so that the pupil* can 
readily find those he requires. It is his duty to 
replace them , correctly at the end of the lesson. 
The directress pronounces very clearly, several 
times, such a word as mama, emphasising the m 
sound. Almost always the child, with an impulsive 
movement, seizes the m and lays it on the table. 
Ma-ma is then repeated, and the child places an 
a near the m; and similarly for the second syllable. 
He has composed a word, but there remains the 

;; greater difficulty of reading it. The directress sits 
beside him ‘' urging him to read, and reading the 
word with him once or twice, always pronouncing 
very distinctly.” Her function as helper is here 
very strongly operative. Soon the child triumphs 
pver this difficulty, other yrords are taught similarly

I-
MARIA MONTESSORlONT^

and progress Is rapid. The importance of these ^ < 
exercisra,^ Dr. Monte^ori pointo out is very cbm- 
plex. The child analyses, perfects, fixes his own ^ 
spoken language, pladng an object in corre- 
spondence to every sound which he utters. The '. i 
composition of the word furnishes him with :suh^ : ;3 
stantial poof of the necessity for clear and forceful -
enunciation. The exercise, thus followed, asso- fe
dates the sound which is heard with the grapluc 
sign which represents it, .and lays a most .sofid ' 
foundation for accurate and perfect speUing.®. As ^ 
soon as one word is learned the letters used are - J 
returned by the child to their respective compart- ' 
ments. Dr. Montessori points out that each lesson 
supplies three sets of exercises which help to fix' , 
the desired associations : first, there are those of ; v 
the coraparisqaand selection of the required letters, i 
secondly those during which the words is composed,' $
and thirdly those involved in correctly replacing the 3 
letters in their compartments. In all this the intel- : S: 
lectual powers are clearly being developed. The ^ 
child thinks about the problems involved, and 
though helped a good deal his spontaneity is not 
interfered with unduly. One day a little boy of four 
was found running about on the terrace saying re- ; 
peatedly, “ To make Zaira, I must have z-ad-r-a.” 3

o Tk, U, 
remembered 
phonetic.



[ i *, So far the «^d has not wnttcn, though he has

I,
^ -'him to write. The average diDd will come mto 

, ,.1& M-power by way of a spontaneous explosion 
into Toting.” Indeed; it is often necestory to 

& arrange judiciously that this ‘‘explosion” shall not 
I*’ , be too violent: and Dr, MpntesMri gives some
l< guiding hints m regard to this important matter. 
Iff, She’writes very eloquenUy of the children‘s ^ow- 
./ .'ing joy in their new-found powers. After the first

“ TCr^I^ .and

L- ,exetdses,and the writing of the first word ™ges 
for the average chfld of four, from four to six weeks; 

;■ -and for the chad of five it is shorter. The form 
of the writing is beautauHy round and flowing, resembling very closely the carefuUy made^- 
board script letters with which they performrf their

-. ■■ w u» «»i h. «.po«,'. •»(«;«. 
fe»;«^in!ti?^;>:;jkJw^;s::be;;'coiifuscd-,.TOth<re^^ 
y proper. In the first case he is simply verilying

theWOTdIwhasfonmd, j

cardbbardilettOT,f;pfonoun^^j^;;kno^ 
meaning. He must recognise the word as a wWe.v ’ 
and associate it with what it represents. • Tho- 
intwention of a superior work of the mtcUecl i? , 
necessSry:ifhe:isto;read•^^arid:h®ceshq,o?^:^|^ 
thatreadingriiust:betaughtaf^wrr^;s.^^ 
over, itis fethM thernethoipf teaehingyvrtog^l^ 
greatly faciUtatesflie »;of leafrangto readia^;.-; S 
the toching of reading in the proper sense of the ^ 
term Drjl^ntessdri w^ to

or slips of writing paper some well-knowrt,, 
XS which have been frequently pronomccd by 
the elnldren. Usuallyithey areto^e^ to,^^|| 
other objects in the room, Atifirst itoe,object, 
placed near the cluld to help Jito mterpr^t^gg^ 
the word to;be read, No^^
iflffictaty of the words first>sed,.^ toe!(^^i;;f.i
learned: through ,hi3'eoinporition.ofc^^ton^|^
the sounds'coni^arig:an:those,of,orin^.M^^^^
Onewordispresentcdtotbepupawho^lyM^ • .= 
its component sounds. If aU are correctly named^ , j
he isitirgedito pronoimce theirtimoi^to^
stiU more rapidly. untU in his phonetm langi^ he

it-:.''.

se
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finds himself ^nouncing the whole word, and its 

r meaning bursts upon his consciousness : he assumes 
3;, . an air of great satisfaction as if he had recognised 
[;■ a friend. He then places the card bearing the word
«■ under the object whose name it is, and the lesson is

MARIA itONTESSORt - ; ; aJdlsIS?

calendar. Friends who had nqted the children’s 
abdity to read print presented them with beautifidly 
illustrated books containing simple fairy stories t . s] 
But although they could read them they did not' • ' 
understand them* as Dr. Montessori : proved by 
tests. She stopped the reading from books and 
waited until the rei meaning of words, of language, 
of composition came spontaneously. One ^y - S 
four children, rose at the same time and joyouily 
wrote phrases on the blacklioard expressing tliOT ; a 
gladness that the garden had begun to bloom. She £ 
then realised it was time to begin the reading of 
phrases. Following the clue afforded by the four 
pupils, she wrote on the blackboard, ' ‘ Do you love 
me ?” The children read it aloud slowly, r^ained ' 
silent a moment as if thinking, and then cried put, ; 
" Yes I Yes 1 ”, Many other phrases and sentences 
were written on the board and were all understood.
Later she wrote somewhat long directions on cards 5' 
and handed them to the pupils, who were soon ^Je g 
to understand and carry out the orders. In this 
way intelligent reading was taught in a remarkably 
short time. .

In the first of her two chapters on the teaching j; 
of writing and reading Dr. ..Montessori discusses at : | 
considerable length the theory and practice of Itard : . ■ 
and Sdguin. Her adverse criticism of the latto’s (j 
ideas is based on the account of his work given in t C 

■ hU earlier book written in 1846. Through mis-

finished. Numerous words are learned in this way 
in a surprisingly short time. Later they play a most 
interesting game. The names of the many toys are 

^ written on cards which are folded and placed in a 
Sy - to The pupils then select folded cards in 

turn and take them to their seats where they read 
them mentally. Then each goes to the directress 
in turn, presents his card, pronounces the name 

, upon it, and if correct he is allowed to have the
t corresponding toy to play with as long as he
j; , pleases. After a time, however. Dr. Montessori’s 

.pupUs refused to accept the toys, preferring to 
tinuc the choosing and reading of the folded cards I 

j • Their desire for knowledge of words was amazing. 
So the toys were put away and hundreds of written 
slips containing names of persons, places, things, 
colours^ and qualities were placed in open boxes 
from which the children could take them when they 
wished No mere childish inconstancy was dis
played here: each child read right through the 

. contents of a box before proceeding to another.
^e was about to teach them to read ordinary 

prmt, but they had forestalled her I They had 
learned to read both plain and Gothic print on a wall

I'::"
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15 understanding or carelessness she misrepresents 
fi; him in at least one essential matter. " We have 
|v : Sdguin"’ she says, “ teaching geometry in order 
p}/ to teach a child to write, and making the child’
I,: mind exert itself to follow geometrical abstractions
I;: only to come down to the simple effort ot drawing

a printed D.”" Here she is quite wrong. Sdguin 
did not teach geometry or devote any attention to 
its abstractions before the formation of letters 
evolved. He taught form, which he analysed into 
certain basic types, among these being circles, 
squares, triangles, and other geometrical figures.l 
He taught his idiots to draw these forms. Later 
he taught them to draw various combinations of 

I;: • straight and curved liries, and from this the drawing
fc' of letters was evolved, and hence writing. He 
ft- ■ came no nearer to teaching geometry for this pur- 
i?I 'l pose than does Dr. Montessori, whose pupils-have

considerable practice in touching and placing 
geometrical insets before they proceed to learn 
writing.

Aided by her long scientific observation and 
teaching of normal children, she has, in regatd alike 
to principle and technique, progressed considerably 
beyond the position reached by the great pioneer 
who inspired her. But there are some matters of 
both; theory and practice in regard to which her 
indebtedness to him is obvious. Her important

tfontessoff M$tkoi, p. 256.
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was also Sdguin’s principle. According to hnn, 
before we begin the teaching of drawing and writing ;
" we have given to their hands the firmness and 
the precision necessary to draw and to write,"**
Again he says, “Coiitrarily to school practice, and ‘ 4
agreeably to nature, our letters are to be written 
brfore being read.”** Almost an echo is her 
"Contrary to the usually accepted idea, writing 
precedes reading.”** Sdguin used letters cut out 
of cardboard as she does, and “smaU cards. 
hearers of a single syllable or word; the large cards 3 
showing whole series of the same,” for reading.
Like her, he grouped letters according to contrasts. g 
and analogies and taught reading by whole Words. ‘ * 
Finally her method of associating sounds with risual, i;
tactile and muscular sensations is admittedly based 
upon his.

means

4: ■

I
brV

THE DIDACTIC APPARATUS.

I; The Montessori didactic apparatus, which pro- -j 
vides for the training of all the senses except taste 
and smell,*' consists of twenty-six sets varying con
siderably in purpose and construction. She began ; 4

it V-',
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her work in the Children’s Houses by allowing the 
|V pupils to practise “contemporaneously with Ijie 

■ most varied exercises” ; but experience showed that
there were five grades or stages for the proper 

f presentation of the material. In all these grades 
5 training, apart from the special apparatus, is given
' through “ exercises of practical life. ” In the first

grade this consists in teaching the child to move 
little chairs silently. Two sets of the apparatus ate 
found especially suitable at this stage. The first 
consists of ten frames to each of which are attached 
two pieces of cloth oi leather which can be fastened 
down the nuddle by means of buttons, hooks, laces, 
ribbons, or automatic fasteners. By the use of 

j these the child develops muscular power and learns 
the movements necessary for dressing and undress
ing. The second set used now consists of three 
solid Mocks of wood, each containing ten wooden 
cylinders fitting exactly into holes in the block, and 

P provided with brass or wooden tops for holding with
r the fingers. Each piece resembles a chemist’s set
P. ■ of weights. In the first block the cylinders are 
S all of equal height but differ in diameter; m the
P ■ second the diameters are equal while the heights 

vary; in the third both height and diameter vary. 
The child takes all the cylinders out of the block, 
scatters them on the taMe, and then replaces them.

---------- difficulty and

MARIA MONTESSORI 377- •
clearly desirra to use them in another order. By Kg
playing with these insets the pupil acquires. Pg
experience of size and learns to distinguish bbjects 
according to height and thickness. All errors are g 
revealed by the apparatus.

In the second grade the exercises in practical life 
include rising and being seated in silence andwalk- 
ing on a chalk line. ’The special apparatus counts 
of the set of cubes, the Big or Broad Stair and the 
Long Stmr. There are- ten rose-coloured cubes 

. varying from lo cm. to i cm. side, and the child 
has to build these regularly into a tower, beginning 
with the largest. Here he has to distinguish larger K 
and smaller objects as they lie about at. different 
distances. The Big Stair is built up by the child 
with ten rectan^lar prisms, 20 cm. long and with 
bases ranging from 10 cm. to i cm. This exercise 
teaches him to distinguish thickness and thinness.
The Long Stair is constructed with ten rectangular 
rods, each 3 cm. thick, varying in length from a 
metre to a decimetre. The decimetre lengths on 
all rods are painted alternately red and blue. Be
ginning with the longest, and arranging correspond
ing colours together, the rods have to be biffit up 
to make a stair. This difficult exercise leads to an 
appreciation of length and is also of use in teaching , K) 
arithmetic. In these exercises more difficult move- J 
ments and greater muscular effort are involved; and . K 
as the apparatus dqps not so readily indicate errors

■■■■1

■

I

Ik
g The . Hocks are not ali of the same ^-------
g, should be used in the above order unless a child
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red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet and broTO/ ,£:
A beginning is made by the chad arran^ atroi^ly 
contrasting colours hke red, blue, and yellow in 
corresponding pairs, Itard’s and Sdguin’s principle 
of proceeding from wide to narrow differences being 
followed. The contrasts gradually bpome less 
striking as more colours and shades are introduced,w 
unta at last the child can distin^ish deUcate dif- 
ferences. Later he learns to grade the tints of aH ^ 
the colours and acquires the power of going some Xs 
distance to obtain a tablet of corresponding shade ;; 
to one shown him. ;

In the third grade the lessons in practical life i: 
enable the chadren to wash, dress and undress 
themselves, dust tables and handle various objects.
They are also exercised in the discriminarioti of ; A 7 
more delicate gradations in the stimuli already 
experienced, their spontaneity being affowed free 
play. Stimuli for the sense of hearing and for the 77 
baric sense are now presented. In the trmnihg of J 
the former sense the principle of spontaneity can
not be rehed uphn; the teacher has to do a great ’ 7; 
deal for the children. As in Sdguin’s practice, the 
first essential here is the securing of silence and 7S 
immobility before the lessons begin. Exercises are ' ■ 
then arranged to enable the pupils to distinguish . 7
noise from sound and to discern 'the differences . 
among noises and among sounds. For the former 
small boxes containing pebbles, sand, and other ^" ®

r

7; ayS 219NT^Si

s 7 the eye has to do more work than in the first grade.
•At this stage the child is capable of fixing his 

>5 attention upon and of being interested in the tactile 
anci thermic stimuli.'^ Dr. Montessori is fully aware 
that biologically touch precedes sight, but she found 
that tactile stimuli did not attract attention as early 
as the visual. She therefore does not present the 
former until the education of attention begins. 
Trtuning the thermic sense makes touch more acute.( 
The hands are placed in ba^s of water of widely 

5; differing temperatures, thus using the principle of 
,v' contrast. Later the ifferences of temperature are 
|7 graded, a set of bowls being used. There follows

: practice in the correct method of touching surfaces
' with the finger tips, and materials of many kinds 

are used. In all the touch exercises the eyes are 
closed. Two pieces of special apparatus are also 
used; one being a rectangular board half of which 
is polished or covered with smooth paper and half 
covered with sandpaper. At this period also a begin
ning is made in the training of the colour sense. 
Sometimes pieces of stuff or wool balls are used for 
this purpose; but formal didactic material has been 
arranged, consisting of sixty-four tablets wound with 

V Wool or silk, and having raised ends to keep the 
7 ; coloured stuff off the table. The children are 

taught to handle the^blets at the ends only. There 
are eight gradations of tint for each of the eight 

: colours,’black (ranging through greys to white),
.

^ - A....... 4^,______ _ ^ I t. ........ , , . ____ ,
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are used, the boxes being shaken and 
differences distinguished; for the latter Pizzoli’s 
series of little whisUes can be used. A double 
series of thirteen bells gave no valuable results, as 
the children could not strike the corresponding bells 
with equal, force. "I believe," confesses Dr. 

I Moiitessoii "that the best results can be obtained 
( ' \ with the primitive means employed by Itard in 1805.

.Heused the drum and the bell.”'* Here agaui the 
: principle of progress from wide to narrow differences

rules. The apparatus for the training of the sense 
of weight consists of three tablets of the same size 
made of wistaria, wabiut, and pme, and weighing 24, 
18 and I a grammes respectively. They are perfectly 
smooth so as to produce no distraction through 

! > touch. The child places one in each palm at the 
base of the fingers, and moving his hands gently 
up and down while the eyes are closed, decides 
which is heavier: the third is similarly compared 

’ wi& the lighter. After a time the up-and.riown 
movement of the hand should become hardly notice
able. There follows the training of the stereognostic 
sense which " leads to the recognition of objects 
through feeling, that is through the simultaneous 
help of the tactile and muscular sense." For this 
Froebel’s bricks and cubes are first used. By 
haiidling without the aid of sight the pupil has to 
arrange the cubes on one side and the bricks on

4? TAf MonUttori Method, p. aoj.
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ib the other. Various other oyects, including toys 
baUs and coins are used later. During thU stage 
the child is being tr^ed to appreciate form, and ^ •
for this purpose the apparatus is elaborate.. It' ■ 
consists of a large number of geometric^ sba^ 
which’can be fitted exactly mto correspondiiigslots ji;; 
or spaces. “ The idea of these insets goes back 
to Itard and was also appHed by Sdguin.”'’ ”01^ 
insets are contained in frames which are kept in 
rectangular trays. They are taken from their 
frames and scattered on a table. They are care- ,< 
fully, exaniined by sight, touch and muscular seme, 5 
and then have to be placed correctly in thm 
frames. The pupil passes his index finger aloi^ 
the edges of the contrasting shapes and thm 
spaces, and thus visual, tactual and muscular im- 
pressions are associated. Later three sets of cards 
are used: on the first are pasted geometrical figures ' : • 
in blue paper conespon'^ exactly ■with the insets; ;/|
on the second are outlines of the same figures in • 
blue paper a centimetre wide; on the third their ili 
outliries in thin lines. The child has to learn to , ; 
recognise the correspondence between these three

ii.'•

.'••a'
■■

e

sets of figures and the insets and to prove his havdng 
done so by placing an inset over each figure; coi^ 
rectly. Thus he gradually becomes able to ''j 
recognise the representation of form by simple lines-K:,;

i; *9 /bid. p. 196.
(DCS)
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A; In the fourth grade the children learn to perform 
various domestic duties and to attend to the more

of water colours, and free drawing from nature is 
also practised. During this stage he progresses 
in writing, reading and simple arithmetic. “ The if 
children at this stage present most interestire 
differences: of development. They fairly ran S 'i 
towards instruction, , and order their infeEectaal ; 5 
growth in a way that is remarkahle." It must he 
noted that these five grades or stages represent 
no definite divisions of time, nor do they involve 
any classification of the children. It is simply an 
observed fact that as a rule the child in relation to f 
the didactic materials passes through such stages. :4;

When Dr. Montessori began her educational work ^ - 
with idiots she made use of much of the apparatus 
described by Itard'and Sdguin, while most of that 
she devised herself was based on theirs. ‘ ‘ Guided 
by the work of these two men, I had manufactured s? 
a great variety of didactic material,”® she writes; je 
and later, “ This belief that we must act upon the 
spirit served as a sort of secret key, opening to me . ;•
the long series of didactic experiments so wonder- 5 
fully analysed by Edward Sdguin.”“ When, how- -f 
ever, she commenced to teach normal children she 
found that modifications and extensions w^ 
necessary, and she began to think about the fS 
principles which should determine these. As often 
in her career, her close and sympathetic observation

minute details of personal toilet. Through rhythmic 
g exercises they learn to walk with perfect freedom 
j ' and balance, and they practise spontaneously all 

the exercises referred to above. Prominence is 
given to music at this stage, both voice and instru- 
ments being used to teach them to distinguish notes.
The bells already referred to are used here, but 
Dr. Montessori believes that " simple and primitive 

. . instruments are the ones best adapted to the ,
■■ awakening of music in thCjSoul of the little child,” 

the valuable "educational discip- 
Bn^leffect” of rhythmical tunes. It is at this 

i period as a rule that the child practises tracing and 
; filling in with pencil the geometrical outlines pre- 
; paratory to writing, and that he learns to recogm'se 

the sandpaper letters by touch. Now also he 
the pieces of apparatus and to 

airmp the insets to make interesting designs. 
Seguin’s plan is here used for associating numbers 
with; figures by placing the correct number of 

K i coloured counters under the figures on the table.
In the fifth and last stage of the chUd’s stay in 
Montessori school he continues spontaneously all 

the foregoing exercises, many of which may be 
J made more complex as he grows in proficiency. The

vanqus.rhythmic ecercises increase considerably in 
complexity. In design he is introduced to the

■■'i

■

a;: I
a

I
’■.V;

aI a!
ft'..,-;. so TAt AffinUssori .VflAaJ, p. t6. 
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through the use of more dotted experiment than ; ; 
her own. Of the latter she says: ‘' This loi^, ? 
occult experiment—suggested to me. as I have 
already said, by Itard and S^guin—is, in fact, my U 
initial contribution to education. All this prepara- ,> 
tory work has served for the determination of the 3
method now well known, but it is also the key to V
its continuation.Educators will await with >’
interest the results of this continuation, more S
especially in its application to the education of older 
chUdren.

. 384 MO MARIA MONTESSORI

“ : ■ of children led her to the discovery of such important 
" principles. She Observed that they became so 

completely absorbed in their spontaneous exercises 
with certain pieces of apparatus that they did not 
notice very deliberate attempts—made as experi
ments—to distract their attention. They continued 
to repeat the exercises as often as forty times. This 
did not happen with other apparatus, some of which, 
indeed; was not often spontaneously used. This 
polarisation of attention and repetition of the 

■raercise obviously offered means of judging the 
valuejof didactic material. On this principle Dr. 
Montessori discarded several items (whieh are now 
kept ih a museum cupboard), modified others, and 
added new pieces that could pass the great test. 
A valuable secondary principle is closely allied to 
the first: the polarisation and repetition do not as 

>! a rule take place unless the didactic apparatus 
^ unless it either automatically

t:
I

In all that has been said in the foregoing pages 
in regard to the inspiration and guidance whidi Dr. 
Montessori has received from Itard and Siguin 3 
there has been no intention of detracting from the
value of her original contribution'to the theory and 
practice of education. It is a very great contribu- ^ J 
tion. It has attracted the attention of educatots in 
all parts of the world, bringing a challenge to somef"; 
an incentive to others, inspiration to many and 
suggestion to all. Experience and experiment may • ); 
later prove that much of her work, as of that of aU : ; ■ 
other pioneers of education, possesses only trail- I 
sitory significance. But it may well be that her ■ :-) 
fundamental principles will stand the tests of all S

a Tht Adtancti ShmUisni UilAod, p. ti.

reveals the child’s errors, as in the'case of the 
cylindrical solid insets and the geometrical forms ; 
or by its exact and symmetrical completed structure 

Z . helps theeye to perceive mistakes, as in the case of 
the tower of cubes. Through prolonged and close 
study [and observation, guided by these principles, 
she has gradually organised her ' ‘ prepared environ
ment ” in harmony with the spontaneous mani- 

She believes that still 
suitable .apparatus will be evolved in time

time.
more

i
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II. The principle which demands the for-
J CRiTiCM. Considerations

mulation of a scientific pedagogy, an exact v vj 
science of chndhood. This science she : ;i;; 
claims to have established.

III. The conception of the need for a prepared 
environment sdentifically determined.

IV. The biological principle of liberty.
V. The principle which insists upon the J

supreme importance of the pupil’s Indi- 
viduality.

VI. The principle of education through the , J 
senses and muscles.

CHAPTER V. 
Critical Considerations.

s r Although in the course of our study it has 
: occMionally been necessary to consider the Mon- 

; : • te^ori Method from a critical standpoint, the
I foregoing chapters are in the main historical and

expository. Having briefly recorded the history 
:• of the Method, revealed the chief sources of its 

founder’s inspirarion. and broadly reviewed its 
.. principles and technique, we are now in a position 
§! , ' to examine more critically its claim as a scientific 

system of educational theory and practice, 
i Our.analysy of the Method in the preceding
& ehapter has shown that Dr. Montessori’s thought
: and procedure are founded upon six basic con

ceptions or principles. In order to facilitate further 
discussion and reference, it may he well to give here 
the following brief re-statement of these

The student of Dr. Montessori’s various works; 
wiH he aware that their author nowhere states' 
specifieaUy that these are her fundamental concept .1^ 
tions. Indeed, one of the most stronglymariced 
characteristics of her writings U thm Mure to 
enunciate directly and definitely the prindples'^h , ; , 
which her Method is founded. Along with numdrous ; ::*; 
dogmatic assertions, unreasoned assumptions,^^ 
naive conclusions and merely rhetorical generalisar ^ 
tions, she presents us, it is true, with many unassail- . ; 
able statements of educational doctrine and with ,, 
many invahiable theoretical and practical ^
tions. Again and. agmn, too, she shows'h^ 
realisation of the fundamentality of one or anothn , 
of the principles enumerated above. But through- . 
out her works w>rIook in vain for that expUat

- ; •
■ 'I'''-if

I.' The cbnceprion of auto-education, based 
' . upon the biological principle of spontaneity.

■A m.. ;



afiS MONtESSOrI and HEft iNSPIREftS CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS '1 truth seems to be that Dr. MontessoriV powers ;W
o£ induction and deduction, of analysis and syn- '• 
thesis, of argument and exposition are far from 
being commensurate with that genius which has ' >
given her such a wonderful insight to child life and i: 
its educational needs,

Unfortunately, the defects to which we have 
referred have led to regrettable results.__ Because 
of them many teachers and students who have with 
enthusiasm adopted the Montessori Method have 
misunderstood its fundamental conceptions, and in 
consequence haVe misinterpreted its practical sug
gestions and misapplied its didactic materials. They, 
have over-emphasised this principle or that without , 
appreciating the modifying influence of the others.
We have, for example, seen pupils in so-called 
Montessori classes allowed complete freedom, for '

:

formulation of a'system of thought and that logically 
ordered exposition which we have a right to expect 
from a twentieth century educational reformer, more 
specially from one who claims that her theory and 
practice are founded upon exact scientific investiga- 
tionahdexperiment. We must take care not to over- 

; look the following important short passage in which 
■: one of the six principles outlined above is expressly

stated while three others are clearly implied : " The 
fundamental principle of scientific pedagogy must 
be; indeed, the liberty of the pupil;—such liberty 
as shall permit a development of individual, spon
taneous manifestationf of the child’s nature. If a 
new and scientific pedagogy is to arise from the 
study, of the individual, such study must occupy 
itself With the observation of free children.”* Clear, 
and comprehensive passages such as this are rare,

. however j and even in this it will he observed that 
f:; fundamentality is definitely ascribed to the principle 

of liberty only. As may be learned from the 
quotations in our preceding chapter, which are taken , 
from widely separated portions of her works, her 

; usual practice is to concentrate her own jmd the 
■ reader’s attention upon one or two of her principles, 

while apparently ignoring their intimate association 
with and dependence upon the others. Thus she 
makes no attempt to organise a complete and 
homogeneous body of scientific principles.' The

1 Tit Uentfturi Utthrd, p. as!^

. ■, >r

'■..5
A

■1.'::

as long as possible, by teachers who had fmled to 
grasp the full signihcance of the conception of a 
scientifically prepared environment. For as long 
as possible, we have said; for in an ill-provided or 
unintelligently ordered environment the free 
activities of the little ones are not attracted into 
that absorbing educational employment of which 
Dr. Montessori gives such eloquent accounts., The 
freedom consequently leads to confusion and dis
order, and is at frequent intervals withdrarm 
through the mter^sition of the will of the teacher, 
who induces the pi^ib to work with one or another

;

- .V T . .1 . . ■ l''* ■* •>
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piece of apparatus: and in so doing, of coij 
violates the principles of spontaneity ai 
vidiiality. Much adverse criticism of the^ethod, 
too, and much of the opposition to its introduction 
to our schools are due to those defects described 
above.

There are in this country numerous ardent 
adherents of the Montessori movement, and to them 
the suggestion is here offered for what it is worth 

C that possibly their greatest service to the cause they
; : have at heart could be rendered through the

authoritative systematisation of the teachings of 
their leader. The Society which has been formed 
" to help the diffusion of the Montessori Method 
by all possible means ” might well consider the 
advisability of undertaking this work. It could 
appoint a competent Special Committee charged 
with the duty of formulating a completely unified 
and logical system, embodying all the data and first 

; principles of the Method. Further efforts of the 
' Committee might most adv mtageously be devoted 

to either a demonstration <ir an inquiry as to the 
‘ extent to which such a unifie d system of educational

theory finds its most valualjle practical application 
in the present didactic material and general tech
nique of the Method. Thfe enterprise would very 
probably win Dr. Montesori’s sympathy and 
approval, if not, indeed, her active collaboratipn. 
Its successful conclusion could scarcely fail to pro-

CRITIc|a1, CONSIDERATIONS

mote the desired diffusion of the Method ; for the 
confusion which apparently exists at present in the 
minds of many critics, teachers, and stifdoits coh- 
ceining the real content, meaning and implications 
of the Montessori theory would thereby be removed.
The Society, too, might no longer find it necessary 
to make the somewhat sinister proclRmation that one . : ;, 
of its four main objects is the defence of Montessori 
doctrine and practice against “ misrepresentations 
and falsifications,” so many of which have un
doubtedly been due to defective presentation by the 
reformer herself.

There is no intention of maintaining here that 
the systematisation of Dr. Montessori's thought 
and its definite relation to her apparatus and general 
procedure would place her work beyond the reach 
of adverse criticism. But undoubtedly one very 
desirable result of the successful conclusion of such 
an enterprise as we have suggested would be that 
adverse criticism would be rendered more intelligent 
and more constructive, and, therefore, much mOre 
valuable. 'Inevitably, her work, like that of all 
other educational pioneers, is far from bemg per- ii 
feet. It has been given to the world as something 
incomplete but capable of growth and development, 
and we are given to understand that its author is 
still engaged in such thought and research as may 
make for its further progress. Indeed, the red 
test qf its permanent value must be the extent to : S

;, she 
indi-

■•y
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capable of, that

w- CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 293I■ which it is
tion which the evolutionary 

S ■ tiohal theory and practice in general will inexorably 
demand. Suggestive and constructive criticism, 

f based upon scientific knowl :dge and the teachings
of experience, is the grant means by which any 

■theory or method possessinj permanent value may 
be so modified and adapted hat it can continuously 

v: conform to the requirements of progress. In addi
tion to the general knowlete supplied by sci 
aiii experience it is essenti 1, however, if the best 
results are to follow from sr ch criticism, that those 
who offer it shall possess full specific knowledge and 
understanding of that agaii st which it is’ directed. 
Arid obviously this full know edge and understanding 
are not readily and cert^ y obtainable when the 
reformer responsible for th< theory or method, has 
failed to formulate and ex )ound it systematically 
and clearly so that all rea enable doubt as to its 
meaning and implications is removed. This failure 

' ph the part of Uie refqrme leads to really serious 
difficulties when -we are con emed with such a large 
and complicated mass of theories and practical 

Jf ; ;■ details as the Montessori j lelhod comprises. It 
j;,": t wbuldseemi then, that the :ase for the systematisa

tion of its founder’s educati mal thought is a strong'
. One. ' the undertaking, in leed, cannot be entered •

: Aiid pradh g or failings successful
issue therefrom, individual s tudents and critics ffiust

mpdification and adapta- 
ievelopment of educa- continue their efforts to discover all the truth 

involved in the Method and to expound and evahiate 
its principles and practice.

i;-.

It IS often claimed that the Montessori Method 
is founded upon hiolo^, or at least that its basic 

■ conceptions, its apparatus, and its cbaracteristib 
..activities are in close accord vrith the teachmgs of 
that science. Its author writes on " the biological 
concept of hberty in pedagogy” ; declares there 
exists only one real biological mamfestatiori-^the 
living individual; claims to find qupport for her 
educational doctrine in niodem theories of evolution . 
from Naegeli to De Vries; discusses very super
ficially the part—which she asserts is a secondary 
one—played by environment in organic life and its 
development; suggests again and again throughout 
her writings, sometimes clearly but often vaguely 
and generally, that her data are drawn from biology 
and .that her technique is detennined by its laws. 
Probably few critics will chaUenge tbe statement 
that all the fundamental ideas enumerated 
previous page of .this chapter are, more or less 
obviously, in accord with those laws. -And there " * 
can be little doubt that in defining education as ' i; 
" the active help given to the normal expansiodof yj 
the life of the child " Dr. Montessori is thinking

.
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through which; its esdstence is contiriued. And - 
under these three biolo^-cd rategories-organism, 
environment, function—is included ah that we have 
learned or can leam of or^c life, its expansion and 
development. The human organism posses^ at 
biitt certain potentiaHties, tendencies, adapt
abilities. AU these are, however, relative to an 
environment interaction with which wfll make 
possible efficient functioning. Defects in either the i 
organism or the environment wfll involve ineffident, 
functioning and will prevent normal existence, ■'i 
growth and development. In advanced sodety to- 
day every effort is made to remedy defects of the S 
former kind. If we find them irremediable we 
acknowlrfge the inability of the defective organism 
to function to the best advantage in our ordinary 
environment and remove it to one spedafly pre
pared : hence our institutions for the physicaUy, ■?
mentaUy, and morally defident. We ie ato "
always consciously seeking to remedy defects in 
the environment. With the greater and more .. 
dehberate ^orte made for this purpose the history 
of mankmd is largely concerned. Cases of im- 
perfect toctioning, of defective adjustment between 
the'mdividual and his highly ' complex modern:

OKI AND ^ER INSPIRERS

, biologic^y: for by "normal expansion” she clearly 
5 « indans simple organic development unaided by any 

external volitional agency.
|And there can be no ddubt that in so far as 

Montessori principles and practice are in true 
accord with the teaching of biology they are 
assailable. It is a triiism that education is intimatdy 
related to human life-r-is in act an integral part of 
it.; In every human community from the lowest to 
the highest some kind of formal education is 
sciriusly applied to achieve more or less definite 

5: “gsnic human life is to be found
I ■ nowhere. Even among the most savage tribes man 

m^es some mlled efforts, however'crudely con- 
ceiyed, which raise himself and his offspring above 
the level of mere animal existence. And all such 
efforts are constituent elements of what we' call 
education. It seems clear, then, that education is 
sunply the complement of organic life. For the 
hurnan race it is the 'volitional complement of 
evolution: for the individual it is the volitional 
complement of his ordinary organic growth and 

■V; de^pment.
This or&ary organic growth and development,

which we have called sunple in order to distinguish 
It from that much more involved growth and 

K: conjoint forces of oiganic
[ life,and of vohtional educative agencies, is in reality 

something of very great complexity. It results

un-

- con-

I
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always there is availabte in°dvfed s^ety'^mt
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f: ; perbnal or institutional agency which can provide
t:! remedies or more favourable conditions of life. And
i- . in order to preserve the continuity of our argument 

' we: may; remind ourselves in passing that even in 
normal civilised life, in which there are no defects 

' requiring special treatment, jnankind has devised 
r, elaborate means for the modification of the condi- 
p: tions of growth and development.
[p From the, standpoint of science it would seem,
p then, that norma) human life consists of two great 
IP parts, which include all its multifarious phenomena, 

phases, aspects, activities,' and 
which are, at least in civilised society, indissolubly 
intw-related. The first part is that simple organic 

: 'life!, oF'which we have been speaking, and'which 
< wei have seen to exist, expand and develop in and 

K trough the effective functioning arising from com- 
f_ • , plete adjustment between organism and environ-
iP . ment. For the purposes of analysis we can regard 
K;'; this as being completely independent of all volition 
|p external to the organism. The second part is the 
gv P isum total of the results achieved by all willed efforts 
ip! to'modify the first.' Thus each normal individual 
I life is the joint product of two great sets of
f: processes : one belonging to Nature, being

non-voluntary, undetermined by external conscious- 
. ness, and proceeding along the lines of evolution; 

V.. , the other belonging to 'Nurture, being voluntary, 
I" ' definitely arranged by external consciousness, and

. I
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proceeding, at its best,^oiig the lines indicate by 
science. And science is making it increasm^y 
clear that in their purpose of enlarging, enrictog 
and ennobling life these processes of the sermnd p 
poup can succeed in so far only as they proceed 
in alliance and accord with those of the first group. ' !■ 
Not only all the ways and means which ought to be 
involved in these volitional processes, and the paths 
along which their .progress ought to be directed, 
but also the interjnediate and ultimate objectives 
which they may reach are pre-determined by 
Nature. Now, when the term education is Used in 
its widest extension all the processes it denotes are 
identical with those of this second group. Hence 
in our own particular universe of thought we are | 
concerned with only two great sets of factors-— 
organic life and education, the latter, as 
clearly seen, being entirely dependent updn and 
complementary to the former.

The foregoing is a very brief account of what 
may be called the biological conception of educa
tion. It is obviously the ultimate coiiception, 
inclusive as it is of all educational principles and 
practice. We must note, however, that education 
has become a somewhat technical term, with a more 
or less specific meaning which is narrower than that 
assigned to it here. We have shown that it includes 

. . all willed efforts to modify the expanding and
developing life of the educable organism. Thus it 

curs)

ti::
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iricjludes the edu6a

CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS

may assist materially in the edu^e woit rf 
home, the church, and all kinds of organisationsi :
It should he noted in passing that Dr. Motitessori;; 
and her foHowers do not lose sight of the fealty S 
and desirabiUty of introducing the Method into the ;5; 
home. But it must be addSi that unless parents 
and others who adopt it for home use are willmg 
and able to study carefully its principles and tech
nique desirabie results cannot possibly be obtained.

Our discussion should have made it evident ihat i 
the principles of education—which, of course, deter
mine its practice—must be drawn from biology, the 
science which studies the evolution, nature, and 
needs of the human organism-and ascertains the 
laws of its being, growth and development. When, 
therefore, a body of educational doctrine and 
dependent technique, claiming tp meet all ' the 
requirements of at least the earlier years of school 
life, is offered by its founder for general acceptance 
by the educators of the world, it must be dosely 
examined from the biological point of view, 
possession of merely negative virtues, in that it does 
not transgress any of the laws of biology, cannot ; 
be. considered sufBcient. It must be positively 
based on that science and must incorporate all of 
its principles that have educational significance. 5 
Judged by this standard, the Montessori Method is J 
found to have several defects. As it is impossible 
\yithin the lifflfts of this chapter^-concem^ qs jt j

mm.
ative agencies of the home, of the 

church', of such organisations as the. Boy Scouts 
aiid Girl Guides, and of schools of all types. But 
in Its more techpical sense it is concerned primarily 

. with the last named. The narrowing of its mean- 
F ing in this way is, however, more apparent than
5 real. Schools are highly specialised institutions

whose activities should conform to every sound 
educational pra’ciple, so that their practice may 

V; always be the mosf enlightened that is known. It 
should be possible for all other formative and 
developmental agencies, more especially the home, 
to; look to the school for, knowledge and guidance 

’ . in regard to their most important work. When,
therefore, the professional educator concentrates 
his' attention upon school work and its theories, 
systems, and methods, it must not be assumed that 
he fails to recognise the importance of other 
agencies or igtiores their needs and claims. His 
concentration, is justified by the magnitdde and 
importance of the task assigned to the school, the 
wide range of its activities, and the numerous oppor
tunities and facilities it affords for the study of 
theory and practice. He recognises that every 

J'l. - educational activity, wherever practised, is depen- 
' , dent for its success upon conformity to the laws

m': of , human life and its'development; and he may 
modestly, claim that the results of his skilled inquiries 

i; .concerning the nature and application of these laws

'^■1
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necessarily is with a great variety of topics—to 
offer a detailed criticism of the Method from any 

5 ' ctandpbiht, we shall consider here only its more 
obvious fundamental imperfections.

Dr. Montessori has apparently failed to grasp 
the meaning and'to appreciate the immense signifi- 

• cancepf the biological trinity comprising organism, 
environment and function; has apparently failed to • 
perceive that none of these three can be completely 
studied or understood apart from the other two, 
for they constitute a tnie trinity because of their 
essential unity. Her writings contain compara- 

r^: , ■ lively little evidence of her study of the child as an 
I organism, and no evidence at all of that complete 

: biological study of the educand which we have seen 
' to be necessary. Her unscientific view of environ- 

i;. I ment as a factor of only secondary importance in 
g: life has been pointed out in a previous paragraph,
g : . It seems very strange that she has failed to realise 
I that just as an organism can have no existence apart 

f^ environment it can have no complete meaning 
^ apart from considerations of environment. It seems 

I' clear that her study of biology has not revealed 
K to; her the fundamentally vital nature of the 

processes of adjustment perpetually in progress 
K: between the‘organism and its environment. Surely
fc; it is now a matter of universal knowledge that life,
I ‘ whether considered physically, mentally, morally, 

sopialljr or msthetically, cannot possibly have

CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 3OIHER mSPIRERS

existence without a suitable environment; and that /V;: 
in all these respects it must be imperfect if the ' i 
environment is imperfect. And further, even if the J '; 
latter were perfect life would inevitably fall short <ff : S; 
perfection if the processes of adjustment were in : 
any way weakened or impeded. Failing to perceive /;,■ 
all this. Dr. Montessori has, of course, failed to^ ^ 
understand the origin, nature, and supreme sigiufi- 
cance of function. Function, as we have seen, 
evolved through the perpetual dynamic inter-relation . ; ■ 
of organism and environment. In variety and c 
complexity it has devdoped in a marvellous manner, ?

‘ including, as it does, every possible activity in 
which an organism can engage.

The organism functions, acts and reacts. Never- S 
theless, activity is not merely of the organism alone.
The essential fact to be noted by every student of 
human life, more especially by the educator, and 
above all by the founder of a system or method of J 
education claiming biological bases, is this: that ^ -f, 
every activity, whether conscious or unconscious, 
has reference, direct or indirect, to the, environ- g 
ment; that every activity maintains or alters some ji 
simple or complex relationship between organism f 
and environment, or tends to do so. It will now 
be clear to the reader that when Dr. Montessori 
says " Environment is undoubtedly a secondary i:'; 

■ factor in the phenomena of life"' she confesses her J;! 
z Tht Uentaim Utj/toi. p. 105.

:v
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biological study of the human organism and tbr 1 
growth "and development. In this connection , ■ 
several facts, or sets of facts, demand most careful 
consideration. In the first place it must be noted 
that it is the nervous systemithat unifies the meray 
physical constitution of !tte organism, ;aiat „ 
associates the several highly specialised organs and ■ .- 'j
multifarious organic elements into the comjdes., ^ 
physical unity which we call the human body. L iln^
■the second place it must be remembered that it is in '. id 
this system, including as it does the brain and spinal m 
cord, that body and mind find their subtile union 
while preserving in large measure their disparate d
entities. It is through its wonderfully delicate and :S|
intricate operations that somo and psyche are indis
solubly inter-related in the single educable organism, . 
the body-mind.. It is very unfortunate that this 
conception of the educand as a body-mind, a con- 
ception which is an essential part of the educational 
thought of to-day, seems to have escaped the 
notice of Dr. Montessori, who does not discuss it : vjl 
in any of her sirritings. Thirdly, considerations 
arising from the contemplation of the phylogenetic •" jT’i 
significance of the nervous system not only l-'y 
emphasise the importance of the conception to 
which we have just referred, but also stro^Iy S 
support the present day psychologists who believe S] 
that many of the problems of their science cannot yj; 
be solved without the aid of biological interpretation. :-S'
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failure to understand and evaluate one of the most 
suggestive ideas which the 

K biologist has contributed to the theory of education.
On the same page she says " The origins of the 

sf i ; d^ehpriKnt, both in the species and in the indi- 
vidum,'iiB mihin.” They do, but not within the 
organism alone: they lie within the trinity we have 
discussed above; and if they are considered apart 
from environment—one of the co-equal members of 

S that trinity-^misunderstanding and abortive think
ing in regard to their meaning and purpose become 
ine^table. The results of this misunderstanding 

fc and confusion of thought would long ago have raised 
.# . msuperable obstacles to the progress of the Method 

were it not that its practiee, as we shaU 
1;, cl^Iywhenwe

fundamental principles enunciated at the beginning
of this chapter, is in this r7

P;

I

K see more 
come to discuss the third of the

f
(i

spect much more closely 
in accord than is its thee ry with the nature and 
needs of the educative process. 

i:y ^ from the-bological point of view,
^ perhaps .tee, most serioui defects in Dr. Mon- 

tessori’s educational teoug it are due to her failure 
. to realise tee supreme im|iortance of tee nervous 

; ■ system, to which througho it h» writings there are 
curiously few references. It will be obvious to tee 

i ■ reader teat no investigatoi jvho is unaware of the
: immense significance if this system in the
.;phenomena of life can j ossibly make adequate

I/:
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For there can be-little doul t that it was through the 
developing complexity and he gradual specialisation 
of grouped Vd inter-grc uped elements in that 
system ^at mind itself ev lived. And now-a-days 
even junior students of & ucation are aware' that 
there is no gateway or av nue of approach to the 
mind which does not open i ir lead along some nerve 

' path. Fourthly, the nerv- lus system is the grand 
means, by which organiim, environment, and 
function are unified in the perfect trinity discussed 

K in two previous paragraphs. And finally, it must
>; he pointed out, even at th s risk of repetition, that

it is I trough the superisr development of its 
I nervous system that the mman organism is en- 

, dpwed with edinsability. Vhatever great ends it 
may reach, and whatever grand purposes it may 
fulfil, the primary achievfment of the educative 
process is the modification 
system. Perception, memory, attention, will—not 
to mention other mental stites and activities—are, 
dependent upon nerve conn sxions in the brain. All 
involuntary,' reflex and is 

: i. ; peridentupon connexions in 
The building of habits, too;

I ' and important part in educ:

CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS ■ :;30S"vv;t

organism’s general power to create unity in divert V : lA 
sity” ; all these are dependent upon the capapty ■ 
and tendency of the nervous syst^ to form ^ i v 
manent “ paths ” or connexions which constitute r v 
distinct unities of component elements from both y 
the lower and higher levels of the organism’s 
nature.

It is submitted that no further argument is 
necessary to demonstrate that it is impossible to ; 3 
formulate a complete and acceptable theory, or set 
of theories, of education without. incorporating 
therein the results of a scientific investigation (5 
the neurological aspects of its data and first priri- 
ciples. And yet Dr. Montessori, greatly daring, 
has attempted this impossible task: for in the 
absence from ber pages of any account of these 3; 
results we must assume that she has not'undertaken 
such an investigation. Again, apart altogether r; 
from other grounds for scepticism, educators can
not be expecited to accept without anxious ques- ■ 3
tioning the elaborated patented apparatus and 
special school-room procedure of the Montessori , J 
Method until they are convinced after scientific 
inquiry that these do not make any imdue demands 
upon the delicate nervous system of the" very young 
child, and that they do not by their inevitable 
limitations impede or retard that many-sided 
adaptation to the varied environment which is 
essential for maximal development. Several parents

’3

-'t

of the central nervous

stinctive action is de- 
the lower nerve contres. 
which play such a large 
tion and in the general 

;; economy of life; the formation of engram com
plexes ; the constitution of j rimary dispositions and 
the acquirition of secondsy dispositions; “ co-
herent progressiveness and adaptiveness" the

3

W-
a
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and teachers hive in£orme( the present writer that 
they have observed that tl e use of the apparatus 

i does produce undue excitei lent, strain and fatigue 
in highly strung” chilfren, and occasionally 
even in those of more stea 

; temperament. Such cases
; under any. existing educat

their citation he 
i' ■ as .unfair comment or as
E Montessori Method. But

rence is significant and sdrves to emphasise the 
-need for the neurological nvestigation here sug
gested.

Perhaps enough has nov been said to prove 
that Dr. Montessori’s priniiples and practice 
not directly and definitely 
But it may be added that 
six fundamental principles

-CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS

does not seem impossible for a reformer of Dr. 1.: 
Montesrori’s vision and greatness of spirit. As 
matters stand at present, the fairly obvious de
ficiencies of the Method, as judged by biological •, 
standards, and the reliance of its founder and her 
foUowers upon what Professor Adamson calls " the 
somewhat superstitious or pedantic use of one 
definite set of apparatus,”* seem to foredoom 
it to sterilisation and to consequent failure as a 
progressive solution of the problems of infant 
education. Under existing circumstances it appears 
to be inevitable that the Method will be superseded ■ j;; 
by others which make wiser provision for the needs 
of expanding child life and whose practice and 
didactic material are less rigid, and therefore more ,;e 
adaptable to the requirements of individual 
teachers, schools and homes.

Having shown that Dr. Montessori’s work is not 
directly and definitely based upon the science of 
biology, we have now perhaps reached the most 
convenient point at which to consider her claim to 
have established a scientific pedagogy. We shall t 
thus postpone for a few pages our examination of ■ 
the first of her six basic conceptions in favour of :S
the second. Now, svhen we come to consider her ’-y
science of pedagogy several questions present 
themselves. Is it a new and distinct science, on are/ /g 
her data and principles, her facta, hypotheses, and;

5 A Short History of Education, p. SS»*

ly balance and equable 
might, however, occur 
on^ system, and it is 
re will not be regarded 
hypercritidsm of the ' 

;he fact of their occur-

s

are
founded upon biology. 
>hile it is true that her 
which we shall pres- 

; entiy proceed to consider sngly, as well as much 
t of her technique, are in g herd accord with the 

biological conception qf ec ication, yet they 
never be given their fullest and clearest meaning, 
or their sanest and most iseful application, until 
she frankly accepts that co iception and all its im- 

/ • plications. Such frank ac eptance, which might 
// mean so mu^ to the cause < f educational progress,
;/ / ; but which.might involve gre it additional study and

experimentation, withdraw 1 from hardly 
■ positions, mental anguish, ind even sacrifice, yet

■rj. ' can

won

t ..V
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her own researches have Been concerned.: Serious • s' 
research students, anxious , to work m her parti
cular field of inquhy, examine.Her .pages in for
any definite lead'and direction—such as majr be v , 
obtained from the works of any scientist worthy of 
the name—as to how Md where to begin,,as. to im
mediate and ultimate’objectives, special method, 
special precautions, those portioiis of the field . !
already explored and those still to be explored.
Surely, if she wishes to justify her claim to have 
established a new science of pedagogy, she ought 
to invite in the most frank and cordial way the co
operation of trained investigators who could test 
her testimony and assist in the extension of her 
work. Indeed, it may be claimed that she ought ' 
to have done this bdore finally formulating her 
method and her science. For, as Professor Wefion 
says, “ No formulation of method can be satisfac
tory which drops out of sight ‘ the complex 
interchange of opinion, observations, experimental 
results, criticisms—the division of labour—that 
constitutes the life of -science.’

From the point of view of methodology Dr. 
Montessori’s work is far from being satisfactory. # 
She observes certain facts of child life, certain 
" spontaneous manifestations,” but gives no clear ® 
indication as to whether or how she tires the next ^ j

•• CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS ;

method, borrowed frop vatic 
she not provided'us with a 
of her observations, ! 
inferences, her formulation

us sciences ? V/hy has 
clear and full account 

indilctive and deductive 
and testing of hypo

theses ? Precisely what expi tiraents has she made, 
Md what speciial precautionary measures has she 
found necessary .to avoid d awing erroneous con- 
cluapns therefrom? To these questions she . 
mpphes no satisfactory ansv ers, In regard to the 

V- : the follov ing somewhat vague
Statement: ” This new ped igogy accordingly be
longs to the series of model 1 sciences, and not to 
antique speculations, although it is not based on 
the purely metric studies of 
.But the ‘method ’ which ir

positive psychology.’ 
.forms it—namely, ex- 

■ . ■ penment, observation, evi lence or proof, the 
recognition of new phenomc na,. their reproduction 
and utilisation, undoubtedly place it among the 
expenraental sciences.”* ‘ A i the questions asked ' 
above suggest. Dr. Monte isoti, unlike the 

. science investigator, does

i:

true
- , , »ot give any detailed

account of her experiments ; nd observations, does 
. . not attempt to demonstrate the value of her evi- 

,dence or-the validity of hei proof, and does not 
give to other mvestigators any real guidance in 
regard to the recognition, re iroduction and utilisa- 

. tion, of. new_ ph^omena^ or, indeed, of the 
phmpmena mth wluch, accjirding to her claims, 

* r*c Advanui tlcnltziort i, ,•Vol. I., p.

i
........ .. , • I , {.ii
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step in the metiq^cal proc ss of scientific investi

gation. This next step, ai MM. LangloU and 
Sdghobos have shown, is 0 formulate a series of 
questions based On somi definite method or 
system. As these writers ay, “ every science is 
composed of the answers to such a series of 
questions;”* and, of cours:, a due proportion of 
ftese questions begins with ' why,” or some of its 
equivalents. Dr. Montess )ri gives us very little 
infonnation concerning hf r questions arid- the 

she has found to t lem. She supplies us 
with no evidence of the sen ite arrangement of the 

i former or the systematisation of the latter. Far 
j too seldom she asks why, 
it,;:.' : answer between her observ ition of manifestations 

and her decision as to the apparatus to provide. 
/! ;Far too frequently she is <ontent to arrange and 
J: adapt her material and pr)cedure in accordance

with mere manifestations, w fliout inquiring into the 
l-V real nature of the, phenome la and without seeking 

for the universal relations a id laws of whose truth 
and application these are ; lut examples. Unfor- 

r r tunatelyr in regard to.the r ilationship between the 
manifestations of phenomeia and the laws which 

' thought! ippears to be confused.
iV Thus, assuming that her c wn apparatus is scien

tific, she writes : ” The sc entific instrument must

’T ^ - ' •
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be constructed on a basis of ciuctifade. Just as the 
lenses oFthe physidst are constructed in accord- ^ 

with the laws of refraction of light, so the 
pedagogic instrument should be based on the 
psychkal mamfestations oi tiie child.”’ Here it is 1 
obvious that she has failed to realise the profound 
difierence betwren mai^estatibns and laws, and is 
consequently open to the serious charge of being ,; 
unaware of the immense difference in valiie be
tween apparatus and activities suggested by the 
former and those which are definitely determined by 
the latter. It is impossihle to imagme a true 
scientist being guflty of such confused thinking; 
but such is, uMortunately, far too frequently found « 
in the work of Dr. Montessori. The above quota
tion of a characteristic passage contains clear 
evidence against the claims of her pedagogy to be 
ranked in “ the series of modem sdences.”

Again, it must be pointed out that, so far as can 
be ascertmned from her writings, her modes of 
research and the steps she usually takes do not 
present the general characteristics of methodical 
process. " These characteristics," says Professor ?: 
Welton, “ may be summed up by saying that 
tnethodical process omits nothing, takes up the . >
points one by one, and takes them up in such an 
order that it goes from the starting-point to the

ance

m

answers

and pauses for a clear

%

T TMt Advanced Montessori Method, Vol. I., p. 72- The 
italics are her own.
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jtdfilmeni of th's purpose by consecutive steps, each 
of which is seen in its irui relation to every other 
step, and to the enquiry a a -whole."' A definite 
starting-point and a definit: purpose are absolutely 
essential. But Dr. Montf ssori often leaves us in 
doubt as to either or boti. Thus, immediately 
following the passage quo ;ed above, and dealing 
with a matter that is obviously of vital importance 
in her Method, occurs tht following: ‘‘ Such an 
instrument may be compiled to a systematised 
” mental test.’ It is not, h< wever, established upon 

' a basis of external measinsment, for the purpose 
of estimating the amount of instantaneous psychical 
reaction which it produces it is, on the contrary, 
a stimulus which is itself de ermined by the psychi
cal reactions it is capable if producing and main- 
tmning permanently. It is the psychical reaction, 
therefore, that in this cast determines and estab
lishes the systematic ' mental test.' The psychical 
reaction which constitutE s the sole basis of

I cess, and the undue reliance upon the mere mani
festations of psychical reactions; without 
to the laws of which they are ionly partioilar illti: 
trations. We are told that her apparatus is 
stimulus which produces and maintairut oatain 
reactions and that these reactions themselves 
determine the stimulus. But we are not toId %hich 
comes first, or where the observations and experi
ments begin. Yet, for the truly scientific investiga
tion of phenomena we know that a definite 
startffig-pomt is an indispensable condition.

Thi truth seems to be that in the des^ning and 
arranging of her apparatus Dr. Montessori worked 
from several star^-points. Sometimes, as we 
saw in our last chapter, she adopted the material , 
and.rantrivance3 of her predecessors, mtroducuig 
such teo^caUons and additions as were suggested * j 
by her own observations. Sometimea she started 
with her observations and tentatively produced 
such devices as appeared to meet immediate re- 
quirements, afterwards improraig or replacing these 
as more accurate and more minute observation 
suggested. Again, her extensive general knowledge ^ 
of chUd nature, her intuitive appreciation of ways' 3
and means of satisfying its developmental needs;’ O l 
her ins^t and great-hearted sympathy led to the ’ ’’
invention and improvement of several of her . 
" instruments ” and " stimuli.” And in the same 3

a-

5

3,’
■ comparison in the determmation of the tests, is 

a polarisatiori ff the attention and the repetition of 
i,:- fie actions related to it.” It must be said at once 

that while this is not the shi er nonsense which on a 
; ' first reading it may appe: r to be, it is not the

from a scientific thinker 
j have to note the con- 
nce of methodical pro

kind of statement we expect 
and worker. Here again w 
fusion of thought, the absc

SI? Of. cit., p.. ii6. The il<Uic r are his. X

V ■ ’-v
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continued unta the polarisation and repetition take ; 
place. Thus she makes use of expedient anti calls ; 
it experiment, of empiricism and calls it sdence.

But we must go further. We must quration the 
value of her two tests. For it seems highly prob^ 
able that when the experimental psychologist 
comes to examine in his coldly scientffic way the 
nature and the claims of these tests he wiH finti i " 
that what she so confidently describes as polarisa- I'j 
tion of attention is nothing of the sort, and that the , i; 
rapt attitude, the complete absorption, of which 
she writes so enthusiastically, anti the repetition 
upon which she bases so much, are due to mere . 
sensuous enjoyment which may commonly be un
accompanied by any mental activity of really 
educative significance.

She gives a graphic account of the absorption 
of a little girl, three years old, who was using a set . 
of the solid insets which were removed and replaced 
forty-four times in spite of the most deliberate 

■ attempts to interfere with the occupation. This 
phenomenon, she says, became comm^ among 

■ the children; and on the stren^' of this fact she 
formulated her two testa, which she Appears to 
regard as infallible. Now, it seems clear that here ■ ’ 
Dr. Montessori’a psychology is at fault.. We may 
well inquire whether or not^ when studying the 
manifestationsof this phenomenon, and interpreting ; 

tu mi
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Ijii ways, mutatis/Lutandis, her educational thought 

: ' and ^eral school-room procedure were initiated 
and developed Not^ in to th^ is li«e that 

It can properly be called scientific. The majority of 
2 : the actirities indicated here could be carried on 
1;! atari topirical level. By faj- the greater p^ of her 
|i; sorcaiied experimentation, was clearly nothing more 

than the somewhat crude application of the method 
Tj tif “trial and error," nofleading to or directed 

byhjTOthesesorlaws.
It was pointed'out in the previous chapteri that 

Dr. Montessori views with disfavour the work of 
tile expenrnental psychologist. Add in the short 

i;., passages we have just considered she emphasises
|v tiiO fact that her own work is not-based on the

metric; studies of psycholo^ and that she has not 
-. sought to measure the amount of any psychic re-
i action. Yet she claims that her apparatus has been
;i constructed on a basis of exactitude. The tests of

exactitude which she accepts are the polarisation 
Of the child’s attention and his repetition of the 
actions involved in the use Of the apparatus. She 
daims to be able to determine “ with the .greatest 
pfeeision ” both the quaUty and the quantity of 

pi: ’ her stimuli. We are not always able to decide where 
; she begto, but it appears, that the ’• prtoipi. ” 

is attained by a process of gradual approximabon
> Sutra, pp. 336 and 337. ’

’r-.-i-i-
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316 MONTESSORI AND HER INSPIRERS
its ^dueational^implicatjons, she was labouring . 
under what Professor Welton calls ''the obsession 
of the superstition that intirest and pleasure are 
synonymous—that absorption means attention."'"

• It is true that the physical concomitants of I mere ■ 
/f l ; absorption somewhat closely resemble those of 

polhrised attention ; each is outwardly characterised 
E: ; by a rapt appearance, a concentrated gaze,, and an 
; intent attitude. Because of.this fact it often 

happens that the superficial student of child life,
; working empirically, is misled by external appear- 

' ances and fails to differentiate these two mental 
, phenomena. Psychologically considered they are 

■ essentially different. For polarisation of attention 
i both'purpose and intellectual interest are necessary :
' . for absorption no purpose is required, and merely 

emotional Interest or sensuous pleasure is suffi
cient. Considered from thy educational point of 
view clear discrimination between the two pheno- 

jE mena is,of the utmost importance. Every educator
t?; : is aware of the great part played by polarised 
I attention in the acquisition, organisation, and 
; functioning of experience, and thus in the general 

growth and development of mental life. Mere 
f ■ ■ absorption, on the other hand, being without pur- 

pose and intellectual interest, and involving no 
!■ . effort, is almost wholly quiescent and recreative.
' ' It can do no more towards promoting mental de-

»TkrPifch)leiyi>fEdiicaIiiin,f.3}f.
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velopment than basking in the sunshine or lying in 
a hammock can do towards promoting physical .1 
development. Ee ' '

In the published accounts of her study of children j 
who were using her apparatus Dr. M6nte.ssori gives -i 
no evidence of her realisation of the need for the J 
discrimination to which we have referred. .She j 
assumes that the experience of the little giri. men- . ] 
tioned above was one involving polarised attention. tf 
But haring pomted out that the child ended her 
monotonous repetition - of the simple movements - 
independently of all distracting external stimuli, she . e| 
very naively concludes her account thus : “ And 
she looked round with a satisfied air, almost as if 
awaking from a refreshing nap.” This last state- 
ment seems to concede the point we are endeavour- e| 
ing to make: For a refreshing nap has extremely , si 
little in common with an experience involving E| 
polarised attention, and a child who has just had 
the latter would not behave as one awaking from 3
the former. On the other hand, simple absorption, ; |
has a very great deal in common with a refreshing | 
nap. The former is, indeed, a refreshing expeti- ' 
ence. • The conclusion is almost forced upon 
that the phenomenon upon which Dr. .Mbntessori 
has based so much is

Iif..
E

I-

one
■3nothing mote than mere 

absorption, while the repetition is due to the appeti- VS 
live tendency to prolong the sensuous enjoymei.t ; e-

35
t
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I; accompanying the movements.
[ it is clear that the vdue of her two tests is very 
i t much less than she assumes it to be. 
i Again, even if it be granted that the attention 

of a chHd is .polarised during the period in 
V;; tffiich he is using the apparatus there remains 
p . another difficulty which she does not seem to 
Pi; ■ have considered.
& ' have made any
rf ' whether that with which the pcilprised attention 

, is apparently concerned is t lat ^ith which it is 
; reahy concerned. Yet, most students of both child 

and' adult life must have often observed that one 
; may seem to be attending to an object, or to a 
jj- ptocras involving simple arid pleasant physical 
j" activity, while in reality his cOnsciou 
l-r concerned with something altogether difierent in 
I’r- nature, place, time, and circumstance. And when 
j|v ; this occurs in the Montessori school the apparatus 

is not, of course, doing the great things its in- 
1% ventor fondly assumes, while the tests she applies 

to it and to its users give vei y misleading, results.
|S: .If we may judge from her writings, and the pub-
fj, lished re^rts of her lectures and demonstrations,
!■ she has not yet made a ver r profound study of
I'v the psychological laws of attintion and movement 

• upon which the Whole of her work is so vitally - 
■■ . dependent. She givosvery Utt e or no consideration

Is
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to the important and usefuldistinction between Ae 
focal and marginal aspects, and to that between _. 
the active and the so-called passive aspecti of 
attention. Nor does she, either expliepiljr or 1^ ; ;| 
implication, consider thedirect bearing upon ha S J 
work of the psychologist’s analysis of the process: S ': 
of attention. One cannot conclude that she dearly 
realises the fact that the active attention of even 
the very young child involves sdection, inhibitioh, '4 
and the distribution of emphasis. From the stand-' sS 
point of education it is almost impossible to 3 
exaggerate the importoce of attentioh. Even 
recent writers, wto-dd'not, of course, accept the 
“ faculty ” psydidogy, describe it as the one I'ts 
faculty of mind. Yet, Dr. Montessori has bem ij 
content to do little more4han sbidy its pbenoihena id 
empiricaHy through observation pf their manifesti-i; 
tions. One can hardly wonder that she has fahen '4 
into the grave error of coufuring it with.mere un-' 
productive absorption. Her study of movement—; Jj 
of such fundamental significance in, a system of 
education so dependent as hers upon self-activity-r d-ip 
is also unscientific. She has observed it carefully, 
it is true, but as in other parts of her work, the 
results of her observation have not been dealt with ; ; d 
in accordance with the canons of sdentifio m^cidj ^ "J 
She provides us with no defimte ;clasfflflcatiori:cd;4;'| 

ts, al^ugh it must be obvious that such

And if this be so.

She, does not appear to 
serious attempt to ascertain

sness is focally

movemen

i' ■ . : - .--Mmifmm.
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S',,. *S>SjS ■' ■ -
;ind the means employed to meet these needs must 
be studied scientificany. Further we nearly aB - y 
agree that she has greaUy helped us in that hssen- ' 
tial work. But we must repeat that she has 
established no new and distinct science of peda- ; « 
gogy. .Indeed, the fact must be emphasi^ fliit ^ i;; 
she has often misinterpreted, and often failed to : 
utilise some of the most pregnant principles of the 
existing sciences upon which education must be 
founded.

Not only, then, must it be definitely asserted that 
she has riot formulated a science; but also that, in ; 5 
so far as her work as an educational reformer is ; 
concerned, she is not a scientist. To any careful : 
student of her writings the general impression; is ■ • 
conveyed that here is a great enthusiast, great 
Pes^oziri: here is a great reformer who sees that ; ; J 
science alone can give us true conceptions of educa- ;;; 
tion; here is a great woman who loves children, of 
whom she has amazing intuitive and experimental 
knowledge; here too is a great teacher: but she j 
is not a scientist, and does not think or write as one. 's 
Her brief "Guide to Psychological Observation,' 
consists merely of a number 5 points to note. It | 
gives the student no direction or suggestion as to

u Advmctd Utklrsscri MitMtd: Vol. l./pr. ns »n<t '
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'1 a classification,xiccompanied by clear description, 
y would be of the greatest practical value, especiallyI to the educator of very young children. Their 
p movements range from pure physiological reflexes, 
I’ ;; through sensation reflexes and impulsive activities,

. up to purposive actions, which may be either ideo- 
I' motor or volitional. She often assumes that the 
\' activities of the little ones whil e using her apparatus 
riV ' are volitional when they are only ideo-motor, or^ 
: even merely sensori-motor, and therefore of
p;; ■ . .siderably less developmental value than she ascribes 

. to them,' I
r • Our brief discussion of some of the chief points 
[1 • arising out of Dr. Montessori’s claim to have
r formulated a new science of pedagogy suggests that 

there are cogent reasons for refusing to acknow- 
ledge that claim. It is acknowledge that she has 

Iri' made most valuable contributions to the' science, 
ij, as well as to the art, of. education'. But we ate 
[. compelled to conclude that she has not established 
te ; :: ariy new science. She'has borrowed a great deal 

from other sciences, notably from biology, physi- 
fe' “nd psychology. That is, of 'course,
i'. ,’ legitimate procedure and must be followed by every 
|; educational’reformer and thinker. Her child-study 
i ■ work is of the greatest value. Her insistence upon 

the paidocentric conception of educational theory 
and practice is in full accord with the most

con-

4
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\ what^ do afterwards irith the simple records. Her 
;s^daib aiid_y directresses ” are constantly being 

the ehildren, as if observation 
.alone were sufScient. She lightly dismisses the ' 

i- “arbitrary and superficial” work of Binet and 
f Simon. But her own so-called antbropometrical 
# observations, of the results of which she makes no
jj- definite application, may well be described as

. arbitrary and superficial. In her chapter entitled,
■ “ My Contribution to Experimental Science,”^

. . she gives a nilmber of curves which at first sight
are impressive; but which on examination are found 

- to serve as very simple means of recording the 
■ ■ , results of superficial observations. The 'whole 

notwithstandtog its promising title, sup- 
. ' plies very little information in regard to true . 

experimental work, hypotheses, or laws. The 
whole book in which it is included—the so-called 
Advanced Moniessori Method—^fails to im- 

; press one as the work of a scientist. 
i ' We are now in a position to enter upon our post

poned examination of the first fundamental 
prmciple of the Method. Few present-day 
educators will refuse to aceept the principle of auto- 

'^-education.. Ultimate analyses reveal the ^act that 
: - . in a very real sense there is no other kind of educa- 

'. tion. W'e may instruct the ciui^may arrange his ^ 
environment in the light of the most recent scien- 

u nu. Chap, lit.
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tific investigations, may provide ingenious ap- ,
paratus, may arrange and organise and. skilfully iw;-; 
present to him the naaterials of knowledge, may:; 
facilitate in innumerable ways his growth and:

, developmeiit; and in doing aU this wisely and well ; S 
T for ourselves the title of educator: but: :; 

in very truth he educates himself, and, moreover; ^
, does it best by being himself, by living and behaving ri’l
. according to the laws of his nature. ;;
' Realising this truth, Df. Montessori bases all- 
’her work ultimately upon this first principle of jS 

■ autb^education, although she does not state Ms ' - - 
fact as cleai^ as she ought. Her theory,; upon | 
which, however; she does not act con^tently, is : 
that the child should in a sense t^thJjuMMe; 
that we must await, provide for, and utilise his

, may earn.>

spontaneous actmties and manifestations ofAe^
Hence the prominent place given in her w^tings : 
and lectures to the principle of spontoeity. This 
principle presents grave dfficulties to both the 
philosopher and the scientist, and has. been‘fbe : « 
cause of a good deal of confused thinking. . pie • 
chief difficulties rise from thf fact that, sponttm  ̂j m 
is essenti^y a relative tfcrm whose connotati.on and 
denotationsit is exceedingly difficult, if not impo^ - J,; 
sible, to determine. Spontaneity is a type of 
activity, but a type only relatively differentiated.
AU cases of activity may be included under tWQ - ■:

sgS:;;'
... ... rr, ...
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■ general cities—transeunt and immanent. In 
transeunt activity one object acts upon another. 
Immanent or self-activity takes place within the 
active object anfl is in no way influenced by other 
things. But it is extremely doubtful that there is 
my such thing as purely immanent activity. If the 
view put forward in earlier pages of this chapter— 
that organism, environment and function 
dissolubly inter-related in a perfect vital trinity— 
be correct there is most certainly no such activity 
possible for any organism as such. Professor j ' M. 
Baldvm" defines spontaneity as a type of activity 
in which inner or immanent elements predominate. 
Here he accepts the relativity of its meaning. He 
goes on to state that it is a conception relative to 
transeunt'or mechanical causation, on the one side, 
and to self-activity on the cither, and that the 
adjective spontaneous is applied to functions which 
are relatively independent of external stimulition or 
causation. In regard to mental life he points out 

; ^ in another article that it is difficult to see what a 
psychic principle of self-activity could be. For 
it could not

'-J-

CRITICAL considerations _ 325 ,L either, thh:;:absolute; and to such a conception 
clear teaching of biology is definitely o'ppi 
statement that spontaneity is a cone “ 
to self-activity, which is itself necess 
conception, is not very clarifying, h . ,,
it approximates to truth. Perhaps it is best tp ‘ ,
regard it from the biological standpoint as being 
tbe activity of an organism functioning m its ; J 
environment without the immediate interposition of . 
external volition.

Dr. Montessori-must not be criticised severely 
for her inadequate treatment of thia-very abstruse 
and indefinite principle. But she does merit advert 
criticism for her failure to appreciate tlie fact that 
it is abstruse and indefinite; for her glib unqualified 
references to the biological principle of spontaneity; ' 
for her unquestioning insistence upon the necessity 
of awaiting the spontaneous manifestations of the 
child; as well as for such vague statements, made 
without any implication of the essentially relative 
meaning and value of the ideas expressed, as that 
the greatest triumph of education must be to bring j’j 
about the spontaneous progffess of the child, and ;jj 
that the spontaneous psychic development of the 
child continues indefinitely and is'in direct relation 
to the psychic potentiality of the child him^. ’ ■:
Statements like these, which are numerous in her 
books, are not helpful to practical teaiiera. ' In' ^

d;>;The
iniclative::jv;:' 

ly a relative ; 
ever'closely ' I Vf;

are in-

be knowledge, since that is in 
degree conditioned by its object; nor volition, 
since that involves ends which, as knowledge, are 

, also objects; nor yet feeling,, since that seems most 
of all under organic conditions. If a mind or a 

, whole organism were.reaUy self-active it would be 
n Dictieiurs at PMlasaihy and Piychalaty. '

some

;g.
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order to helj^ese, upon whom the 
Method must largely depend, she must endeavour 
to state more clearly what she wishes them to 
understand by this basic principle. Even her 
negative admonition and advice—that they must 
not ipterfere with, arrest, suppress, suffocate any 
spont^eous action—cannot be at all helpful until 
she gives them clearer ideas as to what actions may 
be correctly so described. One is not much
prised to le^ that now and then the idea occurs to
the teacher struggling to grasp the full meaning of 
this elusive principle that the presence of the 
Mpntessori apparatus frequently and effectively 
leads to tire suppression of certain legitimate 

S', ' spontaneous activities.
We are thus brought directly, to the considera

tion of -the third fimdamental principle of the 
Methodj that of the prepared environment-. At 
once the question arises whether the provision of 
a prepared enviroraneht is not opposed to the 
principle of spontaneity. Can the cluld be said to 

r.;. act spontaneously when his activities are mainly 
those by which he enters into certain relationships 

' with environmental elements determined and 
arr^ed by Others?. Is he acting spontaneously 
when he yields to the attractiveness and suggestive- 
nras of ingeniously devised apparatus? , Dr. 
Montessori|s answer is m effect that, spontaneity

CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 337

manifests itself in accordance with the laws of the. 
child’s life and development, which laws are ascer
tainable by sdence; that these same laws deter
mine the environmental elements best suited to 
each period and phase of his expanding life; that 
her science has enabled her to understand these 
laws; and that, guided by them, she has devised 
an environment which, however arbitrary and 
artificial it may appear, is nevertheless naturd, and 
therefore affords appropriate reactions to, en
courages, and brings to fruition the child’s 
spontaneous activities. Thus she sees no incom
patibility be^een her first and third principles 
inasmuch as' they are reconciled by the worldhg 
out of the second. It is unnecessary to emphasise 
further her inconsistency in proclaiming that 
environment is a merely seconda^ factor in vital 
phenomena while at the same time she has endea
voured to embody in organised environmental 
material .almost all her essential ideas and ideals.
There can be little doubt that the great majority 
of parmts, teachers, and students who are in
terested in the .Method, either as advoimtes or 
opponents, look upon this material as the em
bodiment of almost everything of importance for 
which Dr. Montessori stands, and round it has 
raged most of the controversies aroused by her ii 
work.

success of her I.-.:.

sur-
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of doubtful value, and consequently we cannot 
accept her apparatus as being scientifically 
satisfactory.

She tells us that the children themselves ate the 
final arbiters as to whether this dr that material or •' 
arrangement is suitable; that they choose some 
and reject others. But we are not informed as to 
the range and variety of the objects presented to 
them. Surely it is reasonable to suggest that there 
are many means and contrivances to ^hich science 
would attribute the highest value, but which she 
has never submitted to the arbhers. And if that ^ 
be so she is most certainly not justified in her 
attempt to establish a rigid and narrow orthodoxy 
in the matter of apparatus. The attempt is pre- 

• mature, and if it were successful woidd obviously 
tend to retard progress. It is very unfortunate that 
she has found herself unable to rely upon the 
intrinsic merits of her devices, hut has thought it 
necessary to secure for them the artificial support 
of the patent law. Her action in this respect 
alien to the spirit with which the hbtory of educa
tion has made us familiar and which we almost all ■ 
desire to find animating our work to-day. Not is it 
in harmony with the spirit of scientific research. ' 
Scientists seldom patent even their most original 
and ingenious contrivances. E)r. Montessori would 
have rendered far greater service than she has tp : •!

If the biologi^ conception of education we have 
. ventured to put forward in these pages be tbe true 
conception, it follows that the educator caimot 
regard spontaneous activity as being independent 
of the environment. Whatever the latter may be 
there will always be some spontaneous activity in 
relation to it. But such activity may have very 
great or very little or even no developmental value. ‘ 
This value depends upon the extent to which 
the environment contains elements sufficiently 
numerous and varied to encourage and sustain 
every function having educative significance; 
elements that provide for the needs and interests 
of the child, and that enable him to put forth effort, 
without which he can make no real progress. Now,

' the sciences upon which education is based are 
constantly adding to
and the modes and conditions of his growth and 
development; and we may hope that the time is 
not far distant when they will enable us to provide 
an environment which, for all practical purposes, 
will approximate to ‘perfection. Towards the 
achievement of that most desirable end tbe work of 
Dr, Montessori has unquestionably helped very 
greatly. But as we have seen she has not justified 
all her claims as a scientist. The two tests upon 

;f > j which she mainly relied for the final determination
i-V . / of her organised material were found above to, be

knowledge of the childour

. e'
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educltion a, having given it her grand
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pared enviro^ent, as distinct from the patented f> 
apparatus, one is glad to acknowledge that she has' 
greatly improved upon '^e practice of the past. ? 
The convenient and adaptable fiiriuture and acces- = 
series of her schoolroom are admirably suited to 
the requirements of the little ones, enabling them 
to enjoy a large measure of physical freedom, and ' 
allowing them to practise simple activities of moral, 
social and domestic significance and of real educa- . 
tional value.

: 331:
' t -

: the world of
ideas and ideals, she had rem^ed content to 
demonstrate the possibility of founding directly 
upon her principles a complete, intelligent, and 

'' progressive practice. She could have pointed out 
the path of progress without standing in the way, 
and preventing others from following it. She could 
easily have made, it impossible for any opponent 

“ ' to charge her with narrowness and commercialism.
Through her failure,to acknowledge frankly to 

S herself arid others the inevitable defects and limita- 
i ^ tions of much of her apparatus she is withholding 
1;from the children opportunities for the enjoyment 

of greater freedom, and for the fuller expression of 
. inmviduality. For this greaWr freedom and fuller 
' expressfon there js required much more and varied 

. material for the exercise of creative or constructive 
actiyiUes, much more that would readily lend itself 

• to considerable alteration and adaptation by the 
' - thoiightful child. Also, she provides at present too 

little' scope for those intelligent children who desire 
to explore and who seek to discover the hidden 
possjbilities of manipulative materials. It is, too, 

i. i worthy of note that jn her insistence upon the use
i- of her own particular, apparatus she is quite un-

' warrahtably interfering with the freedom and in- 
>. dmduality of the teacher or directress. In regard, 

to the general arrangement and order of her pre-

A
The freedom of the Montessori school is, of' ij 

course, comparative, and need not be subjected to S 
any profound philosophical examination. It was '
pointed out in the previous chapter that the true vi
place in the theory of the Method to be assigned ' 
to the conception of freedom is that of a 
essential condition. Upon freedom as a condition ■ . 
all the other basic principles are dependent. If the 
child is not free he cannot act spontaneously and 
educatqWmself. Unless he is free he will not behave ;;
naturally, and if he does not he cannot be sdentifie- 
ally observed and so a true science of pedagogy ; ^ 
cannot be formulated. A prepared environment 
■with an almost selfreffacing directress can haVte little 
or no meaning and purpose unless the child is free 
to use it as and when he wills. Individuality cannot, iSi 
be adequately expressed by one who is'not free. 3
Children must have freedqm to exercise muscles :

(ana
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and senses, to pe^eive and think, as they will 

y enterinto such simple social and moral
r^tionships as satisfy them. They must be free 
to be themselves. For that each shall be a true 
developing self is of supreme importance. And this,
as everyone is aware who is familiar with the spirit
and tone of the Montessori school, does not mean 
that children become selfish or too self-conscious.

Like other portions of her work. Dr. Montes- 
sori's treatment of the conception of freedom is 

r; lackmg''Trr’thoroughness, definiteness, and 
!" ■ sistency.' Her exposition is not logically ordered

and developed. Important statements of her views ■ 
which would gain greatly in meaning and force by ^ 

. judicious collation and sequential discussion are 
found in widely separated portions of a book and 
even in different books. Although she claims 
" perfect liberty ” for the child her common sense 
compels her to recognise that he can be allowed 
only comparative freedom. But she does not fairly 
meet and discuss the difficulties that arise from this 
fact. Her theoretical d'emand is for this perfect 
liberty, but in practice all undesirable tendencies 
and activities are rigorously suppressed, destroyed.
She tells us that liberty is activity, and that in the 
social and moral spheres the child’s liberty is to 

.have both A limit and a form. The limit is the 
L ; cpllective interest and the form that which we uni-

i"'-

versally consider good breeding. Here 
have uncert^ty and confusion o£, thought. S ‘̂ . H 
makes no real effort to effect an intellectual^ 
conciliation between the modified freedom of the 
schoolroom and “perfect” liberty, or what she ' ^ 
vaguely calls the “ biological principle of liberty”.; 1 ” 
makes no attempt to prove that children may he' ^ 
said to have freedom even when its limit and form : 
are determined by others.

The conception of freedom is an excee^ngly Vv'.' 
difficult one even for the philosopher, and critidsm 5 
of Dr. Montessori's unsatisfactory treatment of it ' < 
must not be too severe. Although not stated with ” 
clarity and due eihphasis, her position may be said 
to agree in the main with that of some philosophera ” 
who consider it from the social and political stand- ? 
point. They say that liberty must have both j'i 
negative and positive significance. On the one S 
hand, there must be freedom from all unnecessary a 
interference, from arbitrary restraint and con- 'V 
straint. On the other hand, there must be .the v ? 
positive provision of a Mcial and political orfer ji" 
which shall afford to the individual opportunities for ; 
the exercise and cultivation of his capacities.** If ” 
for “ social and political order ” we substitute 
“ scientifically prepared environment,” ^ve have 
here a short statement of her position. This does 
not, of course, make the whole matter sufficiently

•A

con-

Vid* T. H. Green: Works, Vol, III., pp. 308 ff.
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clear to satisfyjjractical teachers and parents who 
■&: are desirous'of adopting the Method in their 

" ■ homes. They want a full, clear, and detailed 
Ijkmcposition of the “ concept of liberty,” showing, 

with typical instances, the practical limitations 
found necessary. For their intellectual satisfaction 
they want a reasoned justification of the compro
mise which, without explanation or discussion, she 
seems to have tried to effect between the abstract 
and the concrete, the ideal and the actual inter- 

. pretations of her principle of hberty. She makes 
many concessions to convention which necessitate 
deliberate interference with the liberty of the 
child. She teaches him, shows him how to do 

fi'! induces, guides, urges, and restrains him as
occasion requires. All this may be justified because 
of the exigencies of practice, and Dr. Montessori's 

i’l genius may enable her always to decide aright as 
to, the kind and degree of interference. But those 

, less gifted require clear precepts and principles of 
' procedure.
%Almost everything already written in this 
I i chapter by way of criticism of Dr. MonteSsori’s 

. exposition and application of her principles has 
bearing upon her conception and treatment of 

S individuality. She asserts that there is only one 
' ■ real biological maiufestati.on—the living individual, 
R -and that with individuals, one by one observed,
i-

CRiTicAL considerations ■ ■ 33S'

education is alone concerned. She apparently > 
wishes us to tmderstand that the fundamental 
principles of her Method have been formulated from 
the results obtained by the study of individuals; one; gj 
by one scientifically observed. But it has alreaity 
been pointed out that these results have not been , • 
made available for independent investigation, that > 
her methods have not been scientific, and that she g 
has often relied upon unwarranted assumptions and ; f 
conclusions. Further, however complete and J 
detailed have been her observations and ihvestiga- ' ^ 
tions of mdividual facts and manifestations, and 
however large the munber of individuals concerned, 
her study of the results obtained would not be a 
study of individuality. For the individuality of even s, 
the very young child is far too subtle and elusive, , ' 
contains far. too great a complex of social 'and , 
moral, mental, aesthetic, and spiritual elements and ii; 
qualities to be measurable or explicable by her ' g 
crude materialistic methods and standards and ' 5 
tests. In fact, she has made no contribution of > 
real value to the study of individuality. Through
out her work she confuses it with the mere ; 
superficially observable differentiae of behaviour,. . f 
attitude, predilection and choice. Her pages :4; 
contain remarkably few accounts of individual g 
children and their needs, their work, their success' > 2 
or failure, or of the special provision made for. ' . v

i
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?■
principle. Materials, methods, of procedure, ands..^ : ;; 
systems of organisation are being wisely adapted, r; x 
and a sound practice is being evolved. Already 
there are signs that Montessorianism lags behind i r 
this movement. If the founder of the former and I ;- 
her fpUowers wish to keep abreast they murt ; 
seriously consider the reform of the Method in 
many particulars. The Dalton Laboratory Plan for j 
the education of pupils from eight to eighteen years V” 
of age] which is broadly based upon the principles : i 
of autp-education, freedom, and individuality, is 
rapidly gaining in favour among teachers in many • ' 
types of schools. Judged from the standpoint of 
these three principles its provision for the education 
of children from eight to eleven is of much greater ' 
value than that elaborated in The Advanced 
Moniessori Method for the -same ages. The latter 
is characterised by far too much detailed instruc
tion, and conveys the general impression that Dr. 
Montessori forgets or ignores her own fundamental ■ ‘ 

eptions. There is no doubt that for the pupil 
of this age the Dalton Plan provides much greater 
opportunity for individual thought and work. 
Moreover, in its adoption and detailed application 
the individuality of teachers and parents may be' 
freely expressed. They have not imposed on rtem 
any stereotyped and costly set of apparatus, and 
are not restrained in making their own arrange- 
ments by the fear of transgr&sing the patent law. ;

* :' them. When sheldoes tell us of them she hastens 
I unduly to generaUse what they do and reveal and 
K to absorb their individual contributions into the 

of her results. Considering the claims

V

gi' total
A; she makes, she is far too prone to generalise about

■ children and to act upon her general ideas of them. 
Her elaborate apparatus does not afford very great 
opporturaty for the expression of individuality, for

fA ■ in. the main it is the same for all children. Never- 
SV ' theless, it is gladly acknowledged that because of 

- the sensible arrangement of the school environ- 
A ; ment and her practical interpretation of freedom 
A therein the child is more frequently aflorded oppor- 
A tunities for the assertion of his individuality than is
■ 4: customary in the majority of kindergarten depart- 
3 ments. Although he cannot, except within narrow

limits, alter and adapt particular pieces of apparatus 
to suit his special requirements and ambition, yet 

:■ he can find scope for self-expression in the cfeice 
, ; , of piece and of a place and a time to use it. He is 

not the slave of a time-table, and he may in his 
simple and delightful way’commune and co-operate 

g with his fellows;
In growing numbers modem educators are be- 

3? , ginning to realise that their theory and practice 
’( must be founded upon the principle of individuality. 
3 Many able men and women are now devoting their 
;;; ; attention to ways and means of carrying out thb
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in our discussion of rausde and sense traning in to know her considered views on the part to be 
played' by teligipn in early education, and want; i 4 
direct guidance in regard to matter and method.
This is a question of grave diffiiculty upon which her ■ :- ! 
opinionihls hitherto heen stated with pardonable i 
diffidence, but it is one which must be answered

j; l ■ the previous chapter our remarks were on occasion 
criHcal, and nq^fUrther criticism is necessary here.

1;^ ' In regard to reading and writing it appears to many 
I Students of the Method that Dr. Montessorils 
I?: : insistence upon.the teaching of ^ting first is some- 
fcs what pedantic, and that in fact she teaches them 
k.' concurrently. Not for long do the little ones write 
Ij:' , without knowing what they write, and their knowing 
K ; it means, of course, that they can read it. But 
[- the point is of little importance.

Teachers and parents, especially mothers, are 
s ' anxious to receive from Dr. Montessori definite and 
[ j reasoned pronouncements on two points which seem
fe. to, them of'peat importance. In the first place,
i : they wish to know her final views on the use of

. stones, including fairy tales, in the education of the 
[ij; young child. These haye for ages played such a 

: large part in the lives of children in many countries 
|i' ; that her: for^^ opposition to their use caused a 
11; ‘ deal of anxious questioning. It is now known
•fk that she has modified her views, and a new state- 
[ ment, examining [the merits of different types of 
p storiesi would be!of real'interest and value. The 
p, treatment of this question in her lectures has
P hitherto been somewhat cursory and dogmatic, and

. has been of little help to the peat majority of 
K ■: teachers and parents who haye found it impossibL _ 
f to join her classes. In the second place, they desire

by a reformer who offers an all-embracing Method ' 
for the education of the young.
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